PAUL's Epistle to the Romans.

CHAP. I.

PAUL a servant of Jesus Christ, graciously constituted an apostle, and by a particular designation appointed to proclaim the good tidings of that revelation, which God by the ancient prophets formerly declared he would publish to mankind.

2 This dispensation was first introduced by his son Jesus Christ our Lord, who with regard to his humanity lineally descended from David.

3 This most holy and virtuous person was most powerfully ascertained and demonstrated to be the son of God by his resurrection from the dead.

4 By him have I been graciously invited with the apostolic office — that I might propagate the doctrines of his religion among all the Heathens.

5 Of these you constitute a part, who have been invited into the Christian profession.

6 Of these you constitute a part, who have been invited into the Christian profession.

7 This epistle I send to all the Christians in Rome — the favoured friends of God — blessed with the distinguishing privileges of the gospel — affectionately wishing you every favour and felicity from God our supreme parent, and from Jesus Christ our Lord.

8 First of all let me assure you, that I pay my fervent gratitude, on your account, to my God through Jesus Christ, that your belief of Christianity is celebrated throughout the whole world.

9 For I solemnly call the great God to witness, to whose service in preaching the gospel of his son I freely devote all my powers, that I am never unmindful of you in my prayers:

10 Constantly imploring the Deity, that, if it be agreeable to his will, I may now at last have a prosperous journey to you.

11 For I am extremely desirous to see you, that I may communicate to you some spiritual and miraculous endowment, in order that you may be immoveably established in your Christian profession:

12 That is, that you and I may enjoy a reciprocal consolation by means of our mutual belief of the gospel.
For my Christian brethren, I would not have you be ignorant, that I have often proposed to visit you, but have hitherto been always prevented—in order that my ministry might have that success among you, with which it hath been crowned in other heathen countries.

For as I am obliged by my office, to preach the gospel to the Greeks and to the Barbarians, to the learned and to the unlearned;

so am I extremely willing and desirous to impart to you in Rome the joyful truths of the Christian revelation.

For I am not ashamed of the Christian religion—for it is a glorious effort of the Deity, to promote the everlasting happiness of every one indiscriminately who embraces it—whether they be Jews—to whom it was first published—or whether they be Heathens.

For by this dispensation is the absolute forgiveness of God announced to every person who cordially believes it—to which the following words of the prophet may be fitly applied, "He, who is acquitted from a principle of belief, shall live."

For the indignation of the Almighty is now revealed from heaven against all the horrid impieties and atrocious immoralities of men—who retain indeed the principles of true religion, but corrupt it with the vilest enormities.

For these are accurately acquainted with all the great known truths relating to the Deity—because the Deity hath in the clearest manner exhibited them before their eyes:

For his eternal omnipotence and divinity, his being and perfections, tho' inaccessible to mortal view, have ever since the foundation of the world been most illustriously displayed and manifested by the frame and structure of the universe—so that their conduct is absolutely inexusable.

Because when they had the clearest perception of the existence of the Deity, they did not pay him that veneration and gratitude which his character demands—but they formed the most frivolous and absurd reasonings, and bewildered their undiscerning infatuated minds in the mists of darkness.

Notwithstanding their arrogant pretensions to superior wisdom and erudition, they were guilty of the most egregious ignorance and folly.

For they debased the glory
glory of the incorruptible God, by exhibiting him in the similitude and figure of a frail mortal, and representing him in the form of birds, of quadrupeds, of reptiles.

24 For which abandoned impieties God surrendered them up to follow the lead of their depraved and sensual appetites—so that they mutually dishonoured and polluted their bodies with the most abominable and unnatural lusts.

25 They converted the truth of natural religion into the most erroneous falsehood—and they venerated and worshipped the creature instead of the great Creator, who is the sole proper object of religious adoration through all the revolving ages of eternity! Amen.

26 For this flagrant impiety God permitted them to indulge the most infamous and dishonourable passions—for women, banishing their native modesty, abandoned themselves to the most unnatural impurities.

27 Men also, in the same manner, relinquishing the other sex, were scorched with the flames of the most libidinous concupiscence for each other—enslaved to a most shameful course of mutual sodomitical practices—pursuing these detestable enormities, and reaping in their own persons those effects, which must necessarily ensue from their wilful corruption of natural religion.

28 For since they did not choose to acknowledge and magnify the Deity, the Deity permitted them to forfeit all moral discernment, and surrendered them up to the practice of the most heinous and criminal irregularities.

29 They were sunk in injustice, debauchery, immorality, avarice, malignity—they were overwhelmed with the vices of envy, murder, animosity, deceit, malevolence.

30 They were habituated to defamation, to calumny, to horrid impiety, to insolence, to pride, to arrogance—ingenious contrivers of wickedness, divested of all filial piety,

31 destitute of all moral intelligence, violators of the strongest engagements, devoid of all natural affection, infringers of the most solemn covenants, strangers to compassion and tenderness.

32 Who though they are perfectly acquainted with the rule which the law of God prescribes, That those, who are guilty of such flagrant immoralities as these, are worthy of death; yet do not only perpetrate
perpetrate these crimes themselves, but also applaud others who perpetrate them.

CHAP. II.

1 THY conduct therefore, O man, who cenurest others for their immoralities, admittest of no apology—for in the sentence thou passest upon others thou condemnest thyself—for thou thyself committed the very crimes against which thou inveighest.

2 We are persuaded that the decisions of the Almighty against those, who are guilty of such flagitious excesses as these, are founded in the essential nature and truth of things.

3 Dost thou then imagine, O thou who severely reproachest others for these atrocious vices, and yet indulgest the very same thyself, that thou shalt escape the judgment of the Almighty?

4 Or dost thou treat the immense exuberance of the divine benignity, forbearance, and patience, with contempt—not reflecting that the infinite benignity of God is designed to induce thee to repentance and reformation of life?

5 But through thy determined obstinacy and wilful impenitence, thou art accumulating for thyself a fund of misery and wretchedness, which will overwhelm thee in that awful day of retribution, when the just sentence of the supreme Judge will be pronounced:

6 who will then requite every individual of the human race according to his respective conduct:

7 upon those, who have steadily persevered in the uniform practice of universal virtue, and have studied to acquire the glory and blessedness of an happy immortality, he will then bestow eternal felicity.

8 But upon those, who have pervertedly opposed, and obstinately rejected the truth, and abandoned themselves to the practice of immorality, he will inflict the most dire and dreadful punishments.

9 Every individual then of human kind, without exception, who hath lived in the practice of wickedness, whether Jew or Greek, shall be consigned to misery and wretchedness extreme.

10 But every rational creature of mankind, indiscriminately, who shall then be found to have lived a life of virtue, whether Jew or Heathen, shall be recompensed with immortal honour and happiness ineffable.
For the civil distinctions of mankind are of no avail with the Deity!

For all, who have transgressed the law of nature, shall be configned to perdition for the violation of that law—and those who have disobeyed the law of Moses, shall be condemned for their infraction of that law.

For it is not merely the nominal profession of the mosaie law that will intitle a person to the divine forgiveness—but it is solely the virtuous practice of its precepts that will be finally rewarded.

For when the heathens, who adopt not the law of Moses, yet practice, from the principles of nature, those duties which the law prescribes; these, though destitute of an explicit revealed law, are not destitute of a rule and standard for their moral conduct.

They evince that the moral injunctions of the mosaie institution are engraved by the finger of God on the tablet of their heart—for their consciences faithfully indicate the true nature of their respective actions, and their intellectual and moral powers alternately applaud or condemn the merit or demerit of their conduct.

All mankind therefore, without distinction, will be judged according to the tenor of their actions, in that awful day of retribution, when the Deity, according to my gospel, will, by Jesus Christ, disclose and lay open all the secret transactions of the human race, and pass an irrevocable sentence upon them.

Behold! you value yourself upon your Jewish profession—you repose an entire confidence in the law—you glory in the knowledge you have of the one true God:

You are acquainted with his will, and by the instruction of the law you acquire an accurate knowledge of the most important and interesting truths:

You vainly arrogate to yourself the character of a guide to the blind, of a lamp in the midst of a benighted world,

of an instructor of fools, of a teacher of babes; and boast that the law of Moses contains the only system of divine knowledge and truth.

But do you, who inculcate lessons of instruction upon others, not conform to them?
yourself! Are you, who inveigh against theft, guilty of fraud and dishonesty yourself!

22 Are you, who declaim against debauchery, a debaucher yourself! Do you, who abominate images, commit sacrilege!

23 You who glory in the law of Moses, do you dis honour God by violating its injunctions!

24 For by reason of your notorious vices, your religion is become the object of calumny and satyr among the Heathen nations, as the prophet declares.

25 For the privileges of the Jewish religion are a signal advantage, if you act up to them—but if your life is a contradiction to your profession, you for ever forfeit its benefits, and your Judaism sinks to a level with Heathenism.

26 And on the contrary, should an Heathen perform those duties which the law of Moses prescribes, shall not the external disadvantages of his situation be considered in the same manner as if he had been born in all the privileges of the Jewish religion?

27 And will not the virtuous Heathens, who make those moral precepts, which the law of Moses inculcates, the rules of their conduct, condemn you, who, though initiated and instructed in this divine revelation, live in open violation of it?

28 For he is not a Jew, who only makes an external profession of Judaism—nor is that true circumcision, which is merely exterior:

29 But in the divine estimation he only is a Jew, who is internally holy and virtuous—and that circumcision he requires, is a figurative not a literal institution—which consists in retrenching the irregular affections of the heart, and is desirous, not to secure the applause of man, but the approbation of God.

CHAP. III.

1 What superior advantages then, you will say, doth the Jew possess, or what is the utility of circumcision?

2 The Jew, I reply, is blessed with many signal advantages—for, in the first place, this nation was favoured with a divine revelation.

3 But what if some of them rejected its evidences, doth their infidelity supersede the divine fidelity?

4 Far from it! Let the veracity of all mankind be arraigned,
arraigned, rather than that the divine veracity should be impeached — agreeably to the following assertions of the prophets, “In all thy declarations thy justice and equity will be evinced, and when thou art examined and explored, the decision will be in thy favour.”

5 But you will say, If the wickedness of us Jews recommends us to the divine clemency and forgiveness — what shall I reply to this — must I assert that the Deity is unjust in his infictions of punishment? (I argue upon the common principles of human reason)

6 Far be it from me to impeach the divine justice! — for if this attribute be subverted, how is the Deity qualified to judge the world?

7 For it, for example, my flagrant falsehood serves to illustrate the divine veracity, and to augment his glory, why should a vice productive of such an end, be censured in me as criminal?

8 No! far from it! It is an injurious calumny that hath been fixed upon me by some persons, who assert that I advance the following maxim — “Let us practise vice, that happiness may result from it.” — Those who avow this pernicious principle are the objects of deserved punishment.

9 What then — Do we Jews excell the Heathens in point of morals? — By no means! — For I have showed above, that both Jews and Gentiles are all equally sunk in wickedness.

10 The vices of the Jews are thus distinctly specified by their writers — “There is no virtuous person among them, not even one single individual:

11 There is not one intelligent person among them, not one pious votary of God:

12 They have all deviated from the path of duty, they are universally abandoned and worthless, there is not one who possesseth the least spark of real goodness, not so much as one single person:

13 Their voracious throat is an insatiable sepulchre, their tongues are replete with fraud and falsehood, and the venom of asps rankles under their lips:

14 Their mouths are full of malediction and virulence:

15 They are extremely prompt and alert to embrace their hands in innocent blood:

16 It is their sole study and design to spread devastation and wretchedness around them:
17 They are perfect strangers to concord and peace: 18 And there is not the least awe of God upon their minds."

19 Now we know that all these particulars, which occur in the Jewish books, are descriptive of the characters of those who acknowledged their authority—So that every mouth is stopped, and the whole world is become deservedly obnoxious to the divine punishment.

20 Because by the ceremonial observances of the masonic law no person can be acquitted from his former crimes at the divine tribunal—for the law of Moses is so far from remitting sin, that it places its malignity and turpitude in the strongest light.

21 But now, in the present age, without any relation to the law, hath the divine remission, attested by the law and the prophets, been revealed and published to the world:

22 The divine remission of all past sins, through a reception of the Christian religion, freely dispensed to all, who sincerely adopt it, indiscriminately.

23 Because all, without exception, have violated their duty, and been defective in their obedience to God.

24 But they are now, gratuitously acquitted from all their former crimes, by the distinguished favour and goodness of the Deity, published to the world by that new dispensation which Christ Jesus hath introduced:

25 whom, b by means of the effusion of his blood, the Deity hath appointed to be a mercy-seat, to announce from it, to the world, his most merciful abolition of all their past iniquities;

26 to display to the present age the infinite clemency and forgiveneces of the Deity, and to discover his transcendent goodness in most graciously remitting the crimes of every one who cordially embraces the religion of Jesus.

27 Where then is glorying?—It is for ever excluded—By what law?—By the masonic?—No!—It is by the Christian institution.

28 We conclude therefore, that a person is acquitted from his past guilt by an adoption of Christianity, independently of the ceremonial law.

Is.
29 Is the Almighty the God of the Jews only? is he not the parent of the Heathens also?—undoubtedly the common parent of the Heathens too.

30 Seeing it is the same Being who equally dispenseth forgiveness both to the circumcised and to the uncircumcised, through their belief of Christianity.

31 But you will say—Doth Christianity, in my estimation, totally annul and supersede the law?—By no means!—Christianity recommends and corroborates the law.

CHAP. IV.

WHAT privileges then shall we lay were possessed by Abraham our illustrious ancestor?

2 For if Abraham was acquitted solely in consequence of his prior obedience, he hath cause for exultation, tho' not before the Supreme.

3 But what doth the scripture assert?—"Abraham had the fullest conviction of the being of the supreme God, and in consequence of this belief all his past guilt, by an act of the divine goodness, was totally expunged."

4 Now the wages of a labourer are esteemed his just due, are never considered as a gratuity.

5 But to him who hath no prior good works to display, but is at the same time fully convinced of the truth and veracity of that Being who absolveth the impious, this his conviction is graciously esteemed as a foundation for his absolution.

6 Agreeably to this, David in the following passage celebrates the felicity of that person, whom God, by a distinguished act of his favour, absolveth from his former guilt, without any regard paid to his former actions:

7 "Happy are they whose sins are pardoned, whose crimes are expunged!

8 Thrice happy the man, to whom the Almighty will not impute his guilt!"

9 Now is this felicity here mentioned, solely confined to the Jews?—or doth it comprehend the Heathens?—for we assert, that Abraham's belief in the Supreme was graciously considered as the foundation of his remission.

10 But in what manner did he receive this signal favour?—when he was circumcised, or when he was uncircumcised?—in a state of uncircumcision.

11 For he received the rite of circumcision as the seal
Cal and sanction of this remission, which was now conferred upon him in consequence of that faith he had exercised in God during his uncircumcision—in order that he might be the father of all who believe in an uncircumcised state, that their sincere belief might, in like manner, be considered as the foundation of their abscution:

12 And the father of circumcision, not merely to his circumcised descendants, but to all, without distinction, who copy that faith our great ancestor displayed during his state of uncircumcision.

13 For that signal promise that was given him. That he should be the illustrious heir of the world, was not derived to him or to his descendants through the channel of the law, but through that belief in the Supreme which was the ground of his remission.

14 For if those who adopted the mosaic law, are the only legitimate heirs of this promise, then is the principle of belief vain and fruitless, and the promise superseded and annulled:

15 because the law menaces punishment to its violator; for take away law, and you take away transgression.

16 This blessing therefore was annexed to belief, that it might be entirely gratuitous—in order that this magnificent promise might remain unmoveably stable and firm to all his descendants—not merely to those who are professors of the Jewish law, but to all who imitate the virtuous belief of Abraham—who is in this respect the common father of us all indiscriminately.

17 Agreeably to this it is expressly said, "I have constituted thee the great progenitor of numerous nations"—This distinguished blessing was conferred upon him in consequence of his firm belief in that Being, who restores the dead to life, and speaks of things future, as actually existing.

18 This illustrious personage, contrary to every rational hope, cherished the firmest belief and hope that he should be the father of many nations, according to the divine promise, which assured him, His progeny should be as numerous as the stars of heaven.

19 His confidence in this divine assurance was so strong and vigorous, that he never once reflected on the debility of his very advanced age, being now about an hundred, or on the natural impossibility of Sarah ever being a mother.

20 But the assurance he reposed in this divine promise was,
was so entire, that he did not hesitate a moment about the reality of its accomplishment—He had the most undoubted persuasion of it, and gave glory to God.

21 He had the fullest conviction in his own mind, that the Being, who had given this promise, was able to perform it.

22 In consequence therefore of this his sincere belief in the Supreme, he was, by an act of the divine favour, acquitted from all his prior guilt.

23 But the account of his being thus graciously acquitted, was not recorded merely for his sake:

24 but principally for our sakes, who were in future time to have this signal favour conferred upon us—for our sakes, who believe in that almighty Being, who raised from the tomb our Lord Jesus:

25 that divine person who was surrendered up to death, to rescue us from our vices; and was restored to life, in order to grant us the total absolution of our former crimes.

CHAP. V.

E heathens therefore, having been acquitted from all our prior guilt, in consequence of our sincere belief of Christianity, are now in a state of peace and friendship with the Deity, by means of our Lord Jesus Christ:

2 Through whom we have been admitted, by our cordial reception of his gospel, into this gracious dispensation, with which we are now blessed, and exult in the glorious prospect of a blessed immortality.

3 And what is more than this, we even exult and glory in the miseries and distresses we encounter—persuaded that distress produceth constancy:

4 and constancy produceth self-approbation, and self-approbation hope.

5 And this animating hope will not result in shameful disappointment, for the love of God to us hath been diffused in our bosoms by the holy Spirit, which hath been imparted to us.

6 For when we Gentiles were totally unable to extricate ourselves—in this important crisis, Jesus died for the benefit of an impious and immoral race.

7 For scarcely could any person be found, who would sacrifice his life for a just person—though perhaps some person might generously devote his life a victim, to save
fave a benevolent man from death a.

8 But the Deity exhibiteth a most amazing and endearing expression of his affection for us, that when we were profligate and abandoned sinners, Christ voluntarily submitted to death to save us from destruction.

9 How much more, therefore, since we have in the present state been acquitted from our vices, by means of the effusion of his blood, shall we in a future state be rescued through him from everlasting perdition!

10 For if, when we Gentiles were enemies to God, we were introduced into this happy change of state, by means of the death of his own son — how much more, having been graciously favoured with this happy revolution, shall we not obtain everlasting salvation by means of that immortal life he now enjoys!

11 And not only this, but we exult and glory in the Deity, on account of the interposition of our Lord Jesus Christ — by whose means we heathens have received this glorious revolution.

12 In respect to this, as by one man sin was first introduced into the world, and death was ushered in by sin, and, in this manner, death universally invaded the whole human race, in consequence of their universal guilt.

13 For before the period of the mofaic institution, vice had an existence in the world — though it did not expose men to such rigorous punishments before the publication of that law.

14 But death exercised its dread dominion through all that long space which intervened betwixt Adam and Moses — over those, who had not violated a positive law, as Adam, the forerunner of the Messiah, had done.

15 But the disadvantages incurred by the lapse of the first, won’t admit the least comparison with the free donation of blessings conferred by the second, Adam — for if through the disobedience of one


b Εὐάγρατος is the reading of the Alex. MS. See Mill and Wetzstein. Εὐάγρατος or Εὐάγρατος, in other manuscripts.
one person, the human race was subjected to mortality; infinitely more hath the divine benignity, and that liberal grant of gospel privileges, bestowed through the benevolence of one man, Jesus Christ, superabounded to mankind.

16 Neither in this respect are the effects of Adam's guilt to be placed in opposition with the gracious benefits derived from the gospel-dispenation — For Adam's single offence, by the judicial sentence of God, terminated in the condemnation of the whole human species to mortality—but the gracious privileges of the gospel, taking their origin from the numerous vices of the world, have resulted in a total absolution of them.

17 For if, through the single lapse of one person, the universal empire of death was immediately erected—infinitely more shall they, who are blessed with this exuberance of divine goodness, and with the free and generous remission of all their vices, reign in endless immortality through one divine personage, Jesus Christ.

18 As therefore, in consequence of one sole act of disobedience, all the human race was sentenced to mortality—so in consequence of one sole constitution, are all the human race judicially adjudged to immortality.

19 For as on the account of the disobedience of one single person, all mankind were treated as sinners—so, on account of the obedience of one single person, shall all mankind be treated as if they were perfectly free from guilt.

20 But the law of Moses was introduced among but an inconsiderable portion of mankind; so that the violations of that positive law were multiplied without end—but where vice abounded, the immense exuberance of the divine benignity hath infinitely more superabounded:

21 in order, that as the empire of sin was erected, and scattered mortality among the human race; so in like manner might the divine favour most triumphantly reign unto eternal life, by means of those privileges which were dispensed by Jesus Christ our Lord.

C H A P. VI.

1 What shall we reply to this?—shall we say, we will persist in our vices, in order that we may render the divine benignity the more illustrious
illustrious in the forgiveness of them?

2 Nothing can be a greater perversion of it—For how shall we, who have died to vice, revive it again in our future practice.

3 Don't you know that all of us, who were baptised into the profession of Christ Jesus, were baptised into the belief of his death?

4 When we were therefore immersed in baptism into the belief of his death, we were then figuratively buried with him—to represent to us, that as Christ emerged from the state of death to immortality, by the glorious energy of the supreme Father, so ought we for the future to enter upon a new life.

5 For if we have been intimately united to him by baptism, the figurative representation of his death, we shall also be connected with him, in a moral resemblance to him in his resurrection.

6 Conscious of this, that our former abandoned heathenish life expired with him on the cross—so that he hath dissolved and annihilated the whole system of vice, to exempt us for the future from its servitude.

7 For he who is thus dead to vice, is forever emancipated from its slavery.

8 Now if we morally died with Christ from our former vicious pursuits, we believe we shall share a blessed immortality with him.

9 Persuaded that Christ being raised from the tomb, will never feel the stroke of death any more—the tyrant death hath for ever loft his dominion over him.

10 For he who submitted to death was entirely mortified to all sin—and the life he now enjoys is solely devoted to God.

11 In the same manner do you regard yourselves as dead to vice, but alive to God thro' the dispensation of Christ Jesus our Lord.

12 Suffer not vice, therefore, to erect its empire in your mortal bodies, to make you abject slaves to its depraved affections and habits.

13 Neither do you surrender up

—- This is the meaning of εἰς τὸν Χαρακόν εὕτε εἰς τὸν Παλαιόν. The death of Christ is the grand fundamental article in the gospel-scheme, on which the Deity's grant of privileges, and the Christian's title to immortality, are founded. Into the belief of the death of Christ were all the converts baptised. Baptism is a strong and striking representation of this capital truth, the death of Jesus.

- The emblem of a new life.
up your powers to be the instrument of profligate and vicious excesses—but do you consecrate yourselves to God, as those who have been morally raised to new life from the dead, and employ your faculties in the virtuous service of God.

14. For vice shall not exercise its tyranny over you, for you are not under the rigour of the mosaïc law, but under a dispensation of benignity and favour.

15. What then, shall we continue in our vices, because we are not under the severity of the law, but under the gracious dispensations of the gospel?—by no means!

16. Don't you know, that to the dominion of whatever habits you voluntarily surrender yourselves, you are entirely under their unlimited sway and control?—whether it be the dominion of vice, which terminates in destruction: or the service of virtue, which issues in salvation.

17. Blessed be God, though you were once the slaves of vice, yet you have taken the full impressions of that mould of perfect doctrine into which you were thrown.

18. Vindicated therefore into liberty from the vassalage of vice, you are now entered into the service of virtue.

19. (I speak in this metaphorical manner to assist your understandings)—As you formerly surrendered up your powers to the servitude of the vilest enormities, and abandoned excesses—so do you now devote your faculties to the cultivation of universal sanctity and holiness.

20. For when you were the abject vassals of vice, you were totally lost to all virtue and goodness.

21. What advantages did you then reap in those pursuits, of which you now appear ashamed—the end of such pursuits is eternal death.

22. But now, having been manumitted from the slavery of vice, and commenced the servants of God, you produce the fruits of holiness—a course of life that will finally issue in a blessed immortality.

23. For the wages which vice payeth its votaries is destruction—but the glorious donation

---

\(^{h}\) Ωι to \textit{what}, to \textit{whatever} pursuit, \textit{habit}.

\(^{i}\) \textit{Eis} \textit{ωπρεσθησε} \textit{τινος}. An elegant metaphor taken from the art of coining money, which is thrown into a die or mould, and receives the impression. See Taylor, in \textit{loc.} and the learned Dr. Edwards on \textit{Irresistible Grace}, P. 35, 36, 37.
Paul's donation of God is everlasting life, through the dispensation of Jesus Christ our Lord.

CHAP. VII.

1 DON'T you know, my Christian brethren, (I am speaking to those who are acquainted with the law of Moses,) that this institution maintains a supreme authority over a man throughout the whole period of his existence!

2 For the married woman is by the law indissolubly united to her husband during his life—but at his decease, the legal bond, which connected her to him, is dissolved.

3 Should she therefore violate the nuptial bed, by cohabiting with another man during her husband's life, she is denounced as an adulteress—but at the death of her husband the bond is cancelled, and she may unite herself to another, without incurring that appellation.

4 In the same manner are you, my Christian brethren, now become dead to the mosaical law, your connection with it being dissolved by Christ—in order that you should unite yourselves to another, even to him who was raised from the dead, that we might bring forth the fruits of holiness to God.

5 For when we were under the mosaical constitution, the depraved and vicious affections, by means of that dispensation, exerted themselves with the greatest energy in all our powers, to incite us to bring forth fruit to eternal death.

6 But now, our union with the law is entirely annulled—the tyrant is dead, who once detained us in his fetters—so that we are the servants of the new, not the slaves of the old, dispensation.

7 What shall we say then, shall we assert that the law hath an immoral tendency?—monstrous assertion!—for I had not known the intrinsic turpitude of vice, had it not been for the law—I should not, otherwise, have known that libidinous desires were criminal, if the law had not expressly prohibited them.

8 But vice, having gained a firm footing by means of this express prohibition, kindled in me the flame of every irregular passion—For take away

k In opposition to bringing forth fruits to God in the former verse.

1 The Apostle personates a Jew to ver. 25.
to the Romans.

Chap. vii.

the absolute control of my
sensual appetites, the abject
vassal and slave of vice.

9 Once, before I knew the
law, I exulted in the vigour
of moral life — but when I
was informed of a solemn ex-
plicit command, vice imme-
diately awaked into new life,
and I expired — and
that precept, which was cal-
culated to procure life,
was found to doom me to death.

10 For vice, having se-
cured to itself a fit place for
its operations by means of
this injunction, drew me into
a fatal snare, and flew me.

11 For vice, having se-
cured to itself a fit place for
its operations by means of
this injunction, drew me into
a fatal snare, and flew me.

12 So that the law, ab-
stractedly considered, is an
holy institution, and its mo-
rality is pure, just, and good.

13 Was that then, which
has such excellence, the cause
of death to me? — far from
it — It was sin, which inflicted
the fatal wound — in order
that sin, which subjected me
to death by means of that
which is inherently excellent
and good, might be repre-
fented in its true features,
and, by means of this com-
mand, discover its most ex-
cessively abominable malign-
ity and detestable turpitude.

14 We know indeed that
the law of Moses is a moral
institution — but I am under
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generously reluctantly, it follows, that it is not my heart that incurs this guilt, the sole parent of it is vice, that hath erected her empire over me.

21 I find therefore that when my mental powers strongly tend to what is virtuous, my sensual appetites immediately counteract this tendency.

22 For all my intellectual faculties applaud the sublime excellence of the divine law.

23 But I see another law engaging with superior force against this law of my mind, and in triumph dragging me captive to vice, who sits enthroned in my sensual affections.

24 Miserable wretch that I am! Who will extricate me from the tyranny of this death!—

25 The gracious benignity of God will extricate me, which he hath dispensed by Jesus Christ our Lord—for it demonstrably appears that I, the very same person, who with my rational powers approve the law of God, am, at the same time, with my sensual appetites, enslaved to vice.

Chap. viii. 1. Consequently therefore there is now no sentence of condemnation against those, who em-

brace the gospel of Christ Jesus, and regulate their conduct according to the dictates, not of the sensual, but of the rational, principle.

2 For the spiritual scheme of Christianity, which dispenses life, hath vindicated me into liberty from my servitude to the mosaical constitution of sin and death.

3 This signal blessing, as the mosaical dispensation was totally incapable of conferring by means of the weakness of its carnal observances, the Deity, by delegating his son vested in a human form to rescue mankind from the dominion of vice, hath entirely crushed the empire sin had erected in our mortal bodies:

4 In order that the moral obligations prescribed in the law might be fulfilled by us, who follow the guidance, not of our sensual propensities, but of our rational faculties.

5 For they, who are under the control of their sensual appetites, make sensual pleasure their sole pursuit—but they, who are under the direction of their intellectual powers, make intellectual objects their study and happiness.

6 For the pursuit of sensual pleasure terminates in eternal...
eternal death — but the pursuit of those objects, which reason prescribes, issues in everlasting life and felicity.

7 Because a sensual disposition is rebellion against God — for it is not in subjection to the law of God: It is absolutely impossible it should.

8 It is impossible therefore that those who are abandoned to sensual gratifications should be the objects of the divine complacence.

9 But you are not under the government of the sensual, but of the rational, faculty, provided a divine disposition of mind residieth in you — now if any person is not governed by the same disposition which actuated Christ, he hath no just pretensions to the character of his disciple.

10 But if you cherish the disposition which Christianity requires, your animal nature is then dead with respect to vice, but your rational is alive and vigorous with respect to virtue.

11 And if the disposition of him who raised Jesus from the tomb continues to actuate and govern you, be assured that the Being, who re-animated the dead body of Christ, will also restore your mortal bodies to life, because of that truly godlike temper with which you are possessed.

12 Consequently therefore, my christian brethren, we are under every obligation not to live in sensual gratifications.

13 For if you live in carnal pursuits, you will be finally doomed to eternal death — but if in compliance with the dictates of reason you mortify the animal propensities, you will finally secure everlasting life.

14 For all those, who are actuated by a divine disposition of soul, are the genuine sons of God.

15 For under the gospel you have not again received a spirit of servility to keep you in fainiish terour and timidity — but you have received a filial spirit, by means of which we freely, as adopted children, invoke the Almighty as our indulgent father.

16 Now this same disposition, which the gospel inspires, gives the strongest attestation and conviction to our own minds, that we are the children of God.

17 But if we are the sons of God, consequently we are heirs — heirs of God and co-heirs with Christ — if we participate with him in his sufferings, that we should par-
ticipate with him in a glorious immortality.

18 For I conclude, that the sufferings of the present transient life are not worthy to be compared with that future glory that shall be disclosed to us.

19 For the whole rational creation waits for this felicity, with which the sons of God will be finally invested, with the most eager and intense expectation.°

20 For the human race was subjected to the vanity of mortal condition, not by its voluntary choice, but by the pleasure of the Almighty arbiter — who subjected them to this frailty,

21 but kindled in their bosoms the chearing and enlivening hope that human kind would be emancipated from the servitude of frail mortality, and enlarged into the glorious liberty of the sons of God.

22 For we know that the whole race of mortals is involved in one promiscuous wretchedness, and sustains the pangs of one common misery to the present moment.

23 And not only the whole creation in general, but even we ourselves who are distinguished with the primary and signal endowments of the Spirit, the bosoms even of us heave with profound and sorrowful groans, educed from the ardent expectation of our future glorious adoption, and our complete deliverance from this prison of our mortal body.

24 For the Christian dispensation hath inspired us with this hope — but the hope of an immediate present object is absurd — for what a perion intimately sees is not the object of hope.

25 But if things remote and future are the objects of our hope, we wait for them in patient expectation.

26 Agreeably to this also the Spirit itself aids our human frailties and infirmities, for we know not what petitions are proper for us to prefer to the Supreme, but in this solemn concern the Spirit tran-acteth

° Απεκαφασκα. This is a very strong and emphatical word, expressive of the most intense and anxious expectation. Pompey, at the battle of Pharsalia, when he saw his cavalry put to flight, retired to his tent, and in the most intense and painful expectation waited the event: εκερασκα το μυστον. Plutarch Cæsar. p. 1338. Stephan. Gr. They keep a profound silence anxiously waiting their orders: ορνοι καπαρακάετες τι ηρωαξιασις ξυρινις. Xenophon. Memor. p. 126. Oxon. 1741. See also Polybius, p. 534, 553, 609, 613. Edit. Hanov. Euripides, Iphigen. Taur. 313. Orestes 704. Helen. 745.
Chap. viii. to the Romans. 

acteth for us in silent suggestions.

27 And that Being who explores the human heart approveth the disposition of the Spirit — because he directs Christians to such* requests, as are agreeable to the divine will.

28 We are persuaded also that all things cooperate in finally producing the happiness of the sincere votaries of the Deity — the happiness of those, who in pursuance of his original designs, have now been invited into the privileges of the gospel.

29 For those to whom he originally intended to communicate the blessings of Christianity, these he also originally intended to raise from the tomb, in the glorious resplendent image of his son — designing that his son should be the first to lead up many other subsequent brothers to a blessed immortality.

30 Those, on whom he primarily designed to bestow this felicity, he invited into evangelical privileges — those, whom he invited, he also absolved from all their prior guilt—and to those, whom he absolved, he purposely bestowed a glorious immortality.

31 What thoughts shall we then entertain of these immense blessings! — If the Deity is thus our friend, who can be our foe!

32 That Being, who did not even spare his own Son, but surrendered him up to death, for the common benefit of us all, will not the author of such an amazing act of benevolence, generously impart to us every blessing!

33 Who is there will now charge the select community of God with guilt? — God hath absolved them from it.

34 Who is there who will condemn them for their vices? — Christ hath died—I should rather say—Christ hath been raised to abolish them—and he is now exalted to the right hand of God, and negotiates our concerns.

35 What then will ever alienate from us that affection which Jesus cherisheth for us? — Will distress, will the most extreme wretchedness, will famine, will nakedness, will the most imminent danger, will the impending terror of the sword?

36 To us Christians I can justly apply the following passages of scripture, "For thy fake, throughout the whole day, we are miserably massacred, we are esteemed as sheep for the slaughter."

37 But

* This was peculiar to the Apostolic age.

† The converts to Christianity.
37 But from all these conflicts we return with victory and triumph, by the powerful assistance of him who hath loved us.

38 For I am firmly persuaded, that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor kingdoms, nor sovereignties, nor things present, nor things future,

39 nor the height of prosperous, nor the depth of adverse fortune, nor any creature in the whole universe of beings, will ever be able to extinguish the love of God to us—that love, which he hath expressed for us in the mission of Christ Jesus our Lord.

CHAP. IX.

1 I Speak the truth as a Christian—I am guilty of no falsehood—my conscience, which is illuminated by the effusions of the holy Spirit, bears witness to the sincerity of what I now assert:

2 that my mind is overwhelmed with a burden of great affliction, and that my heart is incessantly torn with the pangs of the acutest sorrow.

3 For I could wish myself excluded from the privileges of a Christian, to subserve the interests of my dear brethren the Jews, who are so nearly allied to me in the bonds of nature.

4 These are the favoured descendants of Jacob—these are God's elect people—to these he appeared in visible glory—with these he established a covenant—to these he gave a system of laws and religious worship—to the obedience of these he annexed distinguished blessings.

5 These are the progeny of the most illustrious ancestors—from these, as to human extraction, the Messiah descended—and to these the one supreme God explicitly revealed himself, who is the worthy object of religious adoration, through all the revolving ages of eternity. Amen.

6 But notwithstanding these signal advantages of the Jews, the declaration of the Supreme hath not fallen to the ground—For the Israelites merely are not the whole of the genuine descendants of Jacob.

7 Nor are those only who derive their extraction from Abraham, the whole of the progeny of that illustrious personage—but the true line of thy descendants, said God, shall extend from Isaac.

8 From whence it follows, that mere natural extraction doth not entitle to the character of the sons of God—
but those only who are the objects of the divine promise are to be esteemed the true descendants.

9 For the form of the promise is this—"At that time I will display my divine power, and Sarah shall have a son."

10 Rebecca too, the comfort of Isaac, our great progenitor, when she was in her pregnancy,

11 before her children had breathed the vital air, or had done either good or evil---(a proof that the original purpose of the Deity, with regard to conferring any select privileges upon any community or body of men, is not founded on their virtue, but in the sole pleasure of the great Arbiter, who is pleased thus to distinguish them)

12 During her pregnancy it was expressly told her, "That the posterity of the elder brother should be in subjection to those of the younger."

13 As God also by the prophet declares, "The descendants of Jacob are more the objects of my affection, than those of Esau."

14 What shall we then say? shall we assert that the procedures of the Almighty are unjust?—far from it!

15 For he says to Moses, "I will extend my compassion to him whom I choose to make the object of it, I will commiserate whom I judge proper to commiserate."

16 Consequently it is not the will, or the efforts of an agent, that procure the donation of these external privileges: they are solely the gift of the merciful and compassionate Deity,

17 For God in the scripture faith to Pharaoh, "I have preferred thy life amidst the general destruction, that by thy means I might most illustriously display to the human race mine omnipotence, and that my perfections might be universally proclaimed and celebrated in the whole world."

18 Consequently therefore, the Supreme dispenses or with draws his distinguished favours to mankind as seemeth best to his infinite understanding.

19 But you will say to me, Why is the Almighty displeased with us Jews, that he rejects us?—Who of us hath opposed his designs?

20 But who art thou, O thou frail mortal! who presumest to make such an infolent reply to the Supreme! Will the creature arrogantly say to its Creator, Why hast thou made me in this manner!

21 Hath not the potter a right to dispose of his clay as
he thinks proper, and to make out of the same mass one vessel to an honourable, another to a less honourable use?  

22 What if the Deity, when desirous to manifest to the world his vindictive power, and to display his omnipotence, yet suspended his just vengeance, and exercised the greatest patience and long-suffering towards the objects of his wrath, that deservedly merited destruction?  

23 in order that he might exhibit the immense plenitude of his glorious benignity towards the distinguished objects of his favour, to whom he originally designed to dispense these illustrious blessings.  

24 By these distinguished objects of his favour I mean the Christians, whom he hath been pleased to invite into the privileges of the gospel, not only from among the Jews but the Heathens.  

25 This signal event God predicted by the prophet Hosea in the following passage—"I will call those to be my people who formerly were not my people: I will title her the object of my affection, who had not before been honoured with this distinction.  

26 And it shall be, that in that region where it was said, Here reside none of my people, the inhabitants of that very region shall be denominated the sons of the immortal God."  

27 The prophet Isaiah thus expressly declares concerning the Jews—"Though the Israelites be as numerous as the sands upon the sea shore, yet but a small pittance of that vast multitude will embrace the gospel salvation.  

28 He will justly inflict a sudden and dire excision: the Lord will cause a dreadful and unexpected destruction in the land of Israel."  

29 The same prophet had asserted the same thing—"Our fate, says he, would have resembled Sodom's, and our destruction, that of Gomorrah; had not the Omnipotent been pleased to save a very few from the general ruin to perpetuate the name of the nation."  

30 What reflections shall we make on these divine procedures?—Why, that the Heathens, who entertained no apprehensions of acquiring these privileges, yet attained the remission of all their prior vices—obtained this distinguished favour by means of their reception of Christianity:  

31 But the Jews, who were sedulous in their pursuit of
this signal blessing, the condonation of their former guilt, yet did not attain to it.

32 But what prevented their acquisition of it?—Because they did not seek it from Christianity, but from the ceremonious observances of the mosaical institution—Thus the gospel became a stone of stumbling to them.

33 Agreeably to which the scripture declares—"Behold I lay in Zion a stone, upon which the Israelites shall stumble and fall—but every one, who embraceth his doctrines, shall not be disappointed."

CHAP. X. I. My Christian brethren, it is the sincere desire of my heart and my fervent prayer to the Almighty, that Israel may accept the saving privileges of the gospel.

2 For I can bear them witness that they are animated with ardent zeal for God—but their zeal is not directed by wisdom.

3 For wilfully choosing to be ignorant of the advantages of that dispensation which God hath now introduced, and seeking to derive the same privileges from the observance of the mosaical dispensation, they have obstinately rejected the privileges which God freely offers in the gospel.

4 For Christianity is the ultimate end and final perfection of the Jewish economy, being calculated to dispense a total remission of all past sins to every sincere believer.

5 For Moses thus describes the privileges which a conformity to his system of laws confers—"The person who hath inviolably made these directions the rules of his conduct, shall by such a performance obtain life."

6 But the language of the Christian dispensation, to the cordial belief of which the remission of sins is annexed, is this—Let not thine heart dictate such a thought as this, Who shall ascend into the celestial mansions—meaning, to bring the Messiah, who hath already appeared, from those blessed abodes.

7 Or, Who shall descend into the dark profound realms of the dead—meaning to bring up the Messiah again from the dreary habitations of death.

8 But what faith the scripture?—"The doctrine is not so remote—it resideth near thee—it dwells upon thy tongue—it obtrudes itself upon thine heart"—which I may justly
Justly apply to the doctrine of Christianity, which we preach:

9 for if thou sincerely confess with thy tongue, that Jesus is now constituted by the Deity, universal governor, and cordially believe in thy heart that the Supreme raised him from the dead, thou shalt be entitled to all the saving privileges of the gospel.

10 For in the heart that belief is cherished which is productive of remission of sin—and with the tongue that confession is publicly made which initiates into the possession of evangelical blessings.

11 For the scripture faith, “Every individual without exception, who reposeth a sincere belief in him, shall not meet with a shameful disappointment.”

12 For under the Christian scheme there is no distinction of Jew or Greek—all are under one common Lord and governor, who showereth down his blessings upon all his votaries indiscriminately.

13 For whoever shall acknowledge our Lord, shall be initiated in the privileges of his religion.

14 But how should they acknowledge him, whose mission they do not believe?—How also should they believe in a person, of whom they have never heard?—And how should they ever hear of his religion, without a preacher to publish its doctrines?

15 And how should any person ever proclaim its doctrines, if they were not authoritatively commissioned and sent?—Here the expressions of the prophet are justly applicable—“How beautiful are the feet of those who publish the joyful news of happiness!—of those who proclaim the auspicious tidings of felicity!

16 Yet all, among whom these joyful tidings of the Christian revelation have been promulgated, have not credited them; so that in the words of Isaiah we may exclaim—Lord! who hath paid any credit to the account we have published!

17 So that the belief of Christianity is necessarily connected with the publication of it—and the publication of it hath been expressly authorized by a divine commission.

18 But have they not heard, I say, the doctrine of the gospel?—Undoubtedly they must—for to express myself in the language of the psalmist—“Its fame hath been diffused in every region: and its truths have penetrated to the remotest limits of the globe.”

19 What, I say, hath not Israel?
Israel heard of the success of the gospel among the Heathens? — To this event the words of their great law-giver may be fitly accommodated — “I will kindle your indignation on account of those you esteem the most vile and contemptible people: I will provoke your fury against a nation you treat as totally destitute of intelligence and wisdom.”

20 But Isaiah expresses himself in the boldest plainest terms — “I was found by those who never sought me: I exhibited myself before those who never made any enquiries after me.”

21 But the same prophet gives this description of the Jews — “The whole day, with expanded arms and the most pathetic importunity, I have addressed an obstinate and incorrigible people.”

CHAP. XI.

1 But hath the Deity, I say, totally rejected and abandoned his favoured nation? — by no means — For myself am an Israelite, a descendent from Abraham, of the tribe of Benjamin.

2 The Deity hath not a-

bandoned and excluded the people whom he originally designed to distinguish with such signal privileges — Don’t you know that Elias, as the scripture relates, in his address to God, recounted the depravity of the Israelites in the following expressions —

3 “O Lord! they have embraced their hands in the blood of thy prophets — they have entirely subverted and demolished thy sacred altars — I am the only one of thy votaries who survive the general massacre: and they are in eager pursuit of me to shed my blood.”

4 But to this complaint what answer did the Deity return — “There are still living no less than seven thousand religious persons, who have not prostrated themselves before Baal.”

5 Just so in this present age there is a select well-disposed number of that nation, who have embraced the gracious dispensation of divine favour.

6 But if this dispensation had its source entirely in the free favour of God, it follows, that the prior obedience of mankind did not procure the donation of it.

The last clause of this verse in our printed copies is not in the Alex. Claromont. Gr. Lat. German. Gr. Lat. Rœ 2. Borner, Gr. Lat. Valesi Leck.
What then, hath not Israel attained the grand object of their solicitous enquiries?—A select virtuous body among them have obtained this blessing: but the rest of them are enveloped in wilful darkness.

So that the following words of the prophet are justly applicable to their present obstinate blindness and infidelity—"God hath permitted their rational powers to be totally benumbed with a torpid stupidity and insensibility, their eyes to be obscured with prejudice, and their hearing to be entirely blunted and stunned with invincible prepossession."—A passage, descriptive of their state and condition in the present day.

These words of David also characterize their present temper and disposition—"Let their joyous festivals be converted into unexpected confusion, insidious plots, unlooked for woes, and a just retribution of their enormities:

Let their eyes be totally obscured in the gloom of impenetrable darkness; and let their backs be always turned upon the truth."

But have they, I ask, stumbled so as to fall irrecoverably?—far, very far from it! No! By their unhappy lapse the gospel dispensation hath been adopted by the Heathens, in order to excite their emulation.

But if their lapse hath resulted in the felicity of the world, and their forfeiture of those blessings hath proved the opulence of the Heathens; of how much infinitely happier consequence to mankind will their universal reception of Christianity be productive?

I address myself to you Heathens—and assure you that all the time I act in the character of the apostle of the Heathens, it is ever my ambition to make my ministration among you as magnificent and illustrious as possible:

with this view, that I may, if possible, by any means, incite the emulation of my countrymen to rival you, and convert some of them.

For if their rejection of Christianity hath produced such a revolution in the world: what will their universal reception of it effect, but an astonishing change that shall be

22 Contemplate the benignity and the severity of the Supreme — his severity towards those who have voluntarily forfeited his favour — his benignity towards thee, if thou continue a fit object of it — if not — thy present flourishing branches will also be cut down.

23 and the former, unless they obstinately persist in their infidelity, will be ingrafted — for an omnipotent hand is able to re-infert them into their original stock.

24 For if thou the scion of an unfruitful wild olive were cut out of thy own native barren tree, and, by a process repugnant to the ordinary laws of nature, were engraven into the fruitful generous olive — how much will not those, who naturally belong to the antient flock, be in future time ingrafted into their own kindred olive!

25 For I am not willing you should be ignorant, my christian brethren, of this hitherto unrevealed truth, That this undiscerning infidelity of Israel is to be but of limited duration, and to continue only 'till that period arrive when all the heathen nations shall

5 The Apostle means by this comparison, that the Jews were not totally abandoned, that the nation shall stand in a peculiar relation to God on account of the covenant made with their ancestors.
have universally embraced christianity.

26 It is according to this divine procedure that all Israel will finally espouse the christian religion; agreeable to the following predictions of scripture — “Zion shall give birth to a deliverer, who shall entirely reclaim Jacob from his wickedness.”

27 “This is the solemn covenant I will establish with them, after I have totally expunged all their crimes.”

28 With regard to the gospel, they have opposed it, because you Heathens have embraced it — but in consequence of the divine original election of them to be his people, they are still, as a community, the distinguished objects of his favour, on account of their religious ancestors:

29 for the free donations and grants of signal privileges which the Deity is pleased to confer, are not capriciously withdrawn and retracted.

30 For as you Heathens were formerly disobedient to God, but are now become the objects of the divine clemency, through the Jews rejection of Christianity:

31 so in like manner have the Jews, by reason of the mercy that hath been conferred upon you, obstinately renounced the Christian religion — rendering themselves by this conduct the proper objects also of the divine compassion.

32 For the Deity considered all mankind as universally disobedient and depraved, that he might include all in one common undistinguishing act of benevolence and mercy.

33 O the unfathomable depth of the divine wisdom and understanding! How inscrutable are his procedures! how inexplicable his ways!

34 For who can explore the measures of the Divinity! Who can dictate to his infallible knowledge!

35 Or who hath previously conferred a benefit upon him, and expects that benefit to be retaliated!

36 Because all things were originally derived from him — all things are dispensed through him — all things conspire to promote his glory: to whom be adoration ascribed through all the revolving ages of eternity! Amen.

Conjure you then, my Christian brethren, by all the tender mercies of God, that you exhibit yourselves at the divine altar as a sacrifice!
sacrifice pure, immaculate and grateful to the divinity — the most rational service in which you can engage.

2 Conform not to the general pursuits of the present age — but be ye entirely dissimilar to your former selves by a moral renovation of mind — in order that you may acquire a clear perception of the good, the benevolent, and the perfect will of God.

3 By virtue of the apostolic office with which I am invested, I charge every one among you not to cherish an overweening opinion concerning himself — but to entertain such just sentiments of himself as may lead him to conduct himself with a suitable propriety and decorum, according to the respective spiritual endowments which God hath proportionally imparted to every one.

4 As a great variety of members are all combined into one harmonious animal system, and all these many members have not the same function:

5 So we Christians, as numerous as we are, are all united into one body, and every distinct individual of us is mutually connected to each other by the most intimate ties.

6 As we possess, therefore, different endowments, according to the favour with which God hath respectively distinguished us: if God hath appointed us to the office of public instructors, let us discharge it in proportion to the spiritual abilities which he hath communicated to us.

7 If we are invested with the office of deacons, let us discharge this office faithfully — if with the office of teachers, let us diligently perform the duty of this important province.

8 Let him, who exhorteth others, conscientiously acquit himself in this duty — let him who contributes to relieve distress, give liberally — let him, who is a president, be active in his station — let him, who doth an act of compassion, perform it with cheerfulness.

9 Let your benevolence be sincere and undisturbed — shun vice with the utmost detestation: to virtue adhere inflexibly.

10 Entertain the most generous and fraternal affection mutually for each other — with an honourable and most amiable

* Ep. APAVTUS. APAVTUS often signifies, as it does in this place, liberality, generosity. See 2 Cor. ii. 2, ch. ix. 11, 13.
amiable deference, each treating another as his superior.

11 Be not inert and cold in your affectionate dispositions, but cherish a warmth and ardour of mind — prudently accommodating your behaviour to the various circumstances that occur in life.

12 Let your Christian hopes ever inspire you with sacred joy — support affliction with fortitude of mind — be constant in the devout exercise of prayer.

13 Charitably contribute to the relief of necessitous Christians — ever cultivate a beneficent and hospitable disposition.

14 Bless your persecutors — pour not your execrations, but implore the divine blessing, upon them.

15 Let your joy flow in one common stream with the joys of others: and mingle your tears with the tears of the sorrowful.

16 Cultivate a mutual harmony of kind dispositions — Aspire not after sublime and elevated stations, but rather court the humble and unostentatious — be not inflated with vain self-conceit.

17 Do not return evil for evil to any one — study to exhibit an amiable character of virtue and goodness before the world.

18 Let it be your utmost study and endeavour to live, if possible, in harmony and concord with all men.

19 My dear Christians, harbour not in your bosoms the principles of revenge — but let rage and resentment be extinguished from your hearts — for it is written — "Vengeance is my prerogative: I will inflict condign punishment."

20 Should therefore thine enemy be starving with hunger, give him food — if he is parched with thirst, give him drink — by this amiable beneficence thou wilt soften and melt his hostile dispositions into tenderness and love.

21 Suffer not vice to gain a conquest over you — but do you

1 Kaifi is probably the true reading. See Mill.

2 An elegant metaphor taken from melting down metal by heaping fire on the head of the crucible. The observation of the excellent Plutarch beautifully illustrates the words of the Apostle, Ἀφίστην δὲ χαίρειν. κ. κ. "The malignity of man, how violent soever, is not altogether so fierce and virulent as not to be softened by an obliging behaviour, and overcome by the kindnes of those who are frequently doing friendly offices." Plutarch, Dion. p. 1791. Edit. Gr. Stephan. We ought so to converse, says Pythagoras, that we may not make our friends our enemies, but on the contrary, our enemies our friends. Ἀλλὰ οὐχ ὡς οἱ κακοὶ. κ. κ. Diogen. Laert. p. 520. Meibomii, Amstel. 1692.
CHAP. XIII.

LET every one of you pay a dutiful subjectio to civil governors—
for magistracy is a divine appointment—the stations of
civil rulers were constituted by the supreme governor.

2 He therefore, who opposes civil magistracy, opposes the constitution of
God: and they who refuse subjectio to the regulations
of civil society render themselves obnoxious to punishment.

3 For civil magistracy is armed with terror, not against virtue, but against vice—Art thou desirous therefore to live
free from all uneasy apprehensions of the civil govern-
or, do but practise thy duty, and thou wilt be applauded
by him.

4 For he is God’s vicegerent to countenance the
practice of virtue—But trem-
ble, if thou willfully violate
thy duty, for he beareth not
the sword in vain—for in this
respect also he is the viceger-
ent of the Almighty to in-
flict punishment upon the ir-
regular and licentious.

5 It is your incumbent duty therefore to pay a subjectio to the laws of civil
society, not merely from a dread of punishment, but
from a principle of conscience.

6 Do you contribute there-
fore to the support of civil governors, for they are agents
under the Supreme in affidu-
ously promoting the interests of public virtue.

7 Pay therefore to all their legal and just demands: Tri-
but, taxes, reverence, hon-
our, to whom these are, re-
spectively, due.

8 Let no one have any just claims upon you, except the claims of mutual affection
and love—for a benevolent lover of mankind doth by
this one duty fulfil all the nu-
merous obligations of the
law:

9 For the prohibition of

When this epistle was written Nero had the character of an excellent prince. The first years of this tyrant’s reign were distinguished for his mo-
deration and clemency. Being once desired to sign the execution of a
criminal, he did it with great reluctance, wishing, he had never learned a
letter. 

For the prohibition of adultery

The first years of this tyrant’s reign were distinguished for his mo-
deration and clemency. Being once desired to sign the execution of a
criminal, he did it with great reluctance, wishing, he had never learned a
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adultery, of murder, of theft, of defamation, of envy, and every other injunction besides these, are all virtually comprised in this one single precept, Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.

10 Benevolence never deviseth any wickedness against its neighbour: benevolence therefore is a complete epitome of the law.

11 Moreover do you live mindful of the transiency of life: because it is time we should wake out of our inert and sluggish repose— for our celestial happiness is now nearer in prospect than when we first embraced the gospel.

12 The night of mortality is far advanced: the radiant morning of the resurrection is at hand: let us immediately therefore throw off the habits of darkness, and invest ourselves with the impenetrable armour of light.

13 As we are enlightened with the effulgent beams of perfect day, let us walk with the greatest propriety and decorum— not polluting and debasing ourselves in riot and revels, in sensuality and debauchery, in quarrels and discords:

14 but put on that robe of conspicuous virtue with which our Lord Jesus Christ was adorned— and make it not your study to indulge and gratify the irregular cravings of your sensual appetites.
demn the conduct of another who doth not scruple it—for he is equally an object of the divine approbation.

4 Who art thou who thus presumeft to pass a decisive sentence upon another's servant?—It is his own master alone who hath the sole right to accept or reject him: but he will be accepted, for he hath done nothing to preclude himself from the divine acceptance.

5 One Christian esteems one day more sacred and solemn than another—another Christian thinks every day alike—let each of these act according to the clear conviction and full persuasion of his own mind.

6 He who persuades himself of the superior sanctity of some particular days, devotes these days peculiarly to God—another, who believes no day more sacred than another, consequently doth not confecrate particular days to God. He who eats all kinds of food indiscriminately, eats them as convinced of his liberty under Christianity, and bleffeth God for it—He, who abstains from some species of food from scruples of con-

science, doth not eat with the same religious convictions, and the same kind of gratitude as the other.

7 For none of us liveth as unconnected individuals, and none of us dieth as unconnected beings:

8 For while we live, we live connected with God: when we die, we die connected with him—whether we therefore enjoy life or reign, it, we are the property of God.

9 For Christ, for this very purpose, both submitted to death, and rose from the tomb, and posseffeth immortality, that he might be the universal governor both of the dead and of the living.

10 Why doft thou therefore uncharitably condemn thy Christian brother? Why doft thou affect to treat him with contempt?—Remember, we shall all of us without exception, be ranged before the tribunal of Christ.

11 For the Almighty declareth in scripture, "To me every rational creature shall be in absolute subjeftion, and every tongue shall applaud my divine attributes."

12 Every individual there-

---


* That is, unconnected with God;
fore of us will give a minute account of his conduct to the supreme Judge!

13 Consequently then let us for the future pass no hard censures one upon another—rather do you deliberately form this resolution, that you will throw no obstacles or unhappy impediments in the path of your Christian brother.

14 I have the most clear and undoubted persuasion, as a Christian, that there is no kind of food, abstractedly, unlawful—but if any really deem it unlawful, to him it becomes unlawful.

15 If the mind of thy Christian brother is hurt by thy unlimited use of all kinds of food; for thee affectedly to persist is a flagrant violation of that love thou owest him—Don't by thy promiscuous use of food everlastingly destroy the soul of thy Christian brother, for whom Christ died.

16 Do not therefore, by any indiscretion, suffer your Christian liberty to be calumniated and reproached.

17 For the excellency of Christianity doth not consist in an unbounded liberty of using every species of meat and drink indiscriminately; but it consists in virtue, in unanimity, in a sacred joy arising from the consciousness of our being blessed with the endowments of the holy Spirit.

18 He, who with a mind adorned with these, devotes himself to the service of Christ, secures the approbation both of God and man.

19 Let us therefore make it our constant study and pursuit to promote harmony and peace, and mutually to consult one another's improvement.

20 Do not, for such a frivolous trifle, as the lawfulness or unlawfulness of food, demolish the fabric which God hath erected—All things without distinction are pure: yet it is criminal for a person to use this unlimited liberty, when he knows it will wound and disgust scrupulous consciences.

21 It is proper for thee neither to eat flesh, nor to drink wine, nor to do any thing of this kind, about which thy Christian brother hath scruples, by which his mind is hurt, and by which he may be disgusted against Christianity.

22 You believe you enjoy full liberty in this article—enjoy the mental satisfaction of your belief in the conscious presence of God—Happy is he who doth not condemn himself by acting inconsistently
inconsistently with what his mind approves.

23 But the person, who hath religious scruples concerning its lawfulness, if he eat, he condemns himself, because he acts contrary to the convictions of his mind—for whatever is done in opposition to a person’s own mind, is sinful.

CHAP. XV. 1 We, who fully understand the principles of Christian liberty, ought to bear with the scruples of our weak brethren, and not consult what is merely agreeable to ourselves.

2 But let each of us render ourselves agreeable to our neighbour, by generously endeavouring to promote his best interests and improvement.

3 For Christ did not make it his study solely to please and gratify himself, but, to express myself in the words of scripture, “I sustained the calumny and abuse of those who reviled and reproached me.”

4 For the precepts and examples of sacred scripture were recorded for our admonition and improvement; that we, through the patience it inculcates, and that consolation it inspires, may be animated with the transporting hope of immortality.

5 And may God, the author of patience and fortitude, and the parent of consolation, grant that you may mutually cultivate unanimity and concord among yourselves according to the principles of your Christian profession:

6 in order that with universal harmony of affection, and one accordant voice, you may all unite in celebrating the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ.

7 Do you therefore entertain the most generous and impartial regards for each other, in like manner as Christ hath expressed the greatest affection for us by admitting us into the glorious privileges of a divine dispensation.

8 Let me remind you that the public ministrv of Jesus Christ was confined to the Jews—in order that the veracity of God might be confirmed, and the promises made to their ancestors might be ratified:

9 and that the Heathens ought for ever to celebrate and adore the goodness of God for deigning to commiserate them—as the scripture faith, “For this I will pour out my fervent gratitude to thee among the Heathens, and magnify thy perfections in the sublimest lays.”
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And in another place, "O ye Heathens! conjoin with his favoured people in transports of sacred raptures."

And again: "Join in one solemn hymn of praise to God, all ye Heathens; celebrate his goodness, O ye nations."

Isaiah also expressly declares: "The root of Jesse shall not be extinct: from it there shall spring an illustrious governor to rule the Heathens, and in him shall the Heathens repose their confidence."

May the supreme God, the primary source of hope, fill you with every joy and felicity in your Christian profession, and continue to inspire you with the most animating and enlivening hope of immortality by means of those endowments of the holy Spirit which have been conferred upon you.

But, my brethren, I myself am fully persuaded of you all, that you are actuated by the principles of benignity and love, that you are amply furnished with all useful knowledge, and are abundantly qualified to impart admonition and instruction to others.

In the preceding part of this epistle to you, my Christian brethren, I have presumed to take a more than ordinary freedom with you especially, and have reminded you of your duty by virtue of that apostolic office, with which God hath graciously vested me.

In order that I might officiate as the minister of Jesus Christ to the Heathens, discharging the function of a priest with regard to the gospel of God, in order that the Heathens might become an oblation grateful to the Divinity, being consecrated to him by the effusion of the Holy Spirit upon them.

I glory therefore as a Christian in the success which God hath been pleased to give to the gospel in order to produce the conversion of the Heathens:

for I will not arrogantly presume to mention any thing, except what Christ alone hath effected by means of my discourses and labours:

having enabled me to display the most powerful and astonishing miracles and prodigies, and having communicated to me the miraculous gifts of the Holy Spirit—so that in all the intermediate countries that lies between Jerusalem and Illyricum, I have been abundantly enabled

These were the earnest and pledge of immortality.

*Alexius* is the true reading.
bled to plant the Christian religion.

20 And I make it my ambition to propagate the gospel, not in those regions where Christianity had already been preached; not chusing to raise a superstructure on a foundation which another had laid:

21 but to express myself in the language of scripture, "To those he will illustriously exhibit himself, who never heard any report of him: and those, to whom his name never penetrated, shall understand the truth."

22 This then is the sole reason which has prevented me so long from visiting you.

23 But there is now not one single place in these regions, but where Christianity hath been promulgated—and as I have, for many years past, cherished a very ardent desire to visit you in Rome,

24 I hope, when I travel into Spain, to see you, and be escorted by you part of my journey thither, when I have made a sufficient stay among you.

25 But at present I am going to Jerusalem to carry a charitable contribution to the necessitous Christians in that city.

26 For Macedonia and Achaia have been generously pleased to make a public collection for the Christians in Jerusalem who are in indigent circumstances.

27 They have been generously pleased, I say, to make this charitable contribution—for indeed they are under infinite obligations to them. For if the Heathens have participated with them in their spiritual privileges, they ought freely to dispense to them a share of their temporal blessings.

28 After I have discharged this office, and deposited this charity in proper hands, I will pass through Rome in my way to Spain.

29 I am conscious that my arrival among you will be accompanied with a most illustrious and miraculous display of the truth and excellence of the gospel of Christ.

30 My Christian brethren, I conjure and entreat you by our Lord Jesus Christ, and by that affection and love we owe to each other, as being endowed with the same spiritual gifts, that you would, along with mine, address your earnest and fervent prayers to God for me:

31 that I may be rescued from
from the power of those in Judaea, who obstinately reject and oppose the gospel: and that the charitable collection, which I am carrying to the Christians in Jerusalem, may be a blessing to them:

32 that having acquitted myself of this office, I may, by the divine permission, visit you, and mutually enjoy the most sacred and refreshing consolation with you.

33 May God the donor of all happiness be with you all! Amen.

C H A P. XVI.

PERMIT me to recommend to you Phoebe our Christian sister, who is the diaconess of the society of Christians in Cenchrea.

2 I beg you would give her a reception worthy the professors of Christianity, and assist her in whatever affairs she may solicit your aid—for she has been a most benevolent patroness to numbers in general, and to myself in particular.

3 Give my most affectionate remembrance to Prisca and Aquila my fellow-labourers in the cause of Christianity:

4 who cheerfully exposed themselves to the most imminent danger to preserve my life—to whom not only myself, but all the Gentile churches, are under the strongest obligations of gratitude.

5 Present also my affectionate salutations to the church which assembles in their house—Present likewise my sincere respects to Epenetus, the distinguished object of my affection, who was the first Christian convert in Achaia.

6 Salute Mary also, who was extremely active in showing me many friendly offices.

7 Give also my kindest remembrance to Andronicus and Junia my countrymen and fellow-prisoners for the Christian cause—for whom the other apostles, who embraced Christianity before I did, entertain a distinguished regard.

8 Present my affectionate salutations to Amplias, who is dear to me as a Christian.

9 Also to Urban my fellow-labourer in the common cause of the gospel—to Stachys, for whom I have the sincerest esteem.

10 To Apelles, who hath distinguished himself as a professor of Christianity—to the family of Aristobulus.

11 To Herodion my countryman
tryman— to the family of Narcissus, who have embraced the gospel.

12 To Tryphaena and Tryphosa, who have been active in the Christian cause— to Persis, whom I most highly esteem, who hath signalized herself for her eminent diligence to promote the interests of the gospel.

13 To Rufus a truly exemplary professor — to his worthy mother, who by her tender affectionate treatment hath been also a mother to me.

14 To Asyncritus, Phlegon, Hermas, Patrobas, Hermes, to the Christians who are respectively connected with them.

15 To Philologus, Julia, Nereus, to his sister, to Olympas, and to all their Christian friends and domestics.

16 We beg our most affectionate remembrance to every one of your society — The Christian congregation send their salutations.

§—17 I entreat you, my Christian brethren, carefully to remark such, who soment discord and dissentions, and raise prejudices in others against Christianity — acting contrary to the doctrine in which you have been instructed— Do you avoid all connection and intercourse with persons of this character.

18 For such persons as these are under no subjection to our Lord Jesus Christ, but are the abandoned slaves of their sensual appetites and lusts, and by plausible discourse and showy eloquence they draw the unsuspecting into fatal delusions.

19 The fame of your reception of Christianity hath been universally diffused in the world — and I cordially rejoice in your adherence to your principles — I sincerely wish you to be endowed with wisdom accurately to discern what is good, and to be entirely uninfected with the contagion of what is evil.

20 God the supreme donor of happiness will very speedily crush the adversary under your feet— May the favour of our Lord Jesus Christ ever attend you! Amen.

§—21 Timothy my assistant in the ministry, Lucius, Jason, and Sosipater my countrymen, desire their remembrance.

22 I Tertius, the amanuensis who wrote this epistle, affure

f The persecuting Jews. He refers to the impending destruction of Jerusalem — after which the Jews were not in a condition to persecute the Christians.
assure you of my Christian love and affection for you.

23 Gaius my host, in whose house all Christians find an hospitable reception, presents his affectionate love. With him join Erastus the treasurier of the city, and Quartus a Christian brother.

24 May the favour of our Lord Jesus Christ ever accompany you all! Amen.

§—25 To that Being, who is able to confirm and establish you in your principles, according to that dispensation which I am commissioned to propagate and publish in the world, according to that divine revelation, with which all former ages were totally unacquainted,

26 but which in the present age, by the direction of the eternal God in accomplishment of the predictions of the antient prophets, hath been most gloriously displayed, and promulgated among all the Heathen countries, to influence them to the reception and obedience of its heavenly doctrines:

27 To the one sole, supremely wise, God, be glory, through Jesus Christ, ascribed through all the revolving ages of eternity! Amen.
PAUL's First Epistle to the CORINTHIANS.

CHAP. I.

PAUL by divine appointment constituted an apostle of Jesus Christ, and Sophrones my Christian brother,

1 to the church of God in Corinth, who have been distinguished with the privileges of the gospel, and are denominated its professors—we affectionately wish to you and to all everywhere who embrace the religion of Jesus Christ, their and our common Lord,

2 every blessing and felicity from God our supreme parent, and from our Lord Jesus Christ.

3 Reflections on the benignity that God hath expressly for you in favouring you with the Christian revelation, perpetually fill me with the warmest acknowledgments to the Deity on your account.

4 For since your reception of Christianity you have been liberally endowed with every miraculous gift and spiritual power:

5 as indeed at first by these astonishing operations the truth of the Christian religion was confirmed and ratified among you.

6 Such a variety of supernatural gifts hath been conferred upon you, that you are not deficient in any one spiritual endowment—being the expectants of the future glorious advent of our Lord Jesus Christ,

7 who will to the end of this mortal life establish you in the belief and obedience of his gospel, and at his glorious appearance acknowledge you for his virtuous and irreproachable followers.

8 For the accomplishment of this, that Being, by whose distinguished goodness you have been invited to a participation of Christian privileges, may be confided in.

§—10 Permit me, my dear Christian brethren, solemnly to adjure you by the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, that you would all study to promote mutual harmony and concord, that you would quell those unhappy dissensions that now subsist among
among you, and, for the future, that you would be united to each other in the bonds of inviolable affection and unanimity.

11 For I have been informed, my fellow Christians, by some of Chloe's family, that there are discords among you.

12 I am told, for example, that in your society one declares for Paul, another for Apollos, a third for Cephas, a fourth for Christ.

13 Is Christ divided?—Was it Paul, who was crucified for you—Was it into the profession of Paul's religion that you were baptized?

14 I thank God I baptized none of you, except Crispus and Gaius.

15 So that no one can say, that I initiated him into any religion of my own.

16 I find indeed that I baptized too the family of Stephanas, but I cannot recollect any one person besides.

§—17. For it was not to baptize, but to propagate the doctrines of Christianity, that Jesus deputed me among mankind—to propagate Christianity, not by the dint of superior eloquence and philosophy—a method, by which the religion of a crucified person would be totally annihilated:

18 for to preach a crucified leader appears to the unconverted Heathens the height of infatuation and frenzy—but to us, the professors of the gospel, it evinces itself to be an illustrious display of the uncontrollable power of the Almighty.

19 Applicable to this are the following words of the prophet Isaiah: “I will annul the wisdom of the philosopher: I will supersede the sagacity of the learned sage.”

20 Where is the philosopher? Where is the professor famed for superior erudition? Where is the speculative enquirer into nature?—Hath not God in this most signal instance shown human wit and wisdom to be egregious error and folly?

21 For when, in the wise scheme of the divine dispensations, the world, through an affectation of wisdom, had lost all consistent notions of the Deity; God was highly pleased to interpose, and in this supposed absurd method to save those who are disposed to embrace it.

22 For at a time, when the

§ They must therefore have been baptized by Paul's companions, for many of them were baptized: See Acts xviii. 8.

b [Footnote: They must therefore have been baptized by Paul's companions, for many of them were baptized. See Acts xviii. 8.]
the Jews are demanding grand striking miraculous prodigies; and the Greeks are occupied in philosophical researches:

23 we are preaching a system of religion, whose founder suffered on a cross—which the Jews accordingly regard with the last aversion; and the Greeks treat as the most absurd folly.

24 But to every convert, both from among the Jews and the Greeks, Christianity evinces itself to be the power of God and the wisdom of God.

25 For this divine scheme, which is accounted such folly, infinitely transcends all the wisdom of mortals: and this divine contrivance, which is treated as such weakness, is stronger than all the opposition of the world.

26 You see then, my Christian brethren, the nature of that religion you have embraced: that not many of the modern philosophers, not many puffed of power and influence, not many illustrious and dignified personages, are concerned in planning and propagating it among mankind:

27 But God hath made choice of the untutored and illiterate to shame the philosopher and the sage: God hath made choice of the weakest instruments to abash grandeur and greatness:

28 and the inglorious, the despicable, the obscure of this world hath God made choice of to overturn the present powerful establishments.

29 And this divine scheme he hath thus planned and executed, in order that no mortal might boast of it as the effect of his superior wisdom and erudition.

30 And it is solely owing to his benevolence that you are favoured with the privileges of the Christian religion—which hath approved itself to us to be the effect of the divine wisdom and benignity, and a scheme calculated to promote our advancement in holiness, and our complete redemption.

31 So that as the prophet says, “Let him, who glorieth, glory solely in the divine goodness.”

CHAP. II.

1 WHEN I first published the doctrine of divine revelation among you,

1 Jesus Christ is very often used for his religion, as Plato is frequently used for the doctrines of Plato. In Christ Jesus neither circumcision availeth any thing: that is, under the Christian religion. Galat. vi. 15.
you, I studied not to embellish it by elegance of diction, or the display of superior wisdom.

2 For it was my fixed resolution to disclaim all knowledge among you, except the knowledge of Jesus Christ, and of his crucifixion.

3 I appeared among you in tremor and diffidence, in a plain artless undisguised manner,

4 and my public discourses did not recommend themselves by any elaborate persuasive arts of human science and erudition, but were confirmed and demonstrated to you by spiritual gifts and miraculous operations.

5 So that your conviction of the truth of Christianity was not gained by a display of human wisdom, but of divine power.

6 Tho'ese, however, who have attained a clear knowledge of Christianity, know that the doctrines we publish are the only true philosophy—not indeed that philosophy, which is in vogue in the present age, or that philosophy which is countenanced by its great and dignified rulers and governors—whose power and authority will soon be annulled:

7 but we publish that scheme of divine philosophy, which hath, till the present period, been totally unknown in the world; but with which God intended to bless us long before the order of his dispensations commenced:

8 a divine scheme, which none of the governors of the present age were acquainted with—had they been acquainted with it, they never would have crucified its sacred teacher.

9 But as the prophet says, "Eye hath not seen, ear hath not heard, nor have the thoughts of men ever formed a conception of those bleslings, which God hath prepared for his virtuous votaries."

10 But to us hath God been pleased to reveal by his Spirit these glorious discoveries—For the Spirit explores all things, and dives into the profound depths of the divine counsels.

11 For as it is the mind alone of one man that judges of the temper and disposition of another—so it is the Spirit of God that is acquainted with the measures and designs of the Supreme.

12 But we have not received that spirit which dictates to us merely human wisdom: but we have received that divine Spirit which gives us a clear knowledge
of those distinguished blessings which the divine benignity hath freely conferred upon us.

13 Which blessings we proclaim to the world, not with those studied arts of eloquence and polished diction, which human wisdom hath invented: but in the manner which the holy Spirit dictates—adapting virtuous spiritual instruction to the spiritual and virtuous;

14 for a sensual man is morally incapable of admitting spiritual instruction—to such an one it appears the height of absurd folly—he is totally incapacitated for such knowledge—the virtuous alone are here qualified to be the proper judges.

15 But the rational virtuous mind discerns the wisdom of the whole glorious scheme—but no mortal can explore the counsels of its supreme author himself:

16 for who is acquainted with the designs of the Almighty? Who will arrogantly assume to instruct him in his procedures?—But in the purposes and intentions of Jesus we are clearly instructed.

CHAP. III.

1 Indeed, my Christian brethren, I could not for-merly address myself to you as men governed by reason, but rather as governed by your passions, and as properly babes in Christianity.

2 The nourishment I administered to you was milk, and not meat—a regimen the latter, which your moral constitutions were then not able to bear; nor are now able to support.

3 For still, still you are swayed by your animal passions—for when such animosities, such discords, such factious discontents rage among you, are you not, think you, governed by your passions, and act as men under the control of their irregular affections?

4 For when one of you is declaring for Paul, a second clamouring for Apollos, are you not under the guidance of carnal principles?

5 But who is Paul, and who is Apollos, but merely instruments, by which the doctrines of Christianity were communicated to you, and whose ministrations among you God was pleased to succeed?

6 I cast the seed into the soil: Apollos watered it: but it was God who informed it with the principles of vegetation.

7 So that neither the per-
son who sowed the seed, nor the person who watered it, merit any regard, but that Being who gave it its growth.

8 He who sowed, and he who watered, are upon the same level: and each of us shall only be rewarded according to our respective labours.

9 For we only co-operate under God—it is God who blessed the culture—it is God who reared the fabric.

10 According to the abilities with which God hath endowed me, I, like a skillful architect, laid the foundation, but another is raising the superstructure—But let every man be cautious what superstructure he raises.

11 For no one can lay a foundation of Christianity different from what I have already laid, which is, Jesus the Messiah.

12 But then if any person pile upon this firm basis gold, silver, costly jewels—or wood, hay, flubble:

13 the superstructure, that every person hath thus raised, shall be brought to an infallible test—for that awful day, which shall be displayed in fire, will discover the true nature of the materials—fire will be the criterion of the real quality of every person's respective work.

14 If any person's additional labours abide this severe test, he shall be rewarded:

15 but if any one's appendages dissolve and sink in the flames, his showy structure will perish: but he himself shall be rescued from its fate, but with that difficulty, with which a person makes his escape through incircling flames.

16 Do you not know that you are the temple of God, and that the Spirit of God resides in you?

17 If any person pollute the temple of God, God will devote him to destruction—for the temple of God is an holy and sacred mansion—which temple you figurative ly are.

18 Let no one fondly impose upon himself—if any person among you makes arrogant pretensions to superior human wisdom, let him disclaim all this knowledge in order to become truly wise.

19 For the wisdom so celebrated in the present age is folly in the divine estimation—for as the prophet expresses "He embarrasses and confounds the wise amidst all their subtle refinements.

20 And

1 God's cultivated field.

2 Referring to those miraculous gifts with which they were endowed.
20 And in another place, "The great God is perfectly acquainted with the speculations of the wife, and knows them to be vain and visionary."

21 Let no one, therefore, boast of the splendid attainments of any mortal—for all things are but subservient to your best interests:

22 Whether Paul, whether Apollos, whether Cephas, whether the world, whether life, whether death, whether the present, whether the future—all these things are but subservient to your best interests.

23 But you are the servants of Christ, and Christ is the servant of the Deity.

24 Let every person regard us only as the servants of Christ, and as merely stewards under God to dispense those truths which he hath now revealed to mankind.

25 Now the principal qualification that is required in a steward, is, that he approve himself faithful to his master.

26 But with regard to my own character, it would not give me the least concern to have it determined by you, or by any human verdict—

Vol. II.

m Namely, as only planters, waterers, stewards under God.
acquired them solely by the dint of your own abilities, and not received them as the donation of another?

8 You are now, however, abundantly satisfied with your present situation—you live in ease and affluence—you reign, like princes, in our absence—and I wish indeed you did reign, that we too might share the felicity of your happy kingdom:

9 For I think that God hath brought out us his apostles last upon the stage, as devoted to death—for we are become a most miserable spectacle to the world, to angels and to men.

10 We are accounted fools for our attachment to the Christian cause: you are professors endowed with distinguished wisdom—We are labouring under infirmities: you are exulting in health and strength—you live in renown: we in disgrace.

11 From the first commencement of our ministry to the present moment we pine with hunger, are pressed with thirst, our naked bodies exposed to the cold, mangled with bruises, and tossed from place to place in uncertain wandering.

12 During these scenes we submit to the toil of menial drudgery—supporting ourselves with the labour of our own hands—reviled, we bless: tortured, we sustain.

13 Loaded with the most opprobrious calumnies, we conjure and entreat—to the present moment we are regarded as the filth of the world, the refuse of all society.

14 I write not this to cover you with confusion, but to give you a lesson of salutary instruction, as my beloved children.

15 For tho' you may have ten thousand different preceptors in Christianity, yet you have not many fathers—for as the converts of Christianity you are solely my genuine offspring.

16 I entreat you, therefore, to propose my example as a pattern for your imitation.

17 To engage you to this, I have dispatched to you Timothy, my amiable convert, and who hath approved his fidelity to the Christian cause. He will give you a minute account of my conduct, as a Christian, and what instructions I everywhere inculcate on every society of Christians.

18 Some of you have been puffed up with an imagination, that I would not revisit you.

19 But I propose, by the divine permission, very shortly
ly to come among you—then I shall know what miraculous powers these arrogant boast-ers exert: for I shall not re-
gard their eloquent elaborate
discourses:
20 for the Christian king-
dom is not enlarged and esta-
blished by studied rhetorical
discourses, but by miraculous
operations.
§—21. How are you de-
sirous I should act? Would you have me come amongst you with the apostolic rod of
severe discipline, or, with the
mild amiable spirit of lenity
and love?

Chap. v. 1. For I am in-
formed that there is an hein-
ious crime perpetrated among
you—a crime, of a most atro-
cious nature, for which even
the Heathens themselves want
a name—one of your society
lives in an incestuous com-
merce with his father’s
wife.
2 And you have been in-
fated with such pride and
spirit of party, that, instead
of being filled with general
grief and horror at such a
crime, and instantantly expel-
ling him, you have suffered
the guilty person to continue
a member of your society.
3 I, though absent in per-
son, yet present in mind, have
already determined,
4 that you should in the
most solemn manner convene
the whole Christian assembly,
over whom my mind, as my
proxy, shall preside, and in
the name of our Lord Jesus
Christ, and armed with his
authority,
5 that you should excom-
municate the person, who
hath committed this flagitious
crime, from the church, and
expel him from among you
into the Heathen world again
—that God may inflict some
punishment upon his body,
that may issue in the salva-
tion of his soul in the day of
Christ.
6 Your exultation in your
leader is far from being lau-
dable—Don’t you know that
a little leaven soon diffuseth
its influence thro’ the whole
mass n?
7 Exterminate, therefore,
the old leaven from among
you, that you may become a
pure unfermented mass—For
Christ, our paschal lamb, was
immolated for us.
8 Let us, therefore, cele-
brate the solemn festival, not
with old leaven, not with the
pernicious mixture of vice
and immorality, but with the

n —— Grex totus in agris
Unius scabie cadit, & perrigine porci.

Juvenal. sat. 2.
Paul's First Epistle

Chap. vi.

Salutary unadulterated food of sincerity and truth.  
9 I formerly wrote to you to break all friendly connections with debauchees:  
10 yet this command doth not extend to the entire dissolution of all social intercourse, either with the debauchee, with the avaricious, with the rapacious, or with the idolater of the present age—for if it did, you must quit all connections with the world.

11 But now I write to you, That if a Christian brother be guilty of debauchery, of avarice, of idolatry, of destruction, of drunkennes, of rapacity: that you ought to break all the most intimate ties of friendship with such an immoral person, and even expel him from your tables.

12 It is not for me to judge those who are out of the church—but why don't you pass sentence on those who are the members of it?

13 To judge those who are out of the church belongs solely to God—but do you, as it is your duty, expel that wicked incestuous person from your society.

CHAP. VI.

CAN any of you, who hath a difference with another, brook the indignity of having recourse to Heathens, to have it decided by them, and not by your fellow Christians?

2 Don't you know that the Christians shall judge the world?—and if the final condition of the world is to be fixed by their sentence, do you judge yourselves unworthy to determine the most trivial controversies?

3 Do you not know that we Christians shall judge angels?—how much more ought we not to decide in the petty interests of this vain life.

4 When you have any disputes about your secular concerns, do you submit them to the decision of magistrates, who are, as being Heathens, disagreeable to the society?

5 You have really just cause for being ashamed—What! is there never an intelligent person among you all, possessed of sufficient abilities to decide the differences that arise among his Christian brethren, and in whose unexceptionable arbitration you can acquiesce?

6 But one Christian quarrels with another, and instantly repairs to Heathens to adjudge his cause!

7 Not to mention, that it shows your present attainments
ments in Christianity in no very amiable light, that you have such controversies one with another — Why don’t you rather submit to injurious usage? Why don’t you rather suffer yourselves to lose part of your property?

But now one professor hesitates not to injure and defraud even his Christian brother.

But don’t you consider that persons guilty of injustice shall be for ever excluded from the kingdom of God? — Deceive not yourselves — neither the debauchee, nor the idolater, nor the adulterer, nor the libidinous, nor the sodomite, nor the thief, nor the miser, nor the drunkard, nor the fornicator, nor the rapacious, shall ever be admitted into the kingdom of God.

Of this character were some of you formerly — but now you have received an ablation, a remission, a gratuitous acquittal from all your past crimes by your reception of the Christian religion, which was confirmed by the miraculous operations of the Spirit of our God.

§—12. I have a liberty to use all things — but it is improper I should use this liberty in its utmost extent. I have a liberty to use all things, but I will not suffer myself to be enslaved by any thing.

Food was formed for the belly, the belly for food: but God will abolish both the one and the other — The body was not designed for sensual indulgences, but for Jesus: as Jesus was for a mortal body:

and as the Deity raised Jesus from the grave; so by the exertion of his almighty power he will reanimate your dust.

Don’t you know that your bodies are the members of Christ? — Wilt thou then debase the members of Christ, to the vilest gratifications of sense? — forbid it decency!

Don’t you know that he, who is united with a prostitute, becomes one body with her? — “These two, said God, shall be one body.”

But he, who is united to Christ, forms one sole individual mind with him.

Fly debauchery with the utmost detestation — Every other vice, into which the passions of men transport them, doth not affect the body — but the debauchee vilifies and degrades his own body.

Do not you consider that your body is the temple, where the holy Spirit, you receive from God, “efideth—
and that you are not at your own unlimited disposal?

20 For a price hath been paid to purchase you—do you therefore, glorify God with your bodies and with your minds, which are both his property.

CHAP. VII.

AS to those things, about which you consulted me in your letter—I answer—It is best for a man to abstain from the sex.

2 But to prevent all criminal sensual gratifications, let persons of both sexes form the nuptial union.

3 Let the married man render to his comfort all due conjugal endearments—and likewise the married woman to her husband.

4 For the married woman hath not absolute dominion over her person, but the husband—in like manner the husband hath not absolute dominion over his own person, but his spouse.

5 Do not obstinately refuse each other the conjugal embrace; except by mutual consent for a time, in order that you may wholly devote yourselves to fasting and prayer—But, these pious offices discharged, do you return to the connubial duties, left your want of continency should seduce you into any criminal indulgencies.

6 But what I speak is only advice, not a command.

7 I could wish all men were as myself—but God hath given different persons different constitutions.

8 But to the unmarried and to widows I declare it as my sentiment, That it is best for them to continue unconnected as I am.

9 But if continence be to them an impracticable virtue, let them unite in nuptial bonds—for these bonds are preferable to the flames of lust.

10 But to those who are married, it is not my injunction, but our Lord's express command, "That the wife should not relinquish her husband.”
Chap. vii. to the Corinthians. 55

11 But should she relinquish him, let her either continue unmarried, or be reconciled to her husband."—And it is also our Lord's command, "That the husband should not repudiate his wife."

12 But with regard to what I am going farther to add, they are only my sentiments, not our Lord's injunctions—If any Christian have a wife, who is an infidel, and she agree to live with him, let him not eject her.

13 And if any Christian woman have an husband, who is an infidel, and he consent to live with her, let her not abandon him.

14 For the disbelieving husband is christianized in his wife, and the disbelieving wife in her husband—otherwise, your offspring would be born in the corrupt state of Heathenism, but now they are born in the sacred privileges of Christianity.

15 But if the disbelieving party will dissolve the ties of marriage, let them dissolve them—a Christian, of either sex, is not enslaved in such emergencies as these—Remember, God hath by the gospel called us to harmony and concord,

16 for how dost thou know, O woman! but thou mayest convince and save thy husband? Or how dost thou know, O husband! but thou mayest convince and save thy wife?

17 Just according as every person is particularly situated by the Almighty, just according to the civil condition every person is in when he embraces Christianity; in these let him continue—This is the doctrine I inculcate in every Christian church.

18 Doth any circumcised person embrace Christianity?—let him not become an uncircumcised: Is any uncircumcised person convinced of its truth?—let him not submit to circumcision.

19 Circumcision is nothing; uncircumcision is nothing—the grand fundamental article is, an observance of the divine precepts.

20 Let every Christian continue in that civil station he filled before his conversion.

21 For example, were you a slave at the time you embraced the Christian religion?—let this create no anxiety—but, however, if you can gain your freedom, try to obtain it, as more eligible than slavery.

22 He,
22. He, that is found a slave at his conversion, commences the Lord’s free man— in like manner, he, who is then free, commences the servant of Christ.

23. Your liberty hath been purchased at an immense price—become not the slaves of men.

24. My brethren, I solemnly enjoin every person to continue in the same civil relation, in which he was found when he assumed the Christian profession.

25. As to those who are in a state of celibacy I have no express injunction of our Lord to produce: but I shall declare my sentiments as one, whose fidelity our Saviour hath been graciously pleased to approve.

26. I think then that on account of the troubles, to which our profession exposes us, it is best to remain unmarried.

27. But art thou already married?—seek not to dissolve the union—Art thou free from this connection?—seek not to engage in it.

28. But if you marry, you have done nothing criminal— if a virgin marry, she hath done nothing criminal—Such, in the present state of things, will conflict with forrows and sufferings— But I will not spread a gloomy prospect before you.

29. I will only say this, my Christian brethren, that a human life is transient and momentary, and that the time will soon arrive, when those, who have been happy in the conjugal union, will be as those who have not enjoyed this felicity:

30. Thofe, who are dissolved in tears, as those who had never known sorrow—thofe, who are exulting in joy, as those who were ever strangers to cheerfulness—thofe, who purchase estates, as those who never possessed them:

31. And thofe, who traverse a circle of this world’s happiness, as those who had never

---


never enjoyed it—for the scenes of this life are perpetually shifting.

32 I would have you free from anxious care—A man, who is in a state of celibacy, is concerned about the discharge of Christian duties, solicitous how to approve himself to his Redeemer:

33 but the cares of him, who is married, are occupied in inferior terrestrial objects, anxious to secure the affections of his spouse.

34 There is the same moral difference also between the dispositions of a married man and an unmarried woman—The virgin makes it her anxious study to recommend herself to the divine approbation by inviolably preserving her personal and mental chastity—the cares of the married woman center in this world, studious only to maintain her husband’s love.

35 By the above direction I only confut your advantage and happiness, my design is not to lay any cruel unnatural restraint upon you—my sole view is, that you may, with becoming propriety, devote yourselves to the duties of Christianity with minds entirely * disembarraffed from the


* Ουδε γαρ εις ημιο εν ευειστι ζωαινοι.
Κεπειν ουσεται εις ουν εφαλην ος κενστυει. Odys. Ο. ver. 20.

Η αοια μετα ουλοκαζει τω θεω, η ου δικαιος αυτων ει σωρισεκεται.

Απεριπατιος, a beautiful and very expressive word: free from diftracting cares. Ου γαρ ρατι τοις Πολυαρισκοις ευς εγκ εις παραδεισου σεπα κυβερ

1
the distraction of all secular cares.

36 But if any person think it wrong he should pass the flower and prime of life in a state of celibacy, and that it is his incumbent duty to form the conjugal union; let him act according to the dictates of his own judgment—he doth nothing criminal—let them marry.

37 But he, who hath formed a deliberate resolution, and finds no necessity of infringing it: he who hath his appetites in proper subjection, and hath laid himself under a fixed determination not to violate the laws of continence and chastity, is worthy of applause.

38 So that he, who marries, doth well: he, who marries not, doth better.

39 It is unlawful for a woman to abandon her husband, while he is living—when he hath paid the debt to nature, she is at full liberty to marry whom she pleases—provided he be a Christian professor.

40 But she is much happier if she continue a widow, in my judgment—and I am conscious I am endowed with the Spirit of God.

CHAP. VIII.

1 WITH regard to those things that are sacrificed to idols, I know very well you are all possessed of knowledge most accurately to distinguish here—but remember, knowledge inflates, but benevolence improves and dignifies the mind.

2 But if any person is elated with extravagant ideas of his superior knowledge, he forfeits all just pretensions to every branch of useful knowledge.

3 But if the Deity be the supreme object of any person's love, the Deity will illuminate his mind with the knowledge of his perfections and will.

4 With regard then to eating things that are sacrificed to idols—I know that an idol is a mere fictitious creature of the imagination, and that there is no God, but the one supreme Father of all.

5 For though there are those nominal beings, who are


\[\text{* Out\$ refers to God.}\]
are vulgarly stiled deities, and supposed to reside, some in heaven, some on the earth—a great multiplicity of gods and tutelar powers:

6 yet to us Christians there is but ONE sole supreme God, the Father of the universe—from whom all things originally derived their existence, and for whom we were created—and but one Lord and governor, Jesus the Messiah, whom the Deity employed as his instrument to form all things, and to form us.

7 But all Christians have not the same clear exact knowledge with regard to these offerings—for some, even now, fit down to this repast, perfused in their minds, that they are eating things dedicated to real existing deities—by which means their weak undiscerning consciences become stained with guilt.

8 It is not food indeed that recommends us to the divine acceptance—for if we eat of these sacrifices, we are not on that account the better, nor if we refrain, the worse, Christians.

9 But be cautious lest your liberty, in this respect, prove a stumbling-block to weaker Christians.

10 For if a person should happen to see thee, who art possessed of such just and judicious discernment, feasting in an Heathen temple, will not the doubting conscience of such a weak person be seduced, by thine example, to partake too of the same entertainment?

11 Consequently, your superior knowledge will be the unhappy means of destroying a Christian brother, for whom Jesus shed his blood.

12 By this criminal seduction of your brethren into things they deem unlawful, and wounding their weak consciences, you offend against the laws of Christianity.

13 If my food therefore betrays my Christian brother into sin, I would never taste flesh again, that I might not be accessory to my brother's guilt.

CHAP.

w Eις ως αμβειαιν, εις ειν Θεος, Οσ ευφαντε τετευχε, η ταιαν μακαρι, Ποις τε εχαρον εις μοι, κατεμν δια.


Ου, υπε γενοται εις χε τοις πελεος ηνο.

Oedip. Tyran. 865.
CHAP. IX.

A M I not an apostle? Have I not liberty to use the privileges of the apostolic office? Have I not been favoured with a sight of our Lord Jesus Christ? Are not you yourselves the monuments of my ministerial labours in the gospel?

2 If I am not an apostle to others, yet most undoubtedly I am to you—Your conversation to Christianity is the seal and sanction of my apostleship.

3 To those, who sit as judicial enquirers into my conduct, I offer the following vindication of myself:

4 Am I not entitled, in virtue of my labours, to a common maintenance?

5 Have not I a right, if I please, to carry along with me a Christian woman to provide me accommodations on my travels, as other apostles, as our Lord's brethren, and as Peter doth?

6 Are Barnabas and myself the only persons, who have no right to plead an exemption from menial labour?

7 What soldier ever serves a campaign at his own expense?—Who plants a vineyard, and doth not taste the genial grape?—Who feeds a flock, and eats not of the milk?

8 But do the principles of reason, merely, dictate these arguments?—Doth not the law add its sanction to them?

9 For the law of Moses expressly says, "Thou shalt not muzzle the ox, while he is employed in treading out the corn."—But doth the great God interest himself about oxen?

10 No! undoubtedly this was inculcated as a lesson of instruction to us—that he who plows, ought amidst his labour to transport himself with the hope of enjoying the golden harvest—that he who threshest out the corn, should be urged with the joyful expectation of reaping the fruits of his toil.

11 If we have sown amongst you celestial seed, is it unreasonable we should reap a terrestrial harvest?

12 Are we not better entitled to a share of your affluence, than some others, who are now enjoying it?—Yet this right we never pleaded—but industriously resigned all such claims, that we might not in the least impede the gospel in its progress.

13 Don't you know that those, who are employed in the temple-service, acquire a maintenance from the temple?
Chap. IX. to the Corinthians.

14 In like manner hath our Lord also enjoined, that those, who preach his gospel, should derive their support from their ministerial labours.

15 But I never pleaded any of these precepts — nor have I written this to demand such a maintenance as my right — for I had infinitely rather perish for want than that any person should deprive me of the pleasing conscious cause I have to boast:

not that I have any reason to boast of my ministerial function — for I am under an indispensable obligation to discharge it — and dreadful will be my fate, if I perform not the duties of this sacred office!

16 For if with cheerfulness I execute them, a reward is reserved for me — if with reluctance, yet still the dispensation hath been intrusted to me.

17 For if with cheerfulness I execute them, a reward is reserved for me — if with reluctance, yet still the dispensation hath been intrusted to me.

18 What then is the reward I reap? — I deem this an abundant recompense — the consciousness of my disinterestedness in preaching Christianity, and the agreeable reflection, that I have never claimed those rights, to which, as a minister, I am entitled.

19 For being free from all obligations of this kind to any man, I have enslave myself to every man, that I might gain a greater harvest of Christian converts.

20 To the Jews, I became as a Jew, that I might collect converts among them — with those, who acknowledged the law, I conversed as one also, who had the same high opinion of its authority, that I might insinuate the principles of the gospel into their minds.

21 To those, who acknowledged not the law of Moses, I addressed myself as one not under that law (not indeed as if I were under no law to God — but as subject to the law of Christ) that I might win them to Christianity.

22 With the weak I discourse as weak, to secure their favourable regards to the gospel — to every man I became every thing, that I might, by every possible art I could practice, save some immortal souls.

23 And this is the conduct I pursue in order to advance the interests of the gospel — that I may share the blessed rewards it promiseth.

24 Don't

* Namely, a maintenance.
24. Don't you know that in the Grecian stadium great numbers run with the utmost contention to secure the prize, but that only one person wins and receives? — With the same ardour and perseverance do you run, that you may seize the garland of celestial glory.

25. Every one also, who enters the lifts as a combatant, submits to a most rigid and severe regimen — They do this to gain a fading chaplet—but in our view is hung upon the unfading wreath of immortality.

26. With this in prospect, I run the Christian race—not distressed with wretched uncertainty concerning its final issue—I engage as a combatant—but deal not my blows in empty air.

The following representation of the Christian race must make a strong impression upon the minds of the Corinthians, as they were so often spectators of those games that were celebrated on the Isthmus.

2 What this rigid and severe regimen was to which the combatants in these games were previously obliged to submit, we learn from the following passage in Epictetus. Τελειας Ολυμπιαν αναποτέλεσεν Καρποι, ει τοις Θεοις χαρισμον γαρ εσθυναν. Αλλα σκοτει η τα καθισµουκανεν, ει τα ακυλουθαν, ειναυς αποπτου του εργου, δει σευτακτευναι, αναγιοφαγειν, αποκειεσθαι πιμεθανειν, γυμνακεισθαι σεραωναναγιορειν, εν μορα τεταγμενεν, εν καιματι, εν εφυριε, μεν ψυχρου πινειν, μη ουνοι, ως ετυχειν απλων ως ατριμ ιαρκοεσκεναιν τευκτον το εις την αποθανασαν ανθρωπος. Επικελιτε Ενεχηρην. p. 710. Upton. Ικκονιτος το Ταραμηνως ωνας ύπηρκατο, σωματειαν της αθλινης χρυσου διαιγεις, και κενολαςφειν τροφη διαμαυσκας, και αφραδιας αραβις διατελειως. Ελεκτοιν Βαρ. Ι. δ. β. κ. 3. p. 684. Gronovii, Lug. Bat. 1731.

27. But I endure my body to the severest discipline, and bring all its appetites into subjection: lest, when I have proclaimed the glorious prize to others, I should, at last, be rejected as unworthy to obtain it.

CHAP. X.

I Would not have you ignorant, my Christian brethren, that all our ancestors were under the cloud, and all passed through the sea:

2 and in the cloud, and in the sea were all baptized into the mosaic institution:

3 and all eat the same miraculous food:

4 and all drank the same miraculous draught—for they drank
drank of the rock, whose waters miraculously accompanied them—and the rock lending forth refreshing streams figuratively represents Christ.

5 Yet with the majority of this numerous favoured multitude, God was not pleased—for the wilderness was strown with their dead bodies.

6 But their fate is a lesson to us Christians, to kill in us that excessive passion for criminal pursuits, which they so fondly indulged.

7 Be ye not, therefore, idolaters, like some of them; concerning whom it is recorded: "The people sat down to luxurious banquets, and rose up to the wantonness of gaiety and frolic."

8 Neither let us be guilty of debauchery, as some of them were: in consequence of which three and twenty thousand all perished in one day.

9 Nor let us provoke God, as some of them provoked him, who were miserably destroyed by serpents.

10 Neither let us indulge those impious murmurs against God, which some of them indulged, and were cut off by the destroying angel.

11 All these events were intended to be examples to the Jews—and they are recorded for the admonition of us Christians, whom God hath placed under the last of his dispensations.

12 Wherefore let him, who flatters himself that he stands secure, be cautious lest he fall.

13 You have, as yet, been assailed by no trial, but such as the common lot of humanity exposeth men to: and God may be confided in, who will not permit you to suffer any trials, to which you are not equal: but will enable you to make a virtuous and honourable escape out of them.

14 Wherefore I conjure you, my dear Christian friends, fly the least approaches to idolatry with the utmost horror.

15 I am addressing intelligent persons, and to intelligent persons I appeal for the reasonableness of what I assert.

16 The cup in the eucharist, over which we pour our grateful acknowledgments to God, doth it not represent our joint-participation of the blood of Christ? The loaf which we then break, doth it not symbolically represent our joyful

\[\text{\textsuperscript{b}}\] Here must necessarily signify loaf, as appears from verse 17. We all partake ex\textsuperscript{e} τοῦ εος\textsuperscript{e} προφυ, of one loaf.
joyful joint-participation of
the body of Christ?

17 For as a multitude of
grains of corn compose one
loaf; so the whole collective
numbers of us Christians only
form one body—for we all of
us, in this communion, parti-
cipate one individual loaf.

18 With respect to this
also, turn your reflections to
Israel—Don't they, who eat
of the sacrifices, participate
of the altar of the one true
God?

19 But what shall I say? Shall
I assert that an idol is a real
being? or, that which is fa-
crificed to it is of any signi-
ficancy?

20 Yet notwithstanding this,
the sacrifices, which the hea-
then votaries offer, are sacri-
ficed to demons, and not to
the true God—and I would
not have you participate with
Heathens in the religious rites
they pay to demons.

21 You cannot consistently
drink the cup of the Lord,
and at the same time the cup
of demons—you cannot par-
ticipate of the festival in ho-
nour of our Lord, and the
festival in honour of demons.

22 Shall we, by such cri-
mental compliances, expose
ourselves to the divine indigna-
tion?—Are we able to cope
with his irresistible power?

§—23 I have a liberty to
use all things: but it is im-
proper I should use this li-

erity in its utmost latitude—
I am invested with full liberty:
but this full liberty of mine
tends not to the edification of
others.

24 Let no person merely
consult his own private good,
but study the good of others.

25 Eat whatever is bought
in the shambles, without mak-
ing any enquiries at all to fa-
tisfy a scrupulous conscience.

26 For the earth, and all
its variety of creatures, are,
by their great Proprietor,
freely given to man.

27 If an Heathen invite
you, and you have an incli-
nation to accept his invitation,

eat of every thing that is set
before you, without asking
any questions at all merely
to satisfy a scrupulous con-
sience.

28 But if any person say
to you—"This hath been offered
to an heathen Deity"—don't you taste it on his
account, who gave you the
information, and for con-
sience sake.

29 The conscience, I mean,
not of yourself, but of the in-
former—for why should I
suffer my free liberty to give
offence to another person's
conscience?

30 And though I can my-
sell partake of such and such
food
food with pious acknowledgments to God for it—yet why should I suffer myself to be reproached by another even for that which I myself can participate with religious gratitude?

31 Whether therefore you eat, whether you drink, or whatever you do, do all to promote the glory of God.

32 Be ever cautious of giving any unnecessary offence either to Jews, to Greeks, or to Christians.

33 In this inoffensive manner I myself act: studying to please all men in all things, not consulting my own interest, but the immortal interests of mankind.

Chap. xi. 1 In this let me propose my conduct a pattern for your imitation—as herein I copy the example of Christ.

§2 I commend you, my Christian brethren, for remembering all my instructions, and that you are so tacituous of the rules and injunctions I inculcated upon you.

3 But I desire you to observe, that of every man the head is Christ, of every woman, the man, and of Christ, the Deity.

Vol. II.

4 Now every man, who prays or speaks in public with his head covered, derogates from the dignity of Christ his head.

5 On the contrary, every woman, who prays or speaks in public with her head uncovered, degrades the dignity of the man who is her head—for this is a singularity as uncharacteristical of the sex as to have the hair entirely cut off.

6 But if a woman won't consent to wear her vail, let her even have her hair cut short like the man—but if it is to the last degree scandalous and indecent for a woman to have her hair cut short, or shaven off, let her, for the same reason, be vailed.

7 A man indeed ought not to have his head vailed, as he is the glorious image of God—but the woman is only the glorious image of the man:

8 For the man was not formed posterior to the woman; but the woman was formed out of the man.

9 Nor was the man formed for the woman, but the woman for the man.

10 In your assemblies therefore the woman ought to wear a

Tov ouv. Of ouv is often used in this sense by St. Paul.

All the Grecian women without distinction wore their hair long and flowing.
a vail on account of the heathen spies who are purposely sent to inspect your conduct.

11 Nevertheless, under the Christian religion, neither of the sexes is considered as separate and detached from each other.

12 For as the woman was formed out of the man, so is the human race propagated by means of the female—but the original formation of every thing is ultimately to be referred to God.

13 I appeal to you, is it decent for a woman to address the Deity without a vail?

14 Doth not the universal prevalence of modern custom itself teach you, that for a man to wear long flowing tresses, dressed in the manner of women, is the highest indecency and disgrace?

15 But the long and flowing hair of the fair sex is their distinguishing grace and ornament—for this was lavished upon them by the hand of nature for a covering.

16 But if any person appear disposed to litigate, and raise disputes on this topic, let him be assured that neither we the apostles urge, or the churches of God practise, any such custom.

§—17 But in what I am now going to mention I do not commend you—for your assembling together is so far from advancing your mutual improvement, that it rather defeats it.

18 For, in the first place, when you are all convened together in the church, I am informed that there are unhappy discords among you—and the information I believe, in some measure, to be true.

19 Indeed it is morally necessary there should be differences of opinion among you, that those who approve themselves to be persons of superior attainments, may become conspicuous among you.

20 But your assembling all together in one place to partake a repast, doth not constitute a proper celebration of the Lord's supper.

21 For

--

The spies whom Joshua sent are called ἀσθενεῖς. The spies whom James chap. ii. 25.


That is, As that women may pray and speak in public, uncalled.
21 For every one of you carries along with him his respective supper, and eats it, separately, by himself—by which means one hath a scanty, another a plentiful, repast.

22 What! have you not houses to eat and drink in? Is it thus you prostitute the honour of the church of God, and shame those who are in indigent circumstances?—What shall I say to you? Do you merit my commendation for this?—You are unworthy of it.

23 The account I received of this institution from our Lord himself I communicated to you—How that our Lord Jesus being at supper, the very night in which he was treacherously delivered into the hands of his enemies, took bread:

24 and, after devoutly blessing God, he broke it and said, "Take and eat it—This figuratively represents my body, which is voluntarily fur-rendered to be broken on the cross for your interests—Celebrate this institution in commemoration of me."

25 After they had eat the paschal lamb, he took the cup; and, after having paid the same devout acknowledgments to God, he said,—"This wine represents the shedding of my blood, by the effusion of which the new covenant is sealed and ratified—Do this, as often as you drink this cup, in commemoration of me."

26 For as often as you eat this sacramental bread, and drink this sacramental wine, you do, through all ages till his glorious advent, publicly declare the death of our Lord.

27 Every one therefore, who in the celebration of this ordinance eats the bread, and drinks the cup, of our Lord in an unworthy manner, will be obnoxious to that temporal punishment due to this profition.

---

1 Collation suppers, &c. collatitiae, were customary among the Greeks. To these every guest carried with him his respective supper. It seems the Corinthian Christians regarded the Lord's supper in the light of such a club-repast. The following passage in Xenophon excellently illustrates the Apostle's words. Οψε θυε ταυ. κ η. "When of these, who met to sup, some of the company had brought with them a very little, others a great deal of provisions, Socrates had the servant either to put the little in common, or distribute to each a part of it. Upon which, those who had brought a plentiful repast with them were both ashamed not to partake of what was served up in common, and not also to produce their own. They therefore put down their provisions in common, and when they enjoyed no more than those who had brought but little, they defiled from expending much in buying victuals." Xenophon, Memor. lib. 3 c. 14. Oxon.
stitution of the body and blood of our Lord.

28 Let a man then explore his conduct in this ordinance by the above account of it: and in the manner I have prescribed eat of the sacramental bread, and drink of the sacramental cup.

29 For he, who celebrates this institution in an unfitting manner, justly exposes himself to the divine punishment, by not discriminating the Lord’s supper from a common meal.

30 It is for this notorious abuse of it, that so many among you labour under diseases and indispositions, and not a few sleep the sleep of death.

31 For did we accurately discriminate ourselves, we should not incur these divine inflictions.

32 But these chastisements are imposed upon us by the Almighty to prevent our final condemnation with a disbelieving age.

33 Wherefore, my Christian brethren, when you assemble to celebrate the eucharist, stay one for another till you are all convened.

34 And if any one at the time feels the sensations of hunger, let him satisfy it at his own home, that you may not assemble for your own punishment—Other things I will rectify when I come.

CHAP. XII.

1 I WILL now, my Christian brethren, give you direction how to form an accurate judgment concerning persons endowed with spiritual gifts.

2 You know you once were Heathens, and blindly following dumb and senseless idols wherever your leaders would have conducted you.

3 Let me then inform you, that no person, who is really endowed with the k Spirit of God, can pronounce Jesus to be an execrable impostor—and that no one can acknowledge that Jesus is constituted universal Lord and governor, but who, by such an acknowledgment, evidently proves himself to be actuated by the Holy Spirit.

§ - 4 There are great varieties

1 Πνημ τῶν συνεμαθηκῶν, not spiritual gifts, but persons endowed with them.

k To understand this, let it be observed, that the false prophets, our Lord had predicted should arise before the destruction of Jerusalem, had now made their appearance, and that the Christian church was infested by them. Hence this Apostolic rule to discern spirits.
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5 There are great diversities of ministrations; but they are all imparted by the same Lord.

6 And there are great varieties of miraculous powers; but they are all derived from the same God—who is the sole donor of every endowment that every individual possesses.

7 But the extraordinary illumination of the Spirit is communicated to every one for the common good and utility of the church.

8 For one is by the Spirit endowed with wisdom—another, by the same Spirit is endowed with a clear and comprehensive knowledge of Christianity.

9 To one the same Spirit imparts a conviction of his ability to work miracles—to another the same Spirit imparts the power of effecting cures.

10 Upon one are conferred miraculous operations—on a second, prophecy—on a third, the discernment of spirits—on a fourth, an ability of speaking a variety of languages—on a fifth, the interpretation of those languages.

11 All these diversities of operations one and the same Spirit effecteth—distributing as he pleaseth to every one his respective gifts.

12 For as the human body is composed of many members, and all these members are combined into one system: so is it with the Christian church.

13 For by the effusion of one Spirit we were all baptized into one collective body; whether Jews, or Greeks, or slaves, or free—we were all combined into one spiritual community.

14 For the body is not one sole member, but consisteth of many.

15 Should the foot say, Because I am not the hand, I am no part of the human system—doth it cease, for that reason, to be connected with the body?

16 Should the ear say, Because I am not the eye, I do not belong to the body—doth it, on that account, cease to be a part of the general system?

17 If all the corporeal members were reduced to one, for example, to the eye; and all the human senses absorbed in one, for instance, in hearing—what room would there be for the functions of others?

18 But now hath the Deity F 3 arranged

1 Is in the accusative plural.
arranged and disposed all the various members in the human frame according as seemed best to his infinite understanding.

19 But if all the members were swallowed up in one, where would be the organized body?

20 But now many various members are all harmoniously combined into one beautiful system.

21 The eye cannot say to the hand, Thou art entirely useless to me—nor can the head say to the feet, I have no occasion at all for your functions.

22 On the contrary, those parts which are seemingly mean and contemptible, are most of all subservient to our various necessities.

23 And those parts of our frame, which we are apt to regard as comparatively ignoble, on these we lavish the most adventitious honour and ornament—and our supposed inelegant parts have, in reality, the most elegance and symmetry.

24 Those parts of our frame, on which the hand of nature hath bestowed the most grace and elegance, are not of that real utility as others are—But the Deity hath so compounded and constituted the human system, as to give most ho-

nour to those members which, apparently, have least of it,

25 in order that there might be no disunion and disaffection in the human system; but that there might be a reciprocal consent and mutual sensibility of all its various members:

26 For if one member feel pain, all the other members sympathize with it: if one member feel pleasure, all the others thrill with the pleasing sensation.

27 In like manner the several individual members of the Christian church are all harmoniously combined into one body.

28 And to form this moral system God hath in his church regularly arranged apostles in the first order: in the second, prophets: in the third, instructors: in the following, workers of miracles, authors of extraordinary cures, assistants, governors, masters of various languages.

29 Are all apostles, are all prophets, are all instructors, can all exert miraculous powers?

30 can all effect miraculous cures, can all converse in various languages, can all understand and interpret those languages?

31 You are with zealous ardour striving who shall ac-
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quire the most illustrious of these spiritual gifts—and yet I can point out to you an endowment, that far transcends all these.

CHAP. XIII.

1 If I could speak all the languages of men and of angels, and yet had an heart destitute of benevolence, I am no more than a foundling brass or a tinkling cymbal.

2 And was I endowed with the amplest prophetic powers; could I unravel all the mysteries of nature: had I accumulated all the knowledge of the sons of men: could I exert such stupendous powers as to remove mountains from their basis, and transfer them at pleasure from place to place—and yet my heart a stranger to benevolence, I am nothing.

3 And should I give away all I had in the world in charitable contributions to the poor: should I even surrender up my body to the flames—and yet have an heart devoid of benevolence, it would be of no avail to me.

4 Benevolence is unruffled; is benign: Benevolence cherishes no ambitious desires: Benevolence is not ostenta-
tious; is not inflated with insolence.

5 It preserves a consistent decorum; is not enslaved to fordid interest; is not transported with furious passion; indulges no malevolent design.

6 It conceives no delight from the perpetration of wickedness; but is first to applaud truth and virtue.

7 It throws a vail of candour over all things: is disposed to believe all things: views all things in the most favourable light: supports all things with serene composure.

8 Benevolence shall continue to shine with undiminished lustre when all prophetic powers shall be no more, when the ability of speaking various languages shall be withdrawn, and when all supernatural endowments shall be annihilated.

9 For in this state our knowledge is defective, our prophetic powers are limited.

10 But when we arrive in those happy regions where perfection dwells, the defective and the limited shall be no more for ever.

11 Just as when I was, for example, in the imperfect state of childhood; I then discoursed, I understood, I reasoned in the erroneous manner children do—but when
when I arrived at the maturity and perfection of manhood, the defects of my former imperfect state were all swallowed up and forgotten.

12. For in this scene of being our terrestrial mirror exhibits to us but a very dim and obscure reflection: but in an happy futurity we shall see face to face—In the present life, my knowledge is partial and limited; in the future, my knowledge will be unconfined and clear, like that divine infallible knowledge, by which I am now pervaded.

13. In fine, the virtues of superior eminence are these three, faith, hope, benevolence—but the most illustrious of these is benevolence.

CHAP. XIV.

1. Let it be your study, therefore, to improve in benevolence—and be desirous to attain spiritual gifts, especially the function of a preacher:

2. For he, who speaks in an unknown language, speaks to God, and not to men—for no one understands him—he utters by the Spirit things that are unintelligible.

3. But he, who preacheth, addresseth men; and edifies, exhorts, and comforts them.

4. He, who speaks in an unknown language, promotes his own edification—but he, who preacheth, assists the edification of the church.

5. Not but I could wish you all endowed with an ability to converse in various languages—but you ought to be most ambitious of the function of a public preacher—for far more useful is the office of a preacher, than of one endowed with the gift of languages—unless indeed he interpret what he hath uttered for the universal good of the society.

6. For should I stand up amongst you, my Christian brethren, and pour forth a discourse in an unintelligible language; what improvement would you receive from it, if I did not afterwards, in your native dialect, explain to you the revealed doctrine, the interesting knowledge, the public instruction, and the admonition it contained?

7. Just as inanimate instruments which emit sounds, the flute, for example, or the harp, if they produced only a noisy uniform monotony without any distinction of notes, how could the composition intended to be played on these instruments ever be understood?

8. And
8. And if the trumpet founded notes no soldier understood, who would get ready for the engagement?

9. Just in the same manner if you were to pour forth a rhapsody of unintelligible jargon, what instruction could you communicate?—all your ostentatious knowledge would be lavished on the empty air.

10. There are, for instance, a prodigious variety of languages spoken by various nations of the world:

11. But if I did not understand the meaning of any native, who discoursed to me in the language of his country, nor he me, when I talked to him in mine—we should reciprocally look upon each other as barbarians.

12. This is exactly the case with you—But since you are so zealous to attain spiritual endowments, let it be your study to acquire such, as promote the improvement of the society.

13. Let him, therefore, who is empowered to converse in a foreign language, pray that he may be enabled to interpret fluently, what he utters, for the common good.

14. For if I make use of an unknown language in public prayer, my spiritual gifts indeed enable me to pray in this manner, but my understanding in the mean time reaps no advantage.

15. In what manner shall I act then?—I will pray by the impulse of the Spirit, but at the same time consult the improvement of my own understanding, and that of others.

16. Otherwise, should you, at the direction of the Spirit, pour forth a strain of fervent gratitude to God, how could a private illiterate person say amen to your pious acknowledgments, when he understood not a word of what you had been saying.

17. Not but you performed this exercise with becoming piety; but the other received no improvement at all from it.

18. God hath enabled me, whose distinguishing goodness I gratefully acknowledge, to speak a greater variety of languages than you all have been endowed with:

19. Yet I had rather speak five intelligible words in a Christian assembly to promote the instruction of others, than ten thousand in a language unknown to them.

20. My Christian brethren, be The Greeks called all Barbarians who did not speak Greek, but spoke a language unintelligible to them.
be not children as to knowledge — in a freedom from a
fin indeed be ye children: but in useful and accurate
knowledge be ye men.

21 In the sacred scripture is the following passage—" I
will speak to this nation by persons whom I will endow
with the faculty of conversing in a great variety of languages: but notwithstanding
these testimonies of their divine mission, they will reject
me, faith the Lord."

22 Which words evince, That the miraculous faculty
of speaking diverse languages is designed as an evidence to
the incredulous, and not calculated for the advantage of
those who already believe—
but the function of a preacher respects, not the edification of the incredulous, but of be-
lievers.

23 Suppose when your whole assembly was convened
together, and you were all gabbling a confused jargon
of foreign languages, some
unbeliever, or some illiterate person was to enter the place
—would they not pronounce you all distracted?

24 But suppose you were
preaching in order to instruct
one another, and an unbelie-
er or an illiterate person hap-
pen to come among you—
all your discourses convict
him of his former vices, all
your discourses penetrate the
folds of his heart:

25 his bosom is laid open,
he prostrates himself on his
face, in a flood of profound
astonishment and reverence
adores the Almighty, decla-
ring, that God is most cer-
tainly among you!

26 How is the public ser-
vice, my brethren, then to be
conducted? — When the as-
sembly all meets together,
every one of you promiscu-
ously is ready with a psalm,
with a topic of instruction,
with a foreign language,
with a revealed doctrine, with
the faculty of interpretation
—but let all these things
folely

Kakias, vice, sin, wickedness, not malice. In Greek writers we often
meet with kaiia and arath opposed to each other. Areti yap elXe sv ex
megax sofizov, ovx aXlTai r[Bpwpowta kaiia, xpyiai sotizov. Plutarch.
te noux avatpxov, avfpoix, x kaiia toux ouXaov, avdpwzov. Idem in
Dion. p. 1798. ejusd. Editionis. My dvo xaiiaov, axa d' aXetih kalddo
Oud' ev arattos avrov to ouXev en avxen tis emou, ev mou te avv-
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solely tend to public edification:

27 for example, if one person, or two, or at most three, endowed with the gift of languages, speak in public; let them speak one after another in a regular order, and let a person afterwards interpret what hath been thus spoken.

28 Should there be no interpreter present, let them be silent in the assembly, and only converse with God and themselves.

29 Let two or three preachers deliver their public discourses, and let the others attend and judge.

30 Should any point of doctrine in the mean time be revealed to any of the auditors, let the person engaged break off his discourse.

31 For you may with suitable decorum, one after another, regularly deliver your public discourses, in order that the whole society may receive instruction and admonition.

32 For the spiritual impulse which actuates the preacher is obedient to the control of the preacher's judgment.

33 For God is not the author of confusion, but the lover of regularity and order — a maxim I inculcate in all the various societies of Christians.

34 Let the women maintain an inviolable silence in your assemblies — for neither the law of Moses, or of Christianity, permits them to speak in public and to invade the province of the man.

35 If they are desirous to have any topic explained, let them consult their husbands at home—for it is highly indecent for a woman to deliver public discourses in a Christian assembly.

36 What! was Christianity diffused from Corinth as its original source? or is it solely confined to yourselves, that you assume this authority?

37 If any one values himself on his being a public instructor, or on his being endowed with spiritual gifts, let him be assured that the directions I now write to you are the injunctions of God.

38 But if any one wilfully disavows these, let him disavow them at his peril.

39 In

* 

Ka\dot{d}oc υπὸ τοῦ εὐγενῆ, the law too enjoins this as well as Christianity. Mr. Locke's interpretation of this passage seems to be inaccurate. See his Paraphrase. Περί τοῦ γενόμενον κατὰ τούς ἀνθρώπους, κ. η καθότι τὸ κατατόρπισθαι ἐν αὐτοῖς. Hellenor Ethnica, p. 41. Edit. Commelin.
39 In fine, my Christian brethren, let it be your principal ambition to attain and discharge the ministerial office — not prohibiting however those who are endowed with the gift of languages from speaking them in public.

40 Let all things be conducted with the greatest regularity and decorum.

CHAP. XV.

1 Publish again the joyful news which I once proclaimed among you, my Christian brethren, which you then received with transport, and in the firm belief of which you now continue.

2 By your reception of which you are put into a state of salvation, if you are tenacious of the animating doctrine I delivered to you — unless indeed, as some would inquinuate, your belief of this truth is absurd and visionary.

3 Among the first and fundamental truths then which I published among you, and of which I was convinced myself upon the best evidence, were the following — That agreeably to the predictions of the prophets the Messiah suffered death, to rescue us from our vices:

4 that his dead body was deposited in a tomb: and that he was on the third day raised from it, agreeably to the same scriptural predictions:

5 that after his resurrection he was seen by Peter, then by the twelve apostles:

6 he next exhibited himself to above five hundred Christians, who were all convened together in one assembly — the greater part of whom are still living, though some of them have paid the common debt of nature:

7 he then was seen by James: afterwards, by all the apostles:

8 and last of all, as to an untimely abortive birth, he exhibited himself to me.

9 For I rank myself as the very lowest of all the apostles; and indeed deem myself unworthy of that honourable name, because I once persecuted the church of God.

10 But by the divine favour I am what I am — and his favour, by which I am so singularly distinguished, was not lavished upon me in vain: for I have laboured more indefatigably in propagating the Christian religion than all the other apostles — but I check myself — not my industry — but the favour of God, which accompanies me.

11 But
11. But it is not material whether it is I or they who are the instruments—for these are the doctrines we publish: and these are the truths you embraced.

12. Now since we all unanimously agree in proclaiming to the world the resurrection of Christ—what foundation have certain persons among you for asserting, That the resurrection of dead persons is an absurd impossibility?

13. For if the resurrection of dead persons is a thing absolutely impossible, it will follow, that Christ was never raised from the grave:

14. Consequently, if Christ was never actually raised from the grave, our preaching the Christian religion is absurd, and your belief of it is absurd:

15. And the result is, that we all of us have been publicly attesting a pious falsehood, when in the most solemn manner we declare to the world, that the Deity raised Christ from the dead—a fact, however, which never happened, if it is true, that the resurrection of dead men is, in the nature of things, absolutely an absurd impossibility:

16. For if the resurrection of dead persons is a real absurdity, it will follow, that Christ was never raised at all:

17. Consequently if the dead body of Christ was never actually re-animated, your belief of Christianity is absurd and fruitless, and the weight of all your former crimes again devolves upon you:

18. And it will follow also, that those Christians, who have died in the belief of their principles, are totally lost out of the creation.

19. If all the hopes Christianity really taught us to entertain were circumscribed within the narrow circle of this vain life, we Christians are the most wretched of all mankind!

20. But Christ was actually raised from the tomb—and is become the first fruits of a glorious harvest of the sleeping dead.

21. For since by one man death was introduced, by another man was introduced a resurrection from death.

22. For as by Adam all the human race was subjected to mortality: so by Christ Jesus shall all the pious dead be entitled to immortality.

23. But

The first-fruits were a handful of the first ripe corn, which being carried through the streets of Jerusalem to the temple, and offered to God, publicly announced that the general harvest would soon be gathered in.
23 But in this restitution to life—a regular gradation is observed—Christ was the first that rose from death to immortality: the next will be virtuous Christians at his glorious advent:

24 Subsequent to this, will be the final dissolution of this globe—which event will take place, but not till after he hath surrendered up his kingdom to God, even the Supreme Father, not till after he hath totally crushed and demolished every hostile dominion, every opposing civil power and secular sovereignty:

25 For he must retain his kingdom, until he hath brought all his adversaries prostrate at his feet.

26 The last foe he shall destroy and annihilate, is death.

27 For God hath subjected all things to his control—but when the Deity declares that he hath subjected all things under him, it is self-evident, that be himself must be excepted, who primarily invested him with this sovereign authority.

28 But when all things shall have become the subjects of his universal dominion, then shall the son himself be subjected to Him who originally vested him with this universal authority—that the Deity may be all in all.

29 Otherwise, if our sleeping dust is never to be re-animated, how forlorn must be their hope, who were baptized in the firm assurance of a glorious resurrection from the dead!—and upon these principles, why are persons baptized at all into the belief of the future restoration of their dead bodies to a blessed immortality!

30 And upon this scheme, how absurd is it also for us to expose ourselves to imminent dangers every hour!

9 Βαπτιζομαι υπερ νεκρον. A resurrection to immortality is the grand fundamental article of the Christian revelation. It was with regard to this that its converts were baptized. Της very often signifies concerning, with regard to. The following passage will illustrate this, and determine its precise meaning. St. Paul in his 2d Epistle to the Thessalonians, after describing the second advent of Christ, and representing this great event in all its awful pomp and solemnity, concludes with saying: But with regard to this second appearance of Christ, and our being all collected to him, we entreat you, brethren, that you would not suffer your minds to be alarmed. Της τυς ταυτονεσε with regard to the precise time of Christ’s coming, which he had been describing. She afforded the philosophers no small conversation concerning her. Ου ουχινον υπερ αυτος παρεκαλονεται. Plutarch. Pericles, p. 300. Edit. Gr. Stephan. Της τυς ταυτονεσε. Concerning whom these things are written, Idem p. 1800.
31 I solemnly declare, and can pledge all my glorious hopes in our Lord Jesus Christ upon the truth of my declaration, that I am daily in the jaws of death.

32 Since, humanly speaking, I fought with brute creatures at Ephesus; what distracted folly was I guilty of to encounter this danger, if immortality is a fable—upon these principles let us traverse a circle of every sensual pleasure to-day, for to-morrow death will put a cruel period to all our joys.

33 But be ever cautious of being deceived by these erroneous principles—"Bad principles infect the pure incautious bosom."

34 Exercise a just and sober reflection, and fly these fatal errors—for some among you entertain very unworthy sentiments of God—I speak it to your shame.

35 But some will ask me, How are the dead raised? In what kind of vehicles are they invested?

36 You weak infatuated man! the seed you commit to the ground is not informed with vegetable life, except it die.

37 You bury in the ground the bare seed, for example, of wheat, or some other grain: but you do not sow it in the same form in which it will afterwards appear:

38 the supreme Creator gives it the form he pleases—to every seed its proper distinguishing form.

39 This disparity also obtains in the flesh of different animals—That of the human species is of one kind; that of brutes, of another; that of birds, different from all.

40 There are likewise celestial and terrestrial bodies; but the respective glory of one and the other is totally different.

41 There is the same dissimilitude also in the different splendor of the sun, of the moon, and of the stars—one star also differs from another in luster.

42 Similar to this will be the resurrection of the pious dead—It is fown corruptible, it rises incorruptible.

43 It is committed to the ground in a state of horror: it rises in glorious splendor—It is fown in contemptible weakness: it rises in immortal vigour.

44 It is fown an animal system: it rises a spiritual system—there is an animal system, and there is a spiritual system.

45 This the scripture asserts—Adam the first man was endowed with animal life:
the second Adam, with a life-giving spirit.

46 The spiritual however was not first in order, but the animal: which was succeeded by the spiritual.

47 The first man was formed from the earth, a composition of inert clay—the second man is an exalted spirit from the celestial mansions.

48 As the first man was a composition of terrene particles, such is the terrene composition of his descendents—and as the second man was of celestial extraction, such is the celestial extraction of his descendents.

49 And just as we have worn in the present state the image of our clay-formed progenitor: so we shall in a future state wear the form of our celestial Redeemer.

50 This, I assert, my Christian brethren, that the present animal and corporeal system cannot inherit the future kingdom of God—nor is corruptible mortality fitted to be the heir of an incorruptible existence.

51 Behold! I now discover to you an unrevealed doctrine! We shall not pay the common debt of nature; but we shall by a soft transition be changed from mortality to immortality,

52 in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the clangors of the last trumpet—for a trumpet will sound—the pious dead shall then be raised incorruptible, and the Christians, who are then living, shall, without suffering the pangs of death, be translated into immortality.

53 For this corruptible must then be cloathed with corruption: this mortal must then be invested with immortality.

54 And when this corruptible frame is cloathed with an incorruptible vehicle, and this mortal is vested with immortality; then that passage of scripture will be verified: “The tyrant death is completely vanquished.”

55 O death! where is now thy fatal sting! O grave! where are now thy victorious triumphs!

56 What arms death with its invenomed sting, is vice; and what furnishes vice with its destructive power, is the law.

57 But thanks be to God, who hath given us a complete victory over these cruel foes, thro’ our Lord Jesus Christ.

58 Having therefore these prospects, my dear Christian brethren, do you ever adhere with firm and inflexible steadiness to your Christian profession; and aim at continual improve-
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ments in it; from a full persuasion that your virtuous labours under the gospel-diffusion will be finally recompensed with a glorious reward.

CHAP. XVI.

1 As to the collection for the indigent Christians in Judæa, I would have you conform to the directions I gave the societies in Galatia.

2 Let every person lay by something from the gains of his occupation, and on the first day of the week deposit it in the hands of the church's treasurer—that there may be no collections when I come.

3 On my arrival, to any person you fix upon I will give letters of recommendation, and depute them to carry your charitable contributions to Jerusalem.

4 But should there be any necessity for me to travel into Judæa they shall go along with me.

§—5 I fully intend to wait upon you when I pass through Macedonia, for I shall take that country in my way.

6 Perhaps too I may make some stay, if not spend the winter at Corinth—that you may escort me part of my journey, wherever it may then lie.

7 For I do not purpose to pay you merely a transient visit—but I hope, with the divine permission, to stay some time with you.

8 At present I shall reside at Ephesus till Pentecost.

9 For I have, in this city, a most happy prospect of being eminently useful—but my opposers are numerous.

10 Should Timothy arrive among you, be careful you don't occasion him any distress and inquietude of mind: for he is engaged in promoting the same cause as myself.

11 Let no one therefore treat him with disrespect and contempt—but when he leaves your city, escort and dismiss him delighted and pleased with your behaviour, that he may hasten to me—for I expect him with the other Christians.

12 With regard to my brother Apollus, I have used many entreaties to induce him to revisit you—at present he is entirely averse to the thought—but purposes to return to you, when a favourable occasion presents.

§—13 Be vigilant: adhere to your principles: behave as persons endowed with manly and solid understanding.
exert a vigorous and unshaken resolution.

14 Let all your affairs be conducted with mutual benevolence and love.

15 You know, my Christian brethren, that the family of Stephanas were the very first Christian converts in Achaia, and have always distinguished themselves for their liberality and beneficence to the Christians.

16 I entreat you, therefore, that you would pay a becoming deference to persons of their illustrious character, and to every one, who diligently discharges the ministerial function.

17 I am extremely glad at the arrival of Stephanas, Fortunatus, and Achaicus: for they have abundantly supplied your deficiency.

18 They have infused a pleasing tranquillity into my mind and into yours — show therefore such worthy charac-

ters as these their deserved respect.

19 The churches in Asia Minor desire their affectionate remembrance — Aquila and Prisca, together with the Christian church that meets in their house, send their most respectful salutations.

20 All the Christian brethren here present their salutations — We beg our most affectionate remembrance to every one of your society.

21 My kind remembrance of you I write with my own hand.

22 If a certain person is totally destitute of all real affection for our Lord Jesus Christ and his gospel, let him be devoted to perdition at his glorious appearance.

23 May the favour of our Lord Jesus Christ ever attend you!

24 The love of us here in our common Christianity be with you all! Amen.

r St. Paul's Amansens had written to the beginning of this verse.

s The Judaizer, who had made these disturbances in their society.

s. Alex. MS.
PAUL's Second Epistle to the CORINTHIANS.

CHAP. I.

PAUL by divine appointment constituted an apostle of Jesus Christ, and Timothy my Christian brother, join in our affectionate salutations to the church of God at Corinth—sincerely wishing you, and all Christians in the whole extent of Achaia,

2 every favour and felicity from God our supreme parent, and from our Lord Jesus Christ.

3 Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the parent of mercies, and the donor of all consolations:

4 who in all our sorrow infuseth into us divine supports, in order that by the consolations we ourselves derive from God, we may be enabled to cheer and animate others in all their distresses:

5 For as through our attachment to the Christian cause we have experienced distinguished sufferings: so through our attachment to the Christian cause have we experienced distinguished consolations.

6 For if we conflict with miseries, it is that you may enjoy that consolation and relief, which is divinely imparted to you when you sustain the same sufferings which we support—or if we are animated with divine comforts, it also equally redounds to your consolation and happiness—so that our hope in your future attachment to Christianity is built on the firmer basis:

7 being conscious, that as you share in those sufferings to which your profession exposeth you, you share also in those divine supports it yieldeth.

8 For I would not have you, my Christian brethren, lose the remembrance of that dreadful scene of misery in which we were involved in Asia Minor—how we were overwhelmed with such a violent and irresistible torrent of evils, as totally precluded all hope of our being ever able to escape from it with life.
9 But we everywhere carry about with us the sentence of death inscribed upon our persons, to engage us, not to confide in ourselves, but in that great Being, who will restore the dead to immortality.

10 From this imminent danger the divine hand extricated us—doth now extricate us—and we trust will still continue to us his merciful interposition:

11 you at the same time contributing your friendly assistance to us in the various distresses we encounter by the ardent prayers you prefer to heaven for us—so that our merciful deliverance, which such numbers thus concur to promote, ought justly by them all to be gratefully acknowledged.

12 For our glorying is this, the attestation of our own conscience, that our conduct among mankind, and particularly among you, hath ever been free from all artifice: hath ever flowed from a pious integrity and probity: was divested of all the studied arts of human wisdom, and actuated solely by the favourable assistance of God.

13 For we write nothing to you, but the plain undiluned truths you read—nothing, but the undissimulated principles you already acknowledge, and, I hope, will ever have reason to acknowledge.

14 And as a part of you acknowledged that we are the object of your exultation—so will you be the objects of our exultation at the glorious advent of our Lord Jesus.

§15 Confident therefore of these your regards for me, I designed some time ago to pay you a visit, that you might a second time enjoy that satisfaction you formerly expressed.

16 The plan, I then laid, was to take Corinth in my way to Macedonia—to revisit you on my return from that country—and to be escorted by you on my journey into Judæa.

17 But when I concerted this scheme, was I entirely swayed by levity and caprice?—or were these my intentions merely the dictates of human inconstancy and fickleness?

18 I can appeal to God, that this my declaration to you did not proceed from any unsteady and fluctuating principle.

19 For the religion of Jesus Christ the Son of God, which

u Meaning the party that adhered to him, as another had to Cephas, another to Apollo.
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which was propagated among you by Silvan, Timothy, and myself, was not a variable inconsistent system: but an harmonious uniform scheme:

For the divine predictions are all verified in him—do all harmoniously unite in him to the glory of the supreme God, who hath commissioned us to promulgate this divine revelation.

For it is the Deity, who hath by such strong evidences combined you and us into one society under Christ; and who hath poured down upon us such a copious effusion of supernatural endowments.

It is the Deity, who hath in this illustrious manner impressed his seal upon us, and by investing us with such distinguished spiritual powers hath given us a signal pledge of our future immortality.

I can solemnly call God to witness that it was solely a principle of lenity and tenderness for you that prevented my coming to Corinth.

Not that we are privileged to exercise an absolute dominion over your profession of the gospel—We are only authorized to promote your felicity and joy. To the profession of the gospel you are inviolably attached.

Chap. ii. 1. When I formed this design of revisiting you, I resolved in my own mind, that my appearance among you should not be attended with a general sorrow and distress.

For if I distress you, who is there left to exhilarate and cheer my mind when among you, but the very persons, whom I have involved in grief.

The cause, that induced me to write about that unhappy incident, was, that those very persons at my coming might not be the source of sorrow and wretchedness to me, from whom I ought to derive the sublimest pleasure and felicity—For I have many pleasing assurances to convince me, that my particular happiness is the happiness of you all.

The letter I wrote you was dictated by an heart overwhelmed in a flood of various bitter sorrow—my streaming eyes, as I penned it, were bathed in tears—but it was not

All these arguments the Apostle alledges to convince them, that he was not governed by levity and caprice when he laid the scheme of visiting Corinth, but did not afterwards execute it.

The case of the incefulous person.
not to immerse you in inquietude and sorrow; but to give you a striking proof, how much you are the distinguished objects of my ardent affections.

5 If a certain person gave me uneasiness, it was only a partial uneasiness, which flowed from a concern left I should overwhelm the whole society in sorrow.

6 The general reprehension, that was given to such an offender by the society, is abundantly sufficient.

7 Insomuch that you ought rather to forgive and console the unhappy person, lest he should sink under the insupportable burden of excessive sorrow.

8 I therefore entreat you to restore him to a place in your affections.

9 For what engaged me to write to you concerning this affair, was, that I might bring your obedience of all my injunctions to a proper test.

10 But the object of your forgiveness becomes an object of mine—and the forgiveness I dispense by the authority of Christ is dispensed for your sakes, that we may not fall under the subjection of our insidious adversary.

11 For we are no strangers to the various arts he practises to seduce and decoy.

§—12 On my arrival at Troas, where I had a fair prospect of preaching the Christian religion with success, the disappointment in not finding Titus my Christian brother, whom I ardently expected, plunged me into such uneasiness and inquietude of mind,

13 that I hastily bid them adieu, and immediately set out for Macedonia.

14 But thanks be to the Supreme, who continually maketh me to spread the triumphs of the gospel, and who by my ministration diffuseth in every place the fragrant odour of the knowledge of Jesus:

15 For my evangelical ministrations are an odoriferous oblation to God, both with regard to the virtuous and to the abandoned:

16 To the abandoned, who reject them, they prove a most fatal and pernicious odour—but to the virtuous, who embrace them, they approve themselves to be the most grateful and salutary fragrance—and who is equal to this arduous province!

17 For

v The incestuous person.

z By Satan or adversary the Apostle means the civil abettors of the pagan superstition.
17. For I am not one who adulterate the word of God, as too many do, with impure mixtures: but I promulgate the Christian religion as one who is possesed of inviolable integrity: as one who is invested by God with a divine commission: and as one who is conscious that he is under the perpetual inspection of the great Searcher of hearts.

CHAP. III.

1. Do we begin again to commend ourselves? Or have we occasion for others to give us recommendatory letters to you; or for you to give us recommendatory letters to others?

2. You are our epistle, which we impressed on the tablet of your hearts in characters plain and legible by all men.

3. For it is apparent to the world that you are Christ's epistle, written, by our ministration, not with ink, but with the Spirit of the living God—inscribed, not on tables of stone, but on the tablets of the human heart.

4. Such is the firm confidence we repose, thro' Christ, in the supreme Being.

5. Not that we are capable by the exertion of our rational powers to plan and concert such a scheme as the Christian religion—all our ability to preach and spread it is solely derived from God:

6. who hath empowered and qualified us to be ministers of the new covenant, not the mosaic, but the Christian covenant—for the mosaic pronounced an irreversible sentence of death upon its transgressors; but the Christian covenant holds forth the palm of immortality.

7. But if that dispensation, which annexed death to the violation of it, and whose laws were engraven on stones, was ushered in with such magnificence and splendor (a splendor, that was only designed to be transient and temporary) that the eyes of the Israelites could not support the dazzling beams that darted from the countenance of Moses:

8. How much more effulgent and glorious must be the lustre of the Christian dispensation!

9. For if that rigid and implacable dispensation, which condemned the offender to death by an irreversible sentence, was introduced with such striking pomp and glory—how infinitely superior must be the strong and ineffable radiance of that dispensation, which
which is replete with benevolence and mercy!

10 But in this respect the glory that was reflected on the former dispensation vanishes into nothing, when compared with the superior splendors of the latter.

11 For if that economy, which was destined to be superseded and annulled, was delivered with such an ostentatious display of grandeur—how much more glorious must be that economy, which is designed to be for ever durable and permanent!

12 Animated, therefore, with these hopes, we use great freedom and liberty in our addresses.

13 We are not like Moses, who covered himself with a vail—so that the children of Israel could not clearly see the end and design of a dispensation which was intended to be abrogated:

14 But their rational faculties were involved in the mists of darkness—for to the present day that very vail, which Christ hath removed and for ever abolished, continues to enwrap their minds, when they read the Old Testament; and still shrouds their understandings in the baleful shades of obscurity and gloom.

15 To this very day, when the law of Moses is read by them, the vail remains upon their hearts.

16 But when the Jews shall be converted to the Lord, the vail, that now involves and obscures their minds, shall be for ever removed.

17 By being converted to the Lord, I mean, being converted to the spiritual institution of the gospel—and where this spiritual dispensation of God is, there is the truest liberty.

18 But we all, with unveiled face, beholding the glory of the Lord reflected as from the brightest mirror, are metamorphosed into the same moral resemblance; receiving continual accessions of glory and splendor, emitted from the great indefectible source of spiritual light.

Chap. iv. 1 Being intrusted, therefore, with this arduous province of dispensing the gospel to mankind, as we have been distinguished with this signal mercy, we do not suffer ourselves to be overcome with fatigue and languor.

2 But we have abandoned all these clandestine indirect practices—our conduct is not actuated by any refined artifice and cunning—neither do we fraudulently tamper with the word of God—but by an undisguised representation of the
the truth we lodge a solemn appeal with every man's conscience in the presence of the great Searcher of hearts.

3 But if our gospel be obscure, it is only obscure to the profigare and abandoned:

4 The intellectual powers of these obstinate disbelievers the god of this world hath benighted in dense and impenetrable gloom—so that even the effulgent splendors of the glorious gospel of Christ, the image of the Supreme, is not able to pierce and dispel it.

5 For it is not our interests we pursue in preaching the gospel, but the interests of Christ Jesus our Lord—To promote these interests we profess ourselves your servants.

6 For it is that God, by whose almighty mandate the light first sprung from chaotic darkness, who hath illuminated our minds with these celestial truths; that we might diffuse in the world that clear and glorious knowledge of the one supreme God, which was communicated to mankind by Jesus Christ.

7 But this sacred invaluable treasure is inclosed in a vessel of frail decaying shell—so that the stupendous power that accompanies its discovery is derived from God, and not from us.

8 We are a harrassed on every side with incumbent evils; yet not totally precluded from an escape—perplexed; but not in desponding circumstances:

9 persecuted; but not deserted—trampled under foot; but not doomed to perish:

10 carrying about with us in our persons wherever we go a striking representation of the mangled deceased body of our Lord Jesus—in order that the vital energy of Jesus may be illustriously displayed by the frailty of our mortal body.

11 For in this life we are perpetually exposed to death for our inviolable attachment to Jesus—but it is in order that the vital energy of Jesus may be conspicuously seen through the medium of frail mortality.

12 So that by preaching the gospel death is adjudged to us, but life awarded to you.

13 We having the same mental persuasion that David had when he uttered the following passages, "I am convinced of its truth, and therefore have declared it"—so we also

\[\text{An allusion to an army being pent up.}\]
alio can-say; we are fully persuaded of the truth of the gospel, and therefore do we publish it to mankind.

14 Being conscious that the Being, who raised our Lord Jesus from the dead, will also, through Jesus, reanimate our mortal body, and present us along with you at his tribunal.

15 For all things are calculated to subserve your best interests—in order that the exuberant benignity of God displayed in this divine dispensation, may by the grateful acknowledgments of many redound to the glory of the supreme Father.

16 Animated by these motives, we suffer not ourselves to sink under the pressures of any fatigue—but though the animal part of our nature is exhausted and broken with labours, yet our intellectual part is continually every day more and more enlivened and invigorated.

17 For our transient trivial afflictions, which are in this fugitive life but of momentary duration, will finally procure us a most excessively immense and eternal weight of unutterable felicity.

18 For we aspire not after visible but invisible objects—for all visible objects are fugacious and temporary: but invisible objects are permanent and eternal.

CHAP. v. 1 For we are persuaded that after the dissolution of this frail terrestrial tabernacle, God will provide for our immortal principle an ever durable eternal vehicle in the celestial mansions.

2 For in this present vehicle we groan under the oppressive load of mortality, ardently longing to be invested with that spiritual structure, which awaits us in the regions of immortality.

3 Since being invested with this, we shall no longer be exposed to errors and sufferings.

4 For surrounded with this decaying tabernacle we groan under the pressure of this mortal life—not that we are desirous to be divested of it—We are rather desirous that our celestial vehicle might be superinduced over it; that mortality might by an imperceptible translation be abolished in immortality.

5 The Being, who designed us for the acquisition of this blessedness, is the Deity—who hath endowed us with spiritual gifts as a sure earnest and pledge of it.

6 We have therefore always the most undoubted and conscious persuasion, that while we
we reside in this present mortal body we are in a state of exile from our proper home, which is with God.

7 For our conduct is regulated with a view not to visible, but invisible, objects.

8 We are assured of the fruition of this happiness, and judge it infinitely more eligible to quit the exile of the body, and to gain our destined happy home with God.

9 Having these glorious prospects, we make it our study and ambition, that whether in the prison of the body, or enlarged from it, we may be the objects of his approbation.

10 For we must all make our appearance before the tribunal of Christ, that every individual may be treated according to the tenor of his respective conduct in this life, whether it hath been moral or immoral.

11 Conscious, therefore, of this awful tremendous event, we labour with indefatigable assiduity to convince men of the truth of Christianity — To our integrity in this important function God is witness, and your consciences, I flatter myself, can also attest our integrity.

12 Not that we lavish any encomiums upon ourselves merely that you may form an high opinion of us: but by this declaration we afford you an opportunity of glorying on our behalf—that you may be enabled to vindicate us against those who wear an external semblance of exultation, while at the same time they are conscious they have no just pretensions to it.

13 For if we are under the influence of frenzy and distraction, God is concerned—if we are under the dominion of sober and sedate reason and reflection, you are concerned.

14 For the love of Christ seizeth and possesseth all our powers,

15 when we deliberately reflect, that one person died for the benefit of mankind: that consequently all mankind were subjected to death: that he died for the benefit of mankind that mortals should not live to themselves, but to him, who both died and was raised for their highest good.

16 Wherefore being interested in these signal blessings, we for the future know no invidious distinctions between persons of different nations: and though we have gloried that Christ was a Jew, yet we glory in this particular no longer.

17 So that if any person adopts Christianity, he from that moment begins a new creation
creation—The old dispensations are vanished—Behold! a new and perfect renovation of all things hath now commenced!

18 But all these Blessings flow from the sole benignity of God—who by the mission of Jesus Christ hath reconciled us to himself, and hath commissioned us to publish among mankind this conciliating dispensation:

‘proclaiming to the world, that the Deity hath now thro' Christ reconciled the human race to himself—that all their former crimes, upon their reception of the gospel, will by the Deity be totally expunged—and that he hath authorized us to publish this conciliating institution.

20 We are therefore, in the character of Christ's ambassadors, solemnly deputed to mankind—and as if the supreme God himself addresed you by us, we implore and conjure you, in behalf of Christ, be ye reconciled to God.

21 For that innocent person, who lived perfectly free from sin, the Deity treated as a sinner for our benefit—in order that we through him might become the objects of the divine benignity.

2 For God in the prophet Isaiah faith—"In a season the most opportune have I accepted thy prayer: in a time which required the display of my salutary power have I hasted to afflict thee"—Behold! now is this season which God hath judged the most opportune: behold! now is the time in which God hath illustriously displayed his salutary power.

3 We make it our perpetual study to be cautious of giving any one person offence in any thing—that the ministry may incur no censures.

4 But in the whole of our conduct we sedulously strive to approve ourselves as the ministers of God by invincible patience, by distresses, by difficulties, by perplexities, by scourges, by imprisonments, by an unsettled migration from place to place, by a deprivation of sleep, by a want

b By delivering him up to death.

c This relates to the fineness of the time in which the gospel was published.
a want of the common necessities of life,
6 by sanctity of manners, by an improvement in knowledge, by an unruffled composure under injuries, by a sweet and benign disposition, by a good heart, by undissembled benevolence,
7 by undisguised truth, by the propitious power of God, by weapons of sacred virtue which we grasp in our right hand and in our left:
8 passing through a variety of scenes, through honour and dishonour; through reputation and disreputation; treated as impostors, yet conscious of our sincerity;
9 treated as ignoble and obscure, yet illustrious and renowned; as unworthy of existence, yet still in life; harrassed on every side with persecution, yet not devoted to death;
10 treated as gloomy and melancholy, yet ever transported with exultation and joy; regarded as persons in the most abject poverty, yet enriching immense numbers; as destitute of every thing, yet possessing every blessing.
11 O Corinthians! our address to you flows from the most affectionate tenderness: our heart expands with the sincerest benevolence for you!

12 You have no reason to complain of our affections for you being narrow and contracted—it is you, whose affections are narrow and contracted.
13 In order to induce you to requite these our tender regards for you, I address you as an indulgent parent his beloved children: entreatling you to enlarge your affections for us.
14 Be cautious you do not associate with disbelievers—for can there be any union betwixt morality and immorality? Can there be any concord betwixt light and darkness?
15 Can Christ and Belial mutually agree and harmonize? What connection hath a virtuous believer with an obstinate disbeliever?
16 Can the temple of God be consistent with the worship of false deities?—for you are the sacred temple of the living God: for God hath made this solemn declaration; "I will reside in them: I will walk among them: I will be their God, and they shall be my people."
17 Burst therefore the bonds that tie you to disbelievers, and break off all connections with them, faith God: "Poxute not yourselves with those abomi-
abominable impurities, and I will receive you;
18 and I will be an indulgent parent to you, and ever regard you as my sons and daughters, the objects of my fond affections, faith the Lord."

Chap. vii. I Blessèd with these promises, my beloved brethren, let us cautiously avoid every contamination both personal and mental, and inviolably maintain an holy purity of manners in the fear of God.

§-2 Give us a favourable reception—We have injured no person, we have corrupted no person, we have defrauded no person.

3 I do not mention this as a tacit reflection upon you—for I have before given you the strongest assurances that our affection for you is so ardent and sincere, that we could cheerfully spend all our days and our last breath with you.

4 I address you with great familiarity and freedom—you have induced me to bestow many deserved encomiums upon you—you have infused consolation into my troubled mind—your conduct inspires me amidst all my sorrows and sufferings with ecstasies of transporting exultation.

5 For on our arrival in Macedonia our heart was incessantly torn with a tumultuous variety of corroding cares—We conficted with every form of wretchedness—without, we were harassed with the hottest persecution; within, we were distressed with cruel fears.

6 But that Being, who soothes the sorrows of the.dejected, infused divine consolation into our minds by the arrival of Titus.

7 But we will not attribute our restored tranquillity solely to his arrival; but to those comfortable assurances you gave him—for he acquainted us with your sincere affection, with your generous lamentation, with your fervent zeal for me—an account, which transported me into the highest excesses of joy.

8 For tho' I distressed you by my letter I do not repent it now, though my heart did once reproach me for it—for I now see that that letter only gave you a momentary uneasiness.

9 But now I rejoice, not indeed that I distressed you, but that your distress produced a sincere repentance of your former irregularities—for you were distressed with regard to your duty to God, lest any punishment should be inflicted upon you by us.
For the result of that sorrow, which concerns duty to God, is a genuine repentance and reformation, which finally issues in everlasting salvation — but that sorrow, which hath secular interests for its object, issues in final perdition.

But this sorrow of yours, which was occasioned by a conscionable neglect of your duty to God, behold! what follicitous anxiety it produced among you! what studied apologetics! what self-indignation! what terror! what vehemence of desire! what zealous fervour! what revenge against yourselves for being seduced into these errors! — You have in the whole of this affair acquitted yourselves in a virtuous and honourable manner.

Tho' I therefore wrote that letter to you, I did not write it either on account of the injurious or the injured person — but I appeal to God that my motive was to give you the strongest demonstration of the sincere fervency of our affection for you.

The consolation therefore you derived from my epistle inspires us with reciprocal comfort—and especially were we rejoiced to see Titus filled with such transport upon your account: for the regards you all expressed for him have banished from his mind every inquietude.

So that I am not ashamed of those high encomiums in which I formerly celebrated your worth before him — but as we have always conscientiously declared to you the truth; so our glorying of you before Titus hath evinced itself to be founded in truth.

And his affections for you are continually growing stronger and stronger, when he reviews the chearful universal compliance of you all with my injunctions, and in what painful anguish and perturbation of mind you first received him.

Reflections on this transport me with joy, and induce me to place an unbounded confidence in your fidelity.

Christians brethren, we cannot forbear acquainting you with that most liberal contribution, which hath been made by the churches of Macedonia:

that, notwithstanding the severe trial of persecution they have undergone, and the deep poverty in which they are
are immersed, the excels of joy, with which their Christian principles inspire them, have prompted them to exert themselves in the most munificent and generous manner.

3 For I can testify they have been cheerful and voluntary benefactors to the utmost extent of their ability, nay beyond their ability.

4 For they solicited us with many entreaties that we would receive their charitable collection, and make distribution of it for the benefit of the necessitous Christians in Judaea.

5 In this respect they have surpassed our most sanguine hopes — for they have not only through the will of God devoted themselves to the service of Christ, but to the service of us.

6 So that the beneficence they discovered induced us to desire Titus, that as he had already begun, so he would finish, this charitable contribution among you.

7 Since therefore you are distinguished for miraculous gifts, for an ability of conversing in various languages, for superior knowledge, for your generous earnestness, and for your singular regards and affection for us: see that you, on this occasion, distinguish yourselves as much for your liberality.

8 Not that I would be understood to lay an authoritative injunction upon you — I am only desirous that the exemplary readiness of others should excite you to give a substantial proof of the genuineness of your benevolence.

9 For you are no strangers to the amiable benignity of our Lord Jesus Christ, that tho' he possessed a station of the most illustrious dignity, yet stooped to a condition of the most abject poverty for our sakes; that by his indulgence we might be enriched.

10 I cannot but speak my sentiments to you freely on this topic—To exert yourselves on this occasion is highly proper for you, who a year ago have begun, not only to perform these charitable acts, but to perform them with propenseness and cheerful dispositions.

11 Do you now therefore complete these contributions — that as you have discovered a very prompt disposition to begin, you may be also incited to accomplish the execution of it according to your respective circumstances.

12 For if there is but a liberal generous disposition, the Deity accepts it according to
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to what it can, not according to what it cannot give.

13. I do not mean that in order to take off the pressure of distresses from others, it should be laid upon you— but that the strictest rules of equity should be observed— that your munificence should on the present occasion relieve them under their indigencies,

14. that in like circumstances, their liberality might supply your exigencies—in order that the strictest equity in the reciprocal communication of these beneficent offices may be regarded.

15. As it is written, "He that gathered much manna had not a larger quantity than others: and he who collected but a little, had not a less quantity than the rest."

16. Thanks be to God, who kindled in the breast of Titus such an ardour of affection for you!

17. For as he received such comfort and satisfaction from the visit he lately paid you, out of his fervent regards for you, he is now, from his own voluntary inclination, set out upon a second journey to you.

18. We have sent along with him another Christian brother, who hath acquired deserved reputation among all the societies of Christians, for his integrity and labours in propagating the gospel.

19. And not only is he held in universal esteem, but he hath been associated with us, by the suffrage of the churches, in the management of this collection; which is instituted to promote the glory of God, and to excite your chearful charitable contributions.

20. In conducting this charity we will most cautiously avoid all just cenfures, and give occasion to no person to reflect upon us for an improper direction of this great trust.

21. We shall study to acquit ourselves in it with honour, not only in the sight of God, but of men.

22. We have dispatched, along with these two, another Christian brother also, whose active diligence to serve us we have experienced on many occasions; and who, on this emergency in particular, hath shewed singular activity and readiness, from a warm confidence he repose in you.

23. Whether therefore you regard Titus, you are to consider him as my colleague, engaged in the same common labours as myself—or whether our other two Christian bre-

* * *

* * *

* See chapter vii. ver. 7.
hren, who are along with him, they are the apostles of the churches, and a distinguished honour to the Christian religion.

24 Let these then see, let all the churches see, a demonstration of your benevolence: and what abundant reason we have to glory in you.

Chap. ix. 1. With regard to this contribution for the necessitous Christians in Judaea, it is superfluous for me to urge any more arguments to excite you to it.

2 For I have the strongest persuasion of your prompt and generous dispositions— for which I have deservedly celebrated you among the Macedonians, assuring them Achaia was ready for every benevolent office of this kind an year ago—and this account of your exemplary liberality hath incited a spirit of emulation in considerable numbers to contribute to this charity.

3 I have therefore dispatched the Christian brethren to you at this time, for fear our glorying in you in this respect might be unhappily frustrated: and in order, as I mentioned before, that your collection may be ready against my arrival:

4 Left, if the Macedonians should come along with me, and they surprize you absolutely unprepared, we should (to say nothing of you yourselves) be covered with confusion, when we reviewed the confident eulogies we had formerly lavished upon you.

5 I judged it therefore highly requisite to beg my Christian brethren that they would set out before me on their journey to you, and accomplish the above-mentioned collection among you, previous to my coming—that it may be ready as a voluntary generous donation, and not as a mean avaricious pittance.

6 For in this respect one may justly apply the following passage of scripture: "He that sows with a scanty hand, reaps a scanty harvest; he that sows with a copious hand, reaps a copious harvest."

7 But let every person give as his heart prompts and dictates to him—let his charity not be bestowed with reluctance, or extorted by necessity—for God loveth a cheerful giver.

8 God is able to shower down upon you every felicity, and at all times to bless you with such affluence and success, that you may be abundantly qualified to perform every humane and benevolent office.
9 As it is written: “He hath diffused the streams of his goodness around: he hath relieved the wants of the necessitous: his benignity endureth for ever.”

10 And may that Being, who supplies the husbandman with seed, and the human race with the necessaries of life, prosper your temporal interests, and give a blessing to the generous efforts of your beneficence!

11 And may you ever possess such happy circumstances, as shall enable you to perform every benevolent office—a disposition this, which occasions many grateful acknowledgments to be paid to the Supreme parent:

12 For this charitable contribution, with which we are entrusted, doth not only alleviate the distresses of the indigent Christians; but will cause the most devout and fervent thanksgivings to God from immense numbers.

13 For this collection will be a means of their glorifying God for your professed attachment to the gospel of Christ, and for your benevolent contribution to them and to others.

14 You will also secure a share in their prayers, and the first place in their affections, on account of that exceeding liberal generosity you have expressed towards them.

15 Thanks be to God for his ineffable benignity!

CHAP. X.

1 Paul conjure you by the inoffensive mildness and lenity of Christ, who, when personally present with you, am humble and unassuming, but in my absence address you with conscious dignity and boldness:

2 I earnestly implore you, I repeat it, that you would prevent me from exerting that authority, which I at present intend to exert against some certain persons among you, who maintain that the whole of our conduct is entirely actuated by secular principles.

3 We are conversant indeed with secular things, but we spread not our conquests with secular weapons.

4 For the weapons with which we combat, were not forged by mortal skill—they are of celestial temper, and are divinely endowed with irresistible force and energy to demolish the strong forts of pagan superstition:

5 They subvert the vain structures of human philosophy, and overturn every thing that arrogantly exalts itself against
against the scheme which divine wisdom hath planned—and they captivate and reduce all the refinements of speculation under an absolute subject to Christ.

6 And I am prepared to quell all obstinate disobedience and opposition to me, after you yourselves are returned to your former perfect allegiance to the gospel.

7 Do you suffer yourselves to be swayed by mere exterior appearances?—If any person is confidently persuaded in his own mind that he is a true follower of Christ, let him reflect that we also have as well founded pretensions to this character as himself.

8 For should I boast of that power with which our Lord hath invested us, to promote edification among you, and not to inflict divine punishment upon you; I should not, in the mean time, have reason to be covered with confusion.

9 I say this, that I may not be deemed as one, who can only alarm you merely by his letters:

10 For his letters, says he, are authoritative and spirited: but his personal presence is mean, and his discourse to the last degree contemptible.

11 Let such an one conclude that we can in person exert that power, of which our letters represent us to be possessed.

12 For we dare not compare or elevate ourselves to a level with those, who lavish such extravagant encomiums upon themselves—but those, who affect to measure other persons abilities by the standard of their own, and who draw invidious comparisons of themselves with others, do, by this conduct, forfeit all pretences to wisdom.

13 But we shall not stoop to use such extravagant immeasurable boasts—but we will affert, that according to the measure of that standard which the divine Being hath allotted us, we have regularly preached the gospel through all the intermediate regions as far as to your city.

14 For we did not rapidly bound over the interposing countries when we came as far as to you—but we regularly planted the Christian religion, in our progress, through all the intervening space till our arrival among you.

15 We do not raise a proud superstructure on a foundation that another hath laid—but we flatter ourselves that, your belief of the truth of the gospel increasing, we shall be more universally esteemed, according
according to the province allotted to us;

16 So as to be enabled to promulgate the glad tidings of Christianity in the countries that lie beyond you—and not ostentatiously glory in another person's province, where I find all things previously adjusted.

17 But let him, who glorifieth, glory in God:

18 For not he who publishes his own recommendation meriteth approbation and confidence—but he whose character God by spiritual endowments attesteth and recommends.

CHAP. XI.

1 I wish you would be candid to an instance of folly I am going to incur—I implore your kindness and candour to me.

2 For I feel the sensations of the strongest jealousy on your account—for I have united you only to one person, hoping to present you to Christ in chaste inviolate purity:

3 But I am anxiously solicitous, lest, as the serpent by his seductive arts deluded Eve, your affections should also be corrupted and alienated from the sole fidelity you owe to Christ.

4 If the person, who hath introduced himself into your society, can preach another Jesus, whom I have not preached; or if you can be endowed by him with spiritual gifts different from those I conferred upon you; or if he can publish a gospel different from that which I have propagated among you, you would be justified in allowing his pretensions.

5 For I judge myself in no respect inferior to the most eminent of the apostles.

6 For though in verbal discourse my attainments are vulgar, yet not in intellectual endowments—but all of you, on all occasions, have been clearly convinced of my real character.

7 What! hath my conduct been criminal, because I voluntarily degraded myself in order to exalt you? Have I done amiss, because I chose to be perfectly disinterested in preaching the gospel among you?

8 From other churches I received a stipend, in order that my ministrations among you might be gratuitous—And when I was with you, and in necessitous circumstances, I did not hang upon any one for a maintenance:

9 For the christians, who come from Macedonia, re-
lieved me in my indigence—
so that I never have been, and
am determined never will be,
burdensome to any of you.
10 I can pledge my firm
belief of Christianity upon the
truth of what I now declare,
That my boasting in this re-
spect will never be disproved
and refuted in the region of
Achaia.
11 But why did I act to-
wards you in this disinterest-
ed manner? Was it for want
of affection for you?—I can
appeal to God for its ardour
and sincerity.
12 But the reason that
now determines, and will for
ever determine me, to act in
this manner, is, that I may
entirely preclude all objec-
tions against me from those,
who would with rapture pick
up any thing to object—in
order that, notwithstanding
their extravagant boasts, they
may be found here on an e-
quality with me.
13 Such persons as these
are false and fictitious apo-
llies, artful and fraudulent in-
truders, hypocritically assum-
ing the mask of the aposto-
lic character.
14 And no wonder, when
Satan himself assumes the
form of an angel of light.

15 It is no astonishing cir-
cumstance then, if his mini-
fers perfonate the ministers
of virtue—But their end shall
be according to their works.
§—16 Let no one, I re-
peat it, esteem me weak and
devoid of understanding— I
will allow you, however, to
regard me in this light, pro-
vided you will with candour
permit me to publish a little
my own praise.
17 What I declare on this
article doth not flow from
any explicit suggestions of the
Spirit—this preceptory con-
fidence in boasting is solely
derived from a principle of
human weakness and error.
18 As many have passed
such extravagant encomiums
on their temporal privileges
and advantages, I am prompt-
ed to celebrate mine.
19 And here I expect your
candour—for being endowed
with such superior knowledge
yourselves, you can easily
bear with the weak and un-
intelligent.
20 For you are all patient
submission, if a person en-
slaves you to his will; if a per-
son fleeces you; if a per-
son cajoles you out of your
property; if a person domi-
neers over you; if a person
even

Alluding to what the false Apostle had done.
Chap. xi. to the Corinthians.

21 What induces me to recount the following particulars of myself is the reproach that hath been cast upon me, as if I had nothing to support my apostolic character. But I have as just pretensions to it, I speak it with humble submission, as any of my opponents.

22 Are they original Hebrews? So am I—Are they Israelites? So am I — Are they the descendents of Abraham? So am I.

23 Are they ministers of Christ?—I speak imprudently— I am more entitled to that character. Through what a series of labours have I passed! How often have I been mangled with scourges! How often have I been in confinement! How often in the jaws of death!

24 Five times was I publicly scourged by the Jews, and received each time thirty-nine lashes.

25 Three times I was beaten with rods—once I was floned — three times I was shipwrecked, and was during a night and a day tossed at the mercy of the waves.

26 In my numerous journeys I have encountered dangers from rivers, dangers from robbers, dangers from my own country-men, dangers from the Heathens, dangers in frequented cities, dangers in unfrequented solitudes, dangers by sea, dangers among pretended Christians.

27 Conflicting with fatigue and weariness, with hunger and thirst, with frequent want of sleep, and frequent want of food, with cold and nakedness:

28 And besides all these external evils, my mind every day internally torn and distracted with a painful anxious solicitude for all the churches.

29 What Christian is there that betrays any weakness, and I am not unhappy on his account — who is there that ever conceives prejudices against Christianity, and I am not greatly affected with inward grief and uneasiness.

30 If I am under an absolute necessity of celebrating myself, I will celebrate the forrows and sufferings I have sustained.

31 I solemnly appeal, for the veracity of the above-mentioned particulars, to the God and father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who is worthy to be adored through all the endless ages of eternity.

32 In Damascus, the governor under king Aretas placed a guard at the gates of the city, with a design to...
there he heard words ineffable, which it is impossible for frail mortality to utter.

5 Of the distinguished happiness, with which this person was favoured, I will boast—but I will glory in nothing respecting myself, except my sufferings.

6 But should I choose to found my own eulogy, I should not betray any weakness or folly, for I should inviolably adhere to truth—but I forbear doing this, in order that no person may estimate me above my personal appearance, or above the reports of human fame.

7 But lest I should be too much elated with these most singular and illustrious revelations, a messenger of Satan was commissioned to wound and afflict my body, to prevent my being inflated with this distinguished honour.

8 I therefore three times earnestly implored almighty God that this dreadful evil might relinquish me:

9 but he said to me—My favour is sufficient for thee! my omnipotence is more il- luftriously
have you been inferior to other churches, except, that I never extorted a maintenance from you—Do forgive me this injury!

§—14 Behold! this is the third time I have had every thing in readiness for a journey to visit you—but I will not be burdensome to you; for I do not seek your temporary but your everlasting interests—for children ought not to accumulate treasures for their parents, but parents for their children.

15 But with the greatest transport I would not only exhaust all I possess, but be exhausted myself, for your immortal souls; even though it should happen that the more I love you, the less I should be beloved.

16 "But allowing," replies my opponent, "that I never extorted a maintenance from you—in this I only discovered a great refinement in cunning, and this subtil insidious artifice I practised merely to impose upon you."

17 To this I answer—Did I ever draw any money from you by any of the messengers I dispatched to you?

18 I desired Titus to wait upon you, and sent another Christian along with him—did Titus act with any lucrative views among you? —Were

lustriously displayed by thy inability! — It is therefore with conscious pleasure that I rather boast of my own inability, as the irresistible power of God does, by that means, conspicuously appear to reside in me.

10 It is for this reason that I have a placid satisfaction in my bodily infirmities, amid the insults I sustain, in necessitious circumstances, in persecutions, in the most imminent dangers, for my Christian profession—for when I am naturally unable to extricate myself, then I am supernaturally endowed with power.

11 By boasting of myself in this manner I betray my want of wisdom—But it is you who have compelled me to it—for I ought rather in justice to have been commended and applauded by you; for I am in no respect inferior to the most eminent of the apostles—though in myself I am nothing.

12 The evidences indeed of my real apostolical character have been illustriously exhibited among you by my fortitude under all the injuries I sustained, and by the stupendous operations, astonishing miracles, and prodigies of power I effected among you.

13 For in what respect
we not all actuated by the same principles? Did we not all tread in the same steps?

19 Do you imagine I am again apologizing for my not coming to you in person?—I solemnly declare in the presence of the Deity, and as a Christian, that I sincerely intend to visit you, and to do every thing, my Christian friends, to promote your improvement.

20 For I am afraid left, when I do arrive, I neither should find you such as I wish, and that you will find me such as you do not wish—I am afraid left I find you torn and distracted by dissentions, emulations, animosities, discord, defamation, scandal, insolence, and every tumultuous passion.

21 I am painfully anxious left, when I come among you, my God should involve me in the acutest distress of mind: and left I have too much reason to deplore and lament the scandalous immoralities of great numbers, who have not yet totally abandoned those abominable impurities, those debaucheries, and those licentious pursuits, in which they were formerly engaged.

Chap. xiii.

1 This is the third time I am coming to you—By the united testimony of two or three witnesses every truth shall be confirmed.

2 I assurred you before, I now assure you again, and address myself to all of you, but particularly to those who have been lately guilty of scandalous immoralities, being present with you in idea, though absent in person; I solemnly assure you, at my coming, I will not spare you.

3 Since, after all the evidences that have been exhibited, you still demand a proof of Christ speaking by me—though he displayed his divine power in so illustrious a manner among you.

4 For though Christ suffered the death of crucifixion, in frail and feeble mortality; yet by the omnipotent power of God he lives—and though we too sustain mortal sufferings by an attachment to him, yet, by the power of the Deity, we shall spend an happy immortality with him.

5 Examine yourselves whether you have adopted Christianity:

* Meaning his two letters.
Christianity: Explore yourselves: Cannot you discover, unless indeed you have lost all discernment, that Jesus Christ is really among you by the spiritual powers with which he hath endued you?

6 I flatter myself the least reflection will convince you, that I am not destitute of a power to prove my mission.

7 I earnestly beg of God, that you would perpetrate nothing criminal—not that I want to evince my power by an infliction of punishment upon you for your crimes—for I would rather be regarded as incapable of producing such proof, than you should commit any thing sinful.

8 For we cannot exert any spiritual power to oppose, but only to advance, the progress of truth.

9 We are glad, therefore, when we are destitute of power to punish you, and when you are strong in Christian virtue—and it is for the augmentation and perfection of this strength, that we intercede with God by our prayers.

10 I write these things to you, in my absence, that, when present, I may not be obliged to use any severe methods, and to exert that power which Christ hath vested in me to promote edification among you, not to inflict divine punishments upon you.

11 Finally, my Christian brethren, farewell! Be perfectly harmonious: let your minds be soothed with consolation: cherish the same benevolent affection one for another: live in mutual concord; and the God of concord and love will bless you!

12 We beg our most affectionate remembrance to every one of your society. All the Christian brethren here send their most respectful salutations.

13 May you all continue to enjoy the favour of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and a community of the miraculous gifts of the Holy Spirit! Amen.
PAUL's Epistle to the GALATIANS.

CHAP. I.

Paul, who was constituted an apostle, not by human authority, nor through any human agency, but by the sole appointment of Jesus Christ, and of God the supreme Parent of the universe, who raised him from the grave:

2 affectionately join with all the Christians, who are now with me, in sincerely wishing the churches of Galatia every favour and felicity from God the supreme Father, and from our Lord Jesus Christ,

3 every favour and felicity from God the supreme Father, and from our Lord Jesus Christ,

4 who, in compliance with the will of God our merciful Parent, voluntarily assumed our nature to extricate us from our vices, and rescue us from the corruptions of the present depraved and profligate age.

5 May the praise of the Deity, the original author of this dispensation, reound through all the rolling ages of eternity!

6 I am astonished you should so quickly desert the cause of Christ, who graciously invited you into his religion, to adopt another set of principles:

7 which do not indeed essentially differ from the truths you first received—though some certain persons have laboured to throw you into confusion, and appear so devious to deprave and pervert the genuine gospel of Christ.

8 But should we, should an angel from the celestial regions descend and proclaim among you a system of truths repugnant to those we published among you, let him be regarded as an execrable impostor.

9 Let me solemnly repeat what I have now asserted—should any being whatever publish among you a set of principles repugnant to those you adopted, regard him as an execrable impostor.

10 For do I now strive to recommend myself to men or to God?—or do I make it my sole study to secure the esteem and applause of the world?—Had the applause of the world been my sole governing principle, I should not have embraced the cause of Christianity!
I solemnly assure you, my Christian brethren, that the joyful truths which were published by me among you, have not an human original:

For neither did any human being communicate them to me, nor did I adopt them from any human instruction: I solely derived them from the revelation of Jesus Christ.

For you are no strangers to my former rigid attachment to the Jewish religion—You have heard with what excessive virulence and fury I ravaged and persecuted the Christians.

You have heard what proficiency I made in the study and knowledge of Judaism above all my co-equals and contemporaries—and how zealously tenacious I was of those rules and injunctions which were transmitted by our Jewish forefathers.

But when the Deity, who destined me from my birth to the apostolic office, and hath now graciously invested me with it, was pleased to bless me with the discoveries of his Son's gospel, and, particularly, appointed me to proclaim its truths among the Heathens, upon my supernatural reception of this glorious system, I did not apply to any of the human race for clearer instruction in its truths:

Neither did I immediately turn back to Jerusalem, to consult the most eminent among the apostles—but I went directly into Arabia—and from thence returned to Damascus.

Three years after this I travelled to Jerusalem to visit Peter, and I spent fifteen days with him:

And he was the only apostle I did see, except James the brother of our Lord.

For the veracity of what I now assert, I solemnly appeal to the great omnipotent Searcher of hearts.

I, afterwards, visited the countries of Syria and of Cilicia.

But I was personally unknown to all the societies of Christians in Judæa:

they had only heard this report of me—that the person who was so implacable and flaming a persecutor of the Christians, was now preaching that religion which he was so indefatigable to crush and extirpate:

and for this my conversion they devoutly glorified God.

Fourteen years after this I went up again to Jerusalem, accompanied by Barnabas and Titus:
This journey I undertook in consequence of an express direction from God—and, on my arrival, in private conference with some of the most eminent of the apostles, I gave a minute detail of the doctrines I propagated among the Heathens—being induced to this, left, by some means, my past or present ministerial labours should be rendered totally ineffectual.

Yet, notwithstanding this, neither Titus, who was then along with me, and was a Greek, was compelled to submit to the Jewish rite of circumcision;

nor did I then make the least concession to those intruding false Christians, who officiously insinuated themselves into the company, merely as insidious spies on that uncontrouled liberty which we claim and exercise under the Christian dispensation, and with a view to subject us to the slavery of the mosaical ritual.

To these I did not pay a moment's submission—in order that the true genuine simplicity of the gospel might be perpetuated among you.

Nor is there any difference and distinction put between myself and those, who are esteemed possessed of such distinguished eminence—

the Deity is no respecter of persons—for those persons, who are reputed to be invested with such superior dignity and authority, did not, in any one instance, communicate any new instruction to me.

So far from this, that on the contrary, when they found that I was divinely commissioned to preach the gospel among the uncircumcised in the same manner as Peter was appointed to preach to the circumcised:

for the same Being, who allotted the province of the Jews to Peter, assigned the province of the Heathens to me:

when James, Peter, and John, who were regarded as the grand pillars of the whole fabric of Christianity, were convinced, that the office of propagating the gospel among the Heathens was conferred upon me; they embraced Barnabas, and myself, with the most cordial affection—and it was mutually agreed, that we should plant the gospel among the Heathens, they among the Jews.

The only direction they gave us, was, that we should promote a charitable contribution for the benefit of the indigent Christians in Judæa—which I immediately put in
in execution with the utmost alacrity.

11 But when Peter came down to Antioch, I openly opposed him—for his conduct was highly worthy of censure.

12 For he sat down at the tables of the Heathens, without any scruple, before some persons arrived from James—but upon their arrival he receded and broke off this intercourse with them—induced by the dread of giving umbrage to the Jews:

13 and, in consequence of his example, all the other Christian Jews gave into the same mean dissimulation—so that even Barnabas was carried down the common stream of this scrupulous affectation.

14 But when I saw how they disguised and obscured the truth and lustre of the Christian religion, I said to Peter before them all—if you, who are a Jew, can nevertheless conform, without scruple, to the diet and usages of the Heathens, can you, with any consistency, compel the Heathens to adopt the Jewish rites?

15 I myself, who am by birth a Jew, and who did not descend from the immoral and profligate Heathens,

16 yet being convinced that a person is not acquitted from his former crimes by a conformity to the positive ordinances of the law, but solely by his reception of the gospel of Jesus Christ, I have embraced the doctrine of Christianity, that I might receive from this my adoption of it the total remission of my vices, which I could not derive from the positive institutions of the law—for by the ordinances of the mosaic law shall no person receive the absolution of his former guilt.

17 But if, when labouring to secure an acquittal from all my past sins, I am still found to persist in the practice of them, doth it follow that Christianity was designed to palliate and excuse men’s vices? Absurd and shocking supposition!

18 For if I rebuild the fatal structure which I once demolished, I clearly evince my own wickedness.

19 For I died to the law, in order that I might begin a new life to God.

20 I, figuratively, expired on the cross along with Jesus—but am now restored to life—or to speak more properly, it is Christ, who solely animates and enlivens me—the life I lead in the present world is entirely supported and invigorated by a firm belief in the Son of God, who deigned
Have you received so many distinguishing privileges in vain—since, on your present principles, they are entirely vain and useless.

5 He, who poured down upon you, such a copious effusion of the Spirit, and enabled you to perform such miraculous operations, did he do it upon your conformity to the mosaik system, or upon your conviction of the truth of Christianity?

6 Thus Abraham, for example, had the fullest conviction of the Being of the supreme God, and in consequence of this belief, all his past guilt, by an act of the divine goodness, was totally expunged.

7 Know therefore, that the virtuous believers of the gospel are the genuine descendants of Abraham.

8 For the Spirit, which inspired the sacred writers, foreseeing that God would grant to the Heathens an universal amnesty of all their past crimes, upon their embracing the gospel, communicated this joyful news to Abraham—assuring him, “By thee shall all the Heathens enjoy the most illustrious blessings.”

9 It follows therefore, that the

1 ἔτηοια ἐπιστήμη. This verb is very frequently used by the Greek writers in a good sense.
the believers of the gospel, enjoy this distinguished blessing in common with that sincere and virtuous believer.

10 For every individual, who is under the mosaic economy, is under an execration—for there is this express declaration recorded—"Cursed is every one who doth not continue in the universal practice of all those injunctions which are prescribed in the volume of the law."

11 But that no person, who is under the law, stands acquitted before God, is evident from this scriptural declaration—"He, who is acquitted by a virtuous principle of belief, shall live."

12 whereas the mosaic law annexeth no privileges to the principle of belief—but declares, "That the person only, who actually performs its injunctions, shall by such a performance obtain life."

13 It is Christ, who hath released us from that execration, to which the law of Moses devoted us, by submitting to be treated for our sakes as an execrable malefactor—for it is written, "Execrable is the wretch, who is suspended on a tree."

14 So that the blessing, which was announced to Abraham, hath by Christ Jesus been showered down upon the Heathens; that we Christians, through our belief of the gospel, might receive those spiritual endowments, which were so antiently promised.

15 I argue, my fellow Christians, upon principles universally admitted by all men—A covenant, that hath once been solemnly ratified, no person either vacates or alters.

16 Now these illustrious promises were announced to Abraham, and to his descendent—the Deity doth not express himself in the plural, but the singular number—to thy descendent—undoubtedly referring to the Messiah.

17 I say, then, that the mosaic law, which was promulgated four hundred and thirty years after, doth not cancel this covenant, which was ratified to the Messiah by the Deity, so as to supercede and annul this signal promise.

18 For if the acquisition of this blessing is secured, only, by the law of Moses, it would follow, that the promise did not confer it—but yet God graciously dispensed it to Abraham by an express promise.

19 What purposes was the law then calculated to subserve?
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It was enacted to refrain and punish vice till that illustrious descendent should make his appearance — It was magnificently ushered in by a numerous company of angels, and Moses acted, on this occasion, as mediator.

20 But the very term mediator necessarily implies more than one party — and God is only one of the parties here concerned.

21 Doth the law of Moses, therefore, counteract the promises of God? — by no means! — For if the law of Moses was qualified to give men the hopes of immortality, then indeed remission of guilt would certainly be annexed to it.

22 But the scripture hath considered all mankind in general as shut up in an inex- tricable labyrinth of vice, in order that the promised blessing annexed to a belief of the doctrines of Jesus Christ might be dispensed to those who embrace them.

23 Before the publication of Christianity we were shut up and confined in the dark and gloomy prison of the law, till the time that the glorious light of the gospel should dart its salutary beams amongst us.

24 So that the law was our rigid and implacable tutor, whose severe discipline was designed to bring us to Christ, that by our cordial reception of his gospel all our prior guilt might for ever be cancelled.

25 After the Christian religion hath now been introduced, we are emancipated from the severities of our arbitrary tutor, and for ever vindicated into perfect liberty.

26 For by our embracing the doctrines of Christ Jesus we all commence the sons of God.

27 For as many as have been initiated into Christianity by baptism have solemnly assumed the profession of it.

28 Under the Christian dispensation there is no distinction of Jew or of Greek; none betwixt the slave and the free; none betwixt the male and female — for you are all one individual harmonious society under Christ Jesus.

29 Now since you are the believers of Christ, it follows, that you are the genuine progeny of Abraham, and the true heirs of those blessings that were promised to him.

Chap. iv. 1 Besides, an heir, during the time of his minority,

A total remission of all past sins.
minority, doth not differ from a slave, though he be the proprietor and lord of all:

2 for he is, then, under the discipline of preceptors and governors 'till the period arrive that hath been previously appointed by his father.

3 In like manner, we Jews, during our state of minority, experienced abject slavery under the elements of an imperfect institution:

4 but when the destined period was complete, the Deity delegated his Son from heaven, who assumed human nature, and was ushered into the world under the mosaïc dispensation,

5 in order that he might emancipate those, who were groaning under its intolerable burden, that we from slaves might be adopted into the privileges of sons:

6 For that you now enjoy the exalted privileges of sons, God hath abundantly evinced by communicating to you the copious effusions of that Spirit, with which he endow'd his Son—which directed you to invoke him under the endearing character of an indulgent parent.

7 So that thou art no longer a slave but a son—but if thou art a son, it follows, that thou art entitled to that inheritance which God, by Christ, liath promised to bestow.

8 You were formerly ignorant of the one supreme God, and practised a flagitious superstition to ° imaginary and fictitious deities.

9 But now after you have known the true God, or rather have been known by him, how is it you relapse into mean and despicable ceremonies, to which you seem desirous again voluntarily to enslave yourselves.

10 Do you now scrupulously regard days and months and years, and particular periodical feasons?

11 I am afraid left all the labour I have expended upon you should at last prove entirely fruitless.

§—12 My Christian brethren, I entreat you, do you reciprocally show me that affection which I sincerely cherish for you—you have not done me the least injury.

13 You all recollect in what bodily weakness and indisposition I appeared, when first I published the gospel among you:

14 yet notwithstanding these disfavourable personal circumstances you did not treat me with contempt and aversion

° This for quotes ours, who have no existence in nature.
aversion—but you welcomed me as if I had been an angel of God: as if I had been Jesus Christ himself.

15 What exalted encomiums and benedictions did you then lavish upon me!—Such were the excesses of your transport, that you would then, I can truly witness for you, if possible, have plucked out your very eyes, and laid them at my feet.

16 And am I then, after all this, regarded by you as an enemy, merely for declaring to you the truth?

17 They profess the tenderest regards for you—but it is with a base design; for they are desirous to exclude me from your affections that they may entirely engross them.

18 A zealous p virtuous affection ought to be a constant uniform thing, and not discover itself during only my personal presence among you.

19 My dear children! what excruciating pangs shall I again support, 'till the true features of Christ be impressed upon you!

20 I wish to be now again among you, and accommodate my direction to the circumstances in which I should find you—for, at present, I am greatly embarrassed about you.

§—21 Tell me, you who are so desirous to subject yourselves to the law, don't you read it with attention?

22 For it is there recorded, that Abraham had two sons, one by a female slave, another by a free woman.

23 The son, he had by his slave, was generated according to the established laws of nature: the son, he had by the free woman, was given, in consequence of an express promise.

24 This history is allegorized by the prophet; and the two women, figuratively, represent the two covenants—Hagar the slave represents the first covenant, which was published to the Israelites on mount Sinai, and is productive of the most servile bondage and slavery:

25 for Hagar represents Sinai, a mountain in Arabia, and corresponds to the present temporal Jerusalem, which now, with all its numerous sons, drags the galling chain of servitude.

26 But the free woman represents the spiritual heavenly Jerusalem, which is the indulgent

P Ev καλός, founded in virtue. Not a good man, as Locke, for then the construction would have been εἰς τὸν καλὸν.
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dulgent parent of us Gentiles.

27 For these are the words of the prophet: "Indulge the warmest ecstasies of joy, O thou barren woman! break forth into the loudeft acclamations of transport and triumph, thou who never sustainedst the pangs of child-birth! — for thou, who waft regarded as desolate and forlorn, art blessed with a more numerous progeny than her, who was happy in the conjugal union."

28 We Gentiles then, my fellow Christians, are, like Isaac, the children of the promise.

29 Besides, as he, who was then generated according to the ordinary course of nature, persecuted him who was generated by the extraordinary operation of God — just so it is now.

30 But mark what was the consequence, as recorded in the following passage—"Eject the female slave and her son: for the son of a slave shall not divide the patrimony with the son of a free woman."

31 We Gentiles are not, my brethren, the children of the slave, but the sons of the free woman.

CHAP. v. 1. Stand, therefore, immoveable in that liberty, into which Christ hath vindicated you, and do not again tamely submit your necks to the yoke of slavery.

2 I Paul strenuously assure you, that if you submit to circumcision, you forfeit the distinguishing advantages of Christianity:

3 I repeatedly, in the most solemn manner assure every person who is circumcised, that he is under an indispensable obligation to perform every tittle of the law.

4 You, who expect remission from the law, for ever resign all your Christian privileges — you cease to have any interest in the blessings of that gracious dispensation.

5 But as to myself, I cherish in my mind the pleasing hope of total remission, from my attachment to the gospel.

6 For under the Christian dispensation neither circumcision or uncircumcision are of any

31 Πατραν is not found in some of the best MSS. and is evidently not genuine.

1 Ths εκεντρικος, ις ανω κακον ανεδρωτος ουφεν ουδε θυρωτον εσω, Li-

any avail, but only a virtuous belief productive of love and benevolence.

7 You commenced the Christian race with just approbation: who was it threw these obstructions in your path, and diverted you from the pursuits of truth?

8 The sentiments, you have been persuaded to adopt, were not taught you by the person, who first published the gospel among you.

9 A little leaven soon diffuseth its noxious quality thro' the whole mass.

10 I trust in God you will not espouse any sentiments repugnant to those I inculcated—but the person, whoever he is, who created all this disturbance among you, shall not escape with impunity.

11 If I, my Christian brethren, still preach the necessity of circumcision, why do the Jews continue to persecute me?—If I preached circumcision, the affair of the cross would cease to disgust them.

12 The person who hath thrown you into this confusion ought, and will certainly be, devoted to destruction.

§—13 For you, my brethren, have been invited to liberty—only abuse not this liberty to sensuality and licentiousness: but practise the greatest submission and condescension to each other, from a principle of mutual benevolence and love:

14 For the whole law is virtually comprized in this single precept—"Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself."

15 "But if you are instigated against each other by mutual rage and rancour, take heed lest you be involved in total destruction by one another.

16 What I inculcate upon you is this—Be governed by the rational faculties, and follow not the lead of your sensual appetites:

17 For the sensual appetites counteract the dictates of the rational powers; and the rational powers the sensual appetites—these act in contrary directions; so that you do not the actions your minds approve:

18 But

* Alluding to their mutual animosities. Locke.

† ὡσεσσει πονηρεται οἱ ἀπαλαστοῦντες οἷς. Literally, Those, who have occasioned this disturbance among you, ought, and will be destroyed. It is not a word of the Apostle.

‡ Μὴ ἐσεπον ἑσερω ἑνετέκειν μὴδε ποιεῖν ποιεῖν, αλλ' εἰς ἄντα εν ἄντοις ἀκναςιν τε καὶ μαχίσεα εὐθείαν φαίνει. Platonis Repub. lib. 9, p. 539, tom. 2, Seren.
18 But if you suffer yourselves to be entirely swayed by the guidance of reason, you will not fall under the animadversion of any law.

19 For the actions, to which our animal propensities incite, are apparently these; adultery, debauchery, impurity, lasciviousness,

20 idolatry, poisoning, enmities, quarrels, emulations, resentments, animosities, discords, contentions,

21 envy, murder, drunkenness, riot, and such like vices—which those who perpetrate, as I have often assurred you, and do now solemnly repeat the assurance, shall for ever be excluded from the possession of the celestial kingdom.

22 But the genuine offspring of our rational faculties is benevolence, joy, tranquillity, equanimity, benignity of manners, fidelity, lenity, temperance.

23 Against such virtues as these there never was any law enacted w.

24 But the followers of Christ have crucified the animal principle with all its sensual affections and propensities.

25 Since therefore by the crucifixion of our animal nature, our intellectual part is healthful and vigorous, let us regulate our conduct solely by its direction.

26 Let us not be instigated by vain ambitious views; let us not give and return provocations: let us not envy one another.

CHAP. vi. 1 Should any of you, my brethren, be betrayed by his animal propensities into any thing criminal, do you, who are under the guidance of the rational principle, reclaim and reduce him to his duty with lenity and candour—and be ever cautious thyself left thou too should be seduced into vice.

2 Do you mutually sustain one another's burdens; and thus fulfill the Christian law.

3 For if any person arrogantly imagined himself possess'd
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Psell of superior attainments, when he is entirely destitute of all pretensions to them, he is guilty of a most miserable self-deception.

4 But let every person carefully explore his own conduct, and bring it to the test of reason; and then he will enjoy the calm satisfaction and applause of his own heart.

5 For every person shall be accountable for his own conduct.

§—6 Let him, who is instructed in Christianity, freely contribute to the support of his instructor.

7 Be not deluded into fatal errors—God is not imposed upon—as a person fows in this life he shall reap in the next:

8 He, who soweth upon his animal nature, shall from his animal nature reap everlasting destruction—but he, who soweth upon his rational nature, shall from the generous soil of his intellectual nature reap the harvest of immortality.

9 Let us therefore be constant and uniform in the practice of virtue; for we shall finally reap a glorious harvest if we persevere.

10 Let us therefore seize every opportunity, that presents itself, of promoting the universal good of mankind, and especially the good and happiness of our Fellow-Christians.

§—11 You see how large a letter I have written to you with my own hand.

12 All those, who study only to make an external ostentatious appearance, frenziedly urge upon you the indispensible obligation of circumcision, solely with a view that they may not expose themselves to persecution by preaching a crucified Messiah.

13 For they who are circumcised themselves, do not regulate their lives by the rules the law prescribes: but, at the same time, they are very desirous you should submit to circumcision, that they may glory in your compliance with this rite.

14 But may God ever prevent me from glorying in any thing except in Jesus Christ our Lord, who was suspended on a cross—By an inviolable attachment to whose cause the world is dead to me, and I am dead to the world.

15 For under the Christian dispensation neither circumcision or uncircumcision is of any significane; but a new moral creation:

* Because he used to employ an Amaranthus.
and all who regulate their lives by this great fundamental standard, may every felicity and mercy be showered down upon them, and upon the select community of God.

17 In fine, let no person for the future give me disturbance on this head—for I bear about with me indelible signatures impressed in my body, which evince me to be the servant of my master Jesus.

18 My Christian brethren! May the favour of our Lord Jesus Christ ever attend you! Amen.

Alluding to the signatures with which slaves in those days were branded. Ἐξὼν εἰς στιγματον, ἀλλὰ συζυγαθην εἰς τον στρογγυλον, το δειπτυχα συγκριας συμβολον. Diog. Laert. p. 254. tom. 1. Edit. Meibom. Amstel. 1692. Hence we often meet in the Classics with froms inscripta, and Apuleius in IX. calls slaves frontes literati, & capillum semirast, & pedes annulati.

Δεῦρο τακτὰ τεμώρ, ἵνα σου καταθυμήσῃ εἰς Στιγματα μη γράφῃ, ουκ οἰκίζων ἑραποντα. Phocylides. vi. 212.
PAUL's Epistle to the Ephesians.

CHAP. I.

1 PAUL constituted by divine appointment an apostle of Jesus Christ to the Christians in Ephesus, who are convinced of the truth of the gospel:

2 I affectionately wish you every felicity from God our supreme Parent and from Jesus Christ:

3 Adored be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who hath, by the mission of Jesus, enriched us with a most copious profusion of all spiritual and celestial blessings!

4 For it was owing to his supreme goodness, that, before this world was fixed on its basis, he appointed us Gentiles to enjoy the privileges of Christianity, and to be a select community to walk before him in blameless virtue and mutual benevolence:

5 Most mercifully he destined to adopt us by Jesus Christ into his family, prompted by his essential beneficence and goodness.

6 An argument this, to induce us to celebrate that glorious benignity, which he hath so graciously imparted to us through his beloved Son!

7 through whose submission to death we are redeemed from the servitude of vice, and are blessed with the total remission of all our prior guilt, in consequence of the Deity's exuberant benevolence and goodness to us,

8 which he hath so illustriously displayed in this dispensation—in which such divine wisdom and contrivance are apparent.

9 For a glorious system of truths, hitherto unrevealed, hath the Deity now exhibited before us; in consequence of that benevolent scheme which before all ages he planned in Christ,

10 that when, in the order of his dispensations, the fulness of time was arrived, he would, under Christ as their head, summarily comprize and combine into one collective system all in heaven and all on earth.

11 To whom we Jews were also allotted as part of his extensive kingdom; being originally appointed to this distinguishing felicity by the designation,
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12 Which privileges he conferred upon us, in order that we, who are inspired with Christian hope, should celebrate his divine praise.

13 You Gentiles too, when you heard, through Christ, the joyful assurance of a blessed immortality (a sacred doctrine founded in truth) and adopted the gospel, had its veracity stamped upon you with a divine seal by the effusion of those spiritual gifts which he promised;

14 which are a present pledge of our future celestial inheritance, designed to make us aspire after that blessed acquisition, to the hope of which the Christian redemption hath raised us, and to engage us to celebrate the divine praises.

15 Being informed therefore of your steady attachment to the gospel of Jesus Christ, and of your benevolence to all Christians,

16 the account hath filled me with an unabating flow of the devoutest joy, and I fervently intercede for you in my prayers;

17 earnestly imploring the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the glorious supreme Parent of the universe, that as you have acknowledged the truth of the Christian religion, he would communicate to you all useful knowledge and wisdom;

18 that, your mental eyes being irradiated with an effusion of divine light, you might have a distinct view of the glorious prospects your religion presents, and might clearly discern the ample and glorious inheritance, that is in reversion for the virtuous professors of the gospel;

19 and that you might have a full perception of that sovereign and immense energy which he hath displayed with regard to us the believers of Christianity, when, by an exertion of his irresistible power,

20 he raised the dead body of Jesus from the tomb, and placed him on his right hand in the celestial mansions,

21 exalting him to an eminence infinitely superior to every the most illustrious station, dignity, supremacy; to every the most elevated degree of distinction, that not only obtains in this, but the future world:

22 into his hands the Deity hath committed the reins of universal government, and hath
hath constituted him the supreme head of the church,
23 which may be figuratively considered as his body—a society incorporated by him, who filleth all the universe with all its blessings.

CHAP. ii. 1 You also hath God raised up to life, now dead to vice and wickedness:
2 in which you Gentiles were formerly immered in compliance with the general practice of the present age, conforming, with the multitude, to the worship of that fictitious being, who presides over the air, to whom the disbelievers of Christianity are so zealously attached.
3 Of this unhappy number we Jews too all of us once formed a part, being devoted to immoral pursuits, following the lead of every depraved appetite and irregular affection, and were, as the rest of the Heathens now are, the proper objects of the divine indignation.

4 But the Deity, whose mercy is boundless and infinite, induced by that immense benevolence, of which we were the happy objects,
5 hath, figuratively speaking, restored us to life, with Christ, who are now dead to our former vices (it is solely by the divine benignity that you are put into a state of salvation)
6 and under the gospel hath raised us with Christ Jesus from the tomb of vice, and made us assessor with him in the celestial abodes.
7 This glorious scheme the Deity was pleased to execute, in order that he might display in all future ages the superlative munificence of his goodness, by that signal instance of benignity which he hath expressed for us by the mission of Jesus Christ:
8 For by the divine benignity are you put into a state of salvation by means of your embracing the gospel—this scheme

*Πληρωμα, complement, completion, the entire and perfect system: referring to the bulk and magnitude of that spiritual body that was collect the Father. Upon revolving this passage I am rather inclined to think, that μιας in the first verse of the next chapter is put in conformation with απολογομενον. The church which is his body, the compleat system of him who filleth all the universe with all blessings, and filleth you, i.e. with his gifts and blessings, being now dead to trespasses and sins. Judicet eruditus lector.

*Νεκρος τοις παρακλησισι, dead to transgressions: as in 1 Pet. ii. 24. Who himself bore our sins in his body on the tree, that we being dead to sin, ταις αθανασιας αντεομοιοι, might live unto righteousness.
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Scheme is not the effect of human contrivance—it is the gift of God.

9 Nor did any prior virtue procure the donation of it—so that no one can boast of his having contributed anything towards its execution:

10 For we are solely the Deity’s moral creation, formed under the gospel for virtue, which God originally designed we should ever cultivate and pursue.

§—11 Forget not therefore that you once were Heathens, stigmatized by those of the circumcision with the invidious name of uncircumcised Gentiles:

12 Remember, that you were formerly destitute of all knowledge of the Messiah, were alienated from the community of Israel, were perfect strangers to the covenants of promise, deprived of all rational hope, destitute of the knowledge of the one true God:

13 But now, by the mission of Jesus Christ, you who were formerly removed to such an infinite distance from these privileges have, by the death of Christ, approached within the circle of their influence.

14 For it is he who effects this happy mutual union, who hath conciliated two distinct nations into one harmonious community, having entirely demolished the wall, which formerly interposed between them:

15 For, by his incarnation, he hath totally abrogated that system of ritual positive observances, the fatal source of implacable animosity and discord, in order that he might found one new happy kingdom under himself from the union of two, by establishing a solid concord between them.

16 And that he might conciliate them to God, and incorporate them both into one amicable community, by means of his crucifixion—for by his cross he hath for ever destroyed all their mutual enmity.

17 After his advent, therefore, he proclaimed the happy news of mutual concord and peace both to you who were remote, and to those who were near his person.

18 For through him we both of us, being endowed with the same undistinguishable spiritual gifts, have free access to the supreme universal parent.

19 You cease for the future, therefore, to be strangers and foreigners—you are denizens of the general community.

* This denotes a state of friendship.*
nity of Christians, and the domestics of God's family:

20 founded on that immovable basis which apostles and preachers have established, Jesus Christ being the great corner stone,

21 by whom the whole fabric being firmly united and consolidated, riseth into a glorious temple sacred to God:

22 By whom you also are, together with the Jews, promiscuously formed into one common spiritual edifice, dedicated to the Deity.

CHAP. III.

1 Upon this account am I now under confinement for maintaining that you Gentiles are interested in the privileges of the gospel:

2 since you have heard that this gracious dispensation and apostolic office was conferred upon me for your benefit.

3 You have been told that this design of God, hitherto undiscovered, was particularly revealed to me, as I just intimated to you above;

4 which, if you peruse with attention, you will easily discern the comprehensive knowledge I have of this un-

revealed truth now manifested by Christ Jesus;

5 which in former ages was not discovered to the human race with that clearness and precision as it hath been now revealed, by the divine afflatus, to the apostles and preachers of the gospel;

6 namely, that, under the gospel-dispensation, the Heathens should be cofheirs, should be incorporated into the same body, and jointly participate with the Jews, all the blessings which God promised by the Messiah.

7 This is the doctrine I am appointed to promulgate among mankind, being qualified for this office by those miraculous endowments, which were graciously conferred upon me by the efficacious energy of God:

8 upon me, who deem myself far, far inferior to the very leaft of all the apostles, was this signal favour conferred, that I should publish among the Heathens the joyful news of the inexplicable diffusive goodness of Christ,

9 and that I should exhibit, before the eyes of all, such a clear and distinct view of these privileges, that they might discern how much they are mutually interested in those

4 In an Epistle to the Ephesians this striking simile is peculiarly proper, as the temple at Ephesus was one of the most magnificent fabrics that antiquity hath recorded.
those revealed discoveries, which lay concealed from all
ages in the mind of the Deity, who originally employed Je-
sus Christ as his instrument in forming the whole uni-
verse.

10 This glorious scheme hath he now accomplished, that, by means of the Chri-
tian church he hath erected, the inexhaustible wisdom of
the Supreme might be illu-
striously displayed before all
the blessed orders and ranks
of being in the celestial re-
gions.

11 This glorious plan he
concerted, from all eternity; but hath now executed it by
Jesus Christ our Lord:

12 by a reception of whose
gospel we are allowed to ap-
proach the Deity with un-
daunted freedom and confi-
dence.

13 I therefore entreat you,
that you would not be dispi-
rited by those afflictions I sup-
port in your cause; which
ought to be the subject of
your exultation and triumph;

14 on which account I prostrate myself in devout
prayer before the Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ,

15 who is the supreme go-
vernor of the whole collective
family that heaven and earth
compose;

16 that he would grant
you, according to his most
glorious inexhaustible bene-
volence, the illumination of
his Spirit to strengthen and
improve your rational and in-
tellectual powers;

17 that, through a firm
persuasion of the gospel, Christ
might possess and occupy
your hearts;

18 that you might stand
immovable fixed on the un-
shaken foundation of mutual
benevolence; that you, and
all other Christians, might
have a clear and comprehen-
sive idea of the breadth, the
length, the depth, the height
of the whole fabric of Chri-
tianity;

19 that you might per-
ceive the exuberant love of
Christ, which transcends all
our most enlarged concep-
tions; and that you might
be filled with the plenitude
of those blessings which the
unlimited beneficence of God
diffuseth among all his crea-
tures.

20 To that Being, who is
able to confer upon us infi-
nitely greater blessings than
we either solicit or conceive,
according to that miraculous
power, which he enabled us
to exert;

21 be glory ascribed, in
the Christian church, through
all the successive periods of
revolving ages! Amen.

C H A P.
CHAP. IV.

Who am now a prisoner for my attachment to the Christian cause, entreat you to behave in a manner worthy that religion you have embraced:

1. Conducting yourselves with the greatest humility, lenity, and long-suffering, bearing with one another in love:

2. Studious to preserve an inviolable unity of affection, connected to each other by the mutual bond of harmony and concord.

3. As one sole individual body, informed by one mind — as you have, by the gospel, been called to one common hope:

4. There is but one redeemer, one gospel, one baptism:

5. There is but one God, even the supreme Father of the universe, who presides over all things, who pervades all things, who occupies all things.

6. To each of us are, respectively, imparted miraculous powers according to that copious effusion of spiritual gifts which Christ now, proportionally, dispenses.

7. Applicable to which is the following passage of the psalmist: "He ascended into the celestial regions: he led his captive enemies in triumph: he scattered rich donations among men."

8. Doth not the word ascended, in this passage, necessarily imply that he descended first into this sublunary world?

9. The Being who descended from the mansions of glory, is the same who hath now ascended to an exalted eminence superior to the highest heavens, in order that he might fill all things with the plenitude of his benignity:

10. Accordingly he hath constituted some to be apostles, some to be preachers, others to be evangelists, others to be pastors and instructors.

11. In order to combine the Christians into one compact body, to promote the work of the ministry, and to edify the whole collective body of professors,

12. Until the time we shall have ultimately attained to an unity of belief, and to a perfect knowledge of Christianity; till we shall have formed a compleat perfect system, and arrived at the full maturity, vigour, and growth

That is, these spiritual powers were to reside among Christians until the destruction of Jerusalem, when the Jewish polity was dissolved.
growth of Christ's spiritual body.

14 This variety of spiritual gifts he hath now bestowed, that we should no longer be children, fluctuating with every wave, and veering about with every wind of new doctrine that blows, dupes to the juggles and flight of men, and to those insidious arts they practise to ensnare others into fatal delusions:

15 but that, retaining a system of divine truth in mutual benevolence and love, we might grow up into full and compleat maturity to Christ, who is our head;

16 by whom the whole spiritual body, being firmly compacted and mutually combined, by means of that nutriment which is every where diffused, grows up into a compleat and perfect system, each part, respectively, contributing to constitute one beautiful harmonious whole.

§—17 I SOLEMNLY exhort and adjure you by the Vol. II.

great God, that you would for ever abandon those vain and fantastic absurdities, to which the rest of the Heathens are now devoted;

18 whole reason is obscured, who are totally estranged from the divine life, on account of their deplorable ignorance, and that impenetrable gloom that covers their minds;

19 who being left to all sense of shame and virtue, have surrendered themselves up to debauchery, and to the inatiable indulgence of every the most enormous and abominable impurity.

20 But under Christ you have not learned such practices as these;

21 for you have been taught and carefully initiated into the divine truths and doctrines of the religion of Jesus,

22 which indispensible obliges you for ever to renounce all your former vicious pursuits, and entirely to

1746. W. 

* This admired passage, so deservedly celebrated for its strong and striking language by Mr. Blackwall, is illustrated by the following one in Diodorus Siculus. Oi de ελληνιστιν κατα την εφολαιαν κερδον επελεξεν, καινας δικην και δικαιον, ει δε των μεγασων διαφθερησεων αλληλων αντιδικος: εικονων των τους μαιβανοντων, και των ψυχων αυτων πλασμοντων τον σωτηριον εκ των εν ουρανω γενεσεων, και μη εις ολος δικαιοντων ενεχειν εις βασιλεον. Diod. Siculus, tom. 1. p. 145. Edit. Weiseling. Amstel.

1746. W. 

* This exhibits a faithful but shocking picture of the state of the Heathens at that time, both with regard to religion and morals. From the testimonies of both sacred and profane writers it appears, that they were to the last degree corrupted and depraved.
to divest yourselves of every corrupt depraved habit;
23 which requires a total renovation of the mental temper and disposition,
24 and that you should invest yourselves with those new habits of virtue and genuine holiness, which are pleasing to God.

Do you therefore renounce lying, and every one speak truth to his neighbour — for we are all mutually connected to each other by the firmest bonds.

Should your resentments be excited, let them not transport you into any criminal excesses — Let not the sun set on your unrelenting anger.

Neither give any just caule to the calumnies of the slanderer.

Let him, who hath stole, steal no more; but let him, by the dint of honest industry, acquire a maintenance for himself, and be able to distribute something to worthy objects in distress.

Let no abusive corrupting language ever come out of your mouths: but let your discourse tend to virtuos improvement and edification, and be such as shall communicate an agreeable pleasure and instruction to those who hear it.

And grieve not the holy Spirit of God — by dispensing whose gifts the Deity hath impressed his seal as a security of your future glorious resurrection.

Let all acrimony, and passion, and wrath, and clamour, and calumny be for ever banished from among you, with every other vice.

And do you ever express towards each other the greatest benignity and tenderness — forgiving one another your mutual faults and foibles, as God has, by Christ, graciously forgiven you.

Do you, therefore, herein propose for your imitation the example of God, as his beloved offspring,

and let the whole of your conduct be actuated by benevolence and love — in like manner, as Christ expressed his love to us, and voluntarily offered himself for us, a most grateful and fragrant oblation to the Deity.

§—3 Let debauchery and all

b The Persians, says Herodotus, teach their children, from five to twenty, three things, to manage an horse, to handle a bow, and to speak the truth. Herodot. Clio. vol. i. p. 305. Glaß.

i Συν σαρξ κακω, with every vice. Kακω is vice, as aγιω is virtue: they are often opposed. See Note on i Cor. xiv. 20.
all sensual impurity and unnatural lusts not even be named among you, as becoming those who are a select and virtuous society.

4 Let also all obscenity, all filthy trifling discourse, and ribaldry be for ever banished from your conversation—things utterly inconsistent with the Christian character—Instead of these, let your hearts be filled with grateful and pious acknowledgments to God.

5 For you know that every person, who is an adulterer, a debauche, a libidinous libertine, who makes sensual pleasure his great idol, hath no title to inherit the future glorious kingdom of Christ and of God.

6 Suffer no person to seduce you into fatal errors, in this fundamental concern, by any vain empty sophistry—It is for these practices that the wrath of God is now impending over the obstinate and ir-reclaimable opponents of the gospel.

7 Be not you, therefore, associates with these in their vices.

8 For you once were involved in gloomy darkness, but now you are emerged into evangelic light—behave as the children of light:

9 for the genuine offspring of this sacred light is universal beneficence, rectitude, and truth.

10 Diligently explore and approve that which will recommend you to the divine acceptance.

11 Break off also all intercourse with others in those pernicious vices which are perpetrated in the shades of night—Do you rather reprove those, who are guilty of such pursuits;

12 for it would be indecent even to mention those secret enormities which they screen

k Herodotus, among other just praises which he bestows on the antient Persians for the care they took in the education of their children, subvers to their everlasting honour: 'Αστα ἢ σφι χωτειν εν εν εῖσιν, ταύτα εὐλε γενέι ἐγέρειν. What it was unlawful for them to do, it was unlawful for them to speak. Herodotus, Cho. p. 306. Edit. Claesz.


m Φωτου is the true reading, see the MSS. in Mill and Wetstein.
screen from the eye of the world n.

13 Now all these practices, here censured and condemned, are shown in their true colours by the light of Christianity—for it is its sacred light that thus illustrates and displays their real intrinsic nature.

14 Analogous to this is the following passage: "Awake thou who sleepest: rise from thy darknes and insensibility, and Christ will pour his sacred beams around thee."

15 See, therefore, that you walk with the most accurate caution and circumspection; not like the rash and incon siderate, but as those who are endowed with prudence:

n The Apostle seems to refer to the profligate and infamous transla tions of the heathen mysteries: in speaking of which Clemens Alexandrinus thus expresses himself. ο θευς εμφανοις ανακριντεις! πελαι μεω ανθρωποις σωφρονουσι επικαλυμμα ίδονις νυξ ει τη σιοστμανης αυς, τοις μιμουμαις, οι εγερα της ακρασιας νυξ εις λαλημενης ς τη συν ελευχα σα πας βαδιξερουμεν αποσβεστον, ω ιεροφαντα, τη πυρ αισθεντι διαδειξα τας λαμπαδας ελευχει σα του Ιαχου του Φως επιτειχει αποκυωσαι τη νυκτι τα μυστηρια η οικοτη τετμενω τα οφνα τη συν ευ πολυκεπται ελευχαν κε κολαζειν τικα των αθεω τα μυστηρια αθεως δε εκεινος αποκαλο τως, οι του μεω ουτως αντα θεου ημνοκασιν, παιδην δε υπο των Τιτσαου διαστημανων, η γενεαν πεις, κε μοιρα αρθην ας αληθως υπ αιρεσις ανακριντως σεβεστων. p. 14. Paris. 1629.


p Because these vices quenched or extinguished the spirit.
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...tion of our Lord Jesus Christ, to the one supreme God and Parent of the universe.

21 Pay a mutual condescension and deference to one another in the fear of God.

22 Wives, render that submission to your husbands, which, as professors, you pay to Christ:

23 for the husband is the head of the wife, in like manner as Christ is the head of the church, from whom the health and vigour of the whole system are derived.

24 As the church, therefore, pays an universal subjection to Christ; so ought the wife to her husband.

25 Husbands, cherish that love and affection for your comforts as Christ expressed for his church, who voluntarily surrendered up his life for it,

26 purifying it with the salutary streams of his divine doctrines, that he might render it holy and unpolluted,

27 and that he might exhibit it to himself in the most glorious form; a church, whose divine beauty was not defiled by the least blemish or defect, but adorned with spotless innocence and immaculate purity.

28 Men ought to love their wives with that degree of affection they entertain for their own persons—conjugal affection is inseparably connected with self-love.

29 No one ever hated his own body, but supplies it with nutriment and fences it against the cold—The same intense affection doth Christ indulge for the church;

30 for we are members of his body, forming the most intimate connection and union with him:

31 To form this union shall a man forsake his parents, and associate with his wife; and they shall be conjoined in such strict and indissoluble bonds, as that they both shall be considered as only one individual, actuated by one mind.

32 In this last passage I have used a bold allegorical manner of expression; but I desire to be understood as speaking concerning Christ and the church.

33 Let every one of you, however, maintain that affection for his comfort, which he cherishes for his own self—and let the wife pay submission and reverence to her husband.

Chap. vi. 1 Children, be obedient to your parents, as

\[\text{An allusion to the dress and ornaments of a bride.}\]
the laws of Christianity require—a duty this, which common justice prescribes.

2 Honour thy father and thy mother—which is the first precept in the decalogue, to which an express promise is annexed—

3 that felicity may attend thee, and a long and happy life may be thy portion.

4 And you, parents, treat not your children with cruel austerity and harshness—but carefully educate them in the elements and institution of the Christian religion.

5 Do you, who are slaves, pay your temporal masters the like submissive and cordial subjection and obedience, which you render to your divine master:

6 not showing a mere exterior officiousness, as those who make it their sole study to insinuate themselves into the affections of men—but behave as the servants of Christ, discharging the duty God requires with genuine sincerity:

7 by the cheerful performance of the offices in your servile station striving rather to approve yourselves to God than to men:

8 persuaded, that the virtuous life, whether of a slave or a free man shall, indiscr-
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ness, and, having vanquished them, to maintain your ground.

14 Stand therefore with intrepidity; having your waists incircled with the girdle of truth, and your heart fortified with the breast-plate of virtue;

15 and having your feet shod with an alacrity to tread the path of evangelical happiness.

16 After all, assume the shield of faith, with which you will be able to extinguish all the fiery darts of your wicked adversaries.

17 Let the helmet also of salvation surround your temples, and let your right hand grasp the sword of the Spirit, that is, the word of God.

18 On every occasion, do you offer up, by the Spirit, your devout prayers and supplications to God; and, during the discharge of these solemn offices, be earnest and fervent in your intercessions to the Deity for the whole collective body of Christians.

19 and for me, in particular, that I may promulgate in the world the truths of Christianity with freedom and liberty, and publish among mankind the unrevealed doctrines of the gospel;

20 whose cause I now assert and plead, though under confinement—Beg of God, that I may propagate the gospel with that undaunted fortitude with which I ought to declare it.

§—21 Tychicus, a beloved brother and faithful Christian minister, will give you a minute detail of my present circumstances.

22 I have dispatched this worthy person to you for this very purpose, that he might give you particular information of the present state of my affairs, and might, at the same time, console your minds.

23 May happiness and mercy from God the supreme Parent,
Parent, and from Jesus Christ our Lord, attend the Christian brethren in their profession of the gospel!

24 May the divine favour reside on all those who love our Lord Jesus Christ, who is in immortality! Amen.

PAUL's Epistle to the PHILIPPIANS.

CHAP. I.

1 PAUL and Timothy the servants of Jesus Christ to all the Christians at Philippi with their pasters and deacons:

2 We affectionately wish you every favour and felicity from God our supreme Parent, and from our Lord Jesus Christ.

3 I thank my God for all your kind remembrance of me.

4 In every prayer I prefer to heaven, I cease not, with grateful joy, to intercede with God for you:

5 with grateful joy and transport, arising from a sense of your generous contributions to promote the success of the gospel from the very time you first embraced it to the present moment.

6 And I am pleasingly persuaded of this, that the Being, who first excited in you these good and generous dispositions, will carry them on to their compleat and consummate perfection, and abundantly recompense them at the appearance of Jesus Christ.

7 And it is reasonable I should entertain these sentiments of you all, because that in my condition as a prisoner, as an apologyst, and as an establisher of the truth of Christianity, you have ever cherished the most cordial regards and affection for me, having all of you cheerfully contributed to that generous present you transmitted to me.

8 I call the great God to witness the sincere and ardent affection and love I have for you all, as endeared to me by all the sacred and intimate ties of the gospel.

9 And it is my fervent prayer that your love for me may be more and more intense, and carry you to greater improvements.
from a malignant spirit of party, and from a principle of factious opposition to me—but others, with benevolent dispositions towards me.

16. The former preach the Christian religion not with pure and genuine intentions, but out of bitter animosity and resentment against me—their whole study being to give an additional aggravation to my present confinement;

17 but the latter, who preach the gospel with a cordial affection for me, do it from a persuasion that my present confinement is only destined to serve for an apology of the truth of Christianity.

18 But what then? Let their intentions be what they will, sincere or insincere, if the gospel is but preached in any way, it affords, and will for ever afford me, the highest pleasure and satisfaction:

19 for I am conscious that the result of this will be my deliverance from my present troubles, through the concurrence of your prayers for me, and the powerful aid of the Spirit of Jesus Christ:

20 This is agreeable to my

"These were Jews who contended for the observance of the Mosaic ritual.

"Which was promised in imminent danger—and for which the Apostle had occasion in his defence before Nero."
my ardent expectation and hopes, which lead me to conclude that I shall not then be covered with confusion on any account; but on this most public theatre, as always, so now, Christ will be illustriously honoured in my person, whether I am sentenced to live, or doomed to die:

21 For Christ is my life; and death my everlasting gain.

22 But if a longer life be allotted me, the sole happiness and blessing of it to me will consist in my ministerial labours — so that whether I should deem life or death most eligible, I cannot determine:

23 For I am now enraped in this difficult dilemma — cherishing a warm desire for my dissolution, and longing to be with Christ—a felicity infinitely superior to any this life can bestow:

24 But my continuance longer in this scene of frailty is more necessary on your account;

25 and I have an assurance of this, that my life will be protracted, and that I shall have another opportunity of visiting you all, to promote your Christian improvement and joy;

26 in order that by my return once more among you, you may be induced to exult, with the greatest triumph, in the Christian cause.

27 Only let it be your principal study to conduct yourselves in a manner worthy the gospel of Christ, that, present or absent, I may have the satisfaction to hear that you are steady and unanimous, all actuated by one mind in your adherence to the gospel,

28 and not intimidated in any thing by your adversaries — for tho' they look upon your attachment to the gospel as an undoubted proof of your utter ruin; yet to you it is a demonstration of your salvation: a salvation, which

* Αποκαρακατεστησεν. Κατ' αυτον και επικαρακατετελεσθαι δει του Χριστου.'

y Ει δε του Κροου

Προσφευ ξανουμαι, κεφαλαιαι μου ευω και Ευω.

Οης γαρ εις αλλοιους, οι ευω, καικοις

Ζη, ως οδ' ουχι καθανον κεφαλαιας Εισερχει.

Sophocles Antig. 457.

z Πτυραμενος, intimidated. Τον κατα τον άλλον την καιροτητα των σαρκιων.


* Ητις αυτοις μεν εισι ειδεσι απαλεις, ποιεν δε σωματας. Ητις agrees with απειρα in the preceding verse.
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which hath God for its author:
29 because, with regard to the gospel, you have not only had the felicity to be instructed in its principles, but to suffer for its principles:
30 you yourselves sustaining the same conflict in the Christian cause, which you have seen me sustain, and now hear that I am supporting.

Chap. ii. 1 If therefore there is any consolation in the gospel, if there is any true satisfaction flowing from mutual benevolence, if there is any community of spiritual gifts, if there is any sympathetic tenderness and communion,
2 do you study to complete my happiness by a cordial unanimity, and by a mutual harmony and union of affection.
3 be not instigated by a factious spirit of party, or by a principle of vain applause—but from true humility let every one reciprocally esteem another his superior.
4 Let not each man's affections be solely confined to his private interest—but study to promote the welfare and interests of others.
5 Let the same disposition govern you which actuated the bosom of Christ Jesus,
6 who, though he was invested with the splendors of an exalted celestial spirit, yet esteemed not this glorious form and station as such a grand and valuable acquisition,
7 but divested himself of it, assumed the form of a slave,

b By µεγάλον Θεόν, in the form of a God, of a divine person. Christ is never styled ὁ Θεός, the supreme God, but only Θεός, a divine person. Origen and Eusebius have remarked this distinction, and for the same purpose for which I here mention it.

c Our ἀριστερον ἐποίησε, did not esteem it a prize, a grand acquisition. This word ἀριστερον hath been sought for in heathen writers with the greatest anxiety, both by Arian and Athanasian controversialists, but hath always eluded their diligence. ἀριστερον is not infrequently found: see Heliodori Aethiopica, p. 129, 322, 340, 377. Edit. Commelin. 1596. But, says the learned Pearce, (in loc.) I do not find any instance produced of ἀριστερον as ever used by any author but St. Paul in this place. Some years ago I fortunately met with this very word ἀριστερον in that excellent little treatise of Plutarch, Περὶ καίδων καίματις. 'The philosopher, speaking of paederasty, which was so predominant in those corrupt ages, says: Τῶν μὲν Θεόβιτ ζύγῳ καί Τῶν Ημᾶς θεόβιτ ἐρωτᾶτε, καί τὸν εἰ Κρίνεις καίλους έρωτίμεν ἈΡΙΣΤΕΡΟΝ.' Those amours, which are prevalent at Thebes and Elis, are to be avoided, and that, for which Crete is infamous, called the seizure, the prize, the acquisition. Plutarchus Περὶ καίδων καίματις. p. 20. Edit. Gra. Svo. Hen. Stephani. Edit. folio Xylandri. Francof. 1620. p. 12. A.
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140 the most submissive deference and solicitude, obeyed my injunctions, not only when I was personally present with you, but, which is more to your honour, have obeyed them in my absence, do you 

14 Do all things without murmuring and mutual reproaches, 

15 that you may be blameless and inoffensive, the genuine children of God, of an irreproachable character in the midst of a perverse and incorrigible age—Let your virtues, therefore, shine with conspicuous lustre amidst the gloomy darkness of this world.

16 Do you inviolably adhere to the doctrines of life, that in the judgment-day of Christ
Chap. ii. to the PHILIPPIANS.

Chrift Jefus I may exult, that I have not run the race of life in vain, nor my labours been ineffectual.

17 But though my blood is poured forth as a libation upon the sacrifice and service of your Christian profession, I rejoice, and congratulate you all:

18 and do you rejoice, and congratulate me on the fame account:

§—19 I HOPE in Chrift Jefus shortly to fend Timoth- thy to you, that I may be cheered and enlivened with a particular account of your present situation:

20 for I have here no per- son, who is posseffed of the fame dispositions as myself, who will from a principle of pure disinterested affection concern themselves in your affairs:

21 for all of them are more enslaved to their own private interests, than devoted to the interests of Chrift Jefus.

22 But of this worthy per- son's character you have had ample experience, and need not be informed that he hath shared with me the labours of the ministerial office with the duty and fidelity with which a child serves a beloved pa- rent.

23 I hope, therefore, to fend him to you, as soon as I learn how I shall be disposed of.

24 But I trust in God that I shall myself visit you in per- son.

25 In the mean time I judged it necessary to dispatch Epaphroditus to you, my fellow-Christian, my fellow- labourer, and fellow-soldier — whom you are now to re- gard as your apoftle and my substitute.

26 I fend him, because he was extremely defirous, and tenderly anxious to revifit you — on account of that con- cern you expressed when you were informed of his fickness.

27 And indeed his life was in very imminent danger— but it pleased God to have mercy upon him, and not upon him only, but upon me, that I might not be over-whelmed

f Αλλὰ γὰρ στενοχωρ. Alluding to the libation that was poured on the victim or sacrifice.

8 This is the name that Sylla assumed among the Greeks, and which he publickly ordered them to give him. Αὐτῷ δὲ τοῖς Ἐλληνσι γαλαθεὶ καὶ χρηματικῶν εκατόν Εὐαφροδίτου αὐνηροευς καὶ ἄνω τοις τρο- ποῖς υἱὸς αὐναγεγραπτὸς, Λευκῷ Κορνήλιῳ Συλλά. Εὐαφροδίτῳ, Plutarch. Sylla. p. 366. Edit. Gr. Steph.
whelmed with an additional flood of sorrow.

28 I have dispatched him, therefore, to you with the greatest expedition—in order that his speedy return among you may augment your joy, and my own mind, at the same time, may be more eased and alleviated.

29 Receive him, therefore, as Christians, with cordial transport, and treat such worthy characters with deserved honour:

30 For, out of his zeal to promote the interests of the gospel, he fell into an indisposition, which brought him to the very gates of death, having exposed his life to the greatest dangers, that he might completely supply what remained deficient in your beneficence to me.

C H A P. III.

1 In fine, my brethren, let your Christian profession inspire you with joy—for me now to repeat in writing the instructions I enjoined him to deliver to you, I shall not deem in the least irksome, as this will secure you from error.


3 For we Christians are the true circumcision, who worship God according to the gospel, who glory in Christ Jesus, and place no confidence in the ceremonious observances of the law:

4 though I have stronger pretensions to a dependance on the masonic institution for the divine acceptance than any person among you can have:

5 For I was circumcised the eighth day—I descended lineally from Jacob—belong to the tribe of Benjamin—a genuine Hebrew from Hebrew ancestors—of the sect of the Pharisees, the most rigid observers of the law.

6 From my zealous attachment to Judaism I persecuted the Christians—with regard to the ritual prescriptions of the law am irreproachable.

7 But all these signal advantages I voluntarily sacrificed for the sake of Christ.

8 And indeed I esteem all these privileges as totally useless on account of the superior excellency of the knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord; for whose sake I have cheerfully thrown away all these advantages, and esteem them
them as worthless refuse that I may gain Christ,
9 and be found in his religion, not expecting my acquittal from a compliance with the mosaic law, but that acquittal which is annexed to the belief of the gospel: that acquittal, which God dispenses to those who embrace Christianity:
10 in order that I might acquire an accurate knowledge of his doctrines, of the powerful energy of his resurrection, and of the common benefits derived to mankind from his sufferings—And I would voluntarily submit even to the same excruciating death he did,
11 provided I could, by any means, finally attain a glorious resurrection from the dead.
12 Not that already I have acquired this palm: not that I have already attained consummate perfection—but I pursue my course that I may feize that garland of immortality, to the hope of which I was raised by the particular gracious appointment of Christ Jesus.
13 My Christian brethren, I do not esteem myself to have obtained this glorious prize:
14 but one thing occupies my whole attention—forgetting what I left behind, I stretch every nerve towards the prize before me, pressing with eager and rapid steps towards the goal, to feize the immortal palm which God, by Christ Jesus, bestows.
15 Let therefore as many of us, as have acquired an accurate and perfect knowledge of Christianity, cherish these sentiments—and should your sentiments differ from one another in any essential point, God will rectify your errors by an explicit revelation.
16 But let us, according to the respective measure of our attainments, all conform to the same infallible rule, let us all cultivate mutual harmony and unanimity.
17 My Christian brethren, do you all copy my example; and,

h Σκυβαλα, worthless refuse.

Ως αυ διταξις
Ein natoenicies ἵμαθες σκυβαλον.

Johnson's Epigram. p. 2.

and, as you have my pattern for a model, do you carefully observe those who propose it for their imitation.

r. 18 For many behave in such a scandalous manner, that, as I have often told you, and now repeat it, with tears, they are enemies to the religion of a crucified Redeemer:

19 whose end is destruction: whose God is their belly: whose glory is in their shame: and whose souls are centered in fordid secular interest.

20 But our destined home is in heaven — from which blessed mansions we expect one day to behold the illustrious descent of the Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ,

21 who will then transform this mean and despicable system of our mortality into the congenial form and similitude of his own glorious and resplendent person, by the powerful exertion of that energy, by which he is able to reduce all things to an entire subjection to his sovereign control.

§—2 I entreat Euodia, and I entreat Syntyche, to cultivate unanimity as Christians.

3 And I beg you too, my ever faithful and sincere companion, do you assist those women, who along with Clemens, and others of my fellow-labourers, whose names are registered in the book of life, have zealously contributed to the success of my evangelical labours.

4 Let your Christian profession ever inspire you with joy — let your Christian profession, I repeat it, ever inspire you with sacred joy.

5 Let your lenity and candour be conspicuous to all men — A dreadful destruction from God is now impending!

6 Suffer not your minds to

1 Πρὸς τὸν εἰποῦτον, Οὐδὲν σοι μελεί τις πατριώτης; Εὐφημεῖς, ἐφι, εμοί γάρ κη σφόδρα μελεί τις πατριώτης, δεῖδες τον ωσανον. To one, who said to him, Have you no concern for your country? God forbid, he replied, I have the greatest regard to my country, pointing to heaven. Dion. Laertius, p. 83. Meibom. 1692.

2 Referring to the destruction of Jerusalem.
to be corroded with anxious cares about any thing: but in every situation of life do you, with fervent prayer and devout gratitude, address your petitions to the Supreme.

7 And that immense good-nels of the Deity, which he hath displayed to the heathen world, which infinitely transcends all our most enlarged conceptions, will maintain your hearts and minds in an inviolable attachment to your Christian principles.

8 Finally, my Christian brethren, whatever things are true, whatever venerable, whatever equitable, whatever pure, whatever amiable, whatever commendable, if there is any thing virtuous, any thing laudable, let this engage your attention and culture: and the instructions, which I have taught you, which I have transmitted to you, which you have heard from my lips; and seen illustrated in my own conduct, do you assiduously practise: and the God of peace and love will ever accompany you with his blessing.

§—10 I was transported with Christian joy to reflect that your kind solicitude on my account hath now at last revived — you were formerly pleased to manifest your generous dispositions towards me; but then you had no opportunity of carrying them into execution.

11 Not that I mention this on account of any indigence—for I have learned in whatever situation I am to be self-sufficient 1 to my own happiness.

12 I have learned to bear an indigent, I have learned to bear an opulent, condition —In every place, and among all men, I have been initiated into the art of supporting plentiful and necessitous circumstannes, of tolerating abundance and penury.

13 I am equal to every variety of human condition through the powerful aid of Christ.

14 You have, however, notwithstanding my content-
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ed disposition, acted very commendably in this beneficent contribution to me in
my distresses.

15 Philippians, you cannot be strangers, that at the time of my first publication
of the gospel among you, when I was quitting Macedonia, no society of Chris-
tians contributed any thing to me, but yourselves.

16 For when I was even in Thessalonica, you twice sent me charitable assistance:

17 Not that I desire a benefaction from you — but I am desirous your Christian
profession should produce such fruits as may redound to your final happiness.

18 I have now a sufficiency of every thing—I am now in affluence—I am now blessed
with every comfort—having received that generous con-
tribution you sent me by Epaphroditus, an acceptable sacrifice, emitting a most fra-
grant odour, grateful and pleasing to God!

19 May my God supply all your wants, from that inexhaustible glorious benignity
he displayed through Christ Jesus!

20 To our supreme God and Parent be glory ascribed through all the revolving
ages of eternity! Amen.

21 Present my affectionate remembrance to every Christian— The Christians, who
are now with me, embrace you.

22 All the Christians, particularly some of the Emperor's domestics, send their
affectionate salutations.

23 May the favour of our Lord Jesus Christ accompany you all! Amen.

m Oý y tē Thessaloniē. Thessalonica was the capital of Macedonia.
PAUL's Epistle to the COLOSSIANS.

CHAP. I.

PAUL by divine appointment constituted an apostle of Jesus Christ, and Timothy my Christian brother,
2 join in our affectionate salutations to the faithful society of Christians in Colosse, sincerely wishing you every favour and felicity from God our supreme Parent, and from our Lord Jesus Christ.

3 I pay my fervent gratitude to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ on your account, ever interceding with God for you in my prayers,

4 having been informed of your reception of the Christian religion and that benevolence you cherish for all Christians,

5 flowing from the glorious prospect of that celestial blessedness reserved for you, which hath been clearly exhibited before you from the first in that divine system of truth, the gospel:

6 which in its rapid progress hath arrived at you, as it hath been published to all the human race, and is now producing its glorious effects in the world, as it hath done in particular among you, from the very first day you embraced it, and were acquainted with the true gospel of God:

7 in which you have been instructed by Epaphras, my beloved colleague and your faithful Christian minister:

8 who informed me of the great affection you cherished for me on a spiritual account.

9 I, therefore, from the day I first heard these things, cease not to pour my fervent prayers to heaven for you,—earnestly begging of God that you may be filled with a clear knowledge of his will; and acquire an accurate and comprehensive acquaintance with all the various truths of divine revelation:

10 in order that you may behave in a manner worthy the Christian character, and be excited, in your whole conduct, to secure the approbation of God, producing the fruits of universal virtue, and attaining higher degrees of the knowledge of the Deity:

11 being animated, by that glorious power he hath exerted
erted towards you, to sustain your sufferings with invincible patience, and to support them with inflexible fortitude and Christian exultation:

12 ever offering up your most grateful acknowledgments to the supreme Parent of universal nature, who hath graciously vouchsafed to dispense to you a scattered portion of that divine splendour he hath diffused among the general community of Christians;

13 who hath rescued us Heathens from the horrors of our dark and gloomy confinement, and vindicated us into the light and liberty of the glorious kingdom of his beloved Son.

14 By the effusion of this divine Person’s blood we Gentile converts are extricated from our moral servitude, and are blessed with the total remission of our former vices:

15 This illustrious Personage is the image of the invisible Supreme, the very first being the Deity formed:

16 For by him were all other things created that are in heaven, and that are upon earth, the visible and the invisible, whether sovereignties, or dominions, or governments, or dignities, all things were called into existence by his creative power, and to

acknowledge subjection to him:

17 And this exalted Person is the first of all created beings, and by him are all things maintained in existence:

18 And he is the supreme head of the church, which is, figuratively, his body: he is the primary and first original birth from the womb of the grave to absolute immortality—so that in every respect he is the first in dignity and eminence:

19 For the Deity was graciously pleased that all this immense plenitude of power should reside in him;

20 and through his mediation, to conciliate and unite into one system, to his glory, all beings both on earth and in heaven, having constituted a perfect harmony and concord betwixt them by means of the effusion of his blood on the cross:

21 And, in particular, you, who were once alienated from him, and become his enemies by your habitual, and enormous immoralities, hath he now admitted into his friendship,

22 by means of his Son’s incarnation and submission to death, that he might exhibit you to the world a select, immaculate, irreproachable society:

23 And
23 And this his intention will be answered, since you now continue immovable fixed on the basis of Christianity, suffering nothing to subvert those fundamental hopes, in which you have been established by those joyful tidings you have heard, which have been diffused in every region—of which I Paul was constituted a publisher and herald.

§—24 I now exult in the sufferings I support on your account, and, in return for the persecutions I once inflicted, I now myself suffer persecution, filling up the measure of those distresses, that are still allotted me in the Christian cause, for the benefit of the church, Christ's figuative body:

25 of which church I was appointed a minister, in order to execute the design of God in that particular province he was pleased to assign me with respect to you Gentiles:

26 to publish among you that unrevealed system of divine truths, with which former ages and dispensations were unacquainted, but which is now promulgated to the virtuous and well-disposed;

27 to whom the Deity was desirous to discover the glorious transcendent excellency of this divine revelation, newly published among the Heathens, namely, That the Messiah is become to you Gentiles the author of the glorious hope of immortality.

28 These evangelical doctrines we proclaim to the world, solemnly admonishing every person, without distinction, carefully initiating every person into all this divine science, in order that, by the Christian religion, we may advance every person to the highest possible summit of perfection:

29 To accomplish which, I exert all my endeavours, sedulously labouring to effect this great end by those miraculous operations, he powerfully enables me to perform.

CHAP. II.

1 I AM desirous you should know what distressing anxiety I am in for you, for the Christians in Laodicea, and for all other converts, to whom I am not personally known.

2 Extremely solicitous that their minds might be consoled, that they might all be firmly connected in the bonds of mutual benevolence, that they might have the most full and undoubted assurance of the doctrine I publish, and ac-
knowledge the newly revealed discoveries of God the supreme Father, and of Christ:

3 In which revelation all the inexhaustible treasures of wisdom and knowledge are comprized.

4 I mention this to prevent any of you being seduced into fatal delusions by the persuasive arts of sophistry.

5 For though in person I am absent, yet in mind I am present with you, viewing, with transport, the elegant order and decorum you preferve, and your inflexible adherence to the Christian religion.

6 As therefore, upon conviction, you have embraced the doctrines of Jesus Christ our Lord, let them form the rules of your conduct:

7 Firmly fixed in the principles of his gospel, and immovably founded on the basis of his religion, established in those doctrines you have been taught, making continual improvements, and expressing your devout gratitude to God.

8 Be cautious lest you fall a prey to any person’s philosophical tenets, and frivolous seductive sophisms—conforming to the traditional opinions of men, adopting the elements of secular wisdom, and not following the guidance of Christianity:

9 for in this scheme all the plenitude of divinity is collectively combined.

10 By the author of this religion, who is constituted the supreme head of all administration and government, you have been literally filled with spiritual gifts.

11 By him have you been, figuratively, circumcised: all your carnal vices being totally cut off and for ever removed from you by that moral circumcision you have received from Christ.

12 With him have you been figuratively interred in your baptismal immersion; with him also have you been figuratively raised to life, by means of your firm persuasion that he was raised from the grave by the omnipotent energy of God.

13 And you, who are now dead to your vices, and to all your former abominable enormities, hath he raised to life along with himself, having graciously
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graciously expunged at once all your prior immoralities:

14 having entirely cancelled and vacated that bill p

consisting of such a variety of ceremonial articles, which we

were liable to discharge—this he for ever annulled, by nail-
ing it to his cross:

15 having pulled down those religious establishments

supported by the great and powerful, he hath led them

in triumph, openly exposing them to the view of the world.

16 Let no one therefore cen-Sure you for any irregu-

larities with regard to any food, or drink, or festival, or

new moon, or patricular so-

lemnity:

17 for these are but the mere shades of a future glo-

rious body, namely, Christ.

18 Let no one therefore

wrest your crown from you

by a pretended voluntary self-
mortification, or an adoration

of angels—officiously intruding

into things wrapped in impe-

netrable darkness, foolishly

inflated with ignorance and

conceit,

19 and not connecting him-

self with the head, from which

the whole body deriving those

supplies, which are regularly

diffused through every part

of the whole frame, and by

which it is combined into one

system, is advancing to an

immense magnitude.

20 Since then the death of

Christ hath dissolved your

connections with the prin-

ciples of human philosophy,

why are you, as if your life

was solely circumscribed with-
in the limits of this world, still

tenacious of its tenets?

21 for example, such phi-

losophical maxims as these:

Forbear to eat: Forbear to
taste: Forbear even to touch:

22 All which things tend
to harm, when they are abused

L 4

—being

p Χειρογραφημα, note of hand. This bill consisted of a great variety of ceremonial articles which they were obliged to discharge, and which were in full force against them.

Debitore aut sumptos peregrint non reddere nummos

Vana supervacui decens choirographa ligni.

Juvenal. Sat. xvi. 40.

1 Αυξουν των Θεου, a very large encrease, an immense size or amplitude.

Of God is the Jewish superlative.

νμ αφη, eat not. Αμαμα signifies to eat. Μη δ'αφην ειμαι τω ου

Οι δ'αφης εξωος, Χλεοσον ιαπυντο νομοιο.

—being practised merely out of regard to the precepts and dogmata of philosophers:

23 but they have a portion of wisdom, when they are obeyed from a principle of voluntary devotedness to God, of true humility, and maceration of the body, not out of any regard to the satiating the animal appetites.

**CHAP. III.**

1 Since then you have been raised up along with Christ, do you intenstely aspire after the various bleffedness of that world, where Christ is now sitting at the right hand of God.

2 Let your affections center, not in the objects of this life, but in the objects of eternity.

3 For you are dead, and your future life hath been deposited by the Deity in the hands of Christ.

4 When Christ, who will reanimate our sleeping dust, shall appear, then shall you, at the same time with him, be exhibited in glorious splendour.

5 Do you mortify, therefore, all your depraved earthly passions, debauchery, immorality, fornication, lust, and exorbitant lewdness, which is idolatry.

6 For which enormities the wrath of God is now impending over the abandoned and incorrigible:

7 With whom you were once associated, and indulged the same vicious pursuits:

8 But do you now throw off all these profligate habits, and for ever banish from among you anger, passion, malice, calumny, and abusive language.

9 Do not violate truth, since you have now cast off your old heathenish state with all its abandoned practices,

10 and are now invested with the privileges of a new dispensation, which, like its original Author, is replete with the most transcendent wisdom.

11 Under this dispensation there is no distinction of Greek and Jew, of circumcised and uncircumcised, of Barbarian, Scythian, slave, or freeman — but they are all combined into one harmonious community under Christ — who distributeth spiritual gifts to them, all indiscriminately.

12 As you are therefore the select, distinguished, and beloved

---

*Ei with an indicative frequently signifies since. Ei εὐγενεστέρευ. 
beloved society of God, do you adorn your minds with the amiable habits of sympathetic tenderness, benignity, humility, lenity, equanimity: bearing with one another, and forgiving one another, when any of you hath a complaint against another — as Christ hath graciously forgiven you, do you, in imitation of him, generously forgive one another.

14 And besides all these virtues abovementioned, do you adorn yourselves with benevolence, which is the great bond and cement of perfection.

15 And let an affecting sense of that distinguished happiness, into which God hath graciously introduced you, desiring to form all Christians, indiscriminately, into one body, ever preside in your hearts — and let this signal blessing inspire you with gratitude to God.

16 Let the Christian revelation, with all its rich variety of wisdom, occupy your minds — and do you instruct and admonish yourselves of your religious duty by psalms, and hymns, and spiritual odes — chanting these to God with the melody of a grateful heart.

17 And let all your words and actions be such as become the Christian character — addressing your pious acknowledgments to the supreme God and Father, through the mediation of Christ.

18 Wives, pay submission to your husbands, as it is your incumbent duty, as Christian professors.

19 Husbands, cherish a tender affection for your wives, and suffer not yourselves to harbour any virulent resentments against them.

20 Children, render an universal obedience to your parents — this will recommend you to the approbation of God.

21 Fathers, treat not your children with cruel severity,

\[\text{Eti }\varepsilon_{\tau} \delta_{\tau} \tau_{\tau} \text{ i } \delta_{\tau} \tau_{\tau} \text{ does not signify above all, but after, or, besides all. }\]

\[\text{Eti }\delta_{\tau} \tau_{\tau} \text{ }\alpha_{\tau} \varsigma_{\iota} \text{, }\tau_{\alpha} \varsigma_{\iota} \text{ }\alpha_{\tau} \varsigma_{\iota} \text{ }\omega_{\nu} \zeta_{\epsilon} \tau_{\iota} \chi_{\iota} \varsigma_{\varsigma}. \text{ After all these, he lamented his destiny. }\]

\[\text{Dion. Halicar. tom. i. p. 268. Oxon. }\]

\[\text{The }\delta_{\tau} \text{ }\varepsilon_{\tau} \varsigma_{\iota} \text{ }\tau_{\eta} \tau_{\iota} \chi_{\iota} \varsigma_{\varsigma} \text{. Idem p. 214. }\]

\[\text{Eti }\delta_{\tau} \text{ }\tau_{\iota} \iota_{\iota} \text{ }\varepsilon_{\iota} \varsigma_{\iota} \text{ }\zeta_{\epsilon} \tau_{\iota} \varsigma_{\varsigma} \text{. After these the Rhodians entered. }\]

\[\text{Polyb. Caiaphon. Hanov. 1619. }\]

\[\text{See p. 699, 719, 744, 908. }\]

\[\text{Idioskoures }\nu_{\nu} \text{ }\iota_{\iota} \text{ }\iota_{\iota} \text{ }\varsigma_{\varsigma} \text{ }\alpha_{\tau} \varsigma_{\iota} \text{ }\psi_{\lambda} \varsigma_{\varsigma} \iota_{\iota}. \text{ Instructing and admonishing yourselves by psalms, &c.}\]
that their spirits be not broken.

22 Servants, pay an unreserved obedience to your temporal masters—not showing a mere exterior officiousness, as those, whose sole study it is to infinuate themselves into the affections of men; but as those, who are influenced by the fear of God, let your service be performed with undisssembled integrity.

23 And let all the offices of your servile station be discharged with sincere chearfulness, as those who are more solicitous to approve themselves to God than to men:

24 persuaded, that your fidelity shall be finally required, by the Almighty, with a glorious inheritance—for you are the servants of your master Christ.

25 But the servant, who is unjust, shall be punished for the injury he hath done, by that Being, who pays no regard to the civil distinction of persons.

Chap. iv. 1 Masters, do what is just and equitable to your servants; conscious that you yourselves have a matter in heaven, to whom you are accountable.

§—2 Do you, constantly perform the duty of prayer, and let grateful acknowledgments continually make a part of your devotional exercises:

3 At the same time interceding with God for me, that he would open before me a prospect of more extensive usefulness, that I may propagate among men those revealed truths, for which I am now under confinement:

4 that I may display them to the world in such a manner, as it becomes me to publish them.

5 Behave with the greatest prudence towards those who are not Christians—husbanding your fleeting moments with the greatest frugality.

6 Let your common discourse be ever useful and instructive, seasoned with salt—that you may know to acquit yourselves in conversation with discretion and wisdom.

§—7 You will receive a minute and circumstantial account of my present affairs from Tychicus, a beloved brother,
brother, a faithful minister, and my Christian colleague.

8 I have dispatched this worthy person to you for this very purpose, that he might give you a particular information of the present state of my affairs, and might, at the same time, console your minds.

9 Along with him I have sent Onesimus, who is one of your society, a dear and faithful Christian—These will acquaint you with the situation of things here.

§—10 Aristarchus defires his affectionate remembrance, and Mark the cousin of Barnabas, about whom you have received my orders—should he visit you, give him a kind reception.

11 Jesus also surnamed Justus—These three, who are all Jewish converts, are the only persons, who co-operate with me in establishing the kingdom of God—These have been a great comfort to me.

12 Epaphras, a member of your society, sends his salutations, who continually, in his prayers, implores God with the greatest fervency, that you may acquire a clear and accurate knowledge of Christianity, may perceive the fulness of its evidences, and steadily persist in the performance of the whole will of God.

13 I can bear him witness that he cherishes the warmest affection for you, and for the Christians in Laodicea and Hierapolis.

14 Luke, the beloved physician, and Demas, beg their kind remembrance.

15 I beg my affectionate salutations to the Christians in Laodicea, to Nympha, and to the church that meets in his house.

16 After you have read this epistle, cause it to be read also in the church of the Laodiceans—and do you read the epistle to the Laodiceans.

17 Bid Archippus faithfully execute the duties of the ministerial office, with which he hath been intrusted.

18 My own kind remembrance of you I write with my own hand—Remember my confinement. May the divine favour ever attend you! Amen.

*2 This is the true reading.
* As far as this verse his Ammonensis had written.
PAUL’s First Epistle to the THESSALONIANS.

CHAP. I.

PAUL, Silvan, and Timothy, join in our most affectionate salutations to the society of Christians at Thessalonica, who believe in one supreme God, and in the divine mission of our Lord Jesus the Messiah. — We sincerely with you every felicity and blessing from the Deity, and from Jesus Christ.

2 The candid reception you gave the gospel at its publication among you perpetually fills us with the warmest acknowledgments to heaven, and ever engages us to a remembrance of you in our prayers to God.

3 We often review and often commemorate with pleasure your favourable admission of the Christian doctrine, the generous fervour of your benevolence, and your firm unshaken persuasion of that blessed immortality, which God our common gracious Parent promised thro’ Jesus Christ our Lord.

4 We are convinced, dear Christian brethren, that God hath expressed a distinguished regard for you by inviting you to embrace Christianity.

5 The gracious intention of God towards you abundantly appeared from this, that when we first exhibited the evidences of the gospel before you, to secure your assent, God was pleased to ratify and confirm them by many signal and astonishing operations — To you we can appeal for the integrity and uprightness of our behaviour among you.

6 And we are also pleasingly conscious, how studious and ambitious you were to imitate the virtues of our Lord, and to make our lives the pattern of your own, after you were convinced of the truth of Christianity — which we published indeed among you in great bodily pain and affliction, but with divine energy and transport.

7 Your exemplary conduct, after your profession of Christianity, was so illustrious as to become a model and standard to all other societies of Chri-
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Christians in Macedonia and Achaia:

8 For from you, as from a center, was the Christian religion diffused, not only in Macedonia and Achaia, but in all the adjacent countries and cities around in every direction—the reception you gave to that divine scheme, which infinite wisdom contrived, and your virtuous obedience, were so universally celebrated, as to render any encomiums from us entirely unnecessary.

9 For in all the places we visited, we were told, what a favourable admission you had given us and our doctrines, with what indignation you had abandoned your false fictitious deities, to serve the one supreme and ever-living God,

10 and with what pious and fervent aspirations you expected the glorious appearance of his Son Jesus from heaven—that divine Personage, whom God raised from the grave, and whom infinite wisdom deputed to reform a depraved world, and to rescue us from future perdition.

CHAP. II.

1 You are conscious, my fellow-Christian, that our ministerial labours, when we first came among you, were not unsuccessful.

2 You know, after all the injurious and abusive treatment we met with at Philippi, with what affectionate earnestness and undaunted fortitude we published among you the glad tidings of the Christian dispensation.

3 Our importunate exhortations to you are not the dictates of vain erroneous delusion, are not the suggestions of insincerity and dissimulation, of fraud and imposture:

4 but conscious that the great God hath designed to commission us to proclaim these divine truths among mankind, we freely publish them among his rational creatures—not with a view to secure the vain applause of the world, but, by a faithful discharge of this arduous trust, to recommend ourselves to the approbation of that God, who is perfectly acquainted with our hearts.

5 That we never once stooped to practice among you any mean arts of servility and adulation, we appeal to you: and that we never acted from any self-interested views, we solemnly appeal to God.

6 Nor was it ever our study to acquire glory and popular fame either from you,
you, or from any other—when we might have assumed among you that dignity and authority, to which our apostolic character entitles us.

7 Yet we ever treated you with the greatest mildness and condescension; and with all the indulgent tenderness that a fond mother expresses for the objects of her affection.

8 Such is the intense ardour of our love for you, that we would with pleasure not only devote the gospel but our own lives to promote your happiness.

9 You remember with what indefatigable diligence and affiduity we preached the divine truths of the Christian religion among you; and with what industry we worked day and night, that we might not be burdensome to any of you.

10 We can appeal to God, and we can appeal to you, for the sanctity, the integrity, and the inviolate purity of our manners among you.

11 You are conscious that we ever instructed and admonished you with all the pathetic and solicitous anxiety of an affectionate parent:

12 Conjuring and entreat-

13 It also never fails to inspire us with the warmest gratitude to God, when we reflect, that at our very first promulgation of the Christian revelation among you, you embraced its doctrines, not as the tenets of men, but, as in reality they are, the dictates of divine wisdom—as is abundantly evinced from the spiritual gifts, which the Deity now enables you to exert.

14 Your fate too, my dear Christian brethren, hath been exactly similar to that of the Christian societies in Judæa—for you have been involved in the same troubles from your countrymen, as were inflicted upon them by the Jews,

15 That obstinate and incorrigible people, who embroiled their hands in the blood of our Lord Jesus, who assassinated their prophets, who have ever persecuted us with unrelenting rage, are guilty of the most flagrant impiety against God, who cherisht an implacable

b En Gentes, in gravity; authoritative solemnity; in opposition to mildness and sweetness of manners.
implacable enmity against all mankind,
16 and who practise every method to hinder our usefulness among the Heathens—So that by all these enormities their national wickedness is arrived at its ultimate height and completion, and the wrath of God is going to overwhelm them in the most dreadful destruction.

§—17 The circumstance of our being reluctantly torn from you, my dear Fellow-Christians, for a short time, and our intimate union being dissolved by distance of place, not of affection, hath inflamed us all with the most ardent desire to revisit you.

18 Accordingly we all fully intended to return to you, and myself, in particular, repeatedly attempted to carry this intention into execution—but our implacable adversaries the Jews rendered such a scheme absolutely impracticable.

19 For what is it constitutes our highest happiness: what is it soothes us with pleasing hope, and inspires us with exultation and triumph?—It is the felicity, into which you will be introduced at the second appearance of our Lord Jesus Christ.

20 It is in you we glory—it is in you we exult.

CHAP. III.

1 UPON my arrival in Athens, I felt my heart penetrated with such painful anxiety for you, as became at last absolutely intolerable—I chose therefore to be left quite alone in that city,

2 and immediately dispatched Timothy to you, my dear Christian brother, fellow-minister,


d Destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans.

7 we were, my Christian brethren, so transported with this agreeable account of your adherence to the gospel, that all the ideas of our sufferings among you instantly vanished, and were succeeded by the highest extasies of sacred joy and consolation.

8 Continue but firm in your attachment to the Christian revelation, and our present happiness is consummate.

9 What sufficient returns are we capable of making to heaven for the pure transporting joy, which you have inspired into our hearts! God alone is witness of its fervency.

10 Not a day, not a night passes, without the most affectionate wishes to see you again, and to supply your present defective knowledge of the Christian church.

11 May the ever blessed God our supreme Parent, and our Lord Jesus Christ, grant me a prosperous journey to you!

12 And may God inspire you with the same intense love and benevolence for one another, and for all mankind, that burns in my bosom for you!

13 in order that your minds may be inviolably established in the principles and practice of universal holiness, and that you
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you may be presented irreproachable before the tribunal of the supreme God, in that awful day when Christ shall appear attended by all his virtuous followers.

CHAP. IV.

In fine, my dear Christian brethren, we entreat and solemnly adjure you by our Lord Jesus, that as we prescribed to you the rules of your future conduct, and faithfully shewed you the method of securing the divine approbation, you would ever strive to acquire higher degrees of moral improvement.

2 I need not remind you of the particular injunctions we laid upon you, as Christian professors.

3 For God requires you to abandon all your former debauchery and sensuality, and to maintain an inviolate continence and purity.

4 He requires every one of you to preserve his body in the dignity and honour of an immaculate chastity.

5 and to refrain from all those libidinous excesses, which the unconverted Heathens indulge.

6 It is his sacred will that no one should attempt the honour of another, or violate the bed of his brother—On all such criminal enormities as these God will inflict the most dire punishments—as formerly, in the most affectionate and importunate terms we assured you he would.

7 For God, under the Christian dispensation, doth not allow such depraved and sensual desires as these—he insists on the strictest purity of heart and manners.

8 He therefore, who affects to contemn these injunctions, doth not slight the admonitions of men, but of that God, who hath authorized, and endowed us with spiritual powers.

§—9 There is no occasion for me strenuously to inculcate upon you mutual benevolence and love—natural religion abundantly dictates to you the obligation of this important duty.

10 And indeed you eminently distinguish yourselves by the exercise of this most amiable virtue—your generous social affections have been most liberally diffused to every Christian society throughout the whole extent of all Macedonia—And we beg you would still aspire after sublimer attainments in this exalted virtue.

11 We also entreat you to cultivate mutual harmony and peace,
peace, to be industrious in your respective occupations—
that by the dint of honest labour and diligence (a duty you know, we ever strongly recommended)
12 you may live in credit and decency in the world,
and avoid the miseries and disgrace of penury and indigence.
§—13 With regard to the state of your deceased friends,
I am not willing, my dear Christian brethren, to leave you in that gloomy error, or abandon you to that uncomfortable hopeless sorrow, in which the minds of unconverted Heathens are overwhelmed.
14 For since we firmly believe this fundamental article of our religion—That Jesus died, and rose from the grave—
— we may consequently assure ourselves, that God will reanimate the dust of good Christians, and collect them to Jesus at the general resurrection.
15 For we have a divine authority for declaring to you the following doctrine—That the Christians, who shall be living at the time of Christ’s second appearance, will not be introduced into happiness before the pious dead are raised:
16 For when the Lord shall descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of an archangel, and the shrill piercing clangeors of a loud trumpet, the deceased professors of Christianity shall first be raised to life:
17 afterwards, shall those, who are then living, be conveyed from heaven with a shout, with the voice of an archangel, and the shrill piercing clangeors of a loud trumpet, the deceased professors of Christianity shall first be raised to life:

¹ My εὐχείς εὐπάθεια. The Heathens had no rational hope of immortality. This is the peculiar glory of the Christian religion. Hecuba, in Euripides, after deploring the loss of Priam, of Hector, and of her daughters, utters this mournful complaint, the dictate of hopeless despair: “Nor is there any hope that they will ever see me, or that I shall behold them more.”

K'ου τε ἐκείνου εὐχείς ὡς ὀφθησόμαι,
Αὐτὴ τ' ἐκείνης οὐκεὶ οὕσομαι πώς.

Euripides Troades, ver. 487.
Again ver. 628. the same despair of futurity is expressed:
Οὐ ταυτόν, ὦ ταύτα, τὸ εὐπάθει, τῷ κατέλαξεν
Το βασιλεὺς οὐρανῷ, τῷ δ' εἰςιν εὐπάθει.

Euripides. Barnes, p. 152.

² Σαλπίζω Θεόν. Of God is the Jewish superlative. Mountains of God are very high mountains. The glory of the Lord, Luke ii. 9, is a very great glory, or, splendour. Ἀληθῶς τῷ Θεῷ, is a very great encrase. Colos. ii. 19. Σαλπίζω τῷ Θεῷ, very powerful. 2 Cor. x. 4. So also in this place, Σαλπίζω Θεόν, is a very loud trumpet.
veyed up along with them into the clouds, to meet and join their Redeemer — in whose converse and society we shall be happy throughout the endless ages of eternity!

18 Let these joyful truths, therefore, inspire you with mutual consolation.

CHAP. V. But for me, dear Christian brethren, to ascertain the particular time, and describe to you the state of things when this awful event shall happen, is far from being necessary.

2 What you already are persuaded of is abundantly sufficient; that it will suddenly surprize the world, like the unexpected attack of a thief in the dead of night.

3 For at a time, when the world is sunk in supine ease, and buried in security, they will all at once be alarmed and involved in dire and total destruction, sudden as the pangs of child-birth, and universally comprehensive and inevitable.

4 But, my dear Fellow-Christians, your minds are not, now, overwhelmed in such gloom and obscurity, that this tremendous scene should break upon you like some unlooked for contingency.

5 A glorious sun hath blessed you with its salutary beams — you are illuminated with clear unclouded light — your former darkness is for ever dispersed and vanished.

6 Let us not therefore, like the benighted He thens, slumber in supine indolence and carelessness, but exercise a constant vigilance and sobriety:

7 For they, who sleep, court the gloom of night: and the sensualist and drunkard call around them the shades of darkness.

8 But let us, who enjoy the splendours of the pure and perfect day, maintain an unremitting vigilance — arraying ourselves with Christianity and love, for our breast-plate, and the hope of a blessed immortality for our helmet.

9 For God hath not destined us to misery and perdition — he graciously designed that we should all obtain eternal felicity by the glorious dispensation of our Lord Jesus Christ.

10 Who submitted to death for our everlasting benefit, and to raise all good Christians, to a participation of his happiness, who shall either be deceased, or be found living, at his second appearance.

11 Let these animating truths administer consolation, and
and produce mutual edification and improvement in holiness—to the promotion of which great ends you now indeed convert these doctrines.

§—12 We moreover beg you, dear Fellow-Christians, to treat your ministers with becoming respect, who preside over your society as your public instructors in Christianity.

13 Let their sacred office claim from you all its deserved honours, and secure to them your highest esteem and love—let mutual harmony and concord ever reign among you.

14 We affectionately entreat you, dear Christians, admonish the irregular, console the dejected—sustain the weak—exercise the greatest lenity and forbearance towards all.

15 Be careful that none of you requite one injury with another—but ever study to promote not only your own particular happiness, but the universal good of mankind.

16 Let the Christian principles ever inspire you, with transports of sacred joy.

17 Neglect not the duty of constant prayer to God.

18 Let all the various blessings you enjoy, ever excite your fervent gratitude to heaven—these pious affections God requires you to cultivate under the Christian dispensation.

19 Don't extinguish the gifts of the Spirit by any immoralities.

20 Don't treat with affected contempt the solemn instructions that we publicly inculcate upon you.

21 Try all things by the test of the severest examination: but inviolably adhere to that which discovers itself to be intrinsically excellent.

22 Shun every species of vice with the utmost caution.

23 Finally, may that God, who is the friend of human happiness, ever preserve you in the practice of universal holiness—and may your whole man, the spirit, the soul, and the body, be maintained in inviolable purity and holiness till the second appearance of our Lord Jesus Christ.

24 That Being, who graciously invited you into the privileges of the gospel, is faithful
Chap. I. to the Thessalonians.

Paul's Second Epistle to the Thessalonians.

Paul, Silvan, and Timothy, to the Society of Christians at Thessalonica, who believe in one supreme God, and in the divine mission of our Lord Jesus Christ.

2 We affectionately join in wishing you every felicity and blessing from the Deity, and from Jesus Christ.

3 We esteem it, dear Fellow-Christians, our duty ever to pay our most fervent acknowledgments to heaven on your account — and such grateful sentiments are highly becoming us, when we reflect how firmly you are established in the truth of Christianity, and what ardent mutual affection you all express one towards another.

4 So highly distinguished is your conduct, that in all the several societies of Christians we visit, we boast of your steady inflexible adherence to the Christian doctrines, notwithstanding all the various sorrows and persecutions, with which you have conflicted.

5 What an illustrious, what a striking evidence is this, that the infinitely wise God hath deemed you worthy to be favoured with that sacred dispensation, for your attachment to which you even support these sufferings.

6 Remember, that the justice of God will retaliate the indignities you have sustained upon every one of your society.

27 I adjure you in the most solemn terms to read this letter publickly before all the church.

28 May the favour of our Lord Jesus Christ ever attend you! Amen.
upon those who have inflicted them,

7 and that your oppressed and suffering virtue his infinite goodness will requite, and recompense you and us with an eternal relaxation from all our present sorrows, in that day, when our Lord Jesus Christ shall suddenly descend from heaven, attended with a splendid magnificent retinue of powerful angels,

8 to punish, with dreadful flames of fire, those, who have impiously disobeyed God, and wilfully rejected the doctrines of our Lord Jesus Christ:

9 these shall be overwhelmed and totally perish in everlasting destruction, by the tremendous exertion of his irresistible power in that day:

10 but the virtuous will then hail his return with rapture, and such professors of his gospel, as you have eminently approved yourselves to be, shall view his person with ecstasies of admiration and transport!

11 Whenever, therefore, we revolve this great event, we fervently intercede with our God in our prayers, that he would be pleased to secure this happiness to you, that he would bless you with the plenitude of his benignity, and continue the gospel among you in all its powerful striking evidences,

12 in order that, by the blessing of God, and of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Christian religion may by you be displayed before the world in all its glory, and yourselves be finally recompensed by him with an happy immortality.

Chap. ii. 1 But as to the precise time in which our Lord Jesus Christ will appear, and we all be collected together before his tribunal, we affectionately entreat you, dear fellow-Christians,

2 that you would not suffer your minds to be alarmed and distressed, either by the discourse, or letter, of any one person, that may pretend to have an authority from us, or even an authority from God, to assert, that this solemn event is very speedily to happen.

3 Let it not be in the power of any man to lead you; by

---

1 εὐγενήτως, which the best MSS. exhibit, is the true reading.

k ἔνει διά τις ἐπαρεσκευάζεσθαι, concerning, with regard to. This is very frequently the signification of ἐπαρεσκευάζεσθαι, and excellently explains the phrase, ἐπέρευεν ἐπαρατήσαντι. See note on 1 Cor. xv. 29.

1 Εἰς τῷ ἐλεγχεῖν, a very strong and expressive word.
by any methods whatever, into an unhappy deception in this important concern— for, before that awful transaction happens, there will be a grand apostasy in the Christian church, and a monster of wickedness and perdition be nursed in its bosom.

4. This monster, inflated with arrogance, will oppose, and aggrandize himself above all civil and imperial authority, and be stimulated by such an insatiable lust of ambition and dominion, that he will erect a proud throne in the midst of God's temple, will sit in it with the pomp and state of a god, and claim divine honours.

5. Don't you remember, when I was among you, that I indicated to you this future revolution in the church?

6. You know what it is that, at present, obstructs the birth of this monster of iniquity—but in times that will prove more favourable to its existence and growth than the present, it will be produced.

7. The causes, that will hereafter generate this horrid wickedness, are, already, secretly operating—there is only one obstruction which checks them—when that is removed,

8. Then that atrocious tyrant shall erect and establish himself in full power—whom the Lord will, finally, consume with the breath of his mouth, and, at his glorious appearance, precipitate into a gulf of dreadful destruction.

9. This monster at his coming will be attended with forged miracles, with amazing fictitious feats, and all the fraud and juggle of the most diabolical imposture.

10. By these wicked delusive arts he will effectually impose upon the profligate and abandoned—because, having sacrificed all regards to true religion and eternal happiness, they will become the dupes of his imposture.

11. On account, therefore, of men's flagrant wickedness and wilful desertion of true Christianity, God will suffer this impostor to palm his delusions upon the world, and to confirm them in the belief of fraud and fiction:

12. So that the condemnation

---

Popley.

\[ \text{Popey.} \]

\[ \text{IIiad. A. 287, 288.} \]

\[ \text{A pagan Emperor was the obstructing power.} \]
tion of all, who shall then have abandoned the true religion, and are enslaved to their darling vices, will be just.

13 But it becomes us, dear fellow-Christians, to pay our most fervent acknowledgments to God on your account, conscious, that from a distinguished regard for you the Deity was graciously pleased, from the very beginning, to consult your everlasting happiness, by communicating to you the truths of Christianity, and confirming them by the effusion of his Spirit.

14 Into these transcendent privileges he hath invited you by our ministry—in order that you might secure that glorious immortality, which our Lord Jesus Christ hath promised.

15 Wherefore, my dear fellow-Christians, prefer in your profession of Christianity, and carefully observe all the instructions which we inculcated upon you, either in our discourses among you, or in the late epistle we transmitted to you.

16 And may our Lord Jesus Christ, and God our most merciful parent, who condescended to make us the objects of his love, and, by the gospel-scheme, hath inspired us with eternal consolation, and the most transporting hopes,

17 shed his choicest blessings upon you, invigorate your minds, and confirm you in every virtuous principle and action!

C H A P. III.

Finally, Christian brethren, we beg you would intercede with God in your prayers for us, that Christianity may spread, and meet with as favourable a reception in the world, as it hath done among you,

2 and that we may be preserved from the violences of the obstinate and depraved—for all men have not the same favourable dispositions towards the Christian religion.

3 In the blessed God you may repose an unshaken confidence—he will confirm you in your principles, and guard you from every evil.

4 We pleasingly assure ourselves, that as you faithfully observe the Christian instructions we inculcated upon you, you will ever continue to observe them.

5 And it is our fervent prayer that your hearts may be inflamed with the love of God, and all of you be excited
cited to prepare for the second appearance of Jesus.

§—6 We farther adjure you, fellow-Christians, as ever you value the honour of Christianity, to break off all intercourse with any person, whose behaviour is irregular, and who affects to treat with contempt the directions we have enjoined.

7 We can appeal to you, how worthy our conduct, while among you, was of your imitation—you are conscious it was regular and irreproachable.

8 We did not repose in supine indolence, and batten on the fruits of any one person's industry—but, with indefatigable diligence and industry, cheerfully worked, day and night, that we might not be burdensome to any of you.

9 Not as if we had no authority to claim a reasonable maintenance for our ministerial labours—but we did this solely to exhibit, before you, our own conduct as a faithful model for your imitation.

10 It was a maxim, you know, with us, when we were among you, That if a person were too slothful to work, he ought not to be relieved.

11 But, notwithstanding our repeated admonitions; we have since been informed, that there are certain persons among you guilty of scandalous irregularities, who are sunk in sloth and indolence, and officiously employed in the concerns of other people.

12 Such unhappy persons we implore and conjure by all the sacred ties of the gospel, that they would study the general harmony and peace, and, by the dint of honest industry, make a creditable provision for themselves.

13 But, fellow-Christians, be ye ever unweariedly employed in doing good.

14 Should any person refuse to comply with the admonitions we have inculcated in this letter, brand him with deserved infamy, and maintain not the least social intercourse with him; that his public disgrace may fill him with shame and remorse.

15 Treat him not, however, as your enemy—affectionately admonish him as your Christian brother.

16 May God, the great munificent donor of happiness, ever bless you with universal felicity in all your concerns—May the blessing of the Almighty ever attend you all.
17 Paul send you my moft affectionate salutations in this particular manner—a form, by which I choose to distinguish all my letters.

18 May the favour of our Lord Jesus Christ ever attend you all! Amen.

PAUL's First Epistle to TIMOTHY.

CHAP. I.

1 Paul, whom God, the original Author of our redemption hath appointed to propagate the doctrines of Jesus, in whom we confide,

2 sincerely wish to Timothy, my beloved Christian convert, every favour, blessing, and felicity from the Deity our common Parent, and from Jesus Christ our Lord.

3 When I quitted you to travel into Macedonia, I desired you to continue at Ephesus, in order that you might prevent certain persons from spreading doctrines contrary to those which I inculcated;

4 and that you might rebuke them for their bigoted attachment to a fabulous pedigree, and to an obscure and infinite line of ancestry—topics, more productive of furious altercation and animosity than of divine improvement in Christianity.

5 For the great end and design of the Christian religion is benevolence, flowing from a virtuous bosom, from a good conscience, and from sincere undiltembled probity.

6 To which principles certain persons being utter strangers, have, by a strange perversion, entirely devoted themselves to the study of vain and visionary subtleties:

7 desirous indeed to erect themselves into supreme standards and oracles in the law, but neither thoroughly knowing the things they affirm, nor understanding some certain opinions they so confidently assert.

8 The mofaic law, I allow, is most excellent, if a person make

*The Apostle's Amanuensis wrote as far as this verse, the rest he wrote himself.*
make its moral injunctions the rules of his conduct.

9 For it was confessedly instituted, not for the sake of the virtuous, but to curb and punish the irregular and disorderly, the profane and profligate, the unholy and depraved, the parricide and murderer,

10 the adulterer, the sodomite, the maker of slaves, the liar, the perjured — It was enacted to restrain every other vice also, which is prohibited in that pure and perfect system of religion and morals,

11 which is contained in the glorious dispensation of the blessed God — the publication of whose joyful truths is intrusted to me.

12 For this consummate dignity and honour I am indebted to Christ Jesus our Lord, who deigned to qualify me for this important office, and judged I would be faithful in the ministerial discharge of it:

13 I, who, before my conviction of the truth of Christianity, was used to asperse it with every contumely, to persecute its professors, and to make them the objects of every wanton insult and indignity—But God was pleased most mercifully to pity me—for these violences proceeded from my ignorance both of its nature and of its evidences.

14 But I stand a monument of the immense and exuberant benignity and love of our Lord Jesus Christ.

15 Great is the credibility of the Christian scheme, and highly worthy the reception of mankind is the doctrine, That Jesus Christ was sent into the world to reclaim and save profligate and depraved sinners—of his compassion to such I am the first distinguished instance.

16 It was for this that I became a signal testimony of the divine commiseration, in order that Christ Jesus might display on me the first of mankind the fulness of his clemency and philanthropy—that I might serve as an illustrious exemplar to all in future ages, who should embrace the Christian religion in hope of eternal life.

17 To the great Governor, therefore, who hath arranged all his dispensations in perfect order, to the immortal, the invisible, the one sole supreme all-wise God, be ascribed all honour and glory throughout all the revolving ages of eternity! Amen.

§—18 I LEAVE with you, my dear Timothy, the following admonitions, which are agreeable to the public exhor-
exhortations you have already received—in order that you may acquit yourself with honour in the Christian warfare.

19 serving under the banners of Jesus with fidelity and a good conscience—principles, which some persons by totally rejecting have made dreadful shipwreck of Christianity.

20 Among whom are Hymenæus and Alexander, whom I have ejected out of the Christian church, that they may learn, for the future, not to revile and calumniate the Christian doctrines.

CHAP. II.

1 In the first place then, I enjoin that prayers, supplications, intercessions, and fervent addresses be preferred to heaven for all mankind:

2 particularly, for kings, and for all illustrious and dignified personages—that our lives may pass secure and unmolested in the free and happy exercise of piety and every virtue.


3 Such an amiable and benevolent disposition as this, is highly pleasing to God, the original author of our salvation;

4 who is desirous that all his rational creatures should be everlastingly happy, and attain the knowledge of true religion!

5 For there is only one supreme God—and there is only one Mediator between God and man, Jesus Christ, who assumed human nature:

6 who descended from heaven to consult the universal happiness of all mankind, displaying in the times he lived the most illustrious evidences of his divine mission.

7 To publish and propagate whole doctrines in the world I was constituted an apostle—and particularly delegated, I solemnly appeal to Christ for my veracity; to instruct the Heathens in the foundation and truth of this religion.

8 I would, therefore, have all men, in every place, perform the great duty of prayer, lifting up holy hands to heaven,


See the various lections in Mill and Weisstein.
For I allow not the woman to deliver public instruction, and to usurp an arbitrary authority over the man, but to maintain a profound silence.\

Moreover, I enjoin that the fair sex should go in decent apparel and adorn themselves with modesty and virtue—and not be so solicitous to embellish their persons with expensive ornaments, with gold, with platted hair, or with jewels, to as to decorate themselves with the charms of beneficence and goodness—habits which but become women professing devotedness to God.

Let women learn the Christian doctrines in profound silence and submission.


In a large company of ladies the wife of Philo being asked, why she was the only one who did not wear ornaments of gold, replied, the belt and noblest ornament of woman is an husband's virtue. Philo, inter fragmenta, tom. 2, p. 673. Edit. Mnage.}

Γυναικὶ καυμῷ δὲ τρότοι, καὶ οὐ χρυσία.

Ὅς αὐν μυροίοι, γέφεια εἴτε ἡλειφειο.


Γυναικὶ γερ σιγῆ τε καὶ το σωφρονεῖν

Καλλίστου εἰσὶ δὲ ὁ λύκου μελεῖν δόμου.
Be assured that he, who is desirous to perform the duty of a minister of the gospel, is desirous to discharge a very useful and honourable function.

2 A minister of the gospel ought to possess an irreproachable character, to be faithful and affectionate to one comfort, to be a person of distinguished sobriety, temperance, regularity, hospitality, and to possess happy talents for communicating instruction:

3 Not fond of wine, of contention, and of sordid lucre—but a person of a mild, inoffensive, disinterested disposition:

4 Maintaining a proper government over his own family, and forming his children into a becoming submission and deference to his authority:

5 For if a person cannot maintain proper decorum in his own family, how is it possible he should ever fu-

perintend a Christian society!

6 He ought not to be some raw un instructed upstart—left being inflated with pride and insolence he expose himself to the cenfures of those who calumniate the Christian religion.

7 He ought to be a person, whose amiable virtuous character is attested by unconverted Heathens—left, otherwise, he should give too much occasion for the satire and reproaches of the enemies of Christianity.

§—8 The deacons, also, must be persons of venerable characters, not guilty of inconsistency and duplicity of conduct, not addicted to wine, not of a mercenary disposition:

9 Professing and maintaining the doctrines of the new dispensation with virtuous sincerity, and rectitude of heart.

10 Let the moral characters of these, too, be accurately scrutinized, and if found irreproachable, let them, then, discharge the duties of the diaconate.

11 The wives of these, also,


Ev τοις γὰρ εἰκειούσιν ὡς εἰς εἰς χαίρε
Χὴς ζηρ, Φανερω καὶ πωλεί διακεῖ ὡς.
also, ought to posses virtuous and respectable characters, not fond of w scandal, but persons of distinguished prudence and fidelity.

12 Let the deacons be the faithful and affectionate husbands of one comfort, preferring a proper authority over their children, and maintaining excellent order and decorum in their families.

13 For they, who have approved their fidelity in the discharge of the functions of the diaconate, make an happy advance towards the superior office of the Christian ministry, and establish a distinguished character for their virtuous and inviolable attachment to the Christian cause.

§ 14 I send you these directions in writing, but hope soon to have an opportunity of conversing with you in person.

15 But should any event retard my intended journey, these directions will serve you as a faithful rule, and shew you in what manner you are to conduct yourself, as a pillar and standard of true religion, at the head of that divine family you superintend— I mean, the church of the living God.

16 Astonishing, undoubtedly beyond all expression, is the plan and execution of this new dispensation of religion!—A z divine messenger appeared in the human nature! his mission was attested by the visible effusion of the Spirit! exhibited himself alive, after his resurrection, to the apostles! his doctrines published among the Heathens! met

w Φιλοφοβον γαρ Χεμπα Εκλεια Εφω, Σοικρας τ' αφοριας τω λαβοι των λογων, Πλευς επεισδευον ιδον de τις Γυαιξε, μουδεν ύπερς αληθοις λεγενω.


y Σταυρος refers not to the church, but to Timothy. Thus James, Peter, and John, are called τους. Οἱ δικαιωμεν ευων εκισι. Galat. ch. ii. 9. So also Clemens Romanus: Διακονος ενδοτος εκμισθυς φιλει ις δικαιοτατοι συνι εδιωχον. Ep. ad Corinthios, §. 5. p. 22. Edit. Cattab. 1718.

He who will carefully read Sir Isaac Newton's letter to Le Clerc, will be fully convinced that Σταυρος is a spurious reading. See also Weisstein in loc. who hath a curious and elaborate dissertation upon it. See also Gratius and Benson.

α Αφρος, his messengers, meaning the Apostles. Some here read αυτοις.
met with a favourable reception among mankind! were every where attended with the most glorious demonstrations of their truth and divinity!

CHAP. IV.

1 But from this divine religion, great numbers, the Spirit of God expressly assures us, will in subsequent ages apostatize, eagerly embracing the delusions of impostors, and doctrines concerning departed spirits;

2 being duped by the frauds and dissimulation of false teachers, who have abandoned all sense of conscience and virtue:

3 forbidding marriage under the strongest prohibitions, and enjoining abstinence from some kinds of food, the free use of which God hath indiscriminately permitted to all Christians, and allowed them to participate with grateful acknowledgments to him.

4 For every thing that God hath formed is good, and none of his bounties are to be scrupulously rejected by us, but to be freely used with pious acknowledgment to their original donor:

5 for Christianity and a grateful disposition, render every species of food equally innocent.

6 These truths if you inculcate upon the Christian society, you will approve yourself a worthy minister of the gospel — into the principles and excellent doctrines of which you have been carefully initiated.

7 The profane stories and idle dreams of the heathen mythology reject with contempt — and exercise your mind in the duties of holiness:

8 for the exercise of the body is comparatively but of small avail: but holiness is of universal utility, and smiles with a propitious aspect both on

---

b This is a striking prediction of Popery, that monstrous corruption of the Christian Religion. By διδάσκαλος δαιμόνιον the Apostle refers to the canonization of popish saints.

c MoSow, the ridiculous and absurd tales of the heathen mythology. 

---

This is a striking prediction of Popery, that monstrous corruption of the Christian Religion. By διδάσκαλος δαιμόνιον the Apostle refers to the canonization of popish saints.

c MoSow, the ridiculous and absurd tales of the heathen mythology.
on the interests of time and of eternity:

9 A fundamental truth this, which may be confided in—and justly merits universal reception.

10 For by the sacred energy of this one great principle, we sustain the persecution and abusive treatment of the world — reposing an unshaken affiance in the living God, who dispenses happiness indeed to all mankind, but in a distinguished manner to the virtuous Christian.

11 These truths do you urge and constantly inculcate.

§—12 Give no one any cause to expose your youth to contempt—but exhibit a pattern to Christians in your conversation, in your morals; in benevolence, in fidelity, in chastity.

13 During my absence from you, sedulously apply yourself to reading, to exhortation, to instruction.

14 Neglect not the culture and improvement of those spiritual gifts which were conferred upon you by a prophetic impulse, and with imposition of hands by the senior Christians.

15 Meditate on these great truths—devote yourself solely to the study of them, that your proficiency may be universally apparent to all around you.

16 Maintain a constant vigilance over your conduct and your instructions. — Let the duties of your function occupy all your powers.—By this conduct you will both secure the everlasting felicity of yourself and of your audience.

CHAP. V.

Do not reprove your seniors in a magisterial manner — address them with deference as a parent—treat the young as brethren:

1 the aged matron, as a mother; the young of that sex, as sisters — ever preserving an inviolate purity of manners.

2 Allow a suitable maintenance to widows, that are really in destitute and indigent circumstances.

3 But if any widow have children or grand-children, let these learn the incumbent, indispensible duty of filial piety, and make grateful returns—this is a conduct amiable in itself, and acceptable to God.

4 She, who in reality is a widow, and in forlorn and defolate circumstances, repose a submissive confidence in God,

5
God, and spends the night and day in the sacred exercises of devotion and piety:

6 But the life of her, who is sunk in voluptuousness, ought rather to be stiled death than life.

7 These precepts do you strenuously urge and inculcate—in order that the lives and characters of Christians may be irreproachable.

8 But if any professor of the gospel make no provision for his relations, and especially for his own family, he hath abjured Christianity, and is more abandoned in his principles than an unconverted Heathen.

9 Let the following qualifications be required in admitting widows upon the church list—Age, not inferior to sixty—hath been the comfort of one husband:

10 Her moral character well attested, for the education of her children, for her hospitality, for her kind reception and entertainment of Christians, for her charity to persons in distress, and for her sincere attachment to the interests of universal virtue.

11 But admit not young widows to a share of the church's fund—for when they have received this charitable exhibition, they will marry again,

12 and, to their everlasting dishonour and reproach, will not hesitate to abandon their former religious principles.

13 Besides, they would, from this maintenance of the church, contract habits of indolence, and ramble about in an idle restless manner from one house to another—and not only habits of idleness, but of impertinence, slander, and defamation.

14 Let not, therefore, young widows be restrained from marrying again—let them devote themselves to the proper education of their children—let them regulate their domestic concerns with propriety—and let them be ever cautious they give not the adversaries of our religion any just grounds for satyr and calumny:

15 For by these restraints some widows have already renounced the Christian religion, and relapsed into heathenism.

16 If any children, of either sex, have very near relations that are widows, let them provide for their support.
port, and let not the church be burdened and prevented from giving assistance to such widows, who are, really, in destitute and necessitous circumstances.

§—17 Let the senior Christians, who preside with honour over the society, be deemed worthy to enjoy a double stipend — especially those of them, who are indefatigably engaged in public exhortation and instruction.

18 For the scripture faith: "Thou shalt not muzzle the mouth of the ox, while he is employed in threshing out the corn"—and moreover asserts, "That the faithful labourer is entitled to his reward."

19 Don't give ear to any aspersions on the character of a senior Christian — unless confirmed by the united testimony of two or three persons.

20 But those of them, who are found guilty of any irregularity, reprehend before the whole society, to intimidate others.

21 I most solemnly adjure you in the presence of God, and of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the blessed angels, strictly to comply with these directions, and to act without any prejudice or partiality for any person whatever.

22 Be cautious you do not inconsiderately ordain any one to the superior offices in the church by imposition of hands — Do not you also associate with others in any thing criminal — Ever maintain an inviolate purity and sanctity of manners.

23 For the future leave off drinking water, and use a little wine for your bad digestion, and those indispositions, by which you are so frequently attacked.

24 The vices of some persons are notorious, and previously expose themselves to the open censure of the world — the vices of others, being more latent and dissembled, are not detected for some time:

25 In like manner, the virtues of men display themselves to the world: nor is it possible for vice to screen itself long from the knowledge of mankind.

CHAP. VI.

1 Let all the Christian slaves, who are in a state of servitude, treat their lords

* $\Delta\nu\pi\lambda\varsigma$ $\tau\iota\mu\iota\varsigma$. That $\tau\iota\mu\iota$ signifies allowance, maintenance, stipend: see Dr. Benjón in loc. Consult also Matth. xv. 4, 5, 6. Mark vii. 9—13, and the 3d verse of this chapter.
lords with the greatest submission and deference, that the profession and doctrine of the Christian religion may incur no reproach.

2 And let those slaves, whose masters have embraced the gospel, not behave to them with disrespect and contempt, merely because they are, now, Christian brethren: but rather let them, on that account, serve them with the greater fidelity and obsequiousness, because those, who reap the benefits of their service, are united to them in the bonds of religion and affection—These injunctions do you urge and inculcate.

3 If any person advance tenets contrary to these, and affect a disregard for the salutary instructions of our Lord Jesus Christ, and for that religion, which is solely calculated to promote piety and holiness of life,

4 he is inflated with pride, is a perfect stranger to the design of the gospel, and his mind is distempered with idle subtleties and frivolous controversies, which are the parent of animosities, quarrels, calumnies, and malignant suspicions.

5 Hence arise too the useless speculations of perverse and depraved minds, the wilful detractors of truth, who think religion of no value; but as it promotes their selfish interest—persons of such abandoned principles do you shun with the utmost horror.

6 But the greatest of all acquisitions, is religion in a mind self-sufficient for its happiness.

7 For we brought nothing with us into this world, and nothing with us can we carry out of it.

8 If we therefore have but food and raiment, let us be contented.

9 For they, who grasp at riches, necessarily expose themselves to many temptations and snares, and contract desires and habits absurd as well as pernicious, and which are sure to precipitate men into a gulf of the most fatal perdition.

10 For the lust of gold is the parent of the most destructive

* Antapexis, see Note on Philip. ch. iv. 11.

§ Επει τι δει Εφοτοις πωλην δους μονον
'Δμπτρεν αιτης ομοιωτης ιδηνχουν
Ατις λαβετι και τεφυχ'ημαι τρεβεν.
Euripides.
Apoloito χνωτη αυτη
‘Ο τον αγνυρον Φιλισας.
Δια τουτον ουκ αδελφης,
Δια τουτον ου τοκες.
Πολεμοι, φονοι δι' αυτων.

H Φιλοχρησμοςυν μηνε κακοτη απασης.
Χρυση αει δολης εστι και αγνυρο οι ανθρωποι.
Χοισε κακων αγκυρε, εισθε, παντα χαλεπων,
Εις εις μη Συντοντι γηνεδαι ανεπα ᾠδεινων.
Σου γαρ έκητι μαχαι τε λεπολογια τε Φονοτε,
Σχίζας δε τενοι γονευσιν, αδελφοις τε συναιμοις.

Φοσyllides.

Πολλοισι γαρ
Kεραν ποιησα ζημιαν αναεισατο.

Euripides Cycles, 310.

Ουδεν γαρ ανθρωποισιν οιον αγνυρο
Κακων νομισμενας εστιν τουτο γαρ πολεις
Πορεις, τοδ' αυτρας εξαινησιν δομων.
Τοιδ' ακιδισακης και παραλλασσει φρενος
Χενως και ακρεινας δραγμαθι ειδοτων,
Παινουργιας δ' εσθειν ανθρωποις εχειν,
Και πολεμους εγγου δυσεβειαν ειδοτων.


Περιπετειαν οδυνασ πολλασ.

So Homer:

Oδυνασ πεπαξεμενον εις φη οδυνοι.

Andronicus Rhydion, lib. iv, ver. 1067.
solemly declared before many witnesses.

13 I adjure you, in the presence of God, the sole Donor of life to all beings, and of Jesus Christ, who before Pontius Pilate made that excellent \textsuperscript{k} profession,

14 strictly to observe the directions I have given, and to maintain an inviolate irreproachable conduct till the glorious advent of our Lord Jesus Christ;

15 which illustrious event, in its appointed season, will be displayed by the blessed and supreme Governor of universal nature, the \textsuperscript{1} king of kings and lord of lords:

16 the sole Being, who is essentially endowed with immortality, who dwells in light inaccessible, whom no mortal hath seen, or could sustain to see—to him be honour and dominion through all the revolving ages of eternity! Amen.

§—17 \textbf{Charge} the opulent not to be elated with their superior riches, or to repose their confidence in pos-

sessions so fugitive and transitory—but to make the living God the great object of their trust, whose liberal hand incessantly dispenses to us, all our enjoyment.

18 \textbf{Charge} them to do good; to be rich in acts of beneficence; to be \textsuperscript{m} liberal in their distributions; and to communicate happiness around them:

19 By this use of their wealth they will accumulate an inexhaustible fund of happiness in a future state, and secure a blessed immortality.

20 O Timothy! adhere to the rules I have now faithfully exhibited before you—and cautiously shun those profane and useless speculations, and those cavils and disputations of a false and spurious science,

21 in which some who profess themselves to be great adepts, have espoused the most erroneous sentiments concerning Christianity—May the divine favour ever attend you! Amen.

\textsuperscript{k} Namely, That his \textit{kingdom} was not of \textit{this} world.


\textsuperscript{m} \textit{Ευμεταδοτος}. 
PAUL's Second Epistle to TIMOTHY.

CHAP. I.

PAUL, constituted by the will of God an apostle of Jesus Christ, and a minister of that divine religion which promises eternal life to its votaries,

2 most affectionately wishes to Timothy, his beloved convert, every favour, mercy, and felicity, from God the supreme Parent, and from Jesus Christ our Lord.

3 I pay my ardent gratitude to that God, whom all my ancestors have ever conscientiously worshipped, and who is witness of the fervour of my incessant prayers for you night and day.

4 I am anxiously desirous to see you — the sight would fill me with transport — I here reflect on the tears and rows you indulge.

5 Here I review with conscious joy your undiffused attachment to the Christian religion, for which your grandmother Lois first, and your mother Eunice were distinguished — and of your own sincerity I have the most undoubted persuasion.

6 On which account suffer me repeatedly to exhort you to a re-kindled and re-invigorate those spiritual powers, which were conferred upon you by the imposition of my hands:

7 for God hath not infused into us a spirit of dejection and timidity, but of fortitude, of benevolence, and of self-government.

8 Be not, therefore, ashamed of solemnly attesting thy conviction of the truth of the Christian religion — nor do you appear ashamed of me, who am now in fetters for my persuasion of its veracity — but do you submit, also, to any sufferings for that gospel, whose truth hath been confirmed and sealed by the power of God —

9 of God, who hath graciously interposed for our happiness, and hath blessed us with a divine scheme of reli-

n ἁγαθωπήν. For the illustration of this word and passage I refer my reader to my Introduction to the Study and Knowledge of the New Testament.
religion—not induced by our virtues, but in consequence of that benevolent plan, which, long before the order of his dispensations commenced, he designed should be executed by Jesus Christ:

To which divine scheme he hath in the present age most gloriously displayed by the illustrious advent of our Redeemer Jesus Christ, who hath abolished death, and hath, by his gospel, shed the most clear and sacred light on the doctrine of immortality.

To proclaim this glorious dispensation among mankind I was constituted an apostle and herald—and was, in a particular manner, appointed to instruct the Heathens:

And it is for my fidelity in the discharge of this function that I sustain these sufferings—but I am not ashamed of them—for I am convinced of the divine authority of him, whose doctrines I have embraced, and am persuaded he is able to preserve in the world, till his future coming, that sacred deposit, with which he hath entrusted me.

Inviolibly adhere to that model of salutary instructions, which, as a sincere affectionate professor of the gospel, I have faithfully exhibited before you.

Guard with the utmost care that sacred deposit, through the assistance of the holy Spirit, who resideth in us.

You need not be informed how all the Christians in Asia Minor have abandoned me—in which desertion Phygelus and Hermogenes are the most distinguished:

May God bestow a signal blessing upon the family of Onesiphorus—for he hath very often infused into me the most soothing consolation.

not brought to light, as if reason could not discover a future state: the word signifies to throw light upon, to illuminate, irradiate, illustrate. 
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lition, and never appeared ashamed of my fetters:

17 but, upon his arrival in Rome, made very diligent enquiries after me, till he found me.

18 May the Lord distinguish him with his blessings at the final day of future retribution—You remember the many friendly offices he did me in Ephesus.

CHAP. ii. 1 Do you, therefore, my beloved convert, exert yourself with vigour in propagating the Christian dispensation.

2 And those truths, which I have imparted to you, and which have been attested by such a variety of witnesses, do you commit to the fidelity of persons of approved characters, properly qualified to communicate them to the world.

3 And do you with fortitude sustain all the shock of human evils, as a faithful combatant under the standard of Jesus Christ.

4 Every person in a military capacity disembarasses himself from all secular occupations, in order that he may entirely devote himself to acquire the approbation of his general.

5 And he, who contends in the Grecian games, secures not the crown, unless he strictly conforms to the rules prescribed.

6 An husbandman must sustain a great deal of toil and drudgery before he reaps the profits of agriculture.

7 Seriously revolve what I say—for it is my ardent prayer that God would endow you with intelligence and judgment in all these important concerns.

8 Ever remember, that, according to the joyful dispensation I have proclaimed among men, Jesus the Messiah, a descendant from David, was raised from the dead to immortality.

9 For the publication of which divine scheme of religion I have supported every misery, and am now under confinement, as a malefactor—but the revelation of God is not confined!

10 and it is the consciousness of this pleasing truth, that prompts me to sustain every indignity and disgrace, to confirm the Christians in their principles, in order that they may finally secure that blessed and glorious immortality, which the gospel of Jesus Christ promiseth.

11 This great truth may be relied upon: If we die in his principles, we shall live in his glory:

12 If we suffer in his cause,
we shall reign with him in his kingdom — if we renounce his religion, he will renounce us:

13 If we disbelieve it, our disbelieve doth not affect its intrinsic credibility—he cannot retract and annul the evidences he hath already exhibited in confirmation of it.

14 See that you repeatedly suggest and inculcate these truths — solemnly conjuring men, in the presence of God, not to indulge the rage of ca
til and controversy, which are productive of no utility, and only tend to pervert and confound those who are present on these unhappy occasions.

15 Make it thy sole study to recommend thyself to the divine approbation, as a laborious pastor of an irreproachable conduct, and as a judicious and skilful adept in the doctrines of divine truth.

16 But cautiously shun the profane jargon of useless sub
tilities, and visionary speculations, which have a tendency to sink men gradually into the depths of impiety.

17 The discourses of such, like a gangrene, will insensibily eat away all religion — for these profligate principles the most distinguished are Hymæaus and Philetus,

18 who have adopted the most erroneous sentiments—af
terting that the resurrection of men hath already taken place — and have weakened and subverted the religious principles of some:

19 This great fundamental doctrine, however, of a future resurrection can never be invalidated—its solid basis can never be shaken—the great God hath stamped it with his signet, and given his sanction to those whom he commissioned to publish it—Let every one, therefore, who is a profes
sor of the Christian religion, abandon every vicious pursuit.

20 But this happy event cannot be expected universally to take place among Chris
tians—for in a large and illustrious family there are a variety of vessels, some of gold and silver, some of wood and shell; some of immense, some of very mean, value.

21 But if a person thoroughly corrects and reforms his vices, he will become an honourable and select instrument in the hands of his divine master, adapted, in the most useful manner, to pro
mote his interests, and subservient to every excellent design.

22 Fly those vices, to which youth is most addicted; and sedulously cultivate, with all
all sincere and virtuous Christians, the habits of justice, of fidelity, of love, and of universal concord.

23 Reject all foolish and unintelligible speculations—conscious, that they only generate furious rage and animosities:

24 But the ministers of Jesus ought not to litigate and quarrel, but ought ever to show, towards all men of all parties, a disposition mild and amiable, communicative of instruction, and which no injuries can ruffle:

25 with the greatest lenity and candour instructing those who oppose the Christian religion—in order, should it please God, that they may repent of their errors, and acknowledge the truth,

26 and, a dispelling from their minds the intoxicating fumes of heathenism, may extricate themselves from the snare of false religion—being rescued, by his means, from destruction, to perform the will of God.

CHAP. III.

Be assured of this, that in the last ages there will happen the most wretched and profligate times:

2 for men will be self-interested, avaricious, arrogant, supercilious, devoid of all filial piety, of gratitude, of virtue:

3 divested of all parental tenderness, violators of the most solemn covenants, authors of every calumny, intemperate, inexorable, abandoned to all sense of goodness:

4 perfidious, presumptuous, inflated with insolence, votaries of sensual pleasure, and not the votaries of God:

5 retaining an exterior semblance of piety, but strangers to its inward power—Avoid such with the utmost horror.

6 There


6 There are some of these profligate and abandoned wretches, who clandestinely infinuate themselves into families, and instil the poison of their principles into silly women of the most depraved characters, slaves to every sensual indulgence;

7 listening, indeed, with avidity to every thing that is communicated to them, but morally incapable of ever attaining to a clear knowledge of truth and virtue.

8 With the same invincible obstinacy that Jannes and Jambres opposed Moses, do they oppose true religion—men, with regard to their morals, enormously corrupt, with regard to Christianity, to the last degree undiscerning and injudicious.

9 But they shall proceed no farther in this wicked career—the folly of these shall be fully exposed to the world, as that of theirs was formerly.

10 But you are intimately acquainted with my doctrine, with my conduct, with my designs, with my fidelity, my equanimity, my benevolence, my patience;

11 with all the persecutions and sufferings, in which I was involved at Antioch, Iconium, Lystra—You know the whole history of my sorrows and sufferings—from which God hath mercifully rescued me.

12 Indeed all, who are deliberately determined to live according to the holy directions of Jesus Christ, will expose themselves to insults and persecutions.

13 But profligates and impostors will still proceed to greater and greater lengths in their wickedness, deceiving, and deceived.

14 But do you ever steadily adhere to the directions I have faithfully taught and exhibited before you—remembering who was your instructor;

15 and conscious that from your infancy you were trained in the knowledge of the sacred writings—which divine books, by means of a firm persuasion of Christianity, will endow you with that wisdom, which will conduct you to everlasting salvation:

16 All the inspired writings are most excellently calculated to promote instruction, conviction, amendment of life, a clear knowledge of virtue:

17 So that a Christian minister is perfectly furnished for every good work.
Solemnly adjure you, therefore, in the presence of the great God, and of our Lord Jesus Christ, who will judge both the living and the dead, when he makes his illustrious appearance and erects his glorious kingdom:

1. proclaim the joyful tidings of the gospel — preach them with ardor and earnestness at all times and seasons, stated or occasional — convince, reprehend, exhort, with invincible perseverance and assiduity in your ministrations.

2. For the time will arrive, when men will not bear the true and salutary doctrines of Christianity; but, their taste being vitiated, and their prurient ears tickled with sounds, they will, accordingly, countenance a number of public teachers, who will soothe their depraved passions.

3. These will reject truth with the last aversion, and drink in fictions and fables with insatiable avidity.

4. Do you maintain a severe and universal temperance; encounter difficulties, be indefatigable in your function as a preacher, and fulfill that arduous province in an honourable manner.

5. For the libation is already poured out upon my devoted head — the time of my dissolution is at hand.

6. I have combated in a good cause — I have finished the race of human life — I have maintained an inviolable fidelity:

7. A glorious crown, therefore, the reward of virtue, is reserved for me in an happy futurity, which Christ, the impartial

1. Σαξιφομαι is a sacrificial term. The Apostle alludes to the libation that was poured on the victim before it was sacrificed.

2. See a minute and circumstantial account of an heathen sacrifice in Dionys. Halicar. tom. i. p. 460. HUDSON.

3. Δρομου, alluding to the Olympic race. See also p. 210 ejusdem Edit.
impartial judge, in the final day of retribution, will dis- pense to me—nor is this chaplet to adorn my temples only; it is to encircle the brow of every virtuous person who hath embraced and obeyed his celestial doctrines.

§—9 Strive to come to me immediately;

for Demas hath deserted me from an extravagant love of life, and is gone to Thessalonica, Crescens to Galatia, Titus to Dalmatia.

11 Luke is at present my only companion—Bring Mark along with you—he will be of signal service to me with regard to the Christian ministry.

12 Tychicus I have dispatched to Ephesus.

13 The portmanteau I left with Crispus at Troas bring along with you, and the books, but, above all, the parchments.

14 Alexander the copper-smith did me many injuries—the Lord will requite him according to his demerits.

15 Do you shun him with the utmost caution—for he opposed the doctrines I advanced with the most inveterate violence.

§—16 When I delivered my first apology, I had not a single friend with me—they all abandoned me! May God pardon their desertion of me!

17 But the Lord was present with me, and inspired me with undaunted fortitude—in order that, through me, the principles of the gospel might be exhibited in their full evidence; and all the Heathens might see the foundation on which it was supported—and I was extricated from the lion's jaws.

18 And the Lord will extricate me from every fatal evil, and conduct me in safety to his celestial kingdom—to him be glory through all the endless ages of eternity! Amen.

§—19 I beg my affectionate remembrance to Prisca and Aquila, and to the family of Onesiphorus.

20 Erastus stayed at Corinth—but Trophimus I left indisposed at Miletus.

21 Strive to come to me before the winter—Eubulus, Pudens, Linus, Claudia, and all the Christians here send their affectionate salutations to you.

22 May our Lord Jesus Christ be with you! May his favour ever attend you! Amen.

PAUL's

Apostle, which the Alexandrian and other MSS. exhibit, is the true reading.
PAUL's Epistle to Titus.

CHAP. I.

1 PAUL devoted to the service of God, and delegated by Jesus the Messiah to propagate in the world that religion which the virtuous votaries of God embrace, and to spread that system of truth, which is solely calculated to promote holiness of life,

2 in ardent expectation of that eternal life, which God, whose veracity is inviolable, designed to bestow on men, before the order of his dispensations commenced;

3 but hath, now, in that time, which seemed fittest to his infinite wisdom, explicitly revealed these his gracious intentions to mankind by the publication of that divine scheme, which, by the express authority of God our Saviour, I have been intrusted to propagate in the world:

4 To Titus, my beloved convert to Christianity, I ardently wish every favour, mercy, and felicity from God our supreme Parent, and from our Lord Jesus Christ our Redeemer.

5 I left you in Crete, in order that you might rectify any disorders, and I commanded you to constitute the senior Christians in every town, public instructors of their respective societies.

6 To qualify them for this function they were to have a character irreproachable, to be the faithful husbands of one comfort, their children of approved fidelity, guilty of no licentiousness, submissive to paternal authority.

7 For a minister of the gospel ought, as being a steward under the great God, to be a person of an unblemished
that they had: WOTB Iliad i 
and voracious.

13 His


**x** Epimenides; who was a native of Crete. Επιμενίδου τοῦ Κρυτῶν, ἐστιν ὁ τῶν Σπάταν ἀξιότα. Epimenides the Cretan, who came to Sparta. Tac.

12 Even one of their own poets gives them this character—"γάρ Φαλς ἐστὶν οἱ Κρήτες, brutal, and voracious."

The Cretans were notorious for their violation of truth. Αὐςνωδος ὁ Ἐπιμενίδος εὐν οὖσαν ὑπομνημάτων Φισι Θετίου ὧν Μηδείων ἐστιν ἀρχή καλλουσ ἐν Θεσσαλίᾳ, ή γούττα γενέσθαι Ἰδωμένου, ἡ προσέπαι Θετίδι τήν αἰγα. Μηδείων οὐργίδειαν εἰσεῖν Κηπτάς ἐκ πονειν ἀρχή, ἑπτὰς ἀποριάς αὐτῷ, μηδὲ ἐνετε ἀληθείας εἰσεῖν, ὡσπερ εἰπὶ τῆς κρίσεως κατοσφρέστε. ή εἰ τοῦτο Φισί τοὺς Κηπτάς πονειν νομίζειν. Athenodoro-

11 The cavils of these must be refuted, and themselves be silenced—they poifon whole families with their principles—and these errors they propagate from a fordid and mercenary motive.

disputants, insinuating deceivers—especially thofe, who are fuch strenuous advocates for circumcision.

8 but of an hospitable disposition, a lover of goodness, chaffe, juft, holy, temperate:

9 tenacious of thofe truths his religion teaches, in order that he may be capable of instructing men in its falutary doctrines, and of convincing its adversaries:

10 for there are great numbers who are incorrigibly perverse, idle, and trifling.
His account of them is but too true — wherefore do you severely reprove them for their errors, that they may profess the Christian religion in its genuine purity and simplicity.

Bid them pay no regard to the fictions and fables of the Jews, and to the injunctions of men, who wilfully reject truth.

To the morally pure, indeed, all things are indubitably pure — but to the depraved and incredulous nothing is pure, but their very understanding and conscience are contaminated.

In speculation they acknowledge a God; in practice they abjure him — being in their lives abominably irregular and abandoned, and the contemptuous despisers of every thing that is virtuous.

BUT do you deliver such instructions as are agreeable to the genuine uncorrupted doctrine of Christianity.

Enjoin aged women to maintain a sanctity of manners, not to be addicted to scandal, not enslaved to wine, but teachers of every virtue:

that they may engage the young of their sex to be discreet in their conduct, to be affectionate consorts, to be affectionate mothers,

5 to be prudent, to be chaste, to be eminent for economy, for universal goodness, to be submissive to their husbands, that the Christian religion may not be aspered.

Do you also exhort young persons to be temperate.

Let it ever be your principal care to exhibit in your own life a pattern of universal virtue — displaying in your instructions an uncorrupted probity, a venerable dignity,

8 a reasoning solid and irrefragable — that your adversaries may be covered with confusion, and not have it in their power to censure you for any immoralities.

Enjoin likewise servants to be obedient to their masters, to make it universally their study to please them, not contradicting them,

not pilfering any part of their property, but displaying the most virtuous and inviolable fidelity — that their discreet conduct may reflect a distinguished honour upon the revelation.
For the gracious dispensation of God is now risen upon the world in all its splendours, dispensing salvation to all its inhabitants,

solemnly admonishing us to renounce all impiety, and every fordid sensual pleasure, and in the present state to lead a temperate, honest, and devout life,

animated with the blessed and triumphant hope of immortality, and the joyful expectants of the glorious advent of the supreme God, and of our Redeemer Jesus Christ,

who for our happiness assumed our natures, in order to reclaim and rescue us from every vice, and to form to himself a select and holy society, the zealous votaries of universal virtue.

These truths do you inculcate and urge by every form of persuasion—assume an authority in your representations—be cautious you never fall into contempt.

REMIND the Christians, also, of their duty to submit to princes and magistrates, to pay all proper deference to civil authority, and to be ever prompt to perform all the obligations of duty.

Caution them not to traduce any person's character, to foment no quarrels, but, on the contrary, to display a mild and inoffensive disposition towards all men indiscriminately.

For we were, lately, devoid of consideration, contumacious to all authority and law, lost in devious error, enslaved to a variety of sensual pleasures and indulgences, perpetually corroded with malice and envy, abhorred and abhorring one another:

but when the benignity and philanthropy of the supreme God our Saviour rose in all its effulgence upon the world,

the divine mercy then rescued us from this deplorable state—not in consideration of any virtuous actions we per-

*Et epistul: a most beautiful and expressive image, representing the gospel, like the glorious lamp of day, in all its glorious splendours rising over a benighted world. *Qualis ubi oppositas nitidissima Solis imago Exspect nubes, nullaque obstante relaxit.* Ovidii Metam. lib. xiv. 768.
performed, but solely by his own essential compassion—blessing us, under this new dispensation, with a total ablation from all our past sins, and with the miraculous gifts of the Holy Spirit,

6 a rich and copious effusion of which he hath showered down upon you thro' Jesus Christ our Redeemer,

7 in order that, being acquitted from all our former guilt by the benignity of God, we might, according to our hopes, secure the possession of an happy immortality.

8 This great truth may be confided in—and in consequence of it, I entreat you solemnly to urge and excite, by every argument, those who have embraced the revelation of God, to make it their study to attain the most distinguished degrees of universal virtue—This is intrinsically excellent and productive of the highest utility to mankind.

§—9 Be careful ever to reject all senseless speculation, all disputes about genealogy and ancestry, all intemperate controversies, and furious contentions about the law of Moses—for such disputations are useless as well as absurd.

10 Do not associate, for the future, with a violent party-man, if he continue obstinate in his error after your first and second admonition of him:

11 persuaded that such a contumacious person hath rejected all regard for truth, and wilfully perseverance in his errors, notwithstanding all the strong remonstrance and condemnation of his own conscience.

§—12 When I shall send Artemas or Tychicus to you, I beg you would hasten to me at Nicopolis—for I have determined to spend the winter there.

13 Do you, with the most affectionate care, conduct Zenas the interpreter of the law, and Apollos on their journey, and see that they want for nothing.

14 And let our converts learn to make a charitable provision against any occasions that may require their kind assistance, and shew, by such beneficence, the efficacy of Christian principles.

15 All the Christians along with me desire their affectionate remembrance of you—I beg my remembrance to our Christian friends—May the divine favour ever attend you all! Amen.
PAUL’s Epistle to PHILEMON.

1 PAUL, a prisoner for his adherence to the gospel, and Timothy my Christian brother to my beloved Philemon, my fellow-labourer in the common cause of Christianity,

2 to the beloved Apphia, to Archippus our faithful colleague in ministerial labours, and to the society of Christians which assembles in your house:

3 We affectionately wish you every favour and felicity from God our supreme Parent, and from Jesus Christ our Lord.

4 I pay my fervent gratitude to my God, and in all the addresses I prefer to heaven I never omit particularly to intercede for you,

5 since I am informed of your firm adherence to the religion of our Lord Jesus, and of that benevolence and love which you cherish for all the Christians:

6 I have heard how eminently your profession of our common Christianity hath displayed itself in the public discharge of every thing that can reflect honour upon the religion of Jesus.

7 Your benevolence, dear brother, in having infused into the distressed minds of the Christians the soothing balm of consolation, animates our spirits, and fills us with transports of sacred joy:

8 In consequence of which amiable character it is, that though by that authority with which Christ hath invested me I might assume the liberty to insist on your performing what is proper,

9 yet on account of my sincere affection for you, I choose rather to appear before you as an humble supplicant — a supplicant in the person of Paul the aged, and now even a prisoner for my attachment to the Christian profession.

10 The
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The person, for whom I am soliciting you, is a son of mine whom I have regenerated in my confinement—It is Onesimus:

who was once your useless slave, but is now extremely serviceable not only to you, but to myself—I have sent him back to you:

I beg you would, therefore, receive him—that is—I beg you would receive a person, who is the object of my sincerest affections.

I should have been glad to have detained him with me, to supply your place in assisting me to promote the gospel during my imprisonment;

but I was not willing to take this liberty without your concurrence, that such a favour might not appear to be extorted by compulsion, but might be your own voluntary and generous act.

Perhaps it was for this reason that a momentary separation happened betwixt you and him, that you might receive him back in the character of a coheir with yourself of immortality;

that you might receive him, no longer in the character of a slave, but under a more honourable denomination—in the character of a beloved Christian brother—who is extremely dear to me, but ought to be infinitely more to you, as he is intimately connected with you, both in your temporal and spiritual interests.

If you therefore deem me a common sharer with you in the blessings of Christianity, do you give him that friendly reception you would do to myself.

If he hath done you any injury, or owes you anything, place it to my account.

Paul have written this with my own hand, and with my own hand assure you I will cheerfully reimburse you—not that I would be understood to remind you, that it is to me you are indebted for your very being as a Christian.

Yes, my dear brother, let me enjoy some of the happy fruits of your Christian profession: let the amiable effects of your sincere attachment to the gospel soothe and console my bosom.

This address to you flows from a mind that is pleasingly persuaded that you will cheerfully comply with my request; and that is conscious that you will confer greater favours than these I implore.

On the reception of this, provide a lodging for me.
for I flatter myself, that, in consequence of your prayers, I shall be mercifully restored to you.

23 Epaphras my fellow-prisoner for the gospel,

24 Mark, Aristarchus, Demas, Luke, my fellow-

labourers in the common cause of Christianity, desire their affectionate remembrance of you.

25 May the favour of our Lord Jesus Christ attend you! Amen.

The Epistle to the Hebrews.

CHAP. I.

GOD, who in antient time spoke to our ancestors by the prophets at various times, and in various manners, hath now in this last of his dispensations spoken to us by his Son,

2 whom he hath constituted universal Governor, and by whom he arranged the order of his various dispensations.

3 This most illustrious Personage, who was a radiant beam emitted from the supreme glory, the fair impression of the essential form of the Divinity, and who is now invested with the universal administration of all things, after he had totally expunged our crimes, was gloriously advanced to the most exalted dignity at the right hand of the eternal Majesty:

4 Being as much superior in eminence to the Angels, as he hath attained a far more elevated distinction than they.

5 For which of the Angels was ever addressed in such language as this—"Thou art my Son: this day I have begotten thee."—Or in this manner—"I will be to him a Father, and he shall be to me a Son."

6 When he also introduces again his first-born Son into the world, he says—"Let all the Angels of God worship him."

7 But as to Angels, the stile of scripture is this—

\[\text{Eπαρατσεως} \text{ is the true reading.}\]
"Who makes the\(^e\) winds his angels, and flames of fire his ministers."

8 But concerning the Son, this is its language — "The Supreme hath established thy throne for ever and ever — a sceptre of rectitude is the sceptre of thy kingdom:

9 Virtue hath been the object of thy love, vice of thy utter detestation, in reward of which illustrious conduct, God, even thy God, hath invested thee with a dignity and eminence superior to all thy former associates."

10 And in another place its expressions are these — "This earth, O Lord, thou didst originally fix upon its basis, and the heavens are thy formation:

11 These shall be confounded in one general ruin, but thy existence is ever durable and permanent: universal nature shall fade and perish like a garment:

12 thou shalt fold them all up like a vesture, and they shall undergo a complete alteration — but thou ever continued immutably the same, and thy existence knows no period."

13 But was any of the Angels ever accosted in such language as this — "Sit thou on my right hand, 'till I have totally subjected all thy foes."

14 Are all the angels any thing more than officiating spirits, dispatched to execute commissions to subserve the best interests of those, who shall finally obtain everlasting salvation?

Chap. ii. 1 If the Son then be so exalted a personage, it behoves us to pay a most diligent attention to the instructions he hath delivered to us, and to suffer nothing to efface the impression of them from our minds.

2 For if that religious system, which was promulgated by angels, was established on a solid and firm foundation, and every violation and disobedience of its injunctions exposed the offender to condign punishment;

O 4 3 how


\(^i\) These words the Apostle accommodates to our Lord Jesus Christ whom the Deity employed in the formation of the world.
3 how shall we Christians escape with impunity, if we treat with contempt so illustrious a revelation! which was first communicated to the world by our Lord, and hath been confirmed to our times by those who personally heard his instructions:

4 God conjoining his sanction with their testimony by empowering them to display supernatural operations and astonishing prodigies, and endowing them with a variety of miraculous powers and spiritual gifts, which were respectively distributed as seems best to the divine understanding.

§—5 The sovereign direction of the gospel-dispensation, of which we are now discoursing, the Deity did not assign to angels.

6 Concerning this the following words of the Psalmist may be fitly applied—"What is man that thou art mindful of him: or the son of man, that thou visitst him!

7 For a little time thou hast degraded him below the angels, yet thou hast crowned him with glory and honour, and hast constituted him universal Governor over all thy works:

8 Thou hast subjected all things under his controul"—The subjection here spoken of is indefinite and unlimited—but at present we do not as yet see universal nature subjected to his controul:

9 but we see Jesus, who was for a very short period depressed to a station inferior to the angels, in order that he might, through the benignity of God, taste, death for every man, in reward of his voluntary submission to death, crowned with the most glorious and illustrious honours.

10 For it was congruous and right for the Deity, for whose glory all things were created, and by whose energy all things exist, in the execution of his grand design to conduct an immense number of his sons to immortality, to carry the original publisher of their salvation to the highest summit of perfection by means of a series of sorrows and sufferings.

11 For both he, who consecrated

---

8 Θαύματα τι, for a little while, viz. during his abode on earth. Πολυβίος: τα ταύτα Ζαχαρία τι. They laughed at this for a little time. Helioderi Aethiopica, p. 71. Edit. Commelin. 1596. Ἐμβαλλόντας εἰς Μακεδόνιαν, εἰς Ζαχαρία τι μετὸς ἧς Ζαχαρίας οἰκεῖς αποστείλας. They would make an incursion into Macedonia if the king should be absent ever so little a time from his own dominions. Polybius, p. 612. Edit. Hanov. 1619. They put the apostles forth a little space, Ζαχαρία τι. Αδιμ. v. 34.
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Secrated them to virtue, and those who are consecrated, are all equally the offspring of one great parent—for which reason he is not ashamed to call them brethren,

12 saying—"I will declare thy name among my brethren: in the midst of the assembly I will celebrate thy praise."

13 And in another place—"In him I will repose my confidence"—and again—"Behold I and the children, whom God hath given me!"

14 Since therefore the sons of God are compounded of flesh and blood, he also, in like manner, assumed humanity—in order that by his submission to death he might totally crush and annihilate the empire of that being, who held the sovereign dominion of death, that is, the devil;

15 and might vindicate those into freedom and happiness whom the dread of death haunted, through the whole of life, with flamish terrors.

16 For his mission was not calculated to assist angels, but to administer help to the descendants of Abraham.

17 In consequence of which it was incumbent upon him to become, in every respect, similar to his brethren—in order to qualify himself for officiating as a compassionate and faithful High-priest in his transactions with God for us, to expunge all the past sins of those who embrace his gospel:

18 for as he himself conflicted with a series of trials and sufferings, he is fitly qualified for administering assistance to those who are involved in distress.

Chap. iii.

It is, therefore, your duty, O holy brethren, partakers of the common blessings of this heavenly vocation, to contemplate Christ Jesus the Deity's delegated messenger, and the High-priest of our profession:

2 who was faithful to him who invested him with this office, as Moses was faithful at

at the head of that community which he governed.

3 For Jesus is deservedly entitled to honours as much superior to Moses, as the mind, which planned and constructed a magnificent fabric, merits higher regard than the edifice itself.

4 For every society is combined and regulated by some one person: but he who collected into one system, and superintends all things, is the Deity.

5 Moses was faithful at the head of that family he directed, as a servant — so as to make explicit mention of those doctrines, that would in future time be published:

6 But Christ acted as a Son at the head of that society over which he presided — Whose distinguished society we are, provided we retain that complete liberty, and that joyful hope of immortality, in which we now exult, steady and unshaken to the end of life.

7 Wherefore let me exhort you in the words of the inspired Psalmist — "To day since you have heard his voice,

8 let not your hearts be so callous and insensible as they were in that day, when you wilfully dis obeyed God in the wilderness;

9 even after all the strong and striking evidences of my almighty power, which your forefathers had seen exhibited during a period of forty years:

10 The incorrigible perverseness, therefore, of that generation filled me with the acutest anguish, and forced me to utter these words— Their hearts are perpetually full of stubborn rebellion against me, and they wilfully desert those paths in which I would conduct them.

11 I therefore swore, in my indignation, that they should never enter into that happy region of tranquility and repose which I had marked out for them."

12 Be cautious, therefore, my Christian brethren, lest there be in any one of you a bad heart, full of obstinate disbelief, deliberately resolved to reject all the admonitions of the living God.

13 But cease not every day, as constantly as one day successively revolves after another, to animate each other to obedience and virtue, lest any of you, through the delusive blandishments of vice, should contract a total insensibility

1 The Lord thy God will raise up unto thee a Prophet from the midst of thee, of thy brethren, like unto me: unto him shall ye hearken. Deuteron. chap. xviii. 15.
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sibility of his obligations to holiness.

14 For we become sharers in the benefits of Christianity only on condition we inflexibly adhere, through the whole of life, to its joyful assurances.

15 Resolve, therefore, to comply immediately with it, even this moment, while I am repeating this sentence— "To day since you have heard his voice let not your hearts be unsusceptible of all serious impressions, as they were in the day of your former provocation."

16 For some of the Israelites, even while they were hearing the report of that destined land of their tranquillity, exasperated the Almighty by their rebellious murmurs—not, however, the whole collective body, which Moses conducted out of Egypt.

17 But who were they that continued the objects of divine displeasure during the period of forty years?—Were it not those stubborn and incorrigible sinners, whose dead bodies were promiscuously scattered in the wilderness?

18 And who were the persons, whom he swore should never enter into the happy country of tranquillity and peace?—Were they not those who refused to obey him?

19 We see then that it was solely their flagrant incredulity and disobedience that prevented their entrance into the place marked out for their felicity.

Chap. iv. 1 Taught by their example, let us Christians ever entertain a cautious apprehension, lest any of us voluntarily forfeit that state of rest, into which we have his solemn promise that we shall be finally introduced.

2 For to us Christians have the joyful tidings of an happy rest been announced just as they were to the Jews—but the publication of this promise was of no advantage to them—for those, who heard it, were not disposed to credit it.

3 Let

k Εξαθείνεσθαι το ουσίαν το ονομάτι το χαμένον. The good news of a future rest hath been delivered to us as it was to them. Ἐνδιάθεσις signifies to publish good news, to proclaim joyfull tidings. Εἴητε τινα Μαρία, ενδιάθεσις προσερχόμενοι το σημάνει αυτόν γενέτευναι. They embraced Marius, telling him the happy news, that he was created, a fifth time, consul. Plutarch. Marius, p. 764. Edit. Gr. H. Stephani. Ενδιάθεσις τοις εκεῖ τον σιλέαο. Publishing the glad tidings, that the war was ended. Idem, p. 1195. Σταφιν ενδιάθεσις τοις εκεῖνοι. Bringing good news to the barren woman. Clem. Alexan. p. 8. Edit. Paris. 1629.
Let us, therefore, who are the believers of the gospel secure an entrance into this rest, of which God hath made mention in this passage—"I swore in my indignation, that they should not enter into my rest— it is, indeed, into that rest, in which God himself reposed after his ceasation from the work of creation:

4 for the scripture speaks of the seventh day in this manner—"God rested on the seventh day from all his works."

5 In the passage, also, just cited, this rest is expressly mentioned—" They shall not enter into my rest."

6 Consequently, therefore, some must enjoy this happy rest, since those, to whom the joyful promise of it was formerly announced, were precluded from it by their disobedience.

7 Long after this also, in David's time, after such a series of years had intervened, he ascertains the time with accuracy and precision, solely confining it to the limits of the present day, saying—"To day, since you have heard his voice, feel not your hearts against all impressions."

8 Now if Joshua had put the Israelites into the possession of this rest of God, the scripture would never have spoken of it as still future:

9 Consequently, therefore, there remaineth a glorious sabbath of felicity and rest for the people of God!

10 Our activity to secure this final rest must never be remitted—for he only, who is in the actual possession of it, is blessed with that cessation from his labours, which God enjoyed after the creation.

11 Let us, therefore, exert all our diligence to secure an admission into this state of perfect rest and tranquillity, lest any of us should finally be excluded from it by copying after their wilful incredulity.

12 For the divine understanding is infinitely active and energetic, sharper than any two-edged sword, it penetrates to the very bounds which separate the animal and rational soul, it pervades even the intimate essence of the human frame, and has the most accurate perception of every intention and thought that passes in our heart.

13 There is not a single creature screened from his inspection, for the whole universe of being stands naked and

Footnotes:
1 Εἰσπέρασε is the reading of the Alexandrian MSS.
2 Ἐκνήσετε τοῦ Θεοῦ, the divine reason, or, understanding.
and a disclosed before the eye of that Being, to whom we must give an account.

§—14 Having, therefore, a great High-priest who hath passed through the heavens to the highest summit of dignity and happiness, Jesus the Son of God, let us inviolably adhere to our Christian profession:

15 For we have not an High-priest, who will not compassionately sympathize with our frailties and infirmities—but one, who conflicted with the same trials and sufferings, in every respect that we do, and was perfectly free from sin.

16 Let us therefore approach, with liberal confidence, the throne of the divine benignity, that we may obtain mercy, and find favour, which may yield us a reasonable assistance in our exigencies.

Chap. v. I For every high-priest selected from among men is, in behalf of men, constituted an agent in solemn transactions with God, to offer oblations and sacrifices for sins:

2 one, who can generously commiserate the infirmities of the ignorant and of the erroneous, from a consciousness that he himself is surrounded with human frailties and imperfections.

3 And on account of his weaknesses in common with others, he is obliged to offer sacrifice for his own sins, equally as for those of the people.

4 Nor is it any person, who assumes this illustrious honour to himself—it is he only, who is appointed to it by God himself in the same manner as Aaron was, by divine designation, invested with this office.

5 So also Christ did not vainly arrogate to himself the office of high-priest, but with this dignity he was vested by that Being who said concerning him, "Thou art my Son: this day I have begotten thee."

6 As also in another part of scripture he faith, "Thou art a priest for ever after the order of Melchizedec."

7 This illustrious Person, during the state of his incarnation,
nation, preferred the most importunate requests and supplications, with piercing cries and tears, to that Being, who was able to extricate him from death — and his petition was granted on account of his pious submission.

8 Notwithstanding his endearing character as a Son, he learned from that series of sorrows he supported, the duty of resignation to God.

9 And having by this cheerful compliance with the divine will attained consummate perfection, he was constituted the author and donor of immortality to those who obey him:

10 having been honoured by the Deity with the appellation of an high-priest after the order of Melchizedec.

§—II Concerning whom I must expatiate more at large, as it is difficult to give you a clear and distinct knowledge of this subject, merely because of your supine negligence and inactivity:

12 for, considering the time that hath elapsed since your first reception of Christianity, you ought now to have been instructors of others; whereas you yourselves have occasion to be taught the very first elements of those oracles, and your moral constitutions still require the nutriment of milk, rather than more solid and substantial food:

13 for every one, who is not advanced beyond the first principles of Christianity, is still a stranger to the sublime discoveries of that system of holiness, and is really but in the infancy of his knowledge of the gospel:

14 but solid food is the proper diet of those who have attained the full maturity of manhood, and by dint of moral habit and exercise have their intellectual faculties improved and cultivated to mark, with accurate precision, the exact boundaries of good and evil.

CHAP. vi. 1 p Leaving, therefore, the first elements of Christianity behind us, let us

---


P Διο αφελε τον της αρχης του Χρησκων λογοι, ετε την σελεισην Κολεομον. This is a beautiful allusion to a race, similar to that passage.
us advance forwards towards perfection — not fixing a second time the foundation of such primary articles as the reformation of destructive habits, the belief of one supreme God,

2 the doctrine of baptisms, the imposition of hands, the resurrection of the dead, and the final decisions of the future judgment:

3 **Let us, if God be graciously pleased to prolong our lives, effectually carry this into execution.**

4 It is morally impossible that those, whose minds have been once illuminated with the beams of Christianity, who have experienced a strong and vigorous prelibation of that celestial blessedness it bestows, who have participated of those miraculous gifts, which the holy Spirit imparts,

5 who have experimentally felt the soothing consolations of the good word of God, and seen all those astonishing operations exhibited, which were to be performed under the gospel-dispenstion;

6 when such as these have totally abandoned Christianness, it is the highest moral impossibility to recover them to sincere penitence and renovation of life — because, they act over again the crucifixion of the Son of God, and publickly expose him a second time to infamy and contempt.

7 "For that generous soil, which imbibes the refreshing flowers which repeatedly distil upon it, and produceth a rich herbage adequate to the highest expectations of those, for whom it is cultivated, partakes of the blessing of God:

8 But that soil, which only beareth thorns and thistles, the husbandman rejects as absolutely worthless, is disposed almost to pour his execrations upon it, and its final doom is to be burned.

9 But though we speak in these terms, we are pleasingly persuaded that you, dear fellow-Christians, are in a far happier state — in such a state, as will conduct you to everlasting salvation.

10 For God is infinitely just and good, and will not forget your services, and that generous

---

9 Πνευματικός is the true reading.
10 By the good soil the Apostle means a virtuous Christian.
generous beneficence which you have publicly expressed in diligently supporting the interests of his religion, by your past and present charitable contributions to the necessitous Christians.

11 And we importunately desire and implore every one of you that you would exert the same affiduity throughout the whole of life, in the unwearied pursuit of that immortality, of which you have theStrongest assurances;

12 that you contract not a supine remissness and inactivity, but may be the virtuous rivals of those, who by faith and constancy are now in the full possession of the promised felicities.

13 For when the Deity promised to Abraham the felicities we now enjoy, as there was no being superior to himself, by whom he could swear, he ratified it by a solemn oath, in which he pledged his own veracity:

14 saying—"I will most certainly shower down upon thee the greatest blessings, and infinitely multiply thy descendants."

15 Accordingly Abraham, after long and patient expectation, obtained this distinguished promise.

16 It is usual with men to enforce the obligation of their oaths by appealing to an authority superior to their own—and a solemn oath, which imposes performance upon him who takes it, terminates with them every controversy:

17 God, therefore, being willing, in the strongest light, to display before the heirs of this promise the immutability of his design to accomplish it, interposed with an oath:

18 in order that our confidence securely reposeing both on a divine promise, and on a divine oath—two immutable solemn assurances, which it is impossible God should ever violate and falsify—we might cherish the most strong and animating consolations, who have fled to the asylum of Christianity to seize the blessed

---


H Κατις, ἡ ἐκ τοῦ νομοῦ νυνθανεῖν ἐποίεσ.

Oppian. Pisc. lib. iii. v. 140:

t Not the felicities of a future state, but the felicities of the gospel-difpenation.

u Pottery in Isaeis.
fed hope of immortality, which we have in prospect:

19 On which transporting hope, which has for its object the glory that is within the heavenly vail; our souls repose in security, as on a firm and immoveable anchor.

20 Into this happy abode Jesus is now entered, as our forerunner, to prepare for our reception—being constituted an high-priest for ever after the order of Melchisedec.

CHAP. vii. 1 This Melchisedec, who was king of Salem, and priest of the one supreme God, met Abraham on his return from the slaughter of the kings, and blessed him.

2 To him Abraham distributed the tithes of all the spoils he had taken—It is first of all observable, that his name translated signifies, King of righteousness—and farther, that he was king of Salem—a word, which signifies peace.

3 His father, his mother, Vol. II.

his pedigree, are no where mentioned—the time of his birth, and of his decease, is not recorded—a character this, extremely similar to the Son of God, as he was invested with a priesthood liable to no succession.

4 Consider how great and illustrious a personage this was to whom even Abraham the patriarch gave the tenth of his spoils!

5 They indeed, who derive their priesthood in regular succession from Aaron's sons, have an explicit command from God in the law to take tithes of the laity—that is—to take tithes of their own brethren—since the laity, equally with themselves, are the descendents from Abraham their common progenitor.

6 But this most distinguished person, whose genealogy was not levitical, received tithes from Abraham—and blessed him, to whom the divine promises were made:
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* An allusion to a person who is dispatched before, to prepare accommodations for the reception of the company.

7 Most undoubtedly the inferior is blessed by his superior.
8 Besides, under the law, an order of men, who successively die, receive tithes: but in this instance, a person receiveth tithes, whom the scripture afferts to live for ever.
9 And indeed Levi, who taketh tithes of others, if I may be allowed the expression, paid tithes himself by Abraham as his proxy:
10 for though unborn, when Melchisedec met Abraham, yet he may be considered as paying them, when his father paid them.
11 If, therefore, man's ultimate perfection were to be attained by means of the Levitical priesthood (for under that institution the law of Moses was promulgated) what farther necessity would there still be for another priest to arise after the order of Melchisedec — and one, whose title and office were not to be derived from the Aaronical establishment?
12 For the order of the priesthood being transferred, there must necessarily ensue a translation of the law.
13 For the person, of whom I am speaking, did not belong to the tribe of Levi, but to another tribe, of which no one ever gave attendance at the altar:
14 for it is evident that our Lord derived his succession from Juda — which tribe, according to the mosaical constitution, was not to have any interest at all in the priesthood.
15 And it is still infinitely more evident that the law must be transferred, if there actually ariseth another priest perfectly similar to Melchisedec,
16 one, who is invested with this dignity, not by the establishment of a mortal and short-lived succession: but by an institution, which is never to be interrupted and dissolved;
17 for these are the express words of scripture—"Thou art a priest for ever after the order of Melchisedec."
18 For the preceding dispensation is indeed abrogated on account of its insufficiency and its inutility.
19 For the mosaical institution carried nothing to its ultimate perfection — this is solely effected by the introduction of that better dispensation, which hath published the doctrine of immortality—by means of which we are permitted free access to the Deity.
20 And
20 And in as much as he received not his investiture into this office without a solemn oath, by which it was for ever ratified to him,

21 (for the priests under the law are introduced into the sacerdotal function without this awful rite—but this most eminent personage was ushered into it and established in it by a most solemn adjuration of the Almighty, who pronounced these words—

"The Supreme hath sworn, and will not retract, thou art a priest for ever after the order of Melchisedec.)

22 from this solemnity it is apparent, that Jesus is constituted to introduce and establish a covenant of superior excellence and worth to the Mosaic.

23 Farther, under the legal economy there were great numbers of priests, succeeding each other in perpetual rotation, because death prevented any long continuance in their office:

24 but this person, on account of the perpetuity of his existence, hath an untransferable priesthood.

25 For which reason he is qualified to grant a complete salvation to those, who by means of his religion are introduced into the knowledge of the one true God—since he ever liveth to interpose for their welfare and happiness.

26 For such an high-priest was peculiarly adapted to our circumstances—one, who was holy, inoffensive, unpolluted, perfectly free from all moral infection from the wicked, and advanced to a most exalted eminence, far superior to the heavens:

27 one, who was under no necessity, as the Jewish high-priests are, to offer sacrifices every day—first, for their own sins—afterwards, for those of the people — This office he discharged once for all, when he offered up himself a victim.

28 The mosaic dispensation constitutes men high-priests who are encompassed with frailties and imperfections—but that solemn oath, which ratified that dispensation, which was to succeed the law, hath vested with this dignity the Son of God, who hath attained an absolute moral perfection to all eternity.

CHAP. VIII.

1 The result, in short, of the above arguments is this—We Christians have an high-priest, who is now advanced to the right hand of the throne of the supreme Majesty in heaven:
2 He is discharging the
cardinal function in the
most holy sanctuary of hea-
ven, and is officiating in the
true tabernacle, which a di-
vine, not a mortal, hand erec-
ted.

3 For every high-priest is
constituted to offer both ob-
lations and victims— from
whence it necessarily follows,
that this illustrious Person
also must have something to
offer:

4 For if he were upon
earth, he could not possibly
act at all in the capacity of a
Priest— because there is an
order of priests appointed,
according to the direction of
the law, who are employed
in offering oblations:

5 This body of men all of-
ficiate in that which is but a
rude sketch, and a mere sha-
dowy visionary resemblance
of heavenly things, as Mofes
was divinely assured when he
was going to construct the
tabernacle—for God said to
him, "See that you conform
in every respect to that mo-
del, which was exhibited to
you in the mount:"

6 But this exalted Perfon
hath now obtained a far more
excellent function— since he
was the Mediator of a nobler
covenant, founded on nobler
promises:

7 For if the first covenant
had been an irreprehensible
and completely perfect sytem,
there would have been no
cause to have introduced a
second.

8 For God condemning it
as defective, thus declares to
them— "Behold! the days
come, faith the Lord, that I
will establish a new covenant
with the house of Israel, and
with the house of Juda:

9 a covenant entirely dif-
ferent from that which I ra-
tified with their ancestors,
when I took them by the
hand, and conducted them
out of Egypt—for to the in-
junctions of my covenant they
paid no regard, and in return
I shewed them no favourable
regard, faith the Lord:

10 But the covenant, which
in future time I will establish
with the house of Israel is
this, faith the Almighty— I
will indelibly impress my
laws upon their minds: I
will inscribe them on the ta-
blet of their hearts, and I
will be to them a God, and
they shall be to me a distin-
guished happy people:

11 They shall have no
occasion to instruct, each his
neighbour, and each his bro-
ther, in the knowledge of the
Supreme, but they shall all,
indiscriminately, know me
from the least to the great-
est:
12 For I will mercifully forgive their iniquities, and all their vices and immorali-
ties I will at once for ever efface from my remembrance."

13 The word new in this passage implies, that God hath antiquated the first co-
venant — now that which is antiquated and superannuated very swiftly tends to its final disso-
lution and total disappearance.

CHAP. IX.

1 THE first covenant had its positive regu-
lations about divine worship, and a sanctuary, that was solely calculated with a view to things temporary.

2 For there was a taber-
nacle divided into two parts — in the first division was the candlestick, the table, the shew-bread — and this part was denominated holy.

3 That division of the ta-
bernacle, which was behind the vail, was called the holy of holies.

4 The furniture of this sacred apartment was a gold-
en censer, and the ark, in which the covenant was re-
posited, which was covered with gold — in this chest the

golden pot, which contained the manna, and Aaron’s rod which blossomed, and the ta-
bles on which the covenant was written, were also de-
posited.

5 Above this chest were the cherubim of glory, sha-
dowing with their wings the mercy-seat—but of these par-
ticulars it is not my present design to give a minute de-
tail.

6 The tabernacle and all its apparatus being comple-
ted, the priests constantly went into the first division to per-
form their respective func-
tions:

7 But into the second the high-priest alone entered only once in a year, not without blood, which he offered to expiate his own and the people’s errors and imperfec-
tions:

8 The holy Spirit plainly indicating this, That the way into the perfection of holiness was not yet thrown open to all, during the continuance of the first tabernacle.

9 And this is equally app-
licable to the present time— in which both gifts and vic-
tims are offered, which, in regard to mental improve-
ment, cannot carry the votary to perfection;
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\[\text{See the MSS. in Mill and Wetstein, and the last verse of the preceding chapter.}\]
for this religious service solely consists in ceremonious observances about particular meats, and drinks, and a multiplicity of oblations, and merely external institutions—which were designed to continue in force only 'till a more excellent system should be established.

But Christ, being constituted an High-priest of future good things, hath entered through a better and more perfect tabernacle—a tabernacle, not reared by mortal hand, not of human construction,

hath entered once for all, not by means of the blood of bulls and goats, but by means of the effusion of his own blood, into the true holy of holies—having found an eternal redemption from all past sins.

For if the blood of bulls and goats, and the ashes of an heifer sprinkled on the polluted, confer upon them a legal and external purity,

how much more shall the blood of Christ, who, acting under the direction of the holy Spirit of God, offered himself a pure and immaculate victim to the Deity, perfectly purify our consciences from all pernicious vices, in order that we may con sacrate ourselves to the service of the living God!

And on this account he is the Mediator of a new covenant—in order that when death hath intervened to deliver us from that guilt we incurred under the first covenant, we the converts of Christianity might receive the promised blessings of an everlasting inheritance:

for where there is a covenant, it necessarily implies the death of the covenanting party:

for the Christian covenant is ratified and confirmed to the dead—since it hath not its validity, while man, the covenanting party, is living in this world.

For which reason even the first covenant was not primarily established without the blood of a sacrificed animal:

for after Moses had recited to all the people all the precepts of the decalogue, he took the blood of calves and of goats with water and scarlet wool and hyssop, and sprinkled the volume itself, and all the people,

saying—"Behold! this is the blood, by which the covenant which God hath solemnly entered into with you, is sealed and ratified!"

In

\[2\text{ Meaning, his body.}\]
In like manner, he also sprinkled with blood the tabernacle, and all the utensils which were employed in religious services.

Indeed almost all things, by the prescription of the mosaic law, are purified by means of blood — and without the effusion of blood there is no remission of sins obtained from the Deity.

It was necessary, therefore, that those things, which are but the faint rude transcript of an heavenly original should be purified with these formalities; but the heavenly things themselves, with sacrifices, more excellent than these.

For Christ is not entered into a sanctuary reared by mortal hands, into a structure, which is only an imperfect copy of the true original — but he is entered into heaven itself, now to exhibit himself, on our behalf, to the immediate presence of the Divinity.

Not that he is repeatedly to offer this sacrifice of himself, just as the high-priest continually enters once every year into the holy of holies, with the blood of animals:

for had it been necessary that he should have strictly conformed to this usage of the Jewish high-priest, he must very often have suffered, even from the foundation of the world to the present times — but now hath he once only appeared among mankind in that age, when the period assigned by the Deity for his illustrious advent was complete, totally to cancel and expunge all past guilt by the sacrifice of himself.

And as all human kind are destined once to feel the stroke of death — and death is succeeded by the general judgment:

so also Christ, who once voluntarily submitted to become a victim in order to annul and obliterate the sins of many, shall appear a second time — not with a view to remit guilt, but to confer everlasting salvation on the virtuous expectants of this grand event.

For the mosaic institution containing only a rude and very imperfect sketch of future blessings, not a finished and accurate portraiture of those felicities, can ever with those sacrifices, which they annually repeat, carry its professors to their ultimate perfection.

* Meaning, the blessings of the gospel.
2 Had it been capable of effecting this, its sacrifices must have ceased — because, its votaries having once obtained a total remission of their sins, would, consequently, for the future, retain no uneasy apprehensions on account of those vices.

3 Yet every year in the sacrifices that successively return the remembrance of these sins is still preserved.

4 For it is impossible that the blood of bulls and goats should efface the stains of guilt.

5 Wherefore, when the royal Prophet was advanced to dignity and eminence, he justly observed — "Sacrifices and oblations thou didst not desire: thou hast given me a constitution fitted to accomplish thy designs;"

6 in burnt-offerings and sacrifices for sin thou hast no complacence:

7 then I said, Lo! I come according as thou hast appointed concerning me in that volume in which thy dispensations are arranged. I come to obey thy will, O God!"

8 Now when this illustrious Prophet says, as above, That victims, and oblations, and burnt-offerings, and sacrifices for sin thou didst not desire, and that these were no object of satisfaction and delight to thee — which yet are offered according to the express injunction of the law:

9 and when he adds, Lo! I come to obey thy will, O God! — it is apparent, that he represents the absolute inutility of sacrifices, in order to establish the obligation of obedience to the divine will:

10 By which benevolent will of the Deity we Christians have been blessed with a total remission of all our past sins by means of that voluntary sacrifice of his body, which Jesus Christ offered once for all.

§—11 FARTHER, every priest discharges every day incessantly the sacerdotal function, and is perpetually employed in repeatedly offering the same sacrifices, which yet can never annul contracted guilt:

12 But this illustrious Person, having offered one sole sacrifice for sins, sat down for ever at the right hand of the Divinity,

13 in future expectation, that all his adversaries will finally be subjected to his empire.

14 For by means of one individual sacrifice he hath for ever advanced the distinguished professors of his religion
15 The truth of my assertions the holy Spirit himself attests—for after he had said,
16 “This is the covenant which, in future time, I will establish with them, faith God, I will infuse my laws into their hearts, and inscribe them in indelible characters upon their minds,”
17 he adds—“and the memory of their vices and immoralities I will bury in everlasting oblivion.”
18 Now since a total condonation of these hath already past, there is now no longer any necessity of a farther obligation for sin.

§—19 Having, therefore, my Christian brethren, free liberty indulged to us to gain an admission into the true holy of holies by the blood of Jesus:
20 an admission, by a path lately opened and conducting to immortality, which he hath consecrated for us by means of his vailing himself in human nature:
21 and having a most illustrious High-priest, who presides over the family of God:
22 let us approach with undismayed sincerity, in a full conviction of the truth of his religion, having our hearts purified by this sacred oblation from all conscious depravity, and our minds cleared from all moral defilement by this fair and salutary stream.
23 Let us ever inflexibly retain the profession of our hope in Christ—for he, who hath promised immortality, may be safely b confided in.
24 And let us by every incitement mutually stimulate each other to benevolence and universal goodness.
25 Not forgetting that awful season, as some habitually do, in which we must c all be convened in one vast assembly—but exhorting each other to perseverance, and urging these admonitions with so much the more importance, as you see this solemn event approaching.

b Ποσε γαρ επαγγελματι. He, who hath promised, may be credited, may be confided in. Ποσεν εναι τον αυτοκρον ἦκεμοι. Thinking the deferrer might be safely confided in. Polyani Stratagem. p. 403. Edit. Calab. Lusg. 1589. Ποσεν εναι δειξ το υπος δικαίων. Thinking he might be safely trusted on account of his affinity. Idem p. 635.
c Τν εἰσιναίας ἐστιν. This is the very word the Apostle ues in 2 Thessal. chap. ii. 1. when he speaks of the coming of Christ to judgment, and all of us then being collected in one vast assembly. Τον κυρίου μνήμην ἐν αὐτῷ.
26 For if we wilfully persist in a course of vice after we have been blessed with the knowledge of true religion, there remains no victim, that will a second time be offered to free us from our sins:

27 there remains only a terrible prospect of future condemnation, and the excruciating torments of those dire flames, that will totally consume the obstinate adversaries of the gospel.

28 Any person, who had violated the law of Moses, if proved guilty by two or three witneses, was devoted to death without compassion.

29 To how much more dreadful a punishment think you then will he be deservedly doomed, who hath contemptuously trampled upon the Son of God, who hath insolently treated the effusion of that blood, by which the Christian covenant was ratified, as useless and insignificant, and poured the last contumely and insult upon those operations of the Spirit, by which its truth was stamp'd!

30 We know that God hath thus expressly declared — "Vengeance is my prerogative — I will retaliate" — and in another place it is said — "The Almighty will summon his people to judgment."

31 It is a tremendous thing to fall into the hands of the living God!

32 Recall to your remembrance the times when you were first illuminated with the beams of the gospel—and reflect, what a severe conflict of sufferings you sustained!

33 Sometimes, being openly exposed as on a public theatre to ignominious insults and cruel persecutions — at other times, generously sympathizing with those who suffered these indignities.

34 For you felt a tender and painful anxiety for those under confinement, and the pillaging of your goods you supported with joy—consciously, that you had an inexhaustible treasure of infinitely superior worth in the celestial regions.

35 Do not, therefore, voluntarily

*See the Alexandrian MSS.*
Chap. XI.

to the Hebrews.

juntarily renounce your Christian liberty, for which a glorious recompence is in reversion.

36 It is necessary you should exercise the virtues of patience and constancy—in order that your obedience of the will of God may be finally crowned with the full fruition of that happiness he hath promised.

37 In a little, in a very little time he, whose glorious advent we expect, will most certainly come; and the time marked for this great event will not be deferred.

38 The virtuous Christian, whose sins are remitted by means of his reception of Christianity, shall then be crowned with immortality—but if he desert his profession, he will then be treated as an object of my aversion.

39 But we are not of that unhappy number, who basely relinquish our principles, and expose ourselves to everlasting perdition—but those, who immovabley adhere to our Christian profession, which will finally lead us to the acquisition of a blessed immortality.

CHAP. XI.

NOW faith is a firm persuasion of those things we hope, a full conviction of the existence of those things which are not the immediate objects of sight.

2 It is for this principle that our illustrious ancestors have been so deservedly celebrated.

3 Through faith we are persuaded that the order of the divine dispensations hath been regularly arranged by the counsel of the Supreme—so that present events were not produced from any causes that are apparent to us.

4 Through faith Abel offered to God a larger sacrifice than Cain—by means of which he hath acquired the character of a truly good man, God himself testifying his acceptance of his oblation—and by this, though he hath been long since dead, he is still reading to us a lesson of useful instruction.

5 Through faith Enoch was translated without feeling the stroke of death—he was not found on earth, for God had removed him from it—for before his translation he had this testimony given him, that he had pleased God:

6 but without faith it is impossible to please him—for he, who approacheth the Divinity, must believe that he exists, and that he is a re-warer of every pious votary.

7 Through
Through faith Noah, after receiving a solemn information from God of an event that was future, from a principle of pious reverence constructed an ark for the safety of his family — by means of which he publicly condemned the world of impenitenice, and reaped the ample reward of that obedience which flowed from his faith in God.

Through faith Abraham obeyed the divine call to remove to a region, which his posterity was in future time to possess — instantly he abandoned his native soil, though entirely ignorant of the place whither he was migrating.

Through faith he journeyed in that very country that had been assigned to him by the Deity, as if he had not at all been interested in it — residing in tents together with Isaac and Jacob, the co-heirs of the same illustrious promise.

For he was the expectant of an happier city, founded on an immovable basis, planned and reared by the hand of the Almighty.

Through faith Sarah also was convinced that she should be miraculously blest with a child — and, though she was now far advanced beyond the time of child-bearing, she was delivered of a son, because she deemed the Being who had promised this might be securely credited.

From one man, therefore, and he too figuratively dead, descended a progeny, numerous as the stars of heaven, and infinite as the sands upon the sea-shore.

These all died in the firm persuasion that God would accomplish his promise — though they themselves had not enjoyed them — they had only been favoured with a remote prospect of them — they had the strongest conviction of their reality — they with transport saluted them at a distance, and confessed that they were only strangers and sojourners upon earth.

Now they, who make such a profession as this, publicly declare to the world, that it is after a better and happier country they aspire.

Had the country, indeed, from which they removed, been the object of their desire, they might easily have found an opportunity of regaining it.

But it was for a nobler region they breathed these passionate desires — it was the seats of celestial blessedness — wherefore God doth not blast their hope in shamefull disappontment — he hath abundantly
dantly evinced that he is their God, for he hath prepared for them a city.

17 Through faith Abra-ham, when his affiance in God was brought to the test, offered up Isaac—he, who had received the promises, hesitated not to extend his only son upon the altar!

18 The very person did this, who was divinely assured that his descendants should be derived in a series from Isaac.

19 He instantly compli-
ed, for he concluded that the Being, who had blessed him with this child, was able to reanimate him from death—a state, from which he had, figuratively speaking, at first received him.

20 Through faith Isaac blessed Jacob and Esau—fully convinced, that the benedictions he pronounced would in future time be accomplished.

21 Through faith Jacob on his death-bed blessed the two sons of Joseph, and devoutly worshipped God, reclining on his staff.

22 Through faith Joseph in his dying moments expressly mentioned the future exodus of the children of Israel, and enjoined them to carry his bones along with them.

23 Through faith Moses, after his birth, was concealed three months by his parents, because they saw he was a most beautiful and amiable infant, and they were not intimidated by the king's edict.

24 Through faith, Moses, being arrived at years of maturity, refused to be called the son of Pharaoh's daughter:

25 choosing rather to sustain the fame common miseries with the people of God than to riot in the transitory enjoyments of vice:

26 esteeming such indignities as Christ supported to be nobler riches than all the treasures of Egypt— for the eye of his faith was fixed on future recompences.

27 Through faith he quitted Egypt, not deterred by the passionate menaces of the king—for he steadily persisted in the course he had begun, as if he had an immediate distinct view of that Being who is invisible.

28 Through faith he instituted the Passover, and sprinkled the blood on the doors of the Israelites—that the destroying angel might not touch their first-born.

29 Through
29 Through faith they passed through the Red-sea as if it had been dry land—which the Egyptians attempting to do were all buried in its waves.

30 Through faith the walls of Jericho, after they had marched round them in solemn procession for seven days together, fell prostrate on the ground.

31 Through faith Rahab the harlot was not involved in the common destruction with the unbelieving citizens—for it was from a full conviction of the irresistible power of God that she gave a friendly reception to the spies.

32 But why should I enlarge?—It would be endless to recount every illustrious example, as Gideon, Barak, Samson, Jephtha, David, Solomon, the antient prophets:

33 who, through faith, subdued kingdoms, displayed illustrious virtue, obtained divine promises, disarmed the rage of lions,

34 extinguished the most furious flames, escaped impending swords, from inability were endowed with supernatural strength, in battle were invincible, routed the confederated armies of foreigners:

35 women received their dead restored to life—some of these truly eminent persons were put to death by the most excruciating torture, refusing to purchase their lives by any mean compliances, animated with the prospect of an happy resurrection.

36 Others of them were loaded with odious names, were mangled with scourges, were confined in dungeons, were fettered in chains,

37 were overwhelmed with stones, cut asunder with the law, committed to the flames, transfixed with swords, roamed about in sheep-skins and in goat-skins, in the most necessitous, distrest, afflictive circumstances.

38 Glorious patterns of exalted virtue, of whom this world was not worthy, wandered about in unfrequented solitudes, seeking a miserable refuge in the mountains, in the dens, and in the holes of the earth.

39 Yet all these illustrious persons, whose exemplary faith in God hath been so defervedly renowned, did not possess those promised blessings, which we Christians enjoy,

40 God having originally designed that we Christians should be blessed with advantages
vantages superior to theirs, in order that not they, but that we, might attain consummate perfection.

CHAP. XII.

SINCE therefore we are surrounded with such a cloud of witnesses, let us throw off every incumbrance, and that sin which would entangle and impede our steps, and let us with unremitting ardour urge our course towards the destined happy goal,

2 ever keeping our eyes fixed upon Jesus the original Introducer and Perfecter of our religion—who himself to secure the glorious prize of ineffable joy hung up to his view, submitted to crucifixion, generously contemning every infamy, and is now exalted to the right hand of the throne of the Deity.

3 For deliberately compare in your minds your circumstances and his, who conflicted with such an inveterate opposition of wicked men all confederated against him, and let reflections on his conduct prevent your being languid and dispirited.

4 Your contention in the cause of Christianity against the combined power of a vicious age hath not as yet exposed you to loss of life.

5 Have you forgot that passage of scripture, full of consolation, in which God addresses

---

\[\text{Iliad. } \Psi. 133\]

\[\text{Aeneid. 7. ver. 793.}\]


\[\text{Oppiani Pisc. lib. i. ver. 463.}\]

---

\[\text{Entangled by wrapping round. An allusion to the garments of the Greeks which were long, and would entangle and impede their steps if not thrown off in the race.}\]

\[\text{In the Olympic exercises the prize was hung up in the view of the combatants to fire their emulation.}\]

\[\text{Interrogatively.}\]
addresses you in the character of sons?—"My son, do not
despise the discipline of the Almighty: nor be dispirited,
when thou receivest his chastisements:

6 for whom the Lord loveth he correcteth: and every son,
who is the object of his affection, feeleth the salutary
strokes of his chastisements."

7 If with filial submission
you support his chastisements,
God conducts himself towards
you as beloved sons — for
what son is there, who hath
never undergone paternal
correction?

8 If you are exempt from
this discipline, with which all
his genuine sons are exercised, it will follow, that you
are spurious, not legitimate
children.

9 If to our parents, notwithstanding the discipline
they inflicted, we expressed a
becoming filial piety and reverence, ought we not much
more to acquiesce with resigna-
tion in the corrections of
the great Father of our im-
mortal spirits, and acquire
everlasting life!

10 The corrections of the
former were only for a very
short period, and were exer-
cised as seemed to them most
expedient—the latter corrects
us for our everlasting good,
that we may participate the
holiness of his character.

11 All chastisement, in-
deed, for the present, is not
agreeable and pleasing, but
painful and afflictive — but
afterwards it produces the
happy fruits of rectitude and
virtue in those who have been
exercised with this wholesome
discipline.

12 Exert, therefore, in the
Christian race those nerves
that have been relaxed, and
collect those spirits, which
have been sunk in dejection:

13 Make a smooth and
even path for your steps, and
remove every thing that
would obstruct and retard
your velocity.

14 Cultivate and pursue
universal harmony and peace;
and make continual advances
in holiness, without which
no one shall ever see God!

15 Diligently watching;
by a careful inspection; that
none of you apostatize from
the gospel of God — that no
plant of pernicious bitterness
spring up among you, and
infect numbers with its noxi-
ous contagion:

16 that there be no pro-
fligate debauchee, or profane
impious person, such as Esau
was, who for one trifling meal
bartered away all the signal
advantages of his birth-right.

17 For
17 For you know that when he afterwards was very desirous to have obtained the blessing, Isaac repulsed him, and would not reverse the benediction he had pronounced, though he importuned him with tears.

18 For the gospel doth not lead you to a mountain, accessible indeed, but involved in flames, enveloped in gloom, and lashed with horrid storms:

19 and this awful scene still heightened by the loud clangors of a trumpet, and with words uttered with such tremendous solemnity, that those who heard them entreated that they might not be delivered to them any longer:

20 for they could not bear to hear what was inculcated upon them in so rigorous and terrific a manner, that should even a beast but touch the mountain, it was to be stoned to death, or transfixed with a dart:

21 It was a spectacle full of such dire and frightful horror, that even Moses himself declared, that he was seized with extreme terror, and his whole frame shuddered with trembling:

22 But under the gospel you are conducted to mount Sion, to the city of the living God, the heavenly Jerusalem, to myriads of angels,

23 to the general assembly and society of those dignified and exalted beings, whose names are for ever enrolled in the volume of immortality, to God the universal judge, to the spirits of good men, who have now attained complete perfection,

24 and to Jesus the Mediator of the new covenant, the effusion of whose blood doth not call for vengeance as that of Abel did.

25 Be cautious you reject not Him, who communicated the gospel to you—for if those did not pass unpunished, who contemptuously repulsed him who delivered the divine dictates on earth; much more shall not we Christians escape with impunity, if we wilfully disregard him, who descended from heaven to instruct us!

26 Formerly his voice shook the earth to its center—but now he hath declared, “Yet once more I will not only shake earth, but heaven too.”

27 Now this expression, once more, plainly indicates the total removal of the things that are thus agitated, as being originally defined to this fate—in order that those things which were not shaken might rest for ever on an immovable basis.
28 We Christians, therefore, being admitted into a kingdom, which is established on an unshaken foundation, let us inviolably adhere to the gospel — by means of which you are instructed how to serve the Deity with acceptance in humble and pious reverence.

29 For our God will throw the disobedient sinner into flames that will utterly consume him.

CHAP. XIII.

1 Ever continue to cherish an universal love for your Christian brethren.

2 Deny not the rites of hospitality to strangers — for some have entertained angels without knowing the dignity of their guests.

3 Express that compassionate tenderness for those who are under confinement, as if you were their companions in wretchedness — and commiserate the distressed and afflicted, as being conscious that you are also cloathed with frail mortality.

4 The matrimonial union is honourable, and an unviolated bed — but the debauchee and the adulterer God will judge.

5 Let not your temper be mercenary and avaricious — but be content with your present condition — for God hath said, “I will never desert thee: I will never abandon thee!”

6 Animated by this assurance we may confidently say, The Lord is my helper: I will not dread any evils, that mortals can inflict upon me.

7 Maintain a grateful remembrance of your pastors who have delivered to you the word of God — whose constancy and fidelity do you reflecting on the happy issue of their virtuous conduct.

8 Remember that the kingdom of Jesus Christ will continue immutable through all the ages of this world.

9 Do not veer about with the gust of every various and novel doctrine — it is good that the mind should be thoroughly established in Christianity, and not be fondly attached to those Jewish ceremonies about particular kinds of food — from which their strictest observers have derived no solid and useful improvement.

10 We
10 We Christians have an altar, of the sacred entertainments of which they have no right to participate, who are obstinately prepossessed in favour of the masonic institutions.

11 For the bodies of those victims, whose blood is carried by the high-priest into the holy of holies to expiate guilt, are turned to ashes, without the enclosure.

12 Jesus, therefore, in order that he might consecrate to himself distinguished people by means of the effusion of his blood, suffered death without the gate.

13 Let us therefore, sustaining the same injurious treatment he supported, go forth to him beyond the narrow limits of this world:

14 For in this life we have no permanent city — it is a future one we seek.

15 Wherefore through him let us with unremitting constancy offer to God the sacrifice of praise, celebrating his perfections, not with slain victims, but with the pious acknowledgments of a grateful heart.

16 The duties of beneficence and social virtue forget not — it is such sacrifices as these that are delectable to the Deity.

17 Obey the admonitions of your pastors, and pay a ready compliance to their directions — for they watch over your souls with anxious vigilance, conscious they must one day be accountable for their discharge of the pastoral office — let it then be your concern that they may give in their account with transport, and not with bitter sorrow — this last would be a deplorable circumstance for you!

18 Let us have a share in your prayers, for we are confident we have a good conscience — in every instance desirous to maintain an holy and virtuous conversation.

19 I urge you to this with greater importunity from the prospect of being sooner restored to you.

20 May God the donor of all happiness, who restored from the state of the dead our Lord Jesus Christ, the Shepherd of the Christian flock, whose worth appears so exalted in that voluntary effusion of his blood, by which the everlasting covenant was sealed and ratified,

21 establish you in the practice

\[\text{Q. 2}\]
practice of universal virtue, that you may obey his will, performing among you, thro' Jesus Christ, those designs, which are agreeable to his infinite wisdom — To him be glory ascribed throughout all the endless ages of eternity! Amen.

22 I beg, my fellow-Christians, that you would receive with kindness and candour these admonitions, as the directions I have now transmitted to you are only a few out of many.

23 Our brother Timothy is now set at liberty — along with whom I will visit you, if he should arrive here in a little time.

24 Present our affectionate remembrance to your pastors, and to all the Christians — The Christians in Italy embrace you.

25 May the divine favour ever attend you all! Amen.

The General Epistle of James.

CHAP. I.

1 JAMES, a servant of God, and of our Lord Jesus Christ, affectionately wishes every felicity to the twelve tribes in their dispersion.

2 My Christian brethren, esteem it matter of the highest exultation and transport, when your religion involves you in a variety of trials and sufferings:

3 persuaded, that your principles being brought to this severe test will naturally inspire you with constancy and fortitude:

4 and let this virtue of patience and fortitude under sufferings be displayed by you in its ultimate extent, that nothing may be wanting to your complete attainment of Christian perfection.

5 If any of you is deficient in knowledge, let him implore the supreme Source of wisdom to supply his defects, who lavishes his blessings with a liberal and unenvious hand — and

° His argument is very beautiful and just, as if nothing but fortitude and constancy were wanting to the attainment of consummate perfection in Christian virtue.
and the Parent of light will illuminate his imperfect understanding.

6 But let his petitions to the Deity flow from a full conviction of his existence and perfections — and not proceed from the least doubt and hesitation about these great truths — for the mind that fluctuates with hesitation and dubious uncertainty is like the vague and unsteady surface of the ocean, which is thrown into commotion, and agitated by every wind that blows.

7 Let not that person, whose bosom is perplexed with doubts and difficulties, fondly imagine he shall obtain any accessions of knowledge and happiness from that Being, whose bounty he impiously questions.

8 A man of this duplicity and irresolution is, throughout the whole of his actions, perpetually the sport of caprice and inconsistency.

9 Let the Christian, who fills an humble and obscure station, exult in the elevation which Christianity hath given him:

10 and let the rich and opulent Christian glory in that depression and indigence, to which he is reduced by an attachment to his religion — For the rich man and his riches are as transient and momentary as a precarious short-lived flower:

11 The sun rises, attains his meridian, darts his scorching beams upon it, its nourishment is exhausted, its stem is parched and dried, its beautiful variegated leaves languish and drop, and its once vivid colours are lost for ever — thus fading and transitory are the opulent and their opulence.

12 Happy the Christian, who meets afflictions and sufferings with fortitude! — for his virtue having illustriously stood this test, and triumphed over every human opposition, the judge will encircle his temples with that glorious wreath of immortality, which God hath promised to dispense to all his sincere and virtuous votaries.

§—13 Let no person, when he is solicited to perpetrate any thing criminal,
say—"It is God who urges me to commit this"—for the mind of the Divinity is uncontaminated with vice, neither does he seduce any man into guilt.

14 But then, and then only, is every person tempted, when he follows the lead of his own sensual appetites, and suffers himself to be prevailed upon by the blandishment of his irregular desires and affections.

15 The sensual appetite having, in this manner only, become pregnant with the seeds of guilt, is afterwards delivered of vice—and vice, having attained its full maturity, generates eternal death.

§—16 My dear Christian brethren, let no person seduce you into fatal errors.

17 Every blessing we enjoy, and every distinguished felicity we taste, is derived from a celestial source, and descends to us from the great Parent of light, who emits from himself a most pure and permanent radiance, subject to no variation, liable to no obscurity or the least diminution.

18 Prompted solely by his essential benevolence, he hath informed us with new life, by means of the sacred truths of the gospel—that we might be the first fruits of his new moral creation.

19 Wherefore, my dear fellow-Christians, let every man be prompt to hear, deliberate in speaking, not prone to passion:

20 For the passion of man doth not promote that sanctity


Πασα δεις αγις εις παν ορυμμα τεκευς. This is an elegant hexameter verse, and probably a quotation from some of the antient poets now lost. Euoeisius μεν πρωτον δεδωκαν τοις ανθρωποις, ὅσι τωνδα αγιασον θεον ἐκτετρας εις τη ζωτη φυετι κη φυλακες. Dionys. Halicar. lib. ii. tom. i. p. 119.

* Παραλλαγη τη τροπης αποσκιασαμα. These are astronomical terms. Παραλλαγη, the parallax: τροπη, the tropic: αποσκιασαμα, shadow; hence the aiiii, amphifii, heteroii of the antients: See Strabo's first book of Geography.
Chap. ii.  
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21 Diveft yourselves, therefore, of every criminal habit, and of every depraved affection, and listen with lenity and candour to the revealed doctrine of sacred truth, which will infallibly secure the everlasting salvation of your souls.

22 But let these divine principles shine in your daily practice, and be not the mere nominal professors of them— a most wretched and fatal self-delusion!

23 For he, who is a mere auditor, and not an observer, of these heavenly truths, is like a man, who gazes upon his reflected image in a mirror.

24 He takes a transient survey of his person— mixes again with the world — and instantaneously forgets the form and features he hath just been fondly admiring.

25 But he who hath attained a clear and intimate perception of the perfect law of complete liberty, and makes it the invariable rule of his conduct, this person, not being a supine and inattentive hearer, but a constant observer of the duties it prescribes, shall in reward of his uniform practice and obedience be finally recompensed with an happy immortality.

26 If any person among you assumes an appearance of singular sanctity, while at the same time he is not able to curb and govern his tongue— all this man’s extraordinary pretensions to religion are absurd and visionary.

27 The only religion, which is pure and genuine, and which God the supreme Father regards as faultless and perfect, consists in a charitable superintendence and guardianship of the orphan and widow in their distresses, and keeping one’s self unpolluted with the vices of the world.

CHAP. II.

1 My dear fellow-Christsians, let not your profession of the gospel of Jesus Christ our glorious Governor be accompanied with partiality and personal prepossessions.

2 For should there enter into your assembly a person arrayed in a magnificent and splendid

* The gospel.

† Episcopos Theodai, not to visit, but to take the overcharge of them; hence the word Episcopos. Επίσκοπος γρήγορος ἐπισκοπεῖ ἁγιασθεί. Xenoph.  

splendid dress, with a brilliant diamond sparkling on his hand — and should there enter, at the same time, a man in a mean and sordid habit:

3 Your eyes being instantaneously attracted by the lucre of this superb vest, should you immediately introduce the person thus sumptuously habited into the best seat — but turning to the poor man, contemptuously say to him — stand you there — or — sit you here under my footstool.

4 Is not this a flagrant partiality in you? — Is not this a criminal conduct, which your minds, at the same time, generously condemn?

5 Consider, my dear fellow-Christians, seriously consider, hath not God distinguished with evangelical blessings the poor and indigent in this life — indigent, indeed, in worldly circumstances, but possessing the inexhaustible treasures of the gospel, and the destined happy heirs of that illustrious kingdom, which God hath promised to those who love him?

6 And yet you can treat the poor man with contempt and contumely! — Do not the rich and great domineer and tyrannize over you? — Don’t they with unfeeling cruelty and injustice drag you before courts of judicature?

7 Don’t they load with every opprobrious insult and calumny that glorious and honourable name you bear?

8 Were your conduct perfectly conformable to that supremely excellent and capital maxim — Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself — your behaviour would be irreproachable:

9 But since you make odious partial distinctions between one person and another, your demeanour is highly criminal, and you stand convicted by the law as having violated your duty.

10 For he, who should uniformly observe the whole law in its ultimate extent, and yet wilfully infringe a single precept, doth wickedly violate the authority of him by whom the whole system was enacted:

11 For the same authority, which prohibited adultery, prohibited murder — but though you are not guilty of debauchery,
debauchery, yet if you perpetrate murder, you become a transgressor of the law.

12 Do you so regulate all your words, and all your actions, as those, who will finally be judged for your conformity or nonconformity to that divine religion which hath vindicated us into complete liberty.

13 At that tribunal no compassion will be extended to him who once lived a stranger to compassion—but in that solemn day the merciful and benevolent shall exult and triumph.

§ 14 Of what advantage is it for any person to say—I am endowed with faith—if at the same time he be destitute of good works—Can a mere speculative principle entitle him to salvation?

15 Should a Christian of either sex present themselves before you, emaciated with famine, clad in a wretched and fordid habit, totally destitute of the daily necessaries of life:

16 and should you thus accost these miserable spectacles—Depart, and may every felicity attend you! We affectionately wish your shivering limbs may be defended from the cold, and your extreme hunger abundantly satisfied—and you thus dismiss them without contributing any thing to soften the rigour of their wretchedness—Would these fair empty professions of yours be of any service to them?

17 Just such is faith when unaccompanied with good works—separate from these it is a dead unanimating useless principle.

18 But my opponent will here say—"I have faith—and you have works"—Manifest then, I reply, the genuineness of your faith by works of virtue—as I shall myself display the sincerity of mine in this manner.

19 You believe, for example, in the unity of God—Undoubtedly you are right—but what merit is this?—the daemons themselves believe in the divine existence, and shudder with horror at the thought.

20 Art thou, O vain mortal! averse to learn, that faith, con-

x Κατακαυχαται εἰσὶς προσώπος. Mercy will then glory and exult amidst the solemnities of judgment.

y From a reflection, that though now under confinement, yet there will come a time when they will be thrown into the lake that burns with fire and brimstone. See Revelation chap. xx.
considered abstractedly from good works, is a dead and insignificant thing?

21 Was not Abraham, our illustrious ancestor, honoured by the Deity with distinguished privileges in consequence solely of his works, when in obedience to the divine injunction he offered up his only son upon the altar?

22 You see, in this signal instance, how the faith he repos'd in God influenced his actions, and how eminently his faith was perfected by his active obedience.

23 And the scripture was now fully verified, which faith—"Abraham believed God, and it was accounted to him for righteousness, and he was denominated the friend of God.

24 From which this conclusion evidently results, That it is good works, and not faith solely, that will entitle a man to final salvation.

25 Was not Raab the harlot also rescued from the general destruction of her city in consequence solely of her good works—when she entertained the spies, and facilitated their escape?

26 For as an human body, when uninform'd with life, is only a torpid and inert mass of senseless matter—just so faith, unconnected with good works, is a dead unanimated principle.

CHAP. III.

1 Do not you, my brethren, in such numbers, affect the character of public teachers and instructors—persuaded that a violation of this arduous station will finally expose us to a more dire and dreadful punishment.

2 For in many instances we all of us infringe our duty—he who has attained a due government over his words, that person has acquired a very exalted degree of perfection—such an one is able to rein in and controul all his animal appetites and sensual affections.

3 Into the mouth of the feed the skill of mortals hath inserted the bit, by which his

Σμίκρον Χαλινον ο' αίδα τῶν Συμουμενουσ
Ιππον καταρτυθέντας.

Sophoclis Antig. 483.

Λαμη τ' αυ τεκνι μεν ανθι ημων υπελατης δη
Ιππον ιθυει κυζερητιρας Χαλινον.

Oppian. Venat. lib. i. 95. Ritters.
his impetuosity is restrained and broken, and by which his whole robust and immense body is flexibly guided and turned.

4 Ships too, though of such a vast and enormous size, and which are agitated and tossed at the mercy of furious blasts, are yet by a very small rudder steered and directed to what port forever the pilot deigns them.

5 Just so the tongue is but a small and inconsiderable member in the human system, yet what boundless and exorbitant boasits it utters! Behold what an immense fabric a little fire involves in flames!

6 The tongue is a wild and furious fire—the tongue is a world of iniquity—the tongue, though so diminutive a member, infects with its poisonous contagion the whole moral system—the tongue throws into rapid flames the wheel of human life—and was itself first kindled from infernal fires.

7 For every species of beasts, of birds, of reptiles, and even the ferocity of sea animals, both in the present, and in the past ages, hath been tamed by human kind.

8 But

Oute tis ήνιοχ& ω&ο& ο&ω&ο& ε&ν& γε&ν&ε&σιν

Πολλαν τρο&π&ων ε&ν& γε&ν&ε&σιν

τρ&χων τ&ι&ς γε&ν&ε&σι&ς, the wheel of human life. This simile is frequent in the Classics.

Τρόχον& α&ρ&μ&α&τ&ω& γ&α&ρ& ο&ι&ς
Anacreon. Ode iv. 64.

Dum fata sinunt,
Vivite leti, properat curfu
Vita citato, volucrique die
Rota præcipitis vertitur anni.
Seneca Hercules fur. v. 171. Var.

Oppian, Pifc. lib. v. 2. 3.
8 But the rage and fierceness of the tongue will ever defy mortal ability to soothe and soften—it is an evil impossible to be restrained and quelled—it is replete with deadly poison.

9 By it do we utter prayers and praises to the Divinity, our supreme Parent—by it do we pour execrations upon our fellow-creatures, who are formed in his image!

10 Out of the same mouth proceed the effusions of piety and the bitterness of imprecation!—What an enormously criminal inconsistency is this, my brethren!

11 Doth a fountain emit sweet and bitter water from the same source?

12 Can a fig-tree, my brethren, bear olives, or, a vine bear figs? as impossible, as the salutary and infalutary stream to flow from the same fountain.

§—13 Is there any person among you possessed of superior knowledge and understanding?—let him display the genuineness of his attainments by a life of uniform virtue, and by an unassuming meekness and candour.

14 But if you mutually indulge and cherish bitter discords and virulent animosities in your hearts, exult not in your knowledge—your pretences to truth and wisdom are false and delusive.

15 A wisdom, which can prompt and instigate to such principles, and such a conduct as this, is not derived from a celestial original—it is earthly, sensual, devilish.

16 Because where rancour and animosity reign, there is anarchy, confusion, and every atrocious and destructive evil.

17 But that wisdom, which is of heavenly origin is chaste, is the parent of harmony, is candid and moderate, is mild and obsequious, is replete with mercy and benignity, is free from partiality, free from affectation.

18 And the seeds, which produce the fair fruits of virtue and harmony, are sown by
of hostility against God?—He who commences the friend of a vicious world, commences the foe of God.

5 Doth the scripture reason, think you, without any just cause against such principles as these? Doth the holy Spirit, which resideth in us, instigate us to envy one another?

6 That Spirit sheweth us greater favour—agreeable to the following declaration in scripture—"The Almighty opposeth the proud, but imparteth his favour to the humble."

7 Resign yourselves, therefore, to the Almighty with placid submission—Defeat the attacks of the false accuser, and he will cease to assail you.

8 Approach the Divinity, and he will vouchsafe you his propitious presence—Acquire purity of mind, ye sinners, and sanctity of heart, ye insincere:

9 lament and deplore your crimes with the deepest remorse and compunction—let your cheerfulness be converted into sorrow, your joy into the most abject grief.

10 With the profoundest humility

---

4 The Jews always supported the Roman yoke with great reluctance, but at this time especially were inflamed with the most vehement passion to regain their liberty. See Josephus.

* Καταβείαν.
The General Epistle

Chap. v.

The next is utterly dissipated and loft!

15 Instead of this foolish presumption your language ought to be — "With the divine permission, if life is mercifully continued, we will engage in such and such a pursuit.

16 But now you vainly exult in your arrogant confidence — such exultation as this is highly criminal.

17 He, who is acquainted with his duty, and yet wilfully violates it, his guilt is highly aggravated.

CHAP. V.

1 O Ye, who are in opulent circumstances, for I now address myself to you, deplore in piercing accents of grief and sorrow the miseries that are now impending over you.

2 Your once shining heaps are covered with ruff; and your sumptuous robes are the prey of moths.

3 Your piles of gold and silver are cankered; and their canker shall proclaim to the world your wickedness — for it shall invade your bodies like an inextinguishable flame — You have accumulated treasures

§—13 What impious presumption is there in the following language — "Today, or to-morrow, we will certainly travel to such a particular city — we will reside there an year, will devote ourselves to commerce, and accumulate wealth."

14 Alas! you know not what events to-morrow’s sun may see! for what is the life of mortals? — it is a light fantastic vapour, which appears for one moment, and

humility prostrate yourselves before the Almighty, and he will raise and forgive you.

11 My fellow Christians, do not propagate calumnies one against another—he who publickly fixes a note of infamy upon his Christian brother, and cenfures his brother, doth, in effect, reproach the Christian law, and condemn the authority that enacted it—but if you thus, indirectly, cenfure the Christian law, you no longer merit to be stiled a virtuous observer of it, but a magisterial judge of it.

12 There is one great law-giver who is able to save the foul and to destroy it — who art thou who arrogantly presumeft to pass sentence on thy Christian brother?

6 The destruction of Jerusalem.
treasures at the immediate close of the Jewish polity.

4 Behold! the wages you contracted to pay those poor unhappy labourers who reaped your rich harvests, but of which with unfeeling hearts you have defrauded them, cry against you—but the doleful cries of these unfortunate wretches have reached the ears of that Being who will avenge the oppressed.

5 You have traversed a gay circle of luxury and sensual pleasure—and each day with you hath passed like the solemn and joyous festival.

6 It was you who capitally condemned, it was you who murdered that holy Person—Is he not now drawing up his armies in array against you?

§—7 Wait, my Christian brethren, the glorious advent of our Lord in patient expectation—the husbandman waits the golden harvest with resigned composure—committing his seed to the ground, and brooding over it with invincible patience till it receive the early and latter rains.

8 Do you cherish, my brethren, the same patient composure, and arm your minds with intrepid fortitude and steadiness—for the coming of our Lord is at hand.

9 Do not, my brethren, mutually indulge murmuring and repining thoughts, lest you justly expose yourselves to condemnation—Behold! the judge standeth before the door!

10 Propose, my fellow-Christians, as a pattern for your imitation the inflexible constancy and invincible patience of those antient prophets, who were invested with a divine commission.

11 We stile those happy who meet their sufferings with intrepidity—You have heard of the patience of Job, and you are no strangers to the final deliverance he received from that Being, who is infinitely compassionate and benign.

12 Suffer me earnestly to entreat you, my fellow-Christians, to abstain from all oaths—calling neither heaven nor earth to witness your veracity, or using any other form of adjuration whatever—but

1 J E S U S C H R I S T.

2 Our aνιταταιται yriendly. I owe this criticism to the late learned and worthy Mr. Gardiner of Chester. It appears from several passages in this Epistle, that the troubles in Judaea were begun when this Epistle was written. Τὰ τοὺς, ανιταταιται, ανιταπαταιται, are military terms, and signify to arrange, marshal and dispose an army.
—but let your conversation be conducted with the greatest plainness, using only a simple affirmation or denial—left you justly incur the divine displeasure.


14 Doth any labour under a dangerous indisposition? let him send for the senior Christians, and let them pray over him, after having anointed him with oil according to the express direction of Christ:

15 and their prayer, flowing from a mind fully persuaded of his powerful energy, shall effect his recovery, and the Lord Jesus shall instantaneously restore him to perfect health, and if he hath been guilty of any immorality, it shall be forgiven him.

16 Confess your crimes one to another, and pray one for another, that the disorders inflicted upon you for your criminal irregularities may be removed—The prayer of a good man, flowing from an immediate impulse of the spirit, hath the greatest efficacy.

17 Elias, for example, was composed of the same perishing materials as ourselves, yet he implored the Almighty with great fervency that it might not rain—his prayer was heard, and no rain fell upon the land for three years and an half.

18 He prayed a second time, and the rain distilled in refreshing showers, and the earth was clothed with its wonted verdure and fertility.

19 My fellow-Christians, if any among you deviate from the truth, and another reconduct him into the path he had relinquished:

20 let such an one know, that he, who reclains a sinner from his fatal error, will rescue a soul from eternal destruction, and prove the happy means of cancelling its numerous crimes.

h See Mark, chap. vi. 13.
The First Epistle of Peter.

CHAP. I.

Peter an apostle of Jesus Christ, to the Christian strangers in their dispersion in the several regions of Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Minor Asia, and Bithynia:

1 who, in pursuance of the original design of God the supreme Father, have been distinguished with signal privileges by having the select gifts of the Spirit imparted to you — in order that you should obey the gospel, and have your minds figuratively sprinkled with the effusion of the blood of Jesus Christ — May every favour and felicity, in the amplest measure, be dispensed to you!

2 For ever blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who, prompted by his immense compassion, hath translated us into a new state of being, having enkindled in our bosoms the animating hope of an happy immortality, by means of the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead!

3 For ever blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who, prompted by his immense compassion, hath translated us into a new state of being, having enkindled in our bosoms the animating hope of an happy immortality, by means of the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead!

4 making us the expectants of an happiness undiminish-

5 who, in consequence of your reception of Christiani-

6 In the possession of which blessedness you will then exult and triumph, though, at present, in this transient life you conflict, for a little while, with a variety of sorrows and sufferings — with which it is highly proper you should be exercised,

7 in order that, as the purity of gold, and other perishing metals, are essayed by the fire; so your principles, which are of infinitely superior worth, being brought to this test and proved genuine, might finally secure the highest praises, honours, and acclamations at the glorious advent of our Lord Jesus Christ;

8 which divine Person, though you never personally knew, is yet the object of your
your love—and though you
do not now behold him, yet
fully convinced of his divine
mission and character, you
exult with glorious and in-
effable transports.

9 persuaded that the vir-
tuous belief of his gospel will
finally result in the salvation
of your souls.

10 Concerning which sal-
vation, the antient prophets,
who predicted the gracious
dispensations you embrace,
indulged many anxious and
follicitous enquiries,

11 diligently exploring and
revolving in their minds what
particular time, and what
particular circumstances of
time, the Spirit of Christ,
which inspired them, did so
strongly indicate, when it
previously attested to them
the sufferings of the Messiah,
and the illustrious honours,
to which, in consequence of
them, he would be exalted.

12 To them it was ex-
plicitly revealed, that they
themselves were not to be in-
terested in these grand events—
their ministrations were
calculated for you—and the
blessings they predicted have
been clearly exhibited before
you by those who published
the joyful tidings of the gos-
pel, and were endowed with
those spiritual gifts, which in
copious effusion were poured
down upon them from hea-
ven—transactions so astonish-
ing and sublime, even the
angels themselves indulge an
ardent passion intimately to
explore.

13 Having your minds,
therefore, fortified with the
powerful energy of these prin-
ciples, and exercising a con-
stant vigilance, do you ever
continue to cherish the ani-
mating hope of that glorious
reward, that will be confer-
red upon you at the appear-
ance of Jesus Christ.

14 Behave as obedient and
dutiful children—not con-
forming to those sensual in-
dulgences, in which you were
formerly sunk in your state of
deplorable ignorance:

15 but do you copy the
example of God, the original
author of your religion, and
be irreproachable in the whole
of your conduct:

16 because it is written—
"Be ye holy, for I am holy."

17 And since you invoke
the supreme Father of the
universe, who will, with an
unbiased impartiality, judge
every individual according to
his respective actions, do you
spend your transitory exist-
ence in this vain life in a
cautious dread of incurring
his displeasure;

18 conscious that you were
not redeemed from these vain
and senseless absurdities transmitted down to you from your ancestors, with forbid perishing heaps of gold or silver,

but with a price of infinitely superior value, even the effusion of Christ's blood, who devoted himself to the sacrifice, as a victim spotless and immaculate:

Who was originally appointed to be the Saviour of the world before the foundation of it was laid—but his mission hath been displayed in these last ages for the everlasting benefit of you,

who, by means of his gospel, are established in the belief of the one true God, who raised his dead body from the grave, and conferred upon him the most illustrious honours, in order that your confidence and hope in God, with regard to your own future felicity, might rest on an unshaken foundation.

As then you have purified your minds from moral defilement by your observance of that system of truth, which was ratified by the effusion of the Spirit, and which was calculated to promote mutual benevolence, do you cherish, in a sincere virtuous bosom, the most intense love and affection for one another,

since you have been informed with new life, derived not from mortal, but from immortal seed, by means of that divine revelation, which is to maintain its validity and duration for ever.

For mortal life is as transient as the herbage of the field; and all the splendour of man as momentary as the gay flower—the herbage fades; the flower droops and dies:

but the explicit declarations of God are for ever durable and permanent—and those are his express declarations which have been published among you.

For ever abandoning, therefore, all vice, fraud, hypocrisy; and detraction,

do you, like new-born infants, imbibe the rational unadulterated milk of the Christian institution, that by this nutriment your moral growth may be continually advancing,

since you have already tasted the delectable sweetness of the religion of Jesus:

with whom connecting yourselves as the grand foundation-stone, rejected, indeed, by men, but by the Deity highly distinguished and infinitely honoured,

do you also, as select stones
fstones supported on this grand basis, rise into a glorious spiritual dome, and constitute a sacred order of priests, occupied in the immolation of spiritual victims, highly grateful to the Divinity thro' Jesus Christ.

6 For the scripture declares—"Behold! I lay in Sion a grand foundation - stone of distinguished excellence and immense value: and the hope of him who builds upon this solid basis shall not be disappointed."

7 On you, therefore, who embrace his gospel, is conferred this signal honour — but to those who reject it, the following passage is justly applicable—"The stone, which the builders rejected, is become the grand corner-stone to consolidate and unite the building" — but it is a stone on which men stumble and fall:

8 I mean those, who stumble at Christianity, and obstinately renounce it — thereby exposing themselves to a punishment their conduct justly merits.

9 But you, Gentiles, are now a select community, a polity, in which the regal and facerdotal office is united, a sacred society, a peculiarly distinguished constitution and body — being invested with these sublime privileges, in order that you should celebrate the glorious perfections of that Being, who caused you to emerge out of gloomy darkness into the amazing splendour and effulgence of his gospel:

To You, who formerly were not his people, but now commenced the distinguished people of God — you, who formerly were not commiserated, but are now become the objects of compassion.

8—11 My dear fellow-Christians, I importunately entreat you as beings, whose residence in this world is fugitive and transient, that you would refrain from indulging those sensual affections, which rebel against the rational powers.

12 Be careful to exhibit before the Heathens a fair example of uniform virtue— that the calumnies, with which they now asperse you as wicked and immoral wretches, may be converted into rapturous strains of praise to God, when they narrowly inspect your lives, and intently survey your regular and irreproachable conduct.

13 Let your Christian principles engage you to yield a submissive obedience to every civil constitution — whether
Chap. ii. of Peter.

whether it be to the Roman emperor, as the supreme sovereign:

or to subordinate governors, as those authorized and commissioned by him to inflict condign punishment upon the immoral, and to applaud and reward the virtuous.

For it is the will of God that you should, by an uniform life of steady virtue, refute and silence the objections of ignorant and injudicious infidels.

Regard yourselves as free — yet hold not up this liberty as a specious mask of wickedness — but though you are in the possession of Christian liberty, consider yourselves as the devoted servants of God.

Pay a becoming deference to all men — love your fellow-Christians — revere the Deity — obey the Emperor.

§—18 Slaves, pay the most dutiful subjection and reverence to your masters — not merely to the kind and humane, but to the peevish and morose:

for God surveys with approbation the behaviour of that person, who from a principle of conscience meets injurious treatment and undeserved sufferings with constancy and fortitude.

Would you acquire any reputation by supporting with inflexible resolution punishments your crimes justly merited? — But when you suffer cruel and inhuman treatment for doing your duty, and sustain it with patient composure and true greatness of mind, such a behaviour the Deity views with complacence.

It is to this tolerance of injurious treatment that your religion calls you — for Christ also supported the most dire sufferings for your benefit — herein exhibiting before you a pattern for your imitation:

His life was perfect virtue and innocence: no insincerity ever flowed from his lips:

When he was injuriously aspersed, he did not recriminate — when he suffered the most inhuman indignities, he uttered no menaces, but with


Ευμενες Εκατινες, ολυμπιας τειχεα γαίης. Oppian. Pisc. lib. v. vs. 45.
with placid composure resign-ed himself to the supreme and righteous judge:

24. He suffered in his person on the cross the last cruelties that the wickedness of men could inflict — submitting to this dire scene, in order that we should be totally dead to vice, and solely alive to virtue — it is from the bruises with which his body was mangled, that your moral health was derived.

25. for you were, formerly, like sheep, lost in devious error and wandering — but you are now collected to the great Shepherd and Pastor of your souls.

CHAP. III.

WIVES, be submissive to your husbands, — that if any of them are not convinced of the truth of Christianity, they may be won over to it by the amiable conduct of their comforts, without any formal exhibition of the gospel evidences:

2. when upon the most intimate inspection they see your behaviour distinguished for spotless purity and the most obsequious deference.

3. Let it not be so much your study and sollicitude to decorate and adorn your persons with platted tresses, with rich ornaments of gold, or with superb and splendid robes;

4. as to embellish your minds with the pure and permanent attire of a mild and sweet disposition — an habit this, the most fumptuous and ornamental in the divine estimation.

5. It was with this amiable dress that religious women in antient time, who repose a devout confidence in God, adorned themselves, yielding the most respectful submission to their husbands.

6. Sarah,

6 Sarah, for example, paid a cheerful subjection to Abraham—accenting him in terms of the most obsequious deference—whose daughters you are, as long as you maintain an uniform tenor of virtue, and are not diverted from this pursuit by any terrors with which you may be menaced.

7 Husbands, also, cohabit with your comforts with prudence and discretion, ever regarding them as the delicate and tender sex—treating them with honour and affection as co-heirs with you of a blessed immortality, that your stated devotional offices may not be intermitted.

§—8 In fine, do you all mutually cultivate harmony, sympathy, benevolence, compassion, affability.

9 Do not requite one injury with another, or return one calumny for another—on the contrary, let your language be kind and benevolent, conscious that you have been blessed with the privileges of the gospel, in order that you should acquire a behaviour distinguished for universal mildness and lenity.

10 For the Psalmist says, "He who is desirous to secure felicity of life, and to enjoy permanent happiness, let him restrain his tongue from immoral language, and guard his lips from pronouncing any thing false:

11 let him cautiously shun every vice, and steadily pursue a course of virtue: let him cultivate harmony and peace, and be ever studious to promote it:

12 for the eye of the Almighty is a pleased spectator of the virtuous: and his ear is ever prompt to admit their petitions—but his face is contracted with frowns against the profligate and abandoned."

13 For who will offer you any injurious and contumelious treatment, if you approve yourselves the zealous votaries of virtue?

14 But if you are involved in sufferings for a virtuous attachment to your religion, be not intimidated by their menaces, or terrified by the evils they inflict:

15 but do you honour the great God with purity and sanctity of heart, and be ever ready to deliver an apology for your religion to every person who desires you to exhibit before him those evidences on which your hopes are founded—but let your vindication be made with the most respectful and inoffensive mildness and modesty:

1 Zελωτης is the reading of the best MSS.
16 ever maintaining a good conscience, that those who cumulate and traduce you as immoral and profligate persons, and brand your virtuous adherence to Christianity with infamy, may be covered with confusion.

17 For it is better, if God should see fit to exercise you with sufferings, to suffer for a moral, than for an immoral conduct:

18 For Christ once suffered to rescue us from our vices—the innocent devoting himself to death for the benefit of the guilty, in order to introduce us to the knowledge and obedience of the one true God—suffering death, indeed, in the flesh, but restored to life by the Spirit of God:

19 by whose afflatus in the primitive ages of the world he delivered solemn admonitions to those who are now in the state of the dead:

20 but these repeated warnings they rejected, though God in the days of Noah waited their repentance during the whole time the ark was constructing—in which only eight souls escaped the general inundation.

21 To this escape from the common ruin corresponds the everlasting salvation, into the firm belief of which our baptismal profession of Christianity introduces us—that baptism, which is not merely the ablation of the body, but the attestation of a good conscience towards God—and this salvation is ascertained and ratified to us by the resurrection of Jesus Christ,

22 who ascended into heaven, is exalted to the right-hand of the Deity, and invested with universal dominion over angels, and all the most elevated orders and ranks of being.

CHAP. IV.

1 SINCE therefore Christ submitted to a series of dreadful sufferings to promote our interests, do you arm yourselves with the same deliberate resolution—for he who sustained all these indignities hath demolished the empire of vice.

2 Fortify your minds with these principles, that you may be powerfully engaged not to devote the residue of life to the sensual pursuits of men, but to an obedience of the divine will.

3 For the time of life that is already elapsed is enough for you to have wretchedly mispent in the common abandoned career of the Heathens, in debauchery, in sensual.
in drunkenness, in revels, in riot, and in the most abominable idolatry.

4 On which account they make you the subject of their satire and ridicule, and judge it astonishing and unaccountable that you do not still precipitate yourselves, along with them, into the same profligate and dissolute excesses.

5 But for these scandalous immoralities they will give a strict account to him, who will very speedily summon before his tribunal the living and the dead.

6 For to this end was the gospel published among the immoral Heathens who were figuratively dead — that they might be justly condemned who abandon themselves to the common pursuits of sensual and depraved men; but that those might secure a blessed immortality, who, in compliance with the dictates of their rational powers, devote themselves to God.

7 For the final consummation of all things relating to the Jewish polity is very speedily to happen—maintain, therefore, an unremitting sobriety and vigilance, in order to the fervent and regular discharge of the duty of prayer.

8 Above all do you mutually cherish in your bosoms the most intense love and benevolence for one another—for benevolence throws a veil over a multitude of faults and follies.

9 Do you hospitably entertain your fellow-Christians without any murmuring and repining.

10 Let every person make the spiritual endowments he hath respectively received conducive to the common good—each dispensing his gifts to subserve mutual improvement, as good stewards of that rich variety of spiritual powers, which God hath liberally imparted:

11 For example, if any one is a public instructor, let him deliver his instructions as the oracles of God: if any one officiates as a deacon, let him act in that department according to the abilities with which God hath endowed him — that through Jesus Christ the Deity may be honoured by the whole of your conduct—To whom be glory and power ascribed throughout all the revolving ages of eternity! Amen.

§—12 My dear fellow-Christians, be not astonished at those hot persecutions, which are destined to be the
test of your sincere attachment to your principles, as if some strange and uncommon event had happened:

13 but since you share the same common sufferings which Christ sustained, indulge the warmest transports, conscious that at his most glorious and illustrious advent you will exult in the highest excesses of triumphant joy.

14 If you are calumniated and reproached for your Christian profession, thrice happy are you! because the Spirit, the present pledge of your future glory imparted to you by the Deity, rests upon you—by them your profession is vilified and traduced: by you it is esteemed illustrious and honourable.

15 Be careful none of you suffer as a murderer, a thief, a malefactor, or as a prying officious person.

16 But if he is involved in sufferings for his adherence to Christianity, let him not appear ashamed of his principles, but give thanks to God for the honour of suffering in such a cause.

17 For the time is now arrived, in which public calamities have invaded the church— but if their first interruption has broken out upon us Christians, how in dire will be their final issue with regard to those who have ever obstinately rejected the gospel of God!

18 And if the virtuous Christian escapes with difficulty from the flames of these public calamities, how dreadfully will they involve the impious and abandoned sinner!

19 Let those, therefore, who are exposed to a series of sufferings according to the all-wise appointment of God, with pious resignation commit their souls to him in the steady practice of virtue, confiding in him as their most faithful and indulgent Creator.

CHAP. V.

1 I, who am a senior convert to Christianity, an eye-witness of the sufferings of Jesus, and a common expectant of that future glory that shall be displayed, do exhort and conjure the senior Christians among you

2 to feed the flock of God, entrusted to their care, with salutary doctrine — performing the duty of pastors, not with reluctance, but cheerfulness—not from mercenary principles, but with disinterested

Referring to the destruction of Jerusalem.
tented and generous dispositions:

3 not usurping a tyrannical and arbitrary dominion over the Christian community, but exhibiting before their societies an amiable pattern for their imitation:

4 for this exemplary conduct, at the illustrious advent of the supreme Shepherd, you will receive from his hands a glorious unfading chaplet of immortality.

5 Do you also, who are later converts of Christianity, be submissive to those who early embraced it — Do you all pay a mutual deference to one another, and adorn your minds with the amiable robe of humility — for God opposeth the inconstant, but imparteth his favour to the humble.

6 Do you, therefore, humbly acquiesce in the dispensations of the Almighty, that in due season he may elevate you from your present distresses:

7 piously devolving all your anxieties and sorrows upon him — for he is your ever watchful protector and guardian.

8 Maintain a constant temperance, an unremitting vigilance — because your implacable enemy the false ac-

cusser indulges no repose, but is incessantly roving about, like a raging lion, in solicitous quest of any one of you whose reputation he may tear in pieces.

9 His calumnies do you defeat by a steady adherence to your principles—conscious, that the same sufferings, to which you are exposed, are now sustained, in their utmost rigour, by the whole community of Christians, in every region of the world.

10 May God the supreme donor of every blessing and favour, who hath graciously constituted us the subjects of that glorious and everlasting kingdom, which he hath erected by Christ Jesus, perfect, confirm, fortify and establish you, after the short period of your present sufferings is over.

11 May his praise and glory be celebrated throughout all the endless ages of eternity! Amen.

§—12 This short epistle I have transmitted to you by Silvanus, a very faithful and sincere Christian in my estimation — earnestly inculcating upon you the directions it contains, and solemnly assuring you, that it is the true gospel of God to which you now adhere.
The society of Christians at Babylon, and Mark my convert, present their most affectionate salutations.

I beg my most affectionate remembrance to every one of your society—May universal happiness attend you all, who have embraced the Christian religion! Amen.

The Second Epistle of Peter.

CHAP. I.

Simon Peter, a devoted servant and apostle of Jesus Christ, to those, who have been blessed with the invaluable privileges of the same common religion with ourselves, through the benignity of our God, and of Jesus Christ our Redeemer:

2 May every favour and felicity in the ampest measures be dispensed to you, in consequence of your acknowledgment of the one true God, and of Jesus Christ our Lord.

3 Since the Almighty hath supplied us with every argument to an holy life by the public mission of that divine Personage who founded his religion by his glorious miracles and illustrious virtue;

4 by means of our reception of which, the most grand and magnificent prospects have been opened before us, in order that by the power and energy of this truth we might be incited to acquire a moral resemblance to the Divinity, and shun those depraved pursuits, in which a corrupt and profligate age is immersed,

5 let it ever be your most sedulous study and concern to add to your belief of Christianity virtue, to virtue wisdom;

6 to wisdom, temperance; to temperance, constancy; to constancy, piety;

7 to piety, the love of your fellow-Christians; to the love of your fellow-Christians, universal benevolence.

8 If you possess these virtues in an eminent degree, you will illustriously display your proficiency and attainments.

* Nbr. 30 by aetx is the reading best supported.
ments in the Christian profession.

9 But that Christian, in whom these moral excellencies are not found, is still in a deplorable state of darkness and gloom; having entirely forgot that total ablation from his former guilt, which he once received.

10 Let it therefore be, my fellow-Christians, your most intense and solicitous study to render your reception of Christianity firm and valid — for if you do this, your hopes will not finally be disappointed:

11 For this course of action will afford you a most splendid introduction into the everlasting kingdom of Jesus Christ our Lord and Saviour.

12 On which account I will not neglect, again and again to urge and inculcate these things upon you, tho' you are conscious of their importance, and fully persuaded of their truth.

13 But notwithstanding your conviction of this, I judge it highly necessary, during my abode in this tabernacle of frail mortality, to keep awake in your minds the remembrance of these momentous concerns:

14 Conscious, that I must very shortly be divested of this vehicle, as Christ Jesus our Lord expressly assured me.

15 But I will earnestly study to make you indelibly retain in your minds the memory of these important truths after my exit from this life.

16 For we had not credulously swallowed plausible and fallacious fictions, when we published among you the mission and miracles of our Lord Jesus Christ — but were personal spectators of his illustrious dignity:

17 For he received the most glorious and magnificent honour from the Deity — these words being directed to him from the supreme Majesty — "This is my beloved Son! the object of my fondest affection."

18 These words, we who were then along with him on the summit of that sacred mountain, heard articulately pronounced from Heaven over him.

19 By this incident this signal passage of the prophet Isaiah is strongly confirmed and ratified — on which you do well to fix your attention, as on a lamp diffusing its salutary radiance amidst the gloom of darkness — ever keeping it in constant view 'till that glorious morn arise in all its splendours, and the morning-star shed its beams around you.

20 Know
20 Know this, that the scriptural predictions were not understood by those who delivered them:

21 For these Prophecies were not dictated by the human will and understanding, but holy persons delivered these predictions, solely at the impulse of the divine afflatus:

CHAP. II.

But among the Jews there were false prophets, as there will be false teachers among you Christians, who will with clandestine subtlety introduce destructive heresies, renouncing obedience to the master who redeemed them from moral servitude, wilfully plunging themselves into swift perdition.

2 By their debauched and libidinous practice, they will gain vast crowds of followers — by whose scandalous immorality the true Christian Doctrine will be exposed to misrepresentation and calumny.

3 And being solely actuated by mercenary principles they will fleece you by the seductive arts of sophistry — The dreadful doom of such abandoned persons doth not advance towards them with tardy steps: their dire perdition is not sunk in lethargic slumber.

4 For if the Almighty spared not the disobedient angels, but precipitated them into the Tartarean regions, and confined them in fetters in these gloomy abodes, there to continue in custody till the final judgment:

5 if the Almighty did not spare the antediluvian world, but overwhelmed all its impious profligate inhabitants with the flood, except Noah, a preacher of righteousness, and seven other persons:

6 if the Almighty by a dreadful judgment totally subverted the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah, and reduced them to ashes — exhibiting their fate as a tremendous example to awe and intimidate the profane and abandoned in all subsequent ages:

7 if he rescued Lot from the general ruin — a religious and good man, who was greatly harassed and afflicted at the atrocious vices and libidinous excesses of these depraved and profligate wretches:

8 for this virtuous man residing among these flagitious people, by being an eye-witness of their enormities, and hearing accounts from others of the crimes they perpetrated, suffered, without intermission, from day to day, the most
moft racking inquietude and perturbation of mind:

9 these are striking instances to prove, that the Almighty is able to extricate the virtuous from their trials and difficulties, and to reserve the wicked to the future punishment of the final judgment:

to those especially, who pursue a course of sensual indulgence, and affect a contempt of all government and laws — men of such daring audaciousness and obstinate contumacy, scruple not to rail at the most illustrious dignities:

11 whereas the holy angels, who are infinitely superior in strength to mortals, do not represent their crimes before the throne of the Almighty in contumelious and reproachful terms.

12 But these, like irrational brutes, destined for capture and destruction, load, with odious reproaches, things, of which they are totally ignorant — but for their destructive vices they shall be configned to utter destruction.

13 They shall receive the just demerit of their wickedness, as they account it the most consummate felicity to riot in the face of day — they are a scandal and satire upon

Christianny, luxuriously glutting their intemperance, when they associate with you at your love-feasts.

14 Their eyes are full of the adulterous and of insatiable luft: they delude and ensnare unsteady minds: their heart is devoured with avarice and rapacity: they are most execrable creatures.

15 They have deserted the straight road of truth, and deviated into the most fatal paths — treading in the steps of Balaam the son of Bofor, to whom the lucre, acquired by his wickedness, was a most delicious morsel:

16 But he received a remarkable reproof for his abandoned wickedness — for his dumb beast, being supernaturally endowed with an human voice, checked the prophet in his mad and wicked career.

17 These are like wells destitute of water, or clouds that are transported in every direction by furious blasts — for these the gloom of eternal darkness is reserved.

18 For, by venging most vain and pompous extravagancies, they infidiously allure and captivate by their sensual indulgencies and debaucheries those persons, who had once entirely thrown off all connection

* Divination.
nection with men of these pernicious and erroneous principles:

19 To these they make magnificent promises of unbounded liberty, at the same time that they themselves are the abject slaves of vice — slaves I call them, for he who is vanquished by a tyrant commences his slave.

20 But if those who had once escaped from the pollutions of the world, in consequence of their profession of the gospel of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, are again entangled in these snares and subdued, the last stage of their wickedness becomes more abominably flagrant than ever their first was.

21 Infinitely happier had it been for them, had they never known there was such an excellent institution as Christianity, than to have known it, and afterwards wilfully deviated from that path of holiness into which their feet were once directed.

22 But they have abundantly verified the true proverb — "The dog hath returned to his own vomit, and the sow that was washed to her wallowing in the mire."

CHAP. III.

1 THIS is the second epistle I am now writing to you, and my intention in both is to awaken in your sincere minds the reflection of your duty;

2 and to induce you to live mindful of the predictions of the holy prophets, and of the injunctions which the apostles of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ inculcated upon you:

3 entertaining the fullest persuasion of this truth; That in the close of the last period of the Jewish polity there would rise up prophane scoffers, following the lead of their depraved passions:

4 exclaiming with contemptuous scorn — "Where is now the promise of his coming to punish the Jews! — from the time our fathers paid the debt to nature, to the present, all things continue in the very same state they ever were from the first creation of the world!"

5 But they are wilfully ignorant of this, that the old world and its atmosphere being formed out of water, and consisting by means of water, by the mandate of the Almighty:

6 in consequence of this constitution the antediluvian world being deluged with water perished:

7 but
but the present earth and its atmosphere are, by the same almighty decree, treasured up for fire, and are referred to be involved in an universal conflagration, in that day when the world shall be judged, and the wicked be configned to total perdition in its flames.

8 But my dear fellow Christians, be not inattentive to this important truth, That the short period of a thousand years make no difference with the Deity as to the punctual accomplishment of his designs.

9 The Deity is not dilatory in the execution of his promises; tho' some impioufly insult him with dilatoriness, but is only exercised his patience over us mortals, and desirous that not any of us should finally perish, but that every individual should come to sincere repentance.

10 But that most awful day shall suddenly surmise the world, like a thief in the dead of night — in which, the aerial heavens shall with a most tremendous noise depart forever, the elements shall glow with an intense heat, and be dissolved, and the whole fabric of the world, and all things on its surface, shall be involved and sink in one universal conflagration.

11 Since then such an universal dissolution awaits this globe, in what manner ought you to conduct yourselves?—most certainly you ought, in the course of a virtuous conversation and a devout piety, confidently to expect, and vehemently to aspire after this great and solemn day —for the sake of which, the atmosphere shall be dissolved in flames, and the first principles of things shall melt with intense heat.

12 But we Christians, according to his promise, are the expectants of new heavens, and of a new earth, the residence of holiness and virtue.

13 As you have, therefore, my fellow-Christians, these

14 As you have, therefore, my fellow-Christians, these

15 But we Christians, according to his promise, are the expectants of new heavens, and of a new earth, the residence of holiness and virtue.

16 As you have, therefore, my fellow-Christians, these

17 But we Christians, according to his promise, are the expectants of new heavens, and of a new earth, the residence of holiness and virtue.

18 As you have, therefore, my fellow-Christians, these

19 But we Christians, according to his promise, are the expectants of new heavens, and of a new earth, the residence of holiness and virtue.

20 As you have, therefore, my fellow-Christians, these

21 But we Christians, according to his promise, are the expectants of new heavens, and of a new earth, the residence of holiness and virtue.

22 As you have, therefore, my fellow-Christians, these

23 But we Christians, according to his promise, are the expectants of new heavens, and of a new earth, the residence of holiness and virtue.

24 As you have, therefore, my fellow-Christians, these

25 But we Christians, according to his promise, are the expectants of new heavens, and of a new earth, the residence of holiness and virtue.

26 As you have, therefore, my fellow-Christians, these

27 But we Christians, according to his promise, are the expectants of new heavens, and of a new earth, the residence of holiness and virtue.

28 As you have, therefore, my fellow-Christians, these

29 But we Christians, according to his promise, are the expectants of new heavens, and of a new earth, the residence of holiness and virtue.

30 As you have, therefore, my fellow-Christians, these

31 But we Christians, according to his promise, are the expectants of new heavens, and of a new earth, the residence of holiness and virtue.

32 As you have, therefore, my fellow-Christians, these

33 But we Christians, according to his promise, are the expectants of new heavens, and of a new earth, the residence of holiness and virtue.

34 As you have, therefore, my fellow-Christians, these

35 But we Christians, according to his promise, are the expectants of new heavens, and of a new earth, the residence of holiness and virtue.

36 As you have, therefore, my fellow-Christians, these

37 But we Christians, according to his promise, are the expectants of new heavens, and of a new earth, the residence of holiness and virtue.

38 As you have, therefore, my fellow-Christians, these

39 But we Christians, according to his promise, are the expectants of new heavens, and of a new earth, the residence of holiness and virtue.

40 As you have, therefore, my fellow-Christians, these

41 But we Christians, according to his promise, are the expectants of new heavens, and of a new earth, the residence of holiness and virtue.

42 As you have, therefore, my fellow-Christians, these

43 But we Christians, according to his promise, are the expectants of new heavens, and of a new earth, the residence of holiness and virtue.

44 As you have, therefore, my fellow-Christians, these

45 But we Christians, according to his promise, are the expectants of new heavens, and of a new earth, the residence of holiness and virtue.

46 As you have, therefore, my fellow-Christians, these

47 But we Christians, according to his promise, are the expectants of new heavens, and of a new earth, the residence of holiness and virtue.

48 As you have, therefore, my fellow-Christians, these

49 But we Christians, according to his promise, are the expectants of new heavens, and of a new earth, the residence of holiness and virtue.

50 As you have, therefore, my fellow-Christians, these

51 But we Christians, according to his promise, are the expectants of new heavens, and of a new earth, the residence of holiness and virtue.

52 As you have, therefore, my fellow-Christians, these

53 But we Christians, according to his promise, are the expectants of new heavens, and of a new earth, the residence of holiness and virtue.

54 As you have, therefore, my fellow-Christians, these

55 But we Christians, according to his promise, are the expectants of new heavens, and of a new earth, the residence of holiness and virtue.

56 As you have, therefore, my fellow-Christians, these

57 But we Christians, according to his promise, are the expectants of new heavens, and of a new earth, the residence of holiness and virtue.

58 As you have, therefore, my fellow-Christians, these

59 But we Christians, according to his promise, are the expectants of new heavens, and of a new earth, the residence of holiness and virtue.
The First Epistle

CHAP. I.

HIM, who was from the beginning, whose voice we heard, whose person our eyes surveyed, whom we viewed with the most accurate attention, whom we handled with our hands— I mean—the revealer of immortality:

2 for the publisher of future life was manifested to the world— we saw his person— we do now bear our testimony to his mission— and announce unto you everlasting life, of which the supreme Father was the original donor, and which hath now been explicitly revealed to us:

3 Him,
3 Him, I say, whose person we surveyed, and whose sacred voice we heard, we now announce to you — that you also may be intimately connected with us in the same common privileges — for we are intimately connected with the supreme Father, and with his Son Jesus Christ.

4 These things we write unto you, in order that our joy on your account may be consummate.

5 This is the message we have received from him, and which we now publish to you, That the Deity is pure and perfect light, whose luster is totally unpolluted with the least darkness.

6 If we assert, that we have an intimate union with him, while at the same time we walk in darkness, our assertion is false, and we cherish a fatal error.

7 But if we walk in light, of which he is the source and fountain, we are connected to one another by the most endearing ties, and the blood of his Son Jesus Christ totally expunges all our prior guilt.

8 If we declare we are entirely free from vice, we are guilty of dreadful self-deception, and indulge a most pernicious error.

9 But if we make penitent confession of our crimes, the Deity is merciful and compassionate to forgive us our sins, and to obliterate all the stains of our past guilt.

10 If we declare that we have lived totally free from all sin, we impeach his veracity, and are still utter strangers to his religion:

CHAP. II.

1 My dear fellow-Christs, I write these things to you to deter you from sin — but if any of you hath sinned, we have a Comforter with the supreme Parent, the holy Jesus.

2 He is an expiatory sacrifice for our vices — but not merely for ours, but for the vices of the whole world.

3 By this we are assured that we are the genuine professors of his religion, if we practice his commands.

4 He who declares he is a professor of his gospel, while he violates the duties he enjoined, is guilty of falsehood, and cherishes a most pernicious error.

5 But he who makes the rules of his gospel the law of his life, in him the love of the Deity hath in truth been carried to its ultimate perfection — this
— this is the sole infallible rule, by which we are to judge of the real genuineness of our profession.

6 He, who asserts that he is a sincere believer in him, ought to propose his life a constant model for his daily imitation.

7 My dear fellow Christians, I do not inculcate upon you any new precept—I only enforce that old injunction which has been urged upon you from the very first publication of Christianity — this old injunction is the law which you have had propounded to you from the first institution of the gospel:

8 I may justly, however, file this a new injunction, which is illustrated in his life, and in yours — because, the gloomy darkness is diffipated and vanished, and the true sun is now risen upon the world.

9 He, who says he is illuminated by its sacred beams, and at the same time hates his Christian brother, is still to this moment in the gloom of darkness.

10 He, who loveth his Christian brother, enjoys the full splendour of this light, and finds no impediment to obstruct him in his path:

11 But he, who hateth his Christian brother, is involved in darkness — his path is covered with darkness — he knows not whither he directs his steps, because the darkness hath sealed his eyes in total obscurity.

§1—12 Young converts, I write to you, because all your former vices are forgiven you in consequence of your reception of his gospel.

13 Senior Christians, I write to you, because you adopted his religion at its first publication — to you its later converts I write, because you have subdued the wicked foe — I write to you, young converts, because you have acknowledged the one true God:

14 I write to you senior Christians, because you embraced his religion at its first promulgation — I write to you, its later converts, because you are steady in your adherence to its principles, and this system of divine truths is indelibly impressed upon your minds, and you have vanquished the fell adversary.

15 Cherish not an inordinate passion for the world, or, for worldly objects — from that heart, in which the world centers,

1 To χειρότερο, meaning the false religion of the Heathens.
2 Namely, the false religion of the Heathens.
centers, the love of God is totally excluded.

16 For not one sensual enjoyment this world contains, arising either from the gratification of appetite, or the lust of gold, or the pomp and pageantry of life, proceeds from God — these proceed solely from a fordid secular disposition.

17 The world, and every vain object, that excites our animal passions, are tending to a final dissolution — but he, who steadfastly conforms to the will of God, shall continue in existence to all eternity.

18 My dear fellow-Christians, this is the last period of the Jewish dispensation — and as you have been informed that a great adversary of Christianity will arise, so, at present, there have many corrupters of pure Christianity made their appearance — from which circumstance we are fully convinced that the very last period of the Jewish dispensation is now approached.

19 These depravers of the simplicity of the gospel went out of our societies, but they were not the genuine members of our societies — had they been sincere professors, they would have continued with us — but they have given a public demonstration that they are not any of them the real friends of Christianity.

20 But you are endowed with the sacred effusion of the holy Spirit, and have a clear knowledge of all the genuine doctrines of Christianity.

21 I have not written to you, because you are ignorant of the true fundamental principles of Christianity — but because you have a clear perception of them, and because you know that all false doctrine is inconsistent with truth.

22 Who is the vender of false doctrine, if he is not, who denies that Jesus is the true Messiah? — He, who denies this, is the anti-christ, rejecting in reality both the Father and the Son.

23 For every one, who rejects the Son, does at the same time abjure the Father.

24 To the principles you adopted at the first publication of the gospel do you adhere inflexibly — If the truths you then heard and embraced continue indelibly fixed in your minds, you will continue immoveable in your profession of the Son and of the Father.

25 To this fidelity you have every inducement — for he hath expressly promised to us an happy immortality.
I have written these things to you to guard you from the attempts of those, who study to seduce you into fatal errors.

But the effusions of those spiritual gifts you received from God continue with you, and you have no need of any one to instruct you in Christianity — As, therefore, by means of these miraculous endowments which illuminate your minds with truth, and guard you from error, you are presented with a clear and comprehensive view of the Christian doctrine, you will, I am persuaded, according to the directions of this heavenly monitor, ever continue firm in your adherence to Christianity.

My dear fellow-Christsians, do you, therefore, maintain an inviolable fidelity to him — that at his most glorious advent our hearts may be elated with holy confidence, and our minds, when we are ranged before his tribunal, may be wholly dispossessed of conscious terror and confusion.

If you know that the Deity is holy, you know that every one, who leads an holy life, is one of his genuine children.

B Ehold! what signal love hath the supreme Parent expressed for us in deigning to denominate us the sons of God! — It is for this reason that a depraved world doth not acknowledge us, as it did not acknowledge him.

My dear fellow-Christsians, now we are the sons of God, but it is not yet revealed to us with what felicity we shall be invested! — we know, however, that when he shall appear, we shall be transformed into a glorious resemblance to his person — for we shall see him as he is!

Every one, therefore, who cherishes this transporting hope in his bosom, will imitate that spotless purity, which he exhibited in his life.

Every one, who is guilty of vice, is guilty of a violation of the divine law — for vice is a violation of law:

and you know that the design of his mission was to extirpate vice, and that he himself was perfectly free from all vice.

No one, who is a true professor of his gospel, leads a wicked life — every one, who is guilty of habitual wickedness,
nefs, is an entire stranger to the nature of his religion.

7 My dear Christian converts, let no one seduce you into fatal error — he, who leads an holy life, is holy in the same manner as Jesus is holy.

8 He, who lives in wickedness, is of the devil — for from the first origin of the world he still continues a wicked being — for this end the Son of God appeared on earth, in order that he might utterly abolish the empire he had erected.

9 Every one, who hath been born of God, doth not lead a wicked life, because the principles he received at his moral birth are inherent in him, and it is morally impossible for him to practise wickedness, because he hath been born of God.

10 By this the children of the true, and the children of the false, Deity, are discriminated — every one, who lives not in the practice of virtue, is not a child of God — nor is he, whose heart is destitute of love to his Christian brother:

11 for this is the message you received at the first publication of Christianity among you, That we Christians should mutually love one another:

12 and not act like Cain, who was a child of the wicked being, and embred his hands in his brother’s blood— But what instigated him to perpetrate this murder? — It was, because his principles were wicked, and his brother’s virtuous.

13 Let it not excite your astonishment, that you are the objects of the world’s hatred.

14 We have the fullest conviction that we are translated from death into life, because we cherish a sincere love for our fellow Christians — He, in whose heart the love of his Christian brother is totally extinct, is the devoted victim of eternal death.

15 Every one, who hates his Christian brother, is, in effect, a murderer — and you know that every murderer is necessarily precluded from everlasting life.

16 In this we see his amazing love, for he voluntarily surrendered up his life for our benefit — and we also, in imitation of him, ought cheerfully to devote our lives for the good of our Christian brother.

1 Adapting the Christian religion is justly styled, being born of God, as ushered into a new moral existence.
17 But he, who is blessed with opulence, and can see his Christian brother in indigent circumstances without commiserating and relieving his distresses, how can the love of God be said to reside in such a soul?  

18 My dear fellow Christians, let not our love be merely formal and ceremonious expression; but let it be an active and practical principle.

19 For by this we shall know that we are the genuine professors of his gospel—and by the culture of this most amiable virtue our hearts will be elated with conscious satisfaction before him:

20 for if our heart reproach and condemn us, that Being, who is omniscient, is more accurately acquainted with our hearts than we ourselves are.

21 My beloved Christians, if our consciences do not condemn us, we then entertain a firm confidence of the divine approbation.

22 And whatever we solicit we receive from him, for we observe his commands, and pursue that course of life, which is agreeable to his will.

23 And this is the command he hath enjoined, that we should embrace the gospel of his Son Jesus Christ, and, according to his repeated admonition, mutually cherish the kindest affection for one another.

24 He, who regularly observes these his precepts, is reciprocally united with him in the most intimate bonds—and, that he is united with us, we know from those spiritual powers with which he hath endowed us.

CHAP. IV.

1 My dear fellow Christians, do not credulously believe every person who pretends to divine inspiration, but carefully explore the claims of those who profess they are inspired, whether, in reality, they are actuated by a divine afflatus—because many false prophets are risen in the world.

2 By this criterion you may distinguish the Spirit of God—Every person, pretending to the Spirit, who affirms that Jesus, who was invested with human nature, is the true Messiah, is from God:

3 and every person, arrogantly pretending to a divine afflatus, who doth not confess that Jesus, who was invested with human nature, is the true Messiah, is not from God.

—This is the spirit of that grand
grand adversary of Christiani-
ity, of whose future coming
you have been informed,—
this spirit is now already op-
erating in the world.

4 My beloved converts,
you are of God, and have re-
pulled all the attacks of these
false pretended prophets —
for the celestial Spirit, which
actuateth you, is infinitely su-
perior to a fordid secular
spirit.

5 They are solely swayed
by worldly principles — it is
for this reason that their di-
courses are entirely confined
to worldly subjects, and the
world listens to them with
fond attention.

6 We are from God — he,
who hath attained a just
knowledge of God, hears us
— he, who is not from God,
refuseth to hear us — This is
the rule, by which we can
discriminate a true prophet
from an impostor.

§ — 7 My dear fellow-
Christians, let us love one an-
other — Love hath its origin
from God — Every one, whole
bottom feels, the sacred power
of benevolence and love, is
born of God, and hath attained
a true knowledge of the
Deity.

8 He, who is destitute of
love, is destitute of all just
knowledge of God — for God
is love.

9 By this was the love of
God most illuftriously display-
ed among us, that the Deity
delegated his only Son a me-
senger to this world, that in
consequence of his mission we
might obtain a blessed immor-
tality.

10 A most astonishing ex-
pression of love this! — not
that we loved God — it was
he, who loved us, and deput-
ted his Son to offer himself
an expiatory sacrifice for our
vices.

11 My dear fellow-Christi-
ans, if the Deity in this signal
manner expresfed his love for
us, we ought mutually to
cherish the most affectionate
love for one another.

12 No person hath ever
seen the Deity — but if we
love one another, the Deity
resides in us, and our love of
him is then carried to its ul-
timate perfection.

13 By this we know that
we are intimately united to
him, and to us, because he
hath poured down upon us
the effusion of his Spirit.

14 We have been eye-wit-
nesses, and do solemnly tefti-
fy, that the Father delegated
his Son to be the Saviour of
the world!

15 Whoever

w Namely, by St. Paul in 2 Thes.
. al. ch. ii. which contains that ever me-
orable prophecy of the man of fin, or Antichrist.
Whoever sincerely confesseth that Jesus is the Son of God, connects himself with God, and God is connected with him in the most intimate union.

And we have the strongest perception, and the fullest conviction of that love, which the Deity displayed towards us — God is love — and he, who assiduously cultivates this most amiable principle, unites himself with God, and God with him.

In this the love, which he has expressed towards us, hath been so infinitely illustrious and consummate, in order that we may be elated with confidence in the day of judgment — for as his nature is benevolence and love, so are we in this world governed by the same principles.

There is no baseless fear in love — perfect love exterminates all servile dread — fear occasions racking inquietude — he, who is haunted with abject terrors is short of perfection in love.

Let us, therefore, love him, because he first exhibited such an amazing instance of love to us!

Should any person assert, that he loves God, while at the same time he hates his Christian brother, he is guilty of a most egregious error and delusion — for he who loveth not his Christian brother whom he hath frequently seen, how is it possible he should love the Deity, whom he hath never seen.

This precept is inculcated upon us by him, That he, who loves God, should also love his Christian brother.

EVERY one who believes that Jesus is the Messiah, is born of God, and every one, who loves the great author of his moral birth, loveth every person who is * born of him.

This is the test, by which we know that we love the children of God, when we express our love to God by an observance of his commands.

For the grand criterion of our love to God is the obedience of his commands — and his commands are not rigorous.

For every one, who is born of God, attains a compleat conquest over the vices of the world, and the arms by which this victory is achieved, are the principles of the Christian Religion.

Who is he that is able to repel all the assaults of this world's temptations, except the man, who

* Every Christian; see Note on chap. iii. verse 9.
who hath the fullest conviction that Jesus is the true Messiah.

6 This is the person, even Jesus the Messiah, whose divine mission was most illustriously attested, both at his baptism, and at his death — not at his baptism solely, but both at his baptism and at his death — it was the Spirit of God, who attested his character — the attestations of the Spirit are absolute truth and veracity.

7 That Jesus is the Messiah, is confirmed by the sanction of three witnesses, which are the Spirit, his baptism, and his death — and these three witnesses all unite to attest this one great truth.

8 The testimony of men we esteem valid — but the testimony of the Deity is stamped with an infinitely greater sanction — for this is his testimony, by which he hath solemnly confirmed and ratified the divine mission and character of his Son.

9 He, who believes on the Son of God, hath all this variety of evidence to attest his belief — but he, who disbelieves the testimony of God, impeaches the divine veracity, because he refuses his assent to that evidence, with which God hath stamped the character of his Son.

10 And this is the grand truth, which is thus solemnly attested — That the Deity hath dispensed to us everlasting life — and this blessed immortality is announced to us by his Son.

11 He, who cordially embraceth the religion of Jesus, is entitled to immortality — but he, who rejects the Christian revelation, forfeits immortality.

12 These things I have written to you who are firmly persuaded of the truth of Christianity, in order that you may see that you have everlasting life in reversion, and to induce you to adhere inflexibly to your profession of the gospel.

§—14 The confidence our religion encourages us to repose in God is such, that if we prefer to him any petitions that are agreeable to his will, he will not repulse us.

15 And if we are persuaded that he will not repulse those petitions we address to him, we know that we shall obtain those particular favours we solicited from him.

16 If any person, by an impulse of the Spirit, have perceived that his Christian brother

\[Viz.\] that Jesus is the Messiah.
brother has perpetrated a crime whose temporal punishment will not issue in death, he shall supplicate the Deity, and, by the miraculous gifts with which he is endowed, he shall restore those to perfect health whose vices have inflicted on them a disease that is not to terminate in death — there are atrocious vices which subject Christians, who perpetrate them, to inevitable death — for the removal of those disorders, which these entail, I enjoin you, not to petition the Almighty.

17 Every violation of duty is sinful — but there are sins less aggravated that do not devote the guilty to temporal death.

18 We know that every one, who is born of God, doth not live in the practice of wickedness — but he, who hath been happy in this mortal birth, preserves an inviolate purity, and the wicked being cannot injure him.

19 We know, by means of the gospel, we are commenced the children of God, and that the whole idolatrous world are abject slaves under the tyranny of the false and wicked being:

20 But we know that the Son of God was delegated from heaven to mankind, and has clearly instructed us in the knowledge of the true God — to this knowledge of the one true God we are introduced a by his Son Jesus Christ — the Being, whom we Christians adore, is the true God, and the life he hath promised his votaries, b is eternal and everlasting.

21 My dear fellow Christians, guard yourselves with the utmost caution from idolatry! Amen.

---

2 Meaning, the superstitition and idolatry of the world which the Jews imagined to flow from the delusion and wickedness of Satan.

a So ε' here signifies.

b Ες'ν is to be repeated from ζων.
The Second Epistle of John.

JOHN an early convert of the gospel to Cyria the Christian, and to her children, for whom not only myself, but all, who have embraced the truth of the gospel, cherish the most sincere and cordial affection, on account of your profession of that divine system of truth, to which we adhere, and to which we will inviolably adhere for ever.

2 I affectionately wish you every favour, mercy, and felicity from God the Father of the universe, and from our Lord Jesus Christ, the true and beloved Son of the supreme Parent.

3 I was transported with joy when I was informed that some of your children were firmly attached to the undiluted purity and truth of the gospel, of which the Deity expressly enjoined us to be inflexibly tenacious.

4 I now require you, Cyria, to cherish a mutual affection and benevolence for one another — no novel injunction this — for it was strenuously inculcated from the first commencement of the Christian dispensation.

5 This love is to be expressed by a regular observance of his commands — this is the capital duty, which you were ever enjoined to obey from the first publication of the gospel among you.

6 What induces me to urge this upon you, is, that many impostors have now risen in the world, who maintain that Jesus Christ was not really invested with human nature — He, who asserts this, is an impostor, and an adversary to Christianity.

7 Exercise a constant vigilance over yourselves, that our services among you may not be totally ineffectual, but that we may reap the full reward of our ministerial labours.

8 Every one, who violates the laws of Christianity, and continues not in his profession of the gospel, throws off all due regard to the Deity — but he, who is immovably attached to the doctrine of Christianity, maintains a becoming regard both to the Father and to the Son.

9 If any person comes to you and denies this fundamental doctrine, don't admit him.
The Third Epistle of John.

1 John an early convert of the gospel to Caius, for whom I retain the most faithful and sincere affection.

2 My amiable friend, I affectionately wish you the same happiness and success in all your temporal, as you now enjoy in all your spiritual interests.

3 I felt the highest excesses of joy and transport, when the Christians came and informed me of your firm and inviolable attachment to the purity and truth of the gospel.

4 It is impossible my bosom can experience sublimer raptures than those, with which it is penetrated by the accounts I receive of my converts adhering to the truth of the gospel.

5 My dear fellow-Christian, your conduct is generous and noble both to those Christians, who live around you, and to those who are strangers.

6 These have bore an honourable testimony to your benevolence before the society here — and you will do a very worthy and commendable action, if you will escort those, who wait upon you with this, some part of their journey, in a manner worthy a religious worshipper of God.

7 For these persons travelled from this place, to propagate the Christian religion; from motives entirely disinterested — refusing to take any
any money from the converted Heathens.

8 To such persons as these it is our incumbent duty to give a friendly and hospitable reception — in order that we may co-operate with them in the advancement of the truth.

9 I wrote to the society — but Diotrephes, who affects a magisterial direction over it, peremptorily refuses to admit us.

10 Wherefore when I come I will recall to his remembrance the actions he is guilty of — insolently abusing us with wicked reproaches — but, not satisfied with this, he neither entertains the Christian strangers, nor suffers those, who are willing to entertain them, but expels them out of the society.

11 My dear friend, do not 

imitate what is wicked, but what is virtuous — he who practises virtue, is the child of God — he, who leads a wicked life, is a perfect stranger to the true nature of God.

12 Demetrius hath an universal character, which he very justly merits — to his exemplary conduct we give a cheerfal suffrage — and you know that our testimony to his distinguished worth is true.

13 I had a thousand things to write, but will not commit them to paper:

14 for I hope soon to visit you, and enjoy the satisfaction of a personal interview with you.

15 Happiness attend you! Our friends embrace you. Present my affectionate remembrance to all my friends in particular.

"Ταπεινω, I will make him remember. An apostolic and authoritative denunciation."
JUDE, a devoted servant of Jesus Christ, the brother of James, to those who have been blessed with distinguished privileges by God, the supreme Parent, and been admitted into the Gospel of Jesus Christ; according to the original intention of the Deity,

2 may love, mercy, and every felicity, in the amplest measure, be dispensed to you.

3 Dear fellow-Christians, cherishing an extreme desire to write to you concerning our common Christianity, I judged it necessary, in the letter I should transmit to you, importantly to urge and conjure you to exert your utmost endeavours to promote that pure and genuine doctrine, which was delivered to the holy apostles.

4 For certain persons have, in a clandestine manner, insinuated themselves into the church, who were long ago described as proper objects of future condemnation; guilty of horrid impiety, perverting the gospel of our God, to sanctify licentiousness and debauchery — renouncing the one supreme God and governor of the universe, and Jesus Christ our Lord.

5 I am desirous to remind you of what you cannot be unacquainted with, That God, who once rescued his people from Egyptian servitude, afterwards devoted those of them to destruction, who renounced his obedience:

6 the angels too, who maintained not the station assigned them, but deserted their proper rank and province, he precipitated into infernal darkness, confined them in eternal fetters, and hath reserved them in custody to the final judgment of the great day:

7 Sodom also and Gomorrah, and the adjacent towns, who were sunk in the same debauchery with them, and had abandoned themselves to all the detestable excesses of unnatural lust, are publicly exhibited by the Deity as an example

---

4 Terenquemus, have been reserved, or defined; that is, by the Deity, so be called by Jesus Christ.
example of the final fate of the wicked, being reduced by inextinguishable fire to utter and total destruction.

8 Notwithstanding, however, these divine inflictions, these idle dreaming speculatists pollute themselves with every sensual enormity, throw off with contempt all regard to government and law, and pour the most opprobrious calumnies upon those who fill stations of dignity and authority:

9 whereas Michael the arch-angel, when he was engaged in a contest with the devil, concerning the body of Moses, did not deign to load this wicked being with any reproachful contumelious language, but mildly said, "The Lord rebuke thee."

10 But these, rail at things with which they are totally unacquainted — their knowledge is solely confined to those sensual propensities and appetites, which they have in common with the irrational brutes — and these they indulge to the highest excesses of depravity and pollution.

11 Dreadful destruction is impending over them, for they have trod in the steps of Cain, have run the wild career of Balaam’s error and avarice, and have plunged themselves into destruction by

obstinately opposing the truth, like Core.

12 They are at your love-feasts, a blemish and scandal to Christianity — pampering, at that time, their intemperate appetites without shame or fear — They are like clouds destitute of rain, that are transported, in every direction, by furious blasts — they are like leafless naked trees at the commencement of winter, without fruit, dead for two seasons, torn up by the roots.

13 They are like the wild and raging billows of the ocean, furiously emitting the foam of their own infamy and shame — they are like eccentric comets — for them are reserved the horrors of eternal gloom.

14 Enoch, the seventh from Adam, uttered, as an admonition to these also, the following solemn denunciations — "Behold! the Lord cometh with myriads of his holy angels,

15 to pass the final sentence upon all men, and to convict the profane and abandoned, of all the enormities they have perpetrated, and of all the horrid impieties which profligate creatures have contumeliously uttered against him."

16 These, repine and murmur against God, utter que-
rulous complaints against the allotted provisions of providence, follow the lead of their depraved appetites, vend the most wild and turgid extravagancies, lavishing boundless adulation and applause on worthless characters, merely from a mercenary principle.

17 But do you, beloved Christians, ever bear impressed on your minds the words which were formerly spoken by the apostles of our Lord Jesus Christ:

18 For they assure you, "That, in the close of the last period of the Jewish dispensation, there would rise up impious scoffers, following the lead of their sensual and depraved appetites."

19 These are the persons, who introduce factious divisions among you — abandoned sensualists, and, consequently, in them the spiritual gifts are totally extinct.

20 But do you, beloved Christians, by establishing yourselves on the firm basis of our most holy religion, and by the practice of constant prayer, proceeding from an holy and devout mind,

21 Be solicitous ever to

render yourselves the objects of the divine approbation and love, in joyful expectation of that everlasting life, which our Lord Jesus Christ will finally dispense.

22 Some of these unhappy persons do you sharply reprove — reasoning with them and convicting them of their erroneous principles and practices:

23 Others do you save from these pernicious mistakes with the tenderest anxiety — mercifully plucking them, as it were, from the encircling flames — shewing your utter abhorrence of the least approach to any moral infection and defilement.

24 To that great Being, who is able to guard and secure you from falling into these destructive errors, and to exhibit you before his glorious tribunal, spotless and irreproachable, with hearts enraptured with ineffable exultation and transport:

25 To the one supreme

God, our Saviour, be glory and majesty, sovereignty and power ascribed, both now, and through all the revolving ages of eternity! Amen.
The Revelation of John.

CHAP. I.

The revelation of Jesus Christ, which the Deity permitted him to exhibit, in order to discover to his servants, events that would speedily be accomplished — accordingly he dispatched his angel, and signified them to his servant John.

1 The truth of these discoveries of the Almighty he solemnly attests — as he, formerly, gave his testimony to those transactions of Christ, of which he was himself a spectator.

2 Happy is he, who carefully peruseth, and they who attentively hear, the prophecies of this volume, and faithfully regard the admonitions it contains — for the time of their accomplishment will very speedily commence.

3 John, to the seven churches in Minor Asia — may every favour and felicity redound to you from that Being, who is, who was, and who will be; and from the seven spirits, who attend before his throne,

5 and from Jesus Christ that divine witness, whose veracity may be confided in, who was the very first who rose from the grave to immortality, and who is the Sovereign of the sovereigns of the world — to him, who expressed for us such distinguished love, who extricated us from the servitude of vice, by means of the effusion of his blood,

6 who constituted us kings and priests to the supreme Being, his God and Father, to him be glory and dominion throughout all the revolving ages of eternity! Amen.

7 Behold! he cometh with clouds — every eye shall see him — they too, who once embrued their hands in his blood, shall behold this spectacle — and all the various tribes of the earth shall utter the most piercing lamentations — his coming is most certain! Amen.

8 I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end,

b Avūari, delivered us from our sins, is the true reading. Blood does not wafh.
end, faith the Lord God, the Being, who is, who was, and who will be, the supreme universal governor.

§—9 I John, your fellow-Christian, fellow-sufferer, and fellow-expectant of the future glorious kingdom of Jesus Christ, being in the island Patmos—an exile there for my attachment to the revelation of God, and for my profession of the gospel of Jesus Christ,

10 was, on that day in which our Lord rose from the dead, endowed with the afflatus of the Spirit, and heard behind me a loud sounding voice, like the acute clangors of a trumpet.

11 The voice solemnly articulated these words—"I am Alpha and Omega, the first and the last—what thou feest, write down in a volume, and transmit it to the churches in Minor Asia, to Ephesus, to Smyrna, to Pergamus, to Thyatira, to Sardis, to Philadelphia, and to Laodicea."

12 Instantly I turned to explore the voice, which thus addressed me, and immediately beheld seven branches of a golden candlestick:

13 In the center of these seven branches, I saw an human figure resembling the fon of man, veiled in a robe that flowed down to his feet, and encircled round the waist with a golden zone:

14 His head and his hair had the purest lustre, like the whitest wool, or the new fallen snow—and his eyes emitted a piercing light, resembling bright flames of fire:

15 His feet shone like the most refined and polished amber—and the solemnity of his voice was like the deep-full sound of many waters:

16 In his right-hand he held seven stars—out of his mouth played a sharp two-edged lance—and his whole person shot a strong lustre like the sun in his meridian effulgence.

17 Struck with the sight, I sunk down at his feet as one dead—he approached me, laid his right-hand upon me, and thus spoke—"Banish thy terrors: I am the first and the last:

18 I once animated an human body—I once suffered death—but behold! I exalt, and shall flourish in existence through all the endless ages of eternity—to my hands are committed the keys of death and the grave:

19 commit to writing, therefore, what you have seen, and the things which will be accomplished both in the present and future ages.

20 With regard, first, to the
the explanation of what is figuratively intended by the seven stars which you saw me hold in my right-hand, and by the seven branches of the golden candlestick—the seven stars are designed to represent the pastors of those seven churches—and the seven branches, which you saw, signify the churches themselves.

CHAP. II.

1 To the pastor of the church in Ephesus write, in my name, these directions—These are the express words of him who holdeth in his right-hand the seven stars, and who occupieth the center of the seven branches of the golden candlestick:

2 I know your actions, the distresses you suffer, and the constancy you display—I know that the wicked are the object of your utter aversion and abhorrence, that you have carefully examined into the pretensions of those, who falsely arrogate to themselves the apostolic character; and have found them to be vile impostors:

3 You have sustained your sufferings with Christian fortitude, you exercise an exemplary constancy, you have been exposed to distresses for your profession of my religion, but have not sunk under them.

4 But, notwithstanding these deserved eulogies, I have reason to censure your conduct—for you have suffered your first affections to grow cold and languid.

5 Consider seriously, therefore, your unhappy declension, reform what is irregular, and return to that virtue you at first displayed—otherwise, if you continue impenitent, I will speedily come, and teat down your lamp from the place it now occupies.

6 You have, however, one thing that merits commendation—you detest the practices of the Nicolaitans, which I also abhor.

7 He, who is endowed with understanding, let him employ it in a serious attention to the admonitions which the Spirit addresseth to the churches—To him, whose virtue is victorious, I will grant free access to eat the immortal fruit of the tree of life, which blooms in the center of the paradise of God.

§—8 To the pastor of the church of Smyrna address this admonition—These are the express words of him, who is the first and the last, who once suffered death, but is now reinstated in immortality.
The Revelation of John.

9 I know your actions, the distresses you sustain, and the deep poverty in which you are sunk — but, notwithstanding your temporal indigence, you possess shining treasuries of immense wealth — I know also the factious animosities and calumnies of those, who glory in their being Jews; who are, yet, so far from deserving to be stiled the select community of God, that they are the community of Satan.

10 Be not intimidated by those sufferings which thou art going to support — behold! your heathen persecutors will cast some of you into prison — in order that your steadfastness to your principles may be brought to the test, and you will conflict with sorrow and suffering, ten days — But be you faithful to death, and I will adorn your temples with a wreath of immortality.

11 Let every one, who is endowed with reasoning, carefully employ it in diligently attending to the directions which the Spirit addressteth to the churches — He, whose virtue is victorious, shall not be injured by the second death.

§ — 12 To the pastor of the church in Pergamus convey this message — These are the express words of him, who brandisheth the sharp two-edged lance.

13 I am intimately acquainted with your condition and circumstances — I know you reside in a place, where the throne of heathenism is erected — I know you adhere immovably to my profession, and that you did not abandon your principles in that severe time, when Antipas my faithful martyr was murdered in your city, — a place, where the heathen adversary bears a sovereign sway.

14 Yet, notwithstanding these deserved commendations, I have a few things to allege against you — for you countenance those, who espouse the same pernicious errors as Balaam did, who instructed the princes of Moab how to seduce the Israelites from their duty, by alluring them to eat things consecrated to false gods, and enticing them to debauchery.

15 In the same manner you, also, retain and encourage among you persons, who adopt the tenets of the Nicolaitans, which I abhor.

16 Instantly reform — if you refuse, I will very shortly come, and fight against this abandoned party with the flaming lance, which issueth out of my mouth.
17 He, who is possessed of rational powers, let him exercise them in attentively considering those warnings, which the Spirit directs to the churches — To him, who gains a complete conquest over the temptations of this life, I will impart the delectable food of the celestial manna, and I will also give him a white stone, marked with the inscription of a new name, the immense value of which no one knows, but the happy receiver.

§—18 To the pastor of the church in Thyatira transmit this message — These things, faith the Son of God, whose piercing eyes dart a radiance like the brightest flames, and whose feet are like burnished amber:

19 I am perfectly acquainted with your circumstances, with your mutual affection, your benevolence, your fidelity, your unshaken constancy — and know that your latter, is more distinguished for your virtue, than your first, state.

20 Yet, notwithstanding this your eminent worth, there are a few things in your conduct, that deserve my censure — for you suffer with impunity persons of as abandoned profligacy as Jezebel — who assume the sacred character of publick instructors, to vend their enormities, to delude my servants, to commit all the excesses of debauchery, and to eat of victims that have been immolated to idols.

21 I allowed these wicked impostors space to repent of their abominable sensualities, but they have not repented.

22 Behold! I will come and cast them and their licentious party into dreadful misery, unless they reform their immoral practices.

23 And the converts, they have gained to their principles, I will involve in the most dire and horrible fate — and all the churches shall know that I am the Being, whose unerring knowledge intimately explores the human heart — to every one of you I will proportion rewards, or punishments, according to your actions.

24 To you I solemnly declare, and to all others in Thyatira, who have not adopted these destructive errors, but are perfect strangers to the profound dissimulation and hypocrisy of these adversaries of Christianity: to you, I solemnly declare, that I will impose

1 A white stone was given to conquerors in the games by the judges containing the name and the prize of him that conquered: See Sibbes on Redemption, p. 321.
impose no additional burden upon you:

25 only be solicitous to adhere inflexibly to the principles you already retain, till my second appearance.

26 For him, who repels this world's temptations, and maintains an uniform tenor of steady virtue, I will cause to triumph over the Heathens,

27 and he shall rule them with an iron sceptre, and their power shall be crushed and annihilated — like vessels of brittle clay — to effect this demolition of my adversaries, I will exert that power with which my Father hath invested me:

28 and I will adorn him with the splendors of the morning-star.

29 Let every one, who possesses intellectual faculties, employ them in a serious attention to those directions, which the Spirit addresseth to the churches.

CHAP. III.

TO the pastor of the church in Sardis, deliver, in my name, this message — These are the express injunctions of him, who hath the seven Spirits of God and the seven stars — I am conscious of all thy actions;

— I know that you have a mere nominal life, and that you are morally dead.

2 Be vigilant, and reanimate the virtues that are ready to expire — for I have not found that your holiness hath attained its ultimate perfection in the sight of my God.

3 Remember, therefore, the nature of that religion you embraced — adhere to it, and repent — if, notwithstanding this admonition, you suffer yourself to repose in supine negligence and carelessness, I will surprize you, like a thief, and you shall not know in what hour I will rush upon you.

4 Yet, notwithstanding this general corruption, you have a few persons of distinguished virtue in Sardis, whose moral purity hath not been sullied by the stains of these immoralities — these persons of such eminent worth shall dwell for ever with me, arrayed in splendid and magnificent robes.

5 He, who vanquishes the world's temptations, shall be adorned with a vest of pure and matchless lustre — his name I will never erase from the book of life — his name I will proclaim before my Father, and before his angels.

6 Let him, who is endowed with understanding, diligently employ it in regarding the admonitions
monitions which the Spirit inculcates upon the churches.
§7 To the pastor of the church in Philadelphia transmit this direction — This message is addressed to you by him, whose holiness was perfect, and whose truth infallible — who hath the key of David, who opens the gate of Christianity, and no one is able to shut it; and who shuts it, and no one hath power to open it.

8 I know every part of your behaviour — Behold! I have thrown open the doors of the gospel, and admitted you — and none of your adversaries are able to close them — I know that your worldly power and interests are inconsiderable — I know that you have, notwithstanding, adhered to my religion, and never renounced the profession of it.

9 Behold! I will make those who belong to Satan's community, notwithstanding they arrogantly boast that they are the true members of the Jewish community — a character, to which they have no pretensions, for they are wicked impostors — I will make them come, and, with the most abject submission, prostrate themselves at your feet, and they shall know that you are the distinguished object of my love.

10 As you have faithfully preserved the instructions I gave you, with regard to constancy and fortitude in your sufferings, I will also preserve you from those severe trials, in which the whole world will, in no long time, be involved, and which are calculated to bring the principles of its inhabitants to the test.

11 Behold! my coming is immediate! inviolably retain your present principles, that nothing may deprive you of the crown that awaits you.

12 Him, whose virtue is victorious, I will erect as a magnificent pillar in the temple of my God — a pillar that shall rest upon its basis in the celestial mansions to all eternity — for an inscription, I will engrave upon it the name of my God, and the name of the city of my God, the New Jerusalem, which my God will cause to descend from the heavenly abodes, and my own name.

13 Let him, who is possessed of rational powers, diligently exercise them in attending to the admonitions, which the Spirit addresses to the churches.

§14 The Roman Empire.
§ 14. To the pastor of the church in Laodicea send, in my name, these instructions—This is the express direction of him who is truth itself, a witness of absolute veracity and fidelity, the very first Being, whom the Deity called into existence.

15 I am perfectly acquainted with your moral state—I know that your zeal for the gospel is neither quite extinct and frigid, nor yet is vigorous and fervid—I could wish you were the one or the other.

16 Since, therefore, you are now in a state of lukewarmness, a disagreeable medium between the two opposite extremes, I will, in no long time, eject you from my heart with fastidious contempt.

17 For you insolently say—I have immense riches—I am in most prosperous and opulent circumstances, and want nothing to add to my felicity—and are ignorant, that you are, at the same time, a most wretched, miserable, poor, blind, and indigent creature.

18 I advise you to purchase of me, shining treasures of refined gold, that you may acquire solid and durable wealth, to procure robes of unfilled lustre, to hide thy shame and infamy from the world, and to anoint thine eyes with eye-salve, that thy vision may be restored.

19 Those, who are the objects of my love, I correct with salutary chastisement—Awake, therefore, thy languishing zeal into life, and reform.

20 Behold! I stand at the door and knock—if any one shall hear my voice, and open the door, I will come in to him, will share with him his entertainment, and he shall, in return, participate mine.

21 Him, who hath totally vanquished the vices of the world, I will permit to be an assessor with me on my throne—even as I gained a complete victory over the world, and was advanced to be an assessor with my Father on his throne.

22 He who is endowed with moral and rational powers, let him carefully employ them in revolving the admonitions, which the Spirit directeth to the churches.

CHAP. IV.

23 After the exhibition of this scene I looked, and behold! a door was opened in heaven—and the first voice, which I heard, was like the clangors of a trumpet, directing to me the follow-
following words—"Ascend to these abodes, and I will shew you what events must succeed to these."

2 Instantly I was seized with the Spirit—and behold! a throne was erected in heaven, on which a person was sitting:

3 the radiance of this august figure resembled the splendors of the jasper and the sardius—and a rainbow encircled the throne, whose colour was like the emerald.

4 In a circle around this throne were placed four and twenty other thrones, on which I saw four and twenty venerable personages fitting, vested in white robes—the temples of these were adorned with golden crowns.

5 From the throne in the center issued lightnings, thunders, and loud solemn voices—Before the throne seven lamps were burning, which represent the seven Spirits of God.

6 Before the throne was a sea smooth as glass, and sparkling like crystal—and in the center of the throne, and in a circle around it, were four living creatures, full of eyes, before and behind.

7 The first living creature was like a lion—the second like a calf—the third had an

human visage—the fourth was a flying eagle.

8 Each individual of these creatures had respectively six wings, which encircled it, within which they were full of eyes—these, night and day, incessantly cry out, Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God, the universal Governor, who is, was, and will be!

9 And whenever the creatures, gave glory, and honour, and gratitude to him, who sits on the throne, who will flourish in existence throughout all the endless ages of eternity,

10 those four and twenty venerable personages prostrate themselves before him, who sits on the throne, and devoutly worship him, whose being is extended through all the revolving ages of eternity, and cast down their crowns, saying,

11 "Worthy art thou, O Lord, to receive glory, and honour, and power—for thou wert the former of universal nature, and by thine almighty mandate they were originally formed, and now exist!"

C H A P. V.

ON the right-hand of him who sat on the throne I saw a volume writ-
ten all over with characters
internally and externally, and
sealed with seven seals.

2 I then saw an Angel of
immense strength, proclaim-
ing with a loud voice—Who
is worthy to open this volume,
and to loose its seals?

3 But no being in heaven,
or in earth, or under the
earth, was able to unroll the
volume, or even to inspect it.

4 Upon this I was bathed
in tears, for seeing that no
person was deemed worthy to
unroll and read, or even to
view the volume.

5 Upon which one of those
venerable personages thus ac-
costed me—Indulge not thy
tears, behold the Lion of the
tribe of Juda, the root of
David, hath prevailed to open
the volume, and break its
seven seals.

6 I then looked, and be-
hold in the center of the
throne, and of the four living
creatures, stood a Lamb, which
seemed as if it had been im-
omolated, having seven horns
and seven eyes— which last
represent the seven Spirits of
God, dispatched to all the
various regions of the world.

7 The Lamb then approach-
ed, and took the volume out
of the right-hand of him who
sat upon the throne.

8 Upon his taking the vo-

tumes, and the four and twen-
ty venerable persons prostrated
themselves before the Lamb—
each of them having harps
and golden vials full of in-
cense— which represent the
prayers of the holy:

9 and they chant a new
ode, saying—"Worthy art
thou to take the book and
loose its seals, for thou wert
immolated, and didst pur-
chase us to the Deity by means
of the effusion of thy blood,
out of every tribe, language,
nation, and community:

10 and didst constitute us
kings and priests to our God,
and we reign upon the earth."

11 I then looked, and heard
the voice of numerous angels
who incircled the throne, and
of the living creatures, and
the venerable elders—and
their numbers were myriads
of myriads, and thousands of
thousands:

12 saying with a loud voice
—"Worthy is the Lamb,
who was sacrificed, to receive
sovereignty, and dominion,
and wisdom, and power, and
honour, and glory, and blef-
sing!"

13 And every creature that
is in heaven, or on earth, or
under the earth, or on the
sea, all beings in universal
nature I heard at once ex-
claiming—"To him who
fits upon the throne, and to
to banish peace from the earth, and to involve its inhabitants in mutual affaminations and blood-sheen — into his hands there was put an enormous sword.

5 When he opened the third seal, I heard the third living creature saying, Approach and see — immediately I looked, and behold! there was portrayed a steed of a black colour — and the person, who was mounted upon him, held a pair of scales in his hand:

6 And I heard a voice, issuing from the midst of the four living creatures, pronouncing these words — A chœnix of wheat for a denarius, and three chœnices of barley for a denarius — and injure thou not the oil and the wine.

7 When he opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice of the fourth living creature saying — Approach and see.

8 Accordingly I looked, and behold! a steed of a pale colour — whose rider's name was Death — in his rear marched the Grave — and they two had permission granted them to destroy the fourth part of human kind, with the lance, with famine, with death, and wild beasts.

9 When

\[\text{CHAP. VI.}\]

1 Looked when the Lamb opened the first of the seals, and I heard one of the four living creatures addressing himself to me with a voice like the solemn note of thunder, and saying, Approach and see.

2 Instantly I looked, and behold! there was exhibited in the book, the effigies of a white steed — and he, who was mounted upon him, held a bow, and a crown was fixed upon his head, and he advanced conquering and to conquer.

3 When he opened the second seal, I heard the second living creature saying, Approach and see.

4 Immediately there was presented to my view another steed of a deep red — and to his rider was permission given

1 About a pint and half of our measure.

2 About eight pence.
When he opened the fifth seal, I saw lying prostrate at the altar, vast numbers of those, who had suffered martyrdom for their Christian profession, and for their inviolable adherence to its principles.

These, cried with loud and piercing accents — How long, O God of infinite holiness and rectitude, dost thou delay to judge and avenge our blood of the inhabitants of the world!

To each of these were given white and brilliant vests — and they were directed to wait a little longer in patient expectation, till the period of their Christian brethren, who were to suffer martyrdom, as they had done, should be fully completed.

I looked when he opened the sixth seal, and behold! there was a great earthquake — the sun became black, as sack-cloth of hair, and the whole moon instantly turned red as blood:

The stars dropped from the sphere, upon the earth, as a fig-tree drops its blighted fruit, when agitated by a furious storm:

The heaven shrunk up, like a volume of parchment that is rolled together — and every mountain and isle were,

by a violent concussion, shook from their base:

And the sovereigns of the earth, the illustrious, the opulent, the tribunes, the most dignified personages, the slave, the freeman, hid themselves in the caves and rocks of the mountains:

And, in their extreme consternation, thus addressed the mountains and the rocks — "Overwhelm us in your ruins! and for ever screen us from his presence, who sits upon the throne, and from the dire resentment of the Lamb!

For the great day of his vengeance is now arrived! Who is able to support its horror!"

CHAP. VII.

After this exhibition I saw four angels standing in the four cardinal points of the globe, confining the four winds that no storms should blow on the earth, the sea, or any tree.

I saw then another angel ascending from the east, having the seal of the living God, and with a loud voice he cried to the four angels, who had been commissioned to excite destructive commotions.

*Seb. Cot is the reading in the Alexandrian and other MSS.*
tions in the earth, and in the ocean:

3 saying to them — Inflict no fatal evil either on the land, or on the ocean, or on the trees, 'till we have sealed the servants of our God in their foreheads.

4 And I heard the number of those who were impressed with this seal, and it was an hundred and forty-four thousand — persons of every tribe of Israel indiscriminately sealed.

5 Of the tribe of Juda, twelve thousand were sealed:
of the tribe of Reuben, twelve thousand:
of the tribe of Gad, twelve thousand.

6 Of Asher, twelve thousand: of Napthali, twelve thousand:
of Manasse, twelve thousand:

7 Of Zabulon, twelve thousand: of Joseph, twelve thousand:
of Benjamin, twelve thousand.

8 After this vision I looked, and behold! a most immense and innumerable multitude of all nations, tribes, communities, and languages, flocked before the throne, and before the Lamb, arrayed in white vestes, and holding branches of palm in their hands:

9 Of the tribe of Juda, twelve thousand were sealed:
of the tribe of Reuben, twelve thousand:
of the tribe of Gad, twelve thousand.

10 all exclaiming in loud accents — "Salvation be ascribed to our God, who sitteth upon the throne, and to the Lamb!"

11 Upon which all the angels, who stood in a circle round the throne, the elders, and the four living creatures, prostrated themselves before the throne, and devoutly worshipped God.

12 saying — Amen! may blessing, and glory, and wisdom, and gratitude, and honour, and dominion, and power, be paid to our God through all the revolving ages of eternity! "Amen.

13 One of the venerable personages then said to me — Who are these happy persons, who are enrobed in these white and lucid vestes? from what region did they come?

14 I said to him — You, sir, need not to be informed — he replied, These are persons, who have emerged from the depth of sorrows and sufferings, who have washed their robes, and given them this conspicuous whiteness and luster by means of the effusion of the Lamb's blood:

15 for which distinguished virtue they are advanced to this station before the throne of God, and incessantly worship him day and night in his temple — and he, who sitteth
fitteth upon the throne, shall fix his blissful residence among them.

16 They shall feel the sensations of hunger and of thirst no more for ever—neither the fierce rays of the sun, or any other scorching flames shall ever afflict them:

17 for the Lamb, who is in the midst of the throne, shall be their shepherd, and conduct them to the fountain of the waters of life, and God shall wipe every tear from their eyes!

CHAP. VIII.

WHEN he opened the seventh seal, there was a profound silence in heaven for half an hour.

2 And I saw seven angels standing before God, and there were seven trumpets given to them.

3 Another angel then approached, and took his station at the altar, having a golden censer—and to him there was given a large quantity of incense to offer, along with the prayers of the holy, on the golden altar, which stood before the throne.

4 The smoak of this fragrant incense, which was offered together with the devotions of the holy, ascended from the angel's hand before the Almighty.

5 The angel then took the censer, filled it with fire from the altar, and threw it upon the earth—upon which there instantly ensued terrible sounds, thunders, lightnings, and an earthquake.

6 After this, the seven angels who had the seven trumpets, prepared to sound them.

7 The first angel founded his trumpet—and immediately dreadful storms of hail and fire, mingled with blood, rushed down upon the world—the third part of the trees were burned to ashes, and all the verdant herbage was totally consumed.

8 The second angel sounded his trumpet—and an immense mass, like an enormous mountain all involved in flames, was thrown into the ocean—and the third part of its waters instantly became blood:

9 and the third part of the animals expired—and the third part of all the ships on its surface perished.

10 The third angel sounded his trumpet—and immediately there fell from heaven a star*

* Zews ἄρματος is the true reading.
a star of vast bulk, flaming like a torch — and it dropped on the third part of the rivers, and upon the fountains of waters.

11 The name of this star is wormwood — for the third part of the waters of the earth instantly turned bitter as wormwood — and vast numbers of the human species died by drinking the waters, because they were impregnated with such a noxious quality.

12 The fourth angel sounded his trumpet — and the third part of the sun was immediately struck, the third part of the moon, and the third part of the stars — that the third part of these luminaries was instantly shrouded in darkness, and the third part of the day and of the night, also, was obscured in total gloom.

13 I then looked, and heard an eagle flying through the midst of heaven, exclaiming with a loud voice. Woe, Woe, Woe to the world's inhabitants, by reason of the dire clangors of the trumpets of the three other angels, who are yet to blow.

CHAP. IX.

I saw a star that had fallen from heaven, and to him was given the key of the unfathomable gulf.

2 Immediately he opened the unfathomable gulf — and out of it ascended a dusky vapour, like the black smoke that rises from a large furnace, which blotted out the sun, and involved the whole sky in gloomy darkness.

3 From this smoke there issued and fell locusts upon the earth, which were empowered to inflict the same dreadful miseries, which scorpions inflict.

4 These were directed not to injure the herbage of the field, or any verdure, or any tree, but to invade those persons only who had not the seal of God impressed on their foreheads.

5 They were not permitted to punish men with death — only to torment them five months — and the tortures they inflict were like the agonizing torture a person feels from the bite of a scorpion.

6 In that period, mankind will wish for death to release them from the miseries they suffer, and shall not find its friendly aid — they will indulge ardent desires to die, but death shall refuse to deliver.
liver them from their wretchedness.

7 The figure of these locusts resembled horses, completely harnessed for battle, on their heads they wore glittering ornaments, like golden crowns, and their face was like the human:

8 their hair resembled the flowing tresses of the fair sex; and their teeth were like the fangs of the lion:

9 they wore breast-plates, that had a similar appearance to those that are made of iron, the sound of their wings was like the tremendous rattle of chariots, when vast troops of cavalry all rush into the battle:

10 they have tails, similar to those of the scorpion, armed with stings—and they have licence to spread misery and wretchedness among mankind, for five months:

11 they are headed by a sovereign, who is the angel of the unfathomable gulf, whose name, in Hebrew, is Abaddon, in Greek, Apollyon.

12 The first woe is past—behold! there are still impending two more woes, successive to this.

§—13 The sixth angel sounded his trumpet—and I heard a voice issuing from the four horns of the golden altar, which was before the Supreme,

14 saying to the sixth angel who had the trumpet—Loose the fetters of those four angels who have been confined at the great river Euphrates.

15 Instantly those four angels were freed from their chains, who were commissioned to destroy the third part of the human species—and they were permitted to continue these ravages for an hour, a day, a month, and a year.

16 The number of the cavalry they had in their armies, was two myriads of myriads— I heard the number recited.

17 I also saw in the vision, the horses and the horsemen, who appeared in breast-plates of the colour of fire, of jacinth, and brimstone—the heads of the horses were like the heads of lions, and from their mouths issued fire and smoke and brimstone.

18 By these three destructive plagues was the third part of the human race miserably slaughtered, by the fire, the smoke, and the brimstone, which issued out of their mouths.

19 For the whole strength of

Πάντων is the reading in the best MSS.
and he fixed his right foot on the ocean, and his left on the earth:

3 He then uttered a loud and tremendous vociferation, like the roaring of a lion—when he ceased, seven claps of thunder uttered their explosions.

4 After the successive explosions of these seven claps of thunder, I was going to write down the words they pronounced—but I heard a voice out of heaven addressing me and saying—Supprefe in impenetrable silence what the thunders spoke, and commit it not to writing.

5 The angel then, whom I saw standing on the sea and on the land, raised his right hand to heaven,

6 and solemnly swore by that Being, whose duration is to all eternity, who formed the heaven, and all beings who inhabit it, the earth, and all the creatures that move on its surface, and the ocean, with all the various animals it contains, that the happy period would not yet commence,

7 but that it would take place in the days, when the seventh angel sounded his trumpet

1 Then I saw another angel, of immense strength, descending from heaven, arrayed in a cloud, and his head encircled with a rainbow, his face was like the sun, his feet like pillars of fire:

2 He held in his hand a very small volume, open—

of these horses is confined to their mouths and their tails—for their tails are like serpents, and they have heads annexed to them—it is with these they do all the fatal execution.

20 And the other remaining part of mankind, who had not fallen a sacrifice to these depopulating evils, did not repent of their abandoned wickedness, but continued to pay their adoration to souls departed, to idols of gold, silver, brass, stone, wood; blind and deaf and motionless statues:

21 nor did they repent of the murders they perpetrated, of the arts of poisoning they practised, or of the debaucheries and robberies they committed.

C H A P. X.

1 Then I saw another angel, of immense strength, descending from heaven, arrayed in a cloud, and his head encircled with a rainbow, his face was like the sun, his feet like pillars of fire:

2 He held in his hand a very small volume, open—

and he fixed his right foot on the ocean, and his left on the earth:

3 He then uttered a loud and tremendous vociferation, like the roaring of a lion—when he ceased, seven claps of thunder uttered their explosions.

4 After the successive explosions of these seven claps of thunder, I was going to write down the words they pronounced—but I heard a voice out of heaven addressing me and saying—Supprefe in impenetrable silence what the thunders spoke, and commit it not to writing.

5 The angel then, whom I saw standing on the sea and on the land, raised his right hand to heaven,

6 and solemnly swore by that Being, whose duration is to all eternity, who formed the heaven, and all beings who inhabit it, the earth, and all the creatures that move on its surface, and the ocean, with all the various animals it contains, that the happy period would not yet commence,

7 but that it would take place in the days, when the seventh angel sounded his trumpet
The trumpet — the dispensations of God would, then, receive their full and perfect completion, as he had assured his servants the prophets.

8 The voice then, which I heard from heaven, directed itself again to me, and said — Go, take that little volume, which is held open in the hand of the angel who stands on the sea and on the land.

9 I advanced accordingly to the angel and said — Give me the little volume — Take it, he replied, and eat it up — in thy mouth it will have a delicious sweetness, like honey; in thy stomach, a disagreeable bitterness.

10 I then took the small volume from the angel's hand, and eat it up — and its taste in my mouth was like the sweetness of honey, but in my stomach it had an acrid and nauseous bitterness.

11 He then said to me, Thou must again prophesy to numerous nations, countries, languages, and kingdoms.

CHAP. XI.

1 After this there was given to me a reed, like a measuring rod, and the angel, who stood, said to me — Rise and measure the temple of God, in which the altar is erected, and where his pious votaries worship:

2 But the external court of the temple do not measure at all, for it is given up to the Heathens, who shall trample under foot the holy city, two and forty months.

3 Yet I will endow my two witnesses with power, and they shall prophesy a thousand two hundred and sixty days, cloathed in sackcloth.

4 These are the two olive-trees, and the two lamps, which stand before the supreme Ruler of the world.

5 If any one attempt to injure these, fire instantly issueth out of their mouth, and devoureth their opponents — to this dreadful doom must every one, who plots their ruin, be devoted.

6 These have power to seal up the clouds, that no refreshing showers didst on the ground, during the days of their prophecy — they have power, also, over the waters, to turn them into blood, and to smite the earth with every plague, as often as they please.

7 When they shall have finished their testimony, the beast, which ascends out of the unfathomable gulf, shall commence hostilities with them, shall vanquish and kill them.

8 And
And their dead bodies shall be thrown into the street of that great city, which, figuratively, is called Sodom and Egypt, where even our Lord hath been crucified.

And persons of all nations, tribes, languages, and countries, shall see their dead bodies, three days and an half, and deny their corpse the common rites of sepulture.

And the inhabitants of the earth shall insult over them, and indulge the highest transports of joy, and mutually send presents to one another on this occasion, because these two witnesses gave the inhabitants of the world such tormenting inquietude.

But, after three days and half, the spirit of life from God entered into them, and they stood erect — and great consternation feized all the spectators.

The witnesses then heard a loud voice from heaven, saying to them, Ascend hither — Instantly a cloud conveyed them to the celestial regions, and their enemies saw their triumphant ascension.

In that hour there was a great earthquake, by which the tenth part of the city was thrown down, and seven thousand men perished — those, who survived the general ruin, were filled with the last consternation, and gave glory to the God of heaven.

The second woe is past, behold! the third woe will speedily commence.

The seventh angel sounded his trumpet — on which, loud voices resounded in heaven, exclaiming— "The sovereignty of the world is now become our Lord's and his Christ's, and his reign shall be perpetuated through all the endless ages of eternity!

The twenty-four elders then, who were sitting on their thrones before the Almighty, prostrated themselves on their faces, and devoutly worshipped the Supreme:

saying— "We pay thee our most grateful acknowledgments, O Lord, the universal Ruler, who is, who wert, and who wilt be, that thou haft assumed thine almighty power, and taken into thine hands the reins of government!

The Heathens were enraged — but the period of thine indignation is now arrived, and the time when thou wilt judge the dead, and distribute a reward to thy servants the prophets, to the virtuous and to the devout, rich and poor, without distinction, and when

Exxecth ē σημεία του κόσμου is the true reading.
§ 19 After the exhibition of these scenes, the temple of God in heaven was thrown open, in which the ark of his covenant displayed itself to my view— and there were lightnings, tremendous noises, claps of thunder, an earthquake, and a terrible storm of hail.

Chap. xii. 1 And a great prodigy appeared in heaven! — a woman clothed with the sun, and the moon was under her feet, and on her head she wore a crown of seven stars.

2 And the period of her pregnancy being complete, she uttered piercing cries, racked with the agonizing pangs of child-birth.

3 There appeared also another prodigy in heaven — behold! a great red dragon, with seven heads and ten horns, and on his heads he wore seven diadems.

4 His tail swept away the third part of the stars of heaven, and threw them upon the earth— this dragon flooded before the woman, who was going to be delivered, intent to devour her child the moment it was born.

5 The woman was delivered of a male child — who is destined to rule all the Heathens with an iron sceptre — but the infant was instantly caught up to the Almighty and to his throne.

6 The woman then fled into the desert — where she has a residence prepared for her by the Almighty, and in this solitude she is to be maintained a thousand two hundred and sixty days.

7 After this, hostilities raged in heaven— Michael and his angels encountered with the dragon and his angels.

8 But the latter were totally vanquished — and, for the future, there was no place in heaven found to shelter the routed party.

9 The great dragon, accordingly, was thrown out of heaven— the old serpent, called the devil and Satan, the grand deceiver of the whole universe, was thrown out of heaven upon the earth — his angels, also, were precipitated from the sky.

10 I then heard a loud voice proclaiming in heaven — "Now is arrived the salvation,
vation, the power, and the kingdom of our God, and the power of his Christ — for the false accuser of our brethren, who was incessantly night and day calumniating and traducing them before our God, is for ever banished from these regions!

11 For the victory they gained over him they were indebted to the effusion of the Lamb's blood, and to those principles whose truth they attested — for the sake of these they cherished no fond love of life, but freely devoted themselves to death!

12 Rejoice, therefore, O ye heavens! and all you its sacred inhabitants! — but woe to you, who reside on the land, or traverse the ocean! for the devil is descended to you, transported with furious rage; conscious, that the period of his power is very short."

13 When the dragon found that he was ejected upon earth, he pursued the woman, who had brought forth the male child.

14 But to the woman were given two wings of a great eagle, with which she might speed her flight into the solitude, her former residence — in which sequestered retreat she is maintained, far remote from the serpent, a time, and times, and half a time.

15 The serpent then threw out of his mouth, after the woman, an immense stream, like a torrent, to sweep her away and bury her in the flood.

16 But the earth lent her aid to the woman — the earth opened her mouth, and absorbed the deluge, which the dragon emitted from his jaws.

17 The dragon then was inflamed with rage against the woman, and turned to make war with those who still remained of her descendents, who observe the divine commands, and adhere to the Christian profession.

CHAP. XIII.

After this, I stood on the sea shore, and I saw a wild beast rise up out of the ocean, which had seven heads, and ten horns — on its horns it wore ten diadems, and upon its heads names of blasphemy.

2 The wild beast, which I saw, resembled a leopard — it had feet like a bear, and a mouth like a lion — and the dragon gave it his strength, his throne, and immense authority."

"Overata is the reading best supported."
I observed that one of his heads looked as if it had received a mortal wound—but the mortal stroke was healed, and all the world followed the wild beast, struck with admiration.

And they worshipped the dragon, who had invested the wild beast with its authority—and they paid, also, devout adoration to the wild beast, saying—who is like the beast! who is able to cope with it!

There was then given to the wild beast a mouth that uttered the most enormous extravagancies and blasphemies—and it was permitted to flourish forty-two months.

It then opened its mouth to utter blasphemies against God, to vilify and defame his perfections, his tabernacle, and all the holy inhabitants of heaven.

Licence was given it to wage war with the virtuous and to defeat them—and it was permitted to exercise unlimited authority over every tribe, country, language, and nation.

To it all those inhabitants of the world paid divine honours, whose names were not written from the foundation of the world in the Lamb's book of life, who surrendered up himself a victim.

He, who is endowed with intelligence, let him carefully employ it in an attention to this.

He, who drags the captive prisoner, shall himself be dragged a captive prisoner—he, who affalinsates with the sword, shall himself by the sword be affalinsated.—In this period florishes the constancy and fidelity of the holy.

After this, I saw another savage beast ascend out of the earth, and it had two horns similar to those of the Lamb, but it spoke like a dragon.

And it exerteth all the authority of the first beast in its presence, and causeth the world and the inhabitants to worship the first beast, whose mortal wound was cured.

It also displays amazing prodigies, makes even fire descend from heaven to the earth in the sight of men:

so that it deludeth the inhabitants of the earth by these prodigies it hath been impowered to display in the presence of the beast—enjoining all mankind to make an image to the beast, which received the deep wound from the sword, but recovered.

Power also was given to
to it to infuse life into the image of the wild beast — in order that the image, too, of the beast should speak, and cause all who should refuse divine honours to the image of the beast, to be put to death.

16 It obliges all, indiscriminately, small and great, rich and poor, freemen and slaves, to receive, from it, a mark in their right-hand, or in their forehead:

17 so that no one is able to buy or sell, except he is impressed with this mark, or with the name of the wild beast, or with the number of his name.

18 Here is a subject for sagacity and erudition — let him, who is intelligent, find out what is signified by the number of the wild beast — it is a human number — it is six hundred, sixty, six.

**CHAP. XIV.**

AFTER this I looked, and behold! the Lamb stood upon mount Sion, and along with him an hundred and forty-four thousand who had his name, and the name of his Father inscribed on their foreheads.

2 I then heard a voice out of heaven, solemn as the noise of many waters, and loud as the horrible explosion of thunder — the voice which I heard was like a grand chorus of musicians all playing in full concert.

3 These chant a new song before the throne, before the four living creatures, and the venerable personages — this song no one could learn except the hundred and forty-four thousand, who had been redeemed from the earth.

4 These are persons of spotless and immaculate chastity — these accompany the Lamb wherever he goes — these were redeemed from among mankind — a select and distinguished society devoted to God and to the Lamb.

5 In their mouth there was found no falsehood — for they are perfectly pure and unpolluted before the throne of God.

6 I then saw another angel flying through the midst of heaven, having the everlasting gospel to publish to all the inhabitants of the world,
to every country, community, language, and nation:

7 exclaiming with a loud voice — "Reverence the Almighty, and give him glory — for the period of his judgment is now arrived — pay your devout adoration to the great Former of the heaven, of the earth, of the ocean, and of all fountains of water."

8 He was followed by another angel, who said — "Babylon is fallen! is fallen! that immense city! because she intoxicated all nations with the inflaming wine of her debauchery."

9 These were also followed by a third angel, who cried with a loud voice — "If any one worships the wild beast or its image, or receives its mark in his forehead, or in his hand,

10 he shall drink of the wine of God's indignation, poured forth pure and unmixed into the cup of his fury, and he shall be tormented with fire and brimstone in the presence of the holy angels, and presence of the Lamb."

11 The smoak arising from the place, where they are tormented, mounteth up for ever and ever — and the worshippers of the wild beast and its image, and every one who is impressed with the mark of its name, have no soothing intervals of quietude for ever.

12 In this period flourishes the constancy of the holy — in this period flourish those, who observe the divine commands, and adhere to the religion of Jesus.

13 After this I heard a voice from heaven, bidding me write the following words — "Happy are the dead, who, from the present æra, die for their attachment to the Christian religion! — Thrice happy! most assuredly, faith the Spirit, for they have found repose from their labours, and their virtues accompany them!"

§—14 I then looked, and behold! a lucid cloud — on which one fat like the Son of man, whose temples were encircled with a crown of gold, and whose hand held a sharp sickle.

15 Another angel then came out of the temple, crying with a loud voice to the person who sat upon the cloud — "Put thy sickle into the standing corn and reap: for the time of harvest is now arrived — the harvest of the world is ripe."

16 The person immediately, who sat upon the cloud, threw his sickle into the earth, and the earth was reaped.

17 Another
Another angel then came out of heaven's temple, grasping also a sharp sickle.

A third angel also came from the altar, who had power over fire, and he called with a loud voice to him who held the sharp sickle, saying—Thrust in thy sharp sickle and gather the vintage of the earth, for her grapes have attained their full maturity.

Instantly the angel thrust his sickle into the earth, and gathered her vintage, and threw the grapes into the capacious wine-pres of God's indignation.

The wine-pres was then trodden out of the city, and blood streamed from the pres in such quantities as reached to an horse's breast for the space of sixteen hundred stadia.

After this I saw another prodigy in heaven, grand and astonishing, seven angels having the seven last plagues— for by these evils the indignation of the Almighty was fully executed.

I then saw a wide extended plain, that resembled a sea of glass intermixed with fire—and those who had acquired a victory over the wild beast, over his image, over his mark, and over the number of his name, stood on the surface of this glasy ocean, holding in their hands the harps of God.

And they chant the song of Moses the servant of God, and the song of the Lamb, saying—"Vast and astonishing are thy works, O Lord God, the universal Governor! righteous and true, are thy procedures, O thou Sovereign of the world!"

Who would not revere thee, O God! who would not celebrate thy perfections! for thou alone art possessed of immaculate holiness—all the nations shall come, and in devout homage prostrate themselves before thee—for the rectitude of thy administration hath been fully displayed!"

After the exhibition of these scenes I looked, and behold! there was opened in heaven the temple of the tabernacle of the testimony.

Out of this temple issued the seven angels, who had the seven plagues, cloathed in veils of pure and shining linen, and encircled round the waist with golden zones.

After
7 Upon this, one of the four living creatures gave to the seven angels seven golden vials, full of the wrath of that great Being who liveth to all eternity.

8 The whole temple then was filled with smoke from the glory and the power of God—so that no one could enter the temple until the seven plagues of the seven angels had received their ultimate completion.

C H A P. X VI.

1 I then heard a great voice out of the temple, saying to the seven angels—Go and pour the vials of the divine anger upon the earth.

2 Upon this, the first went and poured his vial upon the earth, and instantly a shocking and malignant ulcerous disease invaded those who were impressed with the mark of the wild beast, and paid divine honours to its image.

3 The second poured his vial upon the ocean—immediately the whole body of its waters became like the blood of a dead corpse, and every living creature in it expired.

4 The third angel poured his vial upon the rivers and fountains of water, and they were converted into blood.

5 I then heard the angel of the waters say—"Righteous art thou, O God, who art, wert, and wilt be, in that thou hast inflicted these judgments!

6 Because they shed the blood of saints and prophets, thou hast given them blood to drink—this requital they justly merit."

7 I heard, also, another angel from the altar say—"Equal and just, O Lord God, the universal Governor, are all thy inflictions!"

8 The fourth angel poured his vial upon the sun—and it was permitted to scorch mankind with fire.

9 The human race were, accordingly, assailed with intolerable heat, and blasphemed God, who had sovereign power over these plagues, and they were not induced by them to repent, and give him glory.

10 The fifth angel poured his vial upon the throne of the beast—upon which his kingdom was totally enveloped in darkness, and men bit their tongues for extreme vexation,

11 And blasphemed the God of heaven on account of the dire pains and ulcers, with which they were afflicted, and reformed not their abandoned practices.

12 The
The sixth angel poured his vial upon the great river Euphrates — its channel instantly became dry — in order to accommodate the kings of the east with a passage.

I then saw crawl out of the mouth of the dragon, out of the mouth of the wild beast, and out of the mouth of the false prophet, three filthy spirits, in the shape of frogs.

These are the spirits of demons, which perform amazing feats, and migrate, in all directions, to all the kings of the whole universe, to convene them all to the battle of the great day of God the universal Governor.

Behold! my coming will be like the sudden attack of a thief — Happy is he who exerciseth an unremitting vigilance, and carefully preserveth his purity and virtue, that he be not finally exposed to infamy and shame.

And he collected them to a place called, in Hebrew, Armageddon.

The seventh angel poured his vial upon the air — upon which, a great voice out of the temple of heaven, from the throne, said — It is finished!

And there ensued tremendous noises, peals of thunder, and flashes of lightning — and there was a dreadful earthquake, such as hath never happened from the foundation of the world, for the horror and violence of its concussions.

By it the great city was rent into three parts — and the cities of the Heathens were totally overturned — then the Almighty remembered to give to Babylon the Great the cup of the wine of his furious indignation.

By it was every island torn from its base, and the lofty mountains annihilated; and a great hail-storm, every stone about the weight of a talent, rushed from heaven upon mankind — and men blasphemed, for the miseries the hail inflicted; for the anguish and torment it caused, were excessively acute and intolerable.

Then one of the seven angels, who had the seven vials, came and acosted me, saying — "Come hither, and I will shew you the condemnation of the great prostitute, who sits upon many waters:

with whom the kings of the earth have maintained a criminal converse, and the inhabitants
habitants of the world been inebriated by the wine of her debauchery."

3 Accordingly he conveyed me in a visionary scene into the desert — and I saw a woman sitting on a scarlet-coloured wild beast, that was quite covered over with blasphemous titles and inscriptions, and it had seven heads and ten horns.

4 The woman was dressed in purple and scarlet, and richly decorated with gold, precious stones, and jewels — and she held in her hand a gold cup replete with her impure and abominable debaucheries.

5 Her name was inscribed on her forehead — MYSTERY, THE GREAT BABYLON, THE MOTHER OF PROSTITUTES, AND OF ALL THE DETESTABLE ENORMITIES IN THE WORLD.

6 I observed that the woman was drunk with the blood of the holy, and with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus — such a spectacle struck me with the last astonishment!

7 The angel then said to me — Why do you express such amazement? — I will give you a more explicit information concerning this

figurative representation of the woman, and of the wild beast which carries her, which has seven heads and ten horns.

8 The beast, which you see, was, and is not, but will ascend out of the fathomless gulf, and is to be devoted to destruction — and those inhabitants of the earth, whose names were not enrolled in the book of life from the foundation of the world, shall be seized with devout astonishment, when they view the wild beast, which was, and is not, but * will be.

9 Here is a subject to employ sagacity and wisdom — the seven heads represent seven mountains, on which the woman sits.

10 They also represent seven kings — five are defunct — one is now living — the other hath not yet appeared — when he appears, his continuance will be very short.

11 And the wild beast, which was, and is not, is the eighth — is a descendant from the seven — and will be devoted to destruction.

12 And the ten horns, which you saw, represent ten kings, who have not yet received their kingdom — but who will, at the same time with the beast,

και οκτώ εστιν the reading in the Alexandrian MS.
beast, be invested with regal government.

13 These are all actuated by the same sentiments, and give their power and authority to the beast.

14 These shall make war with the Lamb, and the Lamb shall defeat them — for he is the Lord of lords, and Sovereign of sovereigns, and his associates are a distinguished, select, and faithful community.

15 He then faith to me— The waters, which you saw, where the prostitute fits, represent nations, and multitudes, and countries, and languages.

16 And the ten horns, which you saw project from the beast, shall hate the prostitute, shall make her desolate and naked, shall devour her flesh, and burn her with fire.

17 For the Almighty hath powerfully influenced their hearts to perform his designs, and unanimously to concur in one sentiment, and to give their kingdom to the wild beast, until that period arrive, when the dispensations of the Supreme shall have received their full and final accomplishment.

18 The woman, whom you saw, represents the great city which exercises supreme sovereignty over the sovereigns of the world.

C H A P. XVIII.

A F T E R these exhibitions, I saw an angel descending from heaven, vested with great authority, and the whole earth was illuminated by his glorious splendour.

2 He then cried with a loud voice, saying — The great Babylon is fallen! is fallen! and is become the residence of daemons, the rendezvous of every impure spirit, and the resort of every ominous and detestable bird.

3 For she intoxicated all nations with the inflaming wine of her debauchery—the sovereigns of the world maintained criminal converse with her, and the merchants of the earth derived immense riches from the boundless multitudes of her luxurious refinements.

4 I then heard another voice from heaven, saying — Abandon her, my people, left you participate with her in her crimes, and share with her in her punishments.

5 For the immense pile of her crimes hath touched the very
very heavens: and the Almighty hath remembered all her enormities.

6 Retaliate upon her the treatment she has given you, and inflict upon her a double portion of wretchedness — in the bowl, in which she mingled for you the intoxicating potion, do you infuse for her draught, double the poisonous ingredients.

7 In proportion as she hath decorated herself with pompous magnificence, and revelled in luxurious excesses; the same measures do you observe in the torture and anguish you impose upon her — because she hath insolently said in her heart; "I will fit a queen: I am no widow: I shall never know sorrow."

8 For this, in one day shall her miseries all invade her, death, and despair, and famine — and she shall be totally consumed with fire — for mighty is the Lord, who devoteth her to this doom.

9 Then shall the sovereigns of the world, who traversed a circle of debauchery and luxury with her, deplore her wretchedness, and bewail her fate in floods of tears — when they see the smoke ascend from the conflagration that involveth her:

10 Standing a great distance from her for fear of being confounded in the general destruction, and bitterly exclaiming — Ah! Ah! the great city Babylon! the mighty city! how hath thy wretched doom surprized thee in a moment!

11 The merchants of the earth also shall weep and lament over her — because no one for the future will ever buy the merchandize they imported from her:

12 the merchandize of gold, of silver, of precious stones, of jewels, of fine linen, of purple, of silk, of scarlet — all the rich manufactures in thyine wood, in ivory, in costly wood, in brass, in iron, in marble:

13 the commerce of cinnamon, spices, perfumes, frankincense, wine, oil, the finest flower, corn, beasts, sheep, horses, chariots, slaves, and souls of men.

14 All thy lucrative gains, in which thy whole soul centered, are lost to thee for ever — all thy elegancies and refinements are torn from thee; and thou shalt never behold them more.

15 The merchants, who accumulated such immense riches from a commerce with her, shall stand at a vast distance from her, for fear of being
being involved in her dire destruction, deploring her fate in piercing accents of grief:

16 repeating — Ah! Ah! the immense city! which was arrayed in fine linen, and purple, and scarlet, and richly decorated with gold and precious stones and diamonds, how, in a moment, is all thy opulence sunk in a gulf of utter ruin!

17 Every pilot, also, every one who failed to the place, every ship’s crew, and every one concerned in naval commerce, flood at a great distance from her:

18 and beholding the smoke mount the skies from the conflagration in which she was involved, they raised loud and dismal screams, repeating — What place was ever like this magnificent city!

19 They threw dust upon their heads, and, bathed in floods of tears and grief, uttered doleful lamentations, crying — Ah! Ah! this imperial city! in which all, who engaged in naval business, acquired such immense riches from her magnificence! how art thou, in one hour, totally desolated!

20 Exult over her, O heaven! and all ye holy angels and prophets! — for the Almighty hath avenged your caule on her.

21 A mighty angel then took up an enormous stone, large as a mill-stone, and plunged it into the ocean, saying — Such is the impetuosity, with which the great city Babylon shall be tumbled from her elevation, and be forever lost!

22 The voice of harpers, of singers, of pipers, and of trumpeters shall never be heard again in thee — no artist, skilled in any art or science whatever, shall ever appear in thee — the sound of the mill-stone shall never more be heard in thee.

23 The light of a lamp shall never again be seen in thee — the festivities of nuptial joy shall never more be found in thee — Thy merchants were the illustrious of the world, because all nations were infatuated by thy intoxicating potion.

24 And in her was found the blood of prophets, and saints, and of all, who had been murdered in the world.

CHAP. XIX.

1 AFTER these things I heard the whole chorus of heaven, like the united
united noise of a vast multitude, saying—Alleluja! Salvation and glory and honour and dominion be ascribed to the Lord our God!

2 For his infirmities are just and equitable—he hath punished the great prostitute who corrupted the world with her debauchery, and he hath avenged the blood of his servants, which her hand had spilled.

3 A second time they all cried, Alleluja!—and the smoky, which arose from the conflagration in which she was involved, mounted up for ever and ever.

4 Immediately the four and twenty elders, and the four living creatures, prostrated themselves, and paid their devout adorations to the Almighty, who sits upon the throne, saying—Amen! Alleluja!

5 A voice then proceeded from the throne, saying—Praise our God all ye his servants, and you, who revere him, of all orders and conditions, indiscriminately.

6 Upon which I heard the whole choir of heaven, like the voice of an immense multitude, or as the united noise of many torrents, or as the loud peals of thunder, all, at once, exclaiming, Alleluja!

the Lord God, the universal Governour, reigneth!

7 let us indulge the highest transports of exultation and triumph, and give him glory, for the nuptial solemnities of the Lamb are now to be celebrated, and his bride hath already decorated herself.

8 She was adorned in a vest of the finest linen, which reflected the most pure and brilliant lustre—this rich and elegant dress represents the purity and rectitude of the holy.

9 He then commanded me to write down the following words—Happy are they, who have been invited to the nuptial entertainment of the Lamb!—he then added—These are the infallible dictates of the Almighty!

10 I then prostrated myself at his feet to pay him divine honours—but he prevented me, saying—I am but your fellow-servant, and one of your brethren who attested the religion of Jesus—pay your homage to God—the prophetic afflatus you enjoy is the attestation of Jesus.

§—II After this I saw heaven opened, and behold! a white steed advanced, and he, who was mounted upon him, was called Faithful and True—whose decisions and whose wars are equitable.

12 From
12 From his eyes darted a multitude, freemen and slaves, radiance, like flames of fire—on his head he wore many noble and ignoble.

13 He was robed in a veil—on his head he wore many diadems—on him was a name inscribed, which no person could comprehend but himself.

14 The celestial armies followed him on white steeds, and arrayed in fine linen of the most pure and splendid lustre.

15 Out of his mouth played a sharp lance to smite the Heathens—he will rule them with an iron sceptre—and himself treadeth the winepress of the furious indignation of God the supreme universal Governour.

16 On his vest and on his thigh is this inscription—Monarch of monarchs: Sovereign of sovereigns.

17 I then saw an angel standing in the sun, and he cried with a loud voice, saying to all the fowls who cut the ætherial sky—Come and collect yourselves to the supper prepared for you by the great God:

18 to eat the flesh of kings, the flesh of tribunes, the flesh of the mighty, the flesh of horses, and of horsemen, and the flesh of a promiscuous multitude, freemen and slaves.
3 He then precipitated him headlong into the abyss—committed him to close custody—fixed his seal upon the mouth of the gulf, to prevent his deluding the nations any more, until the thousand years are elapsed—for after the expiration of this period he must be set at liberty for a little time.

4 I then saw thrones, and the persons who sat upon them, and they were appointed to administer justice—I saw, also, the souls of those, who had been beheaded for their attachment to the Christian profession, and for their inflexible adherence to divine revelation, who never had paid religious homage to the wild beast, or to its image, and who never had received the mark in their foreheads, or in their hands—these lived and reigned with Christ a thousand years.

5 But the rest of the dead were not restored to life till the thousand years were completed—this is the first resurrection.

6 Distinguished is his happiness who attains the felicity of this first resurrection—on such illustrious spirits the arrows of the second death can make no impression—but they shall be constituted the priests of God and of Christ, and they shall reign with him a thousand years.

§—7 When these thousand years are elapsed, then shall Satan be loosed from his confinement.

8 And he shall come forth to deceive the nations which inhabit the four cardinal points of the world, Gog and Magog, to convene them all to war—the number of these will surmount the sand of the sea.

9 They then all marched to the breadth of the earth, and surrounded the camp of the Holy, and the beloved city—but fire descended from God out of heaven, and utterly consumed them.

10 And the devil, who had seduced them into these fatal errors, was precipitated into a lake of fire and brimstone, in which the wild beast and the false prophet had been plunged, and they shall be tormented day and night for ever and ever.

11 I then beheld a large white throne, and saw a person sitting on it, from whose countenance the earth and the sky vanished and disappeared, and no traces of them left!

12 I then saw the dead of every order and condition stand
The tabernacle of God is with men!—He will reside among them—they shall be his people, and he himself shall be ever propitiously present with them as their God!

4. God shall wipe away every tear from their eyes—death shall be for ever banished those happy seats!—all sorrow, grief, and pain shall be no more!—the former evils are for ever removed!

5. He then, who sat upon the throne, thus accosted me—Behold! I form a new creation!—and, he added, commit this to writing, for these assurances are true, and their veracity may be depended upon.

6. And he said to me—It is finished!—I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end—to him, who is parched with thirst, I will freely give the refreshing water of the fountain of life.

7. All this felicity shall be the everlasting inheritance of the virtuous conqueror—I will be his God, and he shall be my son!

8. But the apostate, the disbeliever, the profligate, the murderer, the debauchee, the poisoner, the idolater, and every liar, shall be consigned to the lake which burneth with fire and brimstone—which is the second death.

9. Then
9 Then one of the seven angels, who had the seven last plagues, approached me and said — Come hither, and I will shew you the Bride the Lamb's Spouse.

10 Upon which he conveyed me, in a visionary scene, to the summit of a large and lofty mountain, and exhibited to my eyes the immense city, the holy Jerusalem, descending from God, out of the celestial abodes.

11 It was all irradiated with the glorious splendours of the Almighty — and the radiance it emitted was like the luster of the most precious stones, like a jasper, darting its strong effulgence around.

12 It was surrounded with a wall, great and high — it had twelve gates — at every gate an angel was stationed — the names of the several gates were fixed over them in an inscription — their names were those of the twelve patriarchs of Israel.

13 On the east it had three gates, on the north, three, on the south, three, on the west, three.

14 The city-wall had also twelve foundations — on which were inscribed the names of the twelve apostles of the Lamb.

15 He, moreover, who conversed with me, had a golden meauring-rod to take the dimensions of the city, its gates, and its wall.

16 The city was an exact square — its length the same as its breadth — he took the exact dimensions of the city with his measuring-rod, in compass twelve thousand stadia — the length, breadth and height of it were perfectly proportionate and regular.

17 He measured the wall, which was an hundred and forty-four cubits — the angel using the same standard in mensuration as mankind use.

18 The wall was constructed with jasper, and the city all of pure solid gold, that reflected a light like the brightness of the purest crystal.

19 The foundations of the city-wall were most magnificently ornamented with every species of precious stones — the first foundation was jasper; the second, sapphire; the third, chalcedon; the fourth, emerald; the fifth, sardonyx; the sixth, sardius; the seventh, chrysolith; the eighth, beryl; the ninth, topaz; the tenth, chrysoprasus; the eleventh, hyacinth; the twelfth, amethyst.

20 The twelve gates, also, were composed of twelve diamonds — each gate, respectively, was one entire single diamond.
Chap. xxi. The Revelation of John.

The city, also, was paved with the finest gold, bright as transparent crystal.

22 In this city I saw no temple — for the Lord God, the universal Governor, and the Lamb, compose its temple.

23 The city hath no need of the sun, or of the moon to illuminate it—for the glory of God irradiates it, and the Lamb diffuses the most sacred light around.

24 Amid this glorious splendour shall the immense multitudes of the saved walk! — The virtuous sovereigns of the world bring with them all their pomp and magnificence into it.

25 The gates of this city will never be shut in the day — in the day, because the night will be for ever banished from these abodes!

26 The virtuous and the good shall, severally, bring with them into it, all the grandeur and elegance that is found in every distinct region of the universe.

27 But within its holy precincts nothing shall ever be admitted that is impure and false — none, except those, whose names have been enrolled in the Lamb's book of life.

Chap. xxii. 1. He then showed me the limpid river of the water of life — clear and pellucid as crystal — flowing from the throne of the Almighty and of the Lamb.

2 On each side of the street, and of the river, was planted the tree of life, producing twelve kinds of fruit, which every month attained their full maturity — the leaves of this tree are a sovereign remedy for every indisposition.

3 Nothing will ever intervene to interrupt this felicity — the throne of God and of the Lamb shall eternally be established in it, and his votaries shall serve him:

4 and they shall ever be in his immediate presence, and his name shall be inscribed on their foreheads.

5 The shades of night will here be unknown! its inhabitants have no need of the faint glimmer of a taper, or of the splendours of the sun — for the Lord God throws the purest radiance around them — in his happy kingdom they shall reign through all the revolving ages of eternity!

§—6 After these visionary exhibitions, he said — These prophetic assurances, which you have received, are founded...
founded upon the most certain veracity and truth—The Lord, the God of the holy prophets, hath dispatched his angel to exhibit before his servants the events, which must very shortly begin to receive their accomplishments.

7 Behold! I come quickly! Happy is he who observeth the predictions of this book!

8 I John saw these scenes exhibited, and heard these things uttered — and after I had heard and seen them, I prostrated myself at the feet of the angel who represented them before me, to pay him religious honours.

9 But he prohibited me, saying — I am only your fellow-servant, one of your brethren the prophets, and one of those who regard the divine assurances contained in this book — pay religious worship solely to the Deity.

10 He added — Do not suppress the prophetic predictions of this book — for the time, in which the accomplishment of them will commence, will very soon arrive.

11 He who is unjust, will, notwithstanding these cautions, continue his inju-

This, which in the Original is in the imperative mood, is to be considered as spoken in the prophetic style, and means no more than that these prophecies would not affect the general moral state of the world.

12 Behold! the time of my advent will very speedily arrive! — then I bring retributions with me, to requite every individual of the human race according to his respective actions.

13 I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end, the first and the last.

14 Happy are those, who obey his commands! — they shall have free access to the tree of life, and shall enter in triumph through the gates into the city!

15 But fierce and violent persecutors, poisoners, debauchees, murderers, idolaters, and every one who loves and invents a false religion, shall be for ever excluded!

16 I Jesus have deputed my angel solemnly to attest the truth of these things in the Christian churches — I am the true descendent of David, the radiant morning-star.

17 The Spirit and the Bride say, Come! — and let him, who hears these truths repeat
repeat his joyful assent — Let him, who is parched with thirst, come to these refreshing streams! Let every well-disposed person freely drink of the water of life.

18. I solemnly announce to every one, who hears the prophetic predictions of this book, That if he heap any additions of his own upon them, the Almighty will heap upon him the dire miseries which are recorded in this book:

19 And if any person exclude any part of the prophecies contained in this book, God shall exclude his name from the book of life, and exclude him from the holy city, and from those felicities, that are described in this volume.

20 He, who solemnly stamps the truth of these declarations with his testimony, faith, "I come quickly!" — Amen! Lord Jesus, display thy glorious advent!

21 May the favour of our Lord Jesus Christ ever attend you all! Amen.

The End of the New Testament.
CLEMENT's

EPISTLE

to the

CORINTHIANS.
ANNEXED to the Alexandrian MS. the most antient and celebrated manuscript of the New Testament, is the following epistle of CLEMENT to the Corinthians. By the learned it is univerfally esteemed the most valuable remain of Christian antiquity. In the early ages of the church it formed part of the canon of scripture, and was publickly read, along with the writings of the Evangelists and Apostles, in the assemblies of the primitive Christians. The Alexandrian MS. one of the oldeft and moft valuable manuscripts in the world, adds great fanjion to its authority, and ftands an illuftrious monument of its once forming a part of the sacred code. The antients never mention this Epifle without the highest encomiums. Eufebius ftyles it, * that excellent and moft admirable epifle! Clement Alexandrinus expressly calls him an † Apostle. But the nobleft atteftation to his character is given by St. Paul, who mentions him among thofe whose names are in the book of life ‡. What hath contributed in the later ages to invalidate its scriptural authority, is, no doubt, the fabulous story of the Phoenix—which he only introduces by way of simile to illustrate the doctrine of the resurrection from the dead. It was univerfally believed in thofe times that there was fuch a bird, just as it was believed that the fox performed its revolutions round the earth, and that maniacal and epileptic cafes were caufed by the actual pofteffion of demons. Christianity was not defigned to teach men philosophy, and to rectify the errors of vulgar theory and fpeculation. This moft excellent epifle is not now esteemed of canonical authority, but it may be read by every serious and good Christian with great improvement and edification.

‡ Philip. chap. iv. 3.

CLEMENT'S
CLEMENT's Epistle to the CORINTHIANS.

§ I. THE church of God in Rome to the church of God in Corinth, called and sanctified by the will of God through Jesus Christ our Lord. May every favour and felicity from God, the universal Governor, through Jesus Christ, be abundantly dispensed to you!—So sudden and universal have been the troubles, my dear Christian brethren, in which we have been involved, that the attention you desired us to give to your unhappy situation, hath been hitherto delayed. We judge ourselves guilty of tardiness in not having sooner adverted to that wicked and detestable discord and faction, which a few rash and obstinate persons have kindled into so furious a flame—by which your character, formerly so venerable, so universally celebrated, and so deservedly esteemed of all men, hath greatly suffered. For who, that visited Corinth, did not applaud your steady and exemplary profession of the gospel! Who did not admire your calm and rational piety as Christians! Who did not celebrate your amiable and generous hospitality! Who did not bestow the highest eulogies on your perfect and accurate knowledge of Christianity! In every instance of duty your character was irreproachable. In the commandments of God you walked: to your pastors you yielded obedience: to your aged you paid due honour: youth you carefully trained up in sobriety and virtue: women you commanded to maintain sanctity of manners, and purity of conscience, to love their husbands, to be in subjection. You instructed them in domestic duties, and enjoyed them ever to preserve an inviolable chastity.

§ II. You were, moreover, humble—in nothing elated—yielding deference to others rather than claiming it yourselves—more delighted with giving than receiving—Perfectly satisfied.
satisfied with the divine allotments, and diligently attending to his word, you treasured it up in your minds, and kept the divine instructions before your eyes. In this profound and happy tranquillity you all lived, cherishing an infatiable ardour to do good, and mutually enjoying the ample endowments of the Holy Spirit. Full of holy desires and benevolent dispositions, you stretched out your hands, with devout confidence, to God the universal Governor, imploring his pardoning mercy if you had fallen into any involuntary errors. Night and day you earnestly interceded with God for the whole Christian name—that the whole community of his select and favoured people might, through his mercy, finally attain eternal salvation! You were distinguished for sincerity and simplicity, and the mutual forgivenesfs of injuries. All discord, all dissention, you regarded with horror. You mourned over the sins of your neighbours: their deficiencies you esteemed your own. You rejoiced in every opportunity to do a beneficent action: you were prompt to every good work. Your minds were adorned with universal virtue, and the whole tenour of your religious conversation was governed by the fear of God. The statutes and ordinances of the Lord were engraven on the tablet of your heart.

§ III. The highest glory and the amplest felicity was conferred upon you—so that in you was accomplished what is recorded in scripture: \textit{He eat and drank, he was enlarged, he waxed fat and kicked}. Hence content and envy, dissention and discord, persecution and violence, war and captivity. Hence the lowest orders among you have risen up against the highest; the meanest against the illustrious; the unintelligent against the wife; the young against the aged! Hence it is that virtue and tranquillity are departed from you, since each of you banishes from his mind the fear of God, hath greatly darkened and obscured his religious principles, walks no longer in the divine precepts, nor regulates his life according to the rules of the gospel, but every one follows the lead of his depraved desires, exciting unrighteous and wicked animosity and envy, by which \textit{death} first entered into the world.

§ IV.
§ IV. For thus it is written: "And in process of time it came to pafs, that Cain brought of the fruit of the ground an offering unto the Lord. And Abel, he also brought of the firstlings of his flock, and of the fat thereof: And the Lord had respect unto Abel and to his offering; but unto Cain and unto his offering he had not respect. And Cain was very sorrowful, and his countenance fell. And the Lord said unto Cain, Why art thou sorrowful? and why is thy countenance fallen? If thou dost well, shalt thou not be accepted? and if thou dost not well, sin lieth at the door. And unto thee shall be his desire, and thou shalt rule over him. And Cain said unto Abel his brother, Let us go down into the field. And it came to pafs, as they were in the field, that Cain rose up against Abel his brother and slew him." You see, brethren, in this instance that animosity and envy caused Cain to imbrue his hands in his brother's blood. It was animosity and envy that made our father Jacob fly from the face of his brother Esau. It was animosity and envy that caused Joseph to be persecuted even to death, and to be reduced to the rigours of servitude. It was animosity and envy that compelled Moses to fly from the presence of Pharaoh king of Egypt, when he heard one of his countrymen accost him in these expressions: "Who was it made thee a judge or a governour over us? Wilt thou murder me as thou murderedst the Egyptian yesterday?" It was animosity and envy that made Aaron and Miriam to be excluded from the camp of Israel. It was animosity and envy that occasioned Dathan and Abiram to be swallowed up alive, because of their factious opposition to Moses the servant of God. It was animosity and envy that caused David to be hated not only by other nations, but to be persecuted even by Saul the king of Israel!

§ V. But leaving these antient examples, let us descend to those illustrious worthies who have adorned our age. Let us consider those renowned examples which have appeared in our times. It was through animosity and malice that the faithful and most holy ornaments of the Christian church have been persecuted even to the most dreadful death! Let
us place before our eyes the holy apostles. Peter, through wicked animosity, did not support only one or two, but many sufferings; and, in this manner, setting his seal to the cause he had espoused, went to those mansions of glory reserved for his fidelity. It was through animosity and rage that Paul obtained the reward of his constancy—after having been seven times imprisoned, after having been expelled from various cities and countries, after having been stoned, after having published the gospel both in the east and in the west, he received the glorious palm of his fidelity—for having instructed the whole world in righteousness, and penetrated to the very extremities of the west, he was crowned with martyrdom by the command of the governors, and being thus dismissed from human life, was received to the heavenly abodes—leaving us the most illustrious pattern of fortitude and patience.

§ VI. Besides these holy men, a great number of Christians were involved in the same calamities, being subjected by rage and resentment to sustain many indignities and torments, and thereby exhibiting to us a most worthy pattern. Through rage and malice the fair sex have been involved in persecutions, have supported the most cruel and unworthy punishments, and though weak in person, have been enabled to finish the Christian race with honour, and have received the glorious chaplet of immortality. Animosity hath torn asunder the conjugal bond, and disproved that assertion of Adam: Bone of my bone, flesh of my flesh. Animosity and discord have overturned the noblest cities, and totally exterminated the most formidable nations.

§ VII. These things, dearly beloved, we write not merely to admonish you, but at the same time to impress our own minds with their importance. For we are placed in the same common theatre: and the same arduous contention awaiteth us. Let us therefore abandon every vain and frivolous pursuit, and conform to the glorious and venerable standard of our holy vocation. Let us regard what is good, what is amiable, and what is acceptable in the eyes of our Maker. Let us contemplate the blood of Jesus, and consider
fider how valuable in the Divine estimation its effusion is—as it was shed for our salvation, and hath offered to the whole world the favour of repentance. Let us take a review of all past ages, and reflect how in every successive generation the Supreme hath graciously afforded an opportunity of repentance to those who were disposed to return to him. Noah preached repentance; and those who obeyed him were saved. Jonah preached repentance to the Ninevites, and those of them who renounced their vices, though they had been alienated from God, yet upon earnestly imploring his forgiveness, rendered him propitious, and obtained salvation.

§ VIII. Not only the ministers of the grace of God have by the Holy Spirit spoken of repentance, but God himself hath spoken concerning it with an oath: "As I live, faith the Lord, I desire not the death of a sinner, but that he should repent." Adding this illustrious declaration: "Turn from your iniquity, O house of Israel. Say unto the children of my people, Though your sins should reach from earth to heaven; and though they should be redder than scarlet, and blacker than sackcloth; yet if you will turn to me with all your heart, and call me father, I will hearken to you, as to an holy people." And in another place he thus speaks: "Wash ye, make you clean: put away the evil of your doings from before mine eyes; cease to do evil, learn to do well: seek judgment: relieve the oppressed: judge the fatherless: plead for the widow. Come now and let us reason together, faith the Lord: Though your sins be as scarlet, they shall be white as snow; though they be red as crimson, they shall be as wool. If you be willing and obedient, you shall eat of the good of the land; but if you refuse and rebel, you shall be devoured with the sword; for the mouth of the Lord hath spoken it." Desirous therefore that all his beloved children should repent, he hath ratified these his gracious intentions by his supreme authority and will.

§ IX. Let us therefore obey his most benevolent and glorious will, and as the suppliants of his mercy and benignity,
nignity, let us prostrate ourselves before him, and implore
his tender mercies — for ever renouncing all our vain pur-
sluits, and that discord and animosity which will plunge us
in death eternal. Let us fix our eyes on those who have
approved themselves the faithful and perfect ministers of his
most glorious Majesty. Let us contemplate Enoch, who
being found in obedience and righteousness, was translated,
and did not feel the stroke of death. Noah, being found
faithful, preached amendment and reformation of life to the
world, and God, by him, preserved all the living creatures,
which entered, in mutual harmony, into the ark.

§ X. Abraham, denominated the friend of God, appro-
ved his fidelity in obeying the divine commands. From a
principle of obedience he relinquished his country, his
kindred, and his father's house, in order that forsaking a
little country, an inconsiderable kindred, and a small family,
he might inherit the promises of God. For thus said God
to him: "Get thee out of thy country, and from thy
"kindred, and from thy father's house, unto a land that
"I will show thee. And I will make thee a great nation,
"and I will bless thee, and make thy name great, and
"thou shalt be blessed. And I will bless them that bless
"thee, and curse them that curse thee: and in thee shall
"all the families of the earth be blessed." And again,
when he was separated from Lot, God said to him: "Lift
"up now thine eyes, and look from the place where thou
"art, northward, and southward, and eastward, and west-
"ward: for all the land which thou seest, to thee will I
"give it, and to thy seed for ever. And I will make thy
"seed as the dust of the earth, so that if a man can number
"the dust of the earth, then shall thy seed also be number-
"ed." And again he faith: "And God brought forth
"Abraham and said to him, Look now towards heaven,
"and tell the stars, if thou be able to number them; so
"shall thy seed be. And Abraham believed God, and it
"was counted to him for righteousness." On account of
his faith and hospitality there was given him a son in his
old age; whom, in compliance with the divine command,
he offered a sacrifice to God on one of the mountains to which he was directed.

§ XI. On account of his hospitality and piety Lot was rescued out of Sodom, all the adjacent country been overwhelmed in a deluge of fire and brimstone—the Almighty manifesting to the world, in this instance, that he will never desert those who confide in him, and that he will inflict the most dreadful punishments on the disobedient—for his wife, who accompanied him at his departure from the city, being of a different disposition, and not concurring with him in the same sentiments of piety, was fixed a monument of the divine indignation, to remain a pillar of salt to this day—that all might learn, That those who question a providence, and distrust the power of God, incur the divine afflictions, and thus serve to teach all succeeding ages a lesson of useful instruction.

§ XII. For her faith and hospitality Raab the harlot was preserved. For when Joshua the son of Nun had sent spies into Jericho, and the king of that country had gained intelligence of it, and sent men to seize them, that they might be put to death, this hospitable woman received them into her house, and concealed them in an upper room, under stalks of flax; and when messengers came from the king and said: "There came men unto thee to spy out the land, bring them forth, for so hath the king commanded:" She answered, "The two men whom you seek came unto me, but presently they departed, and are gone:" not discovering them. Then she said to the spies: "I know that the Lord your God hath given this city into your hands; for the fear of you is fallen upon all that dwell therein, When therefore you shall have taken it, you shall save me and my father's house." And they answered her, saying: "It shall be as thou hast spoken to us. Therefore when thou shalt know that we are near, thou shalt gather all thy family together upon the house-top, and they shall be saved: But all that shall be found without thy house, shall be destroyed." And they moreover gave her a sign; that she should hang out of her house.
a scarlet line: manifesting, that through the blood of our Lord all those who believe and hope in God, should obtain redemption. See, beloved, there was not only faith, but even prophecy, in this woman!

§ XIII. Let us therefore, my brethren, adorn our souls with humility — divesting ourselves of all haughtiness, and arrogance, and folly, and passion. Let us attend to the directions of scripture; for the Holy Spirit saith: "Let not "the wise man glory in his wisdom, nor the strong man in "his strength, nor the rich man in his riches; but let him "that glorieth, glory in the Lord, to seek him, and to do "judgment and justice." Above all, remembering the words of our Lord Jesus, which he delivered when he was inculcating mildness and meekness: "Show mercy that "you may obtain mercy: Forgive that you may be for- "given. As you do to others, so shall it be done to you. "As you give, so shall it be given to you. As you judge; "so shall you be judged. As you show kindness to others, "so will kindness be showed to you. With what measure "you mete, with the same shall it be measured to you "again." In this direction, and in these precepts, let us establish ourselves, that we may walk in obedience to his most excellent rules, being adorned with humility. For the scripture saith: "Upon whom will I look, but upon "him that is meek and of a contrite spirit, and that trem- "bles at my word."

§ XIV. Justice, therefore, and duty require, my brethren, that we should rather obey God than in haughtiness and disorder to follow the authors and fomenters of detestable discord. For it is no small detriment we shall sustain, ra- ther, we shall incur very great danger, if we precipitantly surrender ourselves to the wills of men, whose aim and study it is to involve us in contentions and factious parties, in or- der to divert us from the path of our duty. Let us then mutually exercise the greatest benignity and kindness one to another, according to the infinite benevolence and love of the Being who made us. For it is written: "The mer- "ciful shall inherit the earth, and they that are without "evil,
\[evil, \text{shall be left upon it; but the transgressors shall perish from the face of it.}\]

And again the scripture faith: \[I have seen the wicked in great power, and spreading himself like the cedars of Lebanon. I passed by, and lo! he was not: I fought his place, but it could not be found.\]

\[Keep innocence, and do the thing that is right; for there shall be a remnant to the peaceable man.\]

§ XV. Let us, therefore, join ourselves to those who from a principle of religion study to live peaceably, and not to those, who only from a principle of hypocrisy desire peace. For he faith in a certain place: \[This people honoureth me with their lips, but their heart is far from me.\] And again: \[They bless with their mouth, but curse in their heart.\] And again the scripture faith: \[They loved him with their mouth, and with their tongue they lied to him. For their heart was not right with him, neither were they faithful to his covenant. Let all deceitful lips become dumb, and the tongue that speaketh proud things.\]

\[Who have said, with our tongue will we prevail: our lips are our own, who is Lord over us. For the oppression of the poor, for the sighing of the needy, now will I arise, faith the Lord; I will set him in safety, I will deal con-fidently with him.\]

§ XVI. They are the humble and lowly who have an interest in Christ, not those who insolently usurp dominion over his flock. For our Lord Jesus Christ, who was the sceptre of the Divine supremacy, did not assume any ostentatious pomp and grandeur, though he might have assumed it, but was humble and lowly, as the Holy Spirit thus witnesseth concerning him. \[Lord, who hath believed our report, and to whom is the arm of the Lord revealed? \]

\[He shall grow up before him as a tender plant, and as a root out of a dry ground. He hath no form nor comeliness, and when we shall see him, there is no beauty that we should desire him. He is despised and rejected of men: a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief. And we hid, as it were, our faces from him. He was despised, and we esteemed him not. Surely he hath borne our griefs, and carried
carried our forrows. Yet we did esteem him stricken, smitten of God and afflicted. But he was wounded for our transgressions: he was bruised for our iniquities: the chastisement of our peace was upon him, and with his stripes we are healed. All we like sheep have gone astray: we have turned every one to his own way, and the Lord hath laid on him the iniquity of us all. He was oppressed and he was afflicted, yet he opened not his mouth. He is brought as a lamb to the slaughter, and as a sheep before her shearers is dumb, so he openeth not his mouth. He was taken from prison, and from judgment, and who shall declare his generation? For he was cut off out of the land of the living; for the transgression of my people was he stricken. And he made his grave with the wicked, and with the rich in his death; because he had done no violence, neither was any deceit in his mouth. Yet it pleased the Lord to bruise him; he hath put him to grief.

When thou shalt make his soul an offering for sin, he shall see his seed, he shall prolong his days, and the pleasure of the Lord shall prosper in his hand. He shall see of the travail of his soul, and shall be satisfied. By his knowledge shall my righteous servant justify many, for he shall bear their iniquities. Therefore will I divide him a portion with the great, and he shall divide the spoil with the strong, because he hath poured out his soul unto death. And he was numbered with the transgressors, and he bare the sin of many, and made intercession for the transgressors.” And again he himself saith: “I am a worm and no man, a reproach of men, and despised of the people. All they that see me, laugh me to scorn: they shoot out their lips, they shake their head, saying, He trusted in God that he would deliver him: let him deliver him, seeing he delighted in him.” See, my dear Christian brethren, what an example is here displayed before us! If our Lord thus demeaned himself, how ought we to conduct ourselves, who, by his benignity, are brought under his gracious yoke!

§ XVII. Let us be followers of those who went about in sheep-skins and goat-skins, proclaiming the advent of the Messiah.
Messiah. Such as Elias, and Elisha, and Ezekiel the prophets, and other good men, whole virtues the scripture celebrates. Highly was Abraham honoured in being styled the friend of God—and yet when he contemplated the glory of God, with true humility he cries out:  

_"I am but dust and ashes!"_ Of Job it is also written: That he was just and without blame, true; one that served God, and abstained from all evil. Yet he, reproaching himself, says: _"No man is free from pollution, no, not though he should live for one day!_ Moses was found faithful in all his house, and God, by his ministry, inflicted many dreadful judgments on Egypt—yet, though he was so highly distinguished, he was not exalted—but said, when the Divine Voice addressed him out of the bush: "Who am I, that thou shouldest send me? I am of a weak voice and a slow tongue." And again he faith: "I am as the vain vapour from a pot!"

§ XVIII. What shall we say of David who obtained that illustrious character from God: "I have found a man after my own heart; David the son of Jesse. With my holy oil I have anointed him." Yet he himself faith to God: "Have mercy upon me, O God, according to thy loving kindness; according to the multitude of thy tender mercies blot out my transgressions. Wash me thoroughly from mine iniquity, and cleanse me from my sin. For I acknowledge my transgressions, and my sin is ever before me. Against thee only have I sinned, and done this evil in thy sight, that thou mightest be justified when thou speakest, and be clear when thou judgest. Behold, I was shapen in iniquity, and in sin did my mother conceive me. Behold, thou desirest truth in the inward parts, and in the hidden part thou shalt make me to know wisdom. Purge me with hyssop, and I shall be clean; wash me, and I shall be whiter than snow. Make me to hear joy and gladness, that the bones which thou hast broken may rejoice. Hide thy face from my sins, and blot out all mine iniquities. Create in me a clean heart, O God; and renew a right spirit within me. Cast me not away from thy presence, and take not thy Holy Spirit from me. Refore unto me the joy of thy salvation, and uphold me with
" with thy free Spirit. Then will I teach transgressors thy " ways, and sinners shall be converted unto thee. Deliver " me from blood-guiltiness, O God, thou God of my sal- " vation, and my tongue shall sing aloud of thy righteous- " nes. O Lord, open thou my lips, and my mouth shall " shew forth thy praise. For thou desirest not sacrifice, " else would I give it; thou delightest not in burnt-offer- " ings. The sacrifices of God are a broken heart; a bro- " ken and a contrite heart, O God, thou wilt not despise."

§ XIX. The humility and submissive obedience, there- "fore, of so many and such illustrious persons, who have been honou" "red with these eulogies, have not only rendered us, " but all preceding ages, better, who have received the divine " oracles in fear and truth. Since therefore examples so nu- "merous, so great, and so illustrious, have been held up to " our view, let us steadily pursue that peace which hath been " inculcated upon us from the beginning. Let us inten" "sely contemplate the Creator and Parent of universal nature, and " indelibly impress our minds with his most magnificent, his " most transcendently excellent gifts and blessings of peace. Let us view him in idea, and steadfastly fix the eye of the " soul upon his never-ceasing benevolence. Let us consider " how infinitely kind and benign he is to every one of his " creatures.

§ XX. The revolutions of the heavens, harmoniously " conducted by his administration, are subject to him in peace. " Day and night, without the least confusion, regularly pro- " duce the vicissitude he hath ordained. The sun and moon, " and heavenly constellations, according to his appointment, " in harmonious concord, without the least irregularity, per- " form the various motions he hath assigned them. The earth " opens her teeming bosom according to his will, and in its " appointed seasons supplieth men and animals, and every " living creature on its surface, with food in copious abund- " ance—no confusion and disorder being ever introduced into " those laws he hath established. The inexorable abyss, and " the unfathomable depths are controlled by his sovereign " mandate. The immensity of the ocean, whose infinite mass
of water his creative power collected and combined into one vast system, transgresses not the boundaries in which he hath circumscribed it, but obeys his authoritative ordinance. For God faith: Hitherto shalt thou go, and no farther: here shall thy waves be stayed. The ocean, impermeable to mortals, and the worlds beyond it, are harmoniously governed by the same constitution of the Supreme Ruler. Spring, summer, autumn, winter, follow each other in harmonious rotation. The winds stationed in their various quarters, at their appointed time, without any wild tumultuous collision, perform the services assigned them. The perennial fountains, which the Creator's bounty hath formed for utility and health, open their bosom flowing with indestructible streams to support the life of mortals. The minutest and most inconsiderable creatures statedly cohabit in harmony and concord. All these things the Great Creator and Lord of universal nature, by his sovereign appointment, hath harmoniously disposed — diffusing his goodness upon all, but in a most transcendently liberal manner upon us, who have fled for refuge to his mercy through Jesus Christ our Lord. To him be glory and dominion through all the revolving ages of eternity! Amen.

§ XXI. Be cautious, my dearly beloved, lest his various blessings should only expose you to condemnation, if you should be found not to have lived in a manner worthy of God, and in mutual concord and harmony to have performed those things that are good and acceptable to him. For he faith in a certain place: The Spirit of the Lord is a lamp that exploretb the secret recesses of the mind. Let us consider how near he is to every one of us, and that we cannot screen a single thought or word from his infallible knowledge. It is our duty, therefore, never to desert our rank and revolt from his will. Let us rather offend men who are weak and unintelligent, and ostentatious, and inflated with the pride of their superior wisdom, than GOD. Let us reverence our Lord Jesus Christ, whose blood was voluntarily shed for us. Let us revere our pastors, honour our aged, instruct our children in the fear of God, and form our women to virtue. Let them display a sanctity of man-
ners: let them manifest a mild and amiable disposition: let them show, in a modest silence, their aversion from all intemperate garrulity: let them diffuse their benevolence and love, not by fond partiality, but equally to all who fear God. Let your children be trained up in Christian discipline: let them learn how much humility avails with God—what efficacy pure benevolence hath with the Deity—how happy and important it is to fear him—and how he faveth those who piously walk before him with a pure mind—for he is a witness of our thoughts and intentions. It is his breath we breathe, and, when he pleases, he can withdraw it!

§ XXII. Faith in Christ confirmeth all these truths—for by the Holy Spirit he himself thus addresseth us: "Come, ye children, and hearken unto me, and I will teach you the fear of the Lord. What man is there that desireth life, andloveth to see good days? Keep thy tongue from evil, and thy lips that they speak no guile. Depart from evil and do good; seek peace and pursue it. The eyes of the Lord are upon the righteous, and his ears are open to their prayers. But the face of the Lord is against them that do evil, to cut off the remembrance of them from the earth. The righteous cried, and the Lord heard him, and delivered him out of all his troubles. Many are the troubles of the sinner, but mercy shall surround those who hope in God."

§ XXIII. The all-merciful and benevolent Parent hath the tenderest compassion for them that fear him, and with infinite delight and complacency imparteth his selectest favours to those who approach him in simplicity and purity. Let us not therefore call in question his bounty, or cherish the least diffidence concerning his most exuberant and glorious beneficence. Far be it from us that we ever verify that passage of scripture: Miserable are the double-minded, who are distracted with impious doubts, who say, These things we have heard from our fathers, but behold we are now grown old, and none of these things have happened to us! O thoughtless and inconsiderate! Observe the trees—the vine, for example.
ample. First it sheds its leaves — next the buds appear — then the leaf — then the bloom — afterwards the four grape — last of all the ripe fruit. You see in how short a space the fruit attains its maturity. With the same brevity and swiftness, be assured, shall his will be compleatly perfected — for the scripture solemnly declares, That he will quickly come and not delay; that the Lord will suddenly come to his temple, even the holy one whom you expect.

§ XXIV. Let us consider, my beloved, how incessantly our Maker indicateth to us a future resurrection. The Almighty constituted our Lord Jesus Christ the first fruits of this general harvest, by raising him from the dead. Let us attend, my beloved, to nature, which continually exhibits a resurrection. The interchanges of day and night read to us a resurrection. The night is wrapped in darkness — the day emerges from its gloom — the night and day follow each other in swift succession. Let us observe the grain, and consider in what manner it is formed. The husbandman goeth forth — casts it into the ground — it falls into the foil, dry and naked — it is dissolved — after its dissolution, the omnipotence of the great Creator raiseth it into new life — it bursts forth into a copious ear — and produceth fruit in rich abundance.

§ XXV. Let us contemplate that wonderful phænomenon in the eastern countries, namely, about Arabia. There is a certain bird called a Phoenix. There is never but one of the species, and it lives five hundred years. When the time of its dissolution approaches, it forms a nest of frankincense, myrrh, and other aromatics. Into this, when its time is compleated, it enters and dies. Its flesh putrifying, generates a worm, which feeds on the carcase of its deceased parent until it puts forth wings — becoming then robust and vigorous, it takes the nest, where the bones of its predecessor lie, and carries it through the air from Arabia to Egypt, into a city called Heliopolis. And there, in open day, in the sight of all the inhabitants, it lays them upon the altar of the sun, and then returns. When the priests examine the records, they find that this phænomenon hath made
made its appearance precisely at the consummation of a period of five hundred years.

§ XXVI. Shall we therefore deem it any thing marvelous and wonderful that the universal Creator should bless those, who have served him in full assurance of faith, with a resurrection; when in this bird he exhibits to us a striking emblem of the greatness of this magnificent promise. For his faith in a certain place: Thou wilt raise me up, and I will celebrate thy praise. I laid me down and slept, I awaked, for thou art with me. And again Job faith: Thou wilt raise up this flesh of mine which hath endured all these sufferings.

§ XXVII. In this transporting hope, therefore, let our souls be firmly united to him who is faithful in his promises, and just in his decisions. He who prohibited lying, how much more will not he violate truth! There is nothing impossible with God except the violation of truth. Let faith in God, therefore, re-kindle with new vigour in our bosoms, and let us consider that he is intimately present with every thing, that he hath formed all things by his omnipotent Word, and by his Word is able to involve all things in total destruction! "Who shall say to him, what doest thou? Who can resist the power of his might? When he pleaseth, and as he pleaseth, he will do all things, and nothing can frustrate his determinations. All things are before him, and nothing is concealed from his notice. The heavens declare the glory of God, and the firmament sheweth forth his handy-work. Day unto day uttereth speech, night unto night sheweth knowledge. There is no speech nor language where their voice is not heard."

§ XXVIII. Since, therefore, he is an intimate spectator, and a constant witness of all our actions, let us fear him, and extinguish every impure desire, that being the objects of his mercy we may escape his final judgments. For whither can any of us fly from his potent arm? What world will receive any of us, if we desert him? For the scripture says: "Whither shall I flee from thy Spirit? Where shall I hide myself from thy presence? If I ascend up
§ XXIX. Wherefore let us draw near to him with purity of mind, lifting up chaste and unpolluted hands before him, suffering all our affections to flow forth towards our benign and most merciful Father, who hath been graciously pleased to constitute us a part of his chosen people. For thus it is written: "When the most High divided the nations, when he separated the sons of Adam, he set the bounds of the nations according to the number of his angels. His people Jacob became the portion of the Lord, and Israel the lot of his inheritance." And in another place the scripture faith: "Behold the Lord taketh unto himself a nation out of the midst of the nations, as a man taketh the first fruits of his flower, and the greatest holiness shall proceed out of that nation."

§ XXX. Since we, therefore, form a part of his select and distinguished people, let us practise universal holiness, avoiding defamation, all wicked and unchaste embraces, drunkenness, riot, abominable lust, detestable adultery, odious pride, for God, faith the scripture, resisteth the proud, but imparteth his favour to the humble. Let us, therefore, be of that happy number, to whom God imparteth his favour: let us cultivate harmony and concord: let us be humble, continent, at the remotest distance from scandal and detraction, justified by our works, not our words — for the scripture faith: "Doth he that speaketh and heareth many things, and that is of a ready tongue, imagine that he is righteous? Blessed is he that is born of a woman, that liveth but a few days. Use not therefore much speech." Let us seek praise from God, and not from ourselves — for God hateth those who celebrate their own praises. Let the testimony of our good lives be given by others, as it was to our religious forefathers. Violence, oblitinacy, and arrogance, form the character of those who are accursed of God; gentleness,
tleness, humility, and mildness, constitute the character of those who are blessed of God.

§ XXXI. Let us, therefore, secure his blessing—and consider by what means we may influe it. Let us revolve the transactions of antient time. On what account was Abraham our father blessed? Was it not because he through faith practised righteousness and truth? Isaac, having a full persuasion of those great events which God in future time would assuredly accomplish, cheerfully became a sacrifice. Jacob, in humility, left his country, flying from his brother, went to Laban, and lived in servitude. He was therefore honoured with the illustrious distinction of being the father and ruler of the twelve tribes of Israel.

§ XXXII. If any one will accurately examine every circumstance, he will form a just idea of those blessings which God bestowed upon Jacob. For from him descended all the priests and levites who minister in holy things at the divine altar. From him descended our Lord Jesus as to human extraction. From him descended the kings and princes, and potentates, who adorned the tribe of Juda. Nor was the honour and distinction of the other tribes inconsiderable, since God promised, That his seed should be as the stars of heaven. They all, therefore, attained this illustrious honour and greatness, not of themselves, or by their own actions, or by any virtue they displayed, but by the benevolent will of God. So we Christians, also, being called in Christ Jesus, by his benevolent will, do not receive our gospel privileges from ourselves, or from our own wisdom, or understanding, or piety, or any good works we performed; but we enjoy them by means of that principle of belief, through which it is that the supreme God hath ever bestowed blessings on all from the beginning. To him be glory for ever and ever. Amen.

§ XXXIII. What then shall we do, brethren? Shall we be remiss in well-doing, and totally disregard benevolence? God grant that this may never happen to us! Rather let us haste with generous activity and alacrity to perform every good
good work. For the Creator and Lord of all himself exulteth in his works. For by his infinite omnipotence he established the heavens, and by his incomprehensible wisdom he adorned them. He separated the earth from the water that overwhelmed it, and fixed it on a solid and immovable basis. His almighty fiat spoke into existence all the living creatures that walk its surface. The ocean, and all the creatures therein, he created, and his power prescribed its boundaries. Last of all, man, the most exalted and dignified in rational powers, he fashioned by his pure and spotless hands, and stamped upon him the impression of his image. For God spoke these words: Let us make man in our image, after our own likeness: So God created man, male and female created be them. Having fashioned these works of creation, he applauded them, blessed them, and said: Increase and multiply. We know that all truly religious men have been adorned with good works. Even God, you see, having adorned himself with works, rejoiced. Having such a pattern, therefore, let us unwearily perform his will. Let us with all our powers execute the work of righteousness.

§ XXXIV. A faithful labourer, with liberal confidence, receives the bread he hath earned by his industry; the slothful and indolent is not able to look the matter in the face that employed him. We ought, therefore, to be diligent and active in well-doing: For it is he that dispenseth all rewards: For he thus addresseth us: Behold the Lord, and his reward is with him to recompense to every man according to his work. To this he importunately urges us, and stimulateth all our powers that we may not be remiss and negligent in any good work. Let this be the source of our rejoicing and confidence. Let his will be the law of all our actions. Let us consider how the universal company of his angels stand before his throne and minister to his will. For the scripture faith: Myriads of myriads stand before him; thousands of thousands minister unto him: and they cry out, Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God Almighty; the whole creation is full of his glory! Let us, therefore, assemble together in concord, as with one mouth fervently invoke him, and earnestly implore him to admit us to that great and glorious

blessed-
blessedness he hath promised. For he faith: Eye hath not seen, ear hath not heard, neither hath it entered into the heart of man to conceive what God hath provided for those that wait for him.

§ XXXV. How blessed, my beloved brethren, and wonderful are the gifts of God! Life in immortality; splendour in righteousness; truth in liberty; faith in assurance; temperance in holiness! All these blessings we have faculties to comprehend. But what are the felicities that are reserved for the persevering? — The Creator and Father of eternal ages, the infinitely holy God, only knows their immensity and glory. Let us, therefore, earnestly strive to be found in the number of those who wait for him, that we may share the blessedness he hath promised. How shall we secure it, my beloved? — if our minds be firmly established in faith towards God; if we seek those things that are well-pleasing and acceptable to him; if we perform those things that are agreeable to his most holy will; if we steadily advance in the path of truth, casting from us all injustice and iniquity, avarice, discord, malignity, fraud, scandal, impiety, pride, arrogance, vain-glory, and selfishness. They who practise these things are odious to God.—And not only they who practice them, but those who applaud others who are guilty of them. For thus faith the scripture: "But unto the wicked God said, What hast thou to do to declare my statutes, or that thou shouldest take my covenant in thy mouth? Seeing thou hatest instruction and casteth my words behind thee. When thou sawest a thief, then thou consentedst with him, and hast been partaker with adulterers. Thou givest thy mouth to evil, and thy tongue frameth deceit. Thou sittest and speakest against thy brother, thou slanderest thy own mother's son. These things hast thou done and I kept silence; thou thoughtest that I was altogether such an one as thyself — but I will reprove thee, and let them in order before thine eyes. Now consider this ye that forget God, lest I tear you in pieces, and there be none to deliver. Who so offereth praise, glorifieth me: and to him that ordereth his conversation aright will I show the salvation of God."
§ XXXVI. This is the path, my beloved, which will finally conduct us to our Saviour Jesus Christ, the High-Priest of our oblations, the Guardian and Support of our weaknesses. Through him it is that our view is directed toward the highest heavens. Through him it is that we behold as in a glass his faultless and glorious person. Through him it is that the mental eye hath been opened. Through him it is that our ignorant and benighted minds are illuminated with his most marvellous light. Through him it is that the Supreme God was desirous that we should be blessed with the knowledge of immortality. "Who being a radiant beam from his glory, is by so much greater than the angels, as he hath by inheritance obtained a more excellent name than they." For thus it is written: "Who maketh the winds his angels, and a flame of fire his ministers." But concerning the Son the Deity thus speaketh: "Thou art my Son, this day have I begotten thee. Ask of me and I will give thee the heathen for thine inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth for thy possession." And again he faith concerning him: "Sit thou on my right hand, until I make thine enemies thy footstool." But who are his enemies?—The wicked, and those who oppose their wills to the will of God.

§ XXXVII. Wherefore, my brethren, let us serve under his standard with all assiduity in his most holy commands. Let us consider the soldiers who are on duty under our governors. With what order, with what promptitude, with what submissive obedience do they perform what is commanded them. All are not pretors, or tribunes, or centurions, or captains, or inferior officers; but each individual in his own proper rank executes the orders of the emperor and the generals. The great can do nothing without the small, nor the small without the great. There is a reciprocal union, from which results utility. Let us, for instance, take the human body. The head without the feet is nothing, neither the feet without the head. But the least and most inconsiderable members are necessary and useful to the whole body. For all mutually conspire, and are
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harmoniously combined to form and constitute the whole system.

§ XXXVIII. In like manner let the whole body of Christians be thus harmoniously united, and let every individual pay a deference to his neighbour according to the respective station in which Providence hath placed him. Let not the strong despise the weak; let the weak reverence the strong; let the rich be liberal to the poor; let the poor be thankful to God for giving him a benefactor to supply his wants. Let the wise manifest his wisdom not by words, but good works; let not the humble found his own praise, but let others celebrate his worth. Let not the chaste be elated, knowing it is from another he received the gift of continence. Let us consider, my brethren, of what materials our frame is composed, who and what kind of beings we entered into this world, as it were from the tomb and from a state of darkness. Who it was that formed us and introduced us into this life, having previously provided accommodations for us before we were ushered into being. All these blessings, therefore, since we solely derive from God, we ought in all our enjoyments with gratitude to celebrate his praise. To whom be glory for ever and ever. Amen.

§ XXXIX. Inconsiderate, and unintelligent, and infatuated, and illiterate men, make us Christians the objects of their banter and contemptuous scorn, willing to exalt themselves in their own imaginations. “But what can mortal man do? or what strength is there in him that is made out of the dust?” For it is written: “There was no shape before my eyes; only I heard a sound and a voice. But what? shall man be pure before the Lord? Shall he be blameless in his works? Behold he trusteth not in his servants, and his angels he chargeth with folly; Yea, the heaven is not clean in his sight, how much less they that dwell in houses of clay, of which also we ourselves were made? He smote them as a moth, and from morning even unto evening they endure not. Because they were not able to help themselves, they perished. He breathed upon them, and they died, because they had no wisdom. "Call
"Call now if there be any that will answer thee, and to which of the angels wilt thou look? For wrath killeth the foolish man, and envy slayeth him that is in error. I have seen the foolish taking root, but to their habitations was presently consumed. Their children were far from safety, they perished at the gates of those who were lesser than themselves, and there was no man to help them. For what was prepared for them the righteous did eat; and they shall not be delivered from evil."

§ XL. Having these things before our eyes, and earnestly looking into the depths of the divine knowledge, we ought to do all things in regularity and order, which God hath prescribed us. Particularly, we ought to perform oblations and religious services at the times he hath appointed. He hath ordained that we should discharge these not in an immethodical and irregular manner, but in those proper times and hours his wisdom hath fixed. In what places, and by whom, is it his design that these should be performed? His supreme will hath expressly directed—in order that all things being religiously performed, might meet with his propitious acceptance. They, therefore, who in the times prescribed offer up their pious oblations, are accepted and happy. For those who follow the divine regulations do not err from the path of duty: for the High Priest hath his particular services, the priests have their respective appointments, the levites their proper ministries, the common people their several duties.

§ XLI. Let each of you, brethren, in his own proper station serve God, maintaining a good conscience, not overleaping the boundaries of that respective department which God hath assigned him, supporting the dignity and gravity of the Christian character. The daily sacrifices, the votive offerings, the sin-offerings, and trespass-offerings, are not dedicated to God in any place indiscriminately, but solely in Jerusalem, and even there they are not consecrated to the Deity in any place promiscuously, but only in the temple, at the altar, the oblation being carefully inspected by the high-priest and the above-mentioned ministers. They who
act contrary to his will, are punished with death. You see, brethren, that the greater knowledge God hath graciously imparted to us, the greater is the danger to which we are exposed.

§ XLII. The Apostles brought us glad tidings from our Lord Jesus Christ; Jesus Christ from the Deity. Christ was therefore delegated by the Deity, the Apostles by Christ. Wherefore both in harmonious union acted according to the will of the Deity. Having, therefore, received instruction, and being fully convinced of the truth of Christianity by the resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ, and being firmly established in the word of God by the copious endowments of the Holy Spirit, they went forth publishing that the kingdom of God would speedily be erected. Preaching the gospel, therefore, in various countries and cities, they constituted their first converts, after having first explored and proved them by the Holy Spirit, to be the bishops and deacons of future believers. This is no new institution. Many ages ago express mention was made in scripture of bishops and deacons. These are its words: I will appoint their bishops in righteousness, and their deacons in faith.

§ XLIII. And, what wonder, if they who in Christ had this arduous office assigned them by the Deity, constituted the above-mentioned governours — when Moses, who was a faithful servant in all his house, hath recorded in the sacred scripture every thing he was appointed to do. This illustrious law-giver have the other prophets followed, bearing testimony to the institutions he established. For Moses, when there was a warm contest about the priesthood, and the tribes were violently contending, which of them should be adorned with this illustrious honour, ordered the twelve princes of each respective tribe to bring him twelve rods, inscribed with the name of every tribe. These he bound together, and sealed them with the respective seal of each prince, and laid them up in the tabernacle of the testimony, on the table of God. After this he shut the tabernacle, set a seal on the keys of it, as he had done upon the rods. He then
then said to them, My brethren, whatsoever tribe shall have its rod blossom, that tribe hath God chosen to enjoy the honours of the priesthood, and to minister to him in sacred things.—Early the next day he convened all Israel, consisting of six hundred thousand men, showed their seals to the respective heads of tribes, opened the tabernacle of witness, brought out the rods, and Aaron's was found not only to have blossomed, but it was adorned with fruit. What think you, my beloved? Had not Moses a perfect knowledge of what, otherwise, in future time would necessarily have happened? He saw this clearly: and that there might be no confusion in Israel, he acted in this manner, that the name of the one supreme and true God might be glorified. To him be glory for ever and ever. Amen.

§ XLIV. In like manner our Apostles knew by our Lord Jesus Christ that there would be discords and dissensions about the title and office of bishop—for which reason, therefore, being endowed with a perfect knowledge of future scenes, they constituted bishops and deacons—and in the mean time appointed, that after their decease, others, whose characters had been approved, should succeed them in the Christian ministry. Those, therefore, who were appointed by the Apostles, or, since their time, by other eminent persons with the united approbation of the whole church, and with irreproachable reputations have ministered to the flock of Christ in humility, peace, and dignity of virtue, and have maintained, for a series of years, an universal character, we by no means think it just that such as these should be ejected from the ministry. For we shall incur no small guilt, if we expel those from the episcopal function who have discharged its sacred duties in an holy and unblameable manner. Happy are those Presbyters who have gone before us, who enjoyed an honourable and triumphant dissolution! They are now harrassed with no fears left any one should remove them from that station that is now assigned them! For we see that you have deprived some worthy persons of a function which they discharged with honour, and adorned with an unexceptionable character.

§ XLV.
§ XLV. You are warmly disputing and contending, my brethren, about things that have no reference to your final salvation. Search the scriptures, the genuine dictates of the Holy Spirit. You know there is nothing wicked, nothing fabulous written in them. There you will not find good men degraded by good men. Religious men were persecuted, but it was by bad men. They were imprisoned, but it was by the wicked. They were stoned by the profligate and depraved; they were murdered by the abandoned, and by those who were instigated by the worst passions. These sufferings, with a glorious magnanimity, they supported. What! my brethren, was Daniel precipitated into a den of lions by persons who feared God? Were Ananias, Azarias, and Misael, thrown into a fiery furnace by those who professed the excellent and glorious worship of the Most High?—Far from it! Who were they that committed these violations?—The most abandoned of men, distinguished for every enormity, were transported into these excesses—so as to exercise these cruelties on those who served God with an holy and spotless mind—not knowing that the Most High is a defender and protector of those who worship his most holy name with a pure conscience. To him be glory through eternal ages! Amen. Those who sustained these sufferings with inflexible fortitude are now entered into the possession of immortal glory—God hath exalted them to the highest honours, and their names shall live in remembrance for ever and ever! Amen.

§ XLVI. Such examples as these, my brethren, we ought ever to propose as a constant model for our own imitation. For it is written: Associate with the holy, for the companions of such will be holy. And again the scripture faith in another place: With the pure thou wilt be pure; with the virtuous thou wilt be virtuous; but with the perverse man thou wilt be perverse. Let us, therefore, copy the example of the virtuous and good. They are the distinguished friends of God. Why do discords, and resentments, and diffentions, and separations, and the last violences subsist among you? Do we not all profess one God, and one Christ? Was not one Spirit of God poured forth upon us? Have we not one com-
common vocation in Christ? Why do we violently fever and tear in pieces the members of Christ, and seditiously revolt and militate against our own body, and proceed to such distraction and madness as to forget that we are members one of another? Remember the words of Jesus Christ our Lord, who said: "Woe to that man! Better had he never been born, than to have laid a stumbling block in the path of one of my elect. Better a mill-stone were tied about his neck and he thrown headlong into the sea, than to have caused the least of my disciples to stumble and fall." Your divisions have perverted many, distracted many, divided the minds of many, and overwhelmed all of us in extreme grief—and yet your factious dissections still continue!

§ XLVII. Take up the Epistle of blessed Paul the Apostle. What did he write to you in the beginning of that sacred book?—Why, indeed, by divine inspiration he wrote to you concerning himself, and Cephas, and Apollos—because even then you were swayed by fond partiality towards particular persons. But that former partiality brought upon you less guilt, for it had for its object the Apostles—whose characters were abundantly attested, and a person, who had been approved by the Apostles. But now consider, y e h o they are that have perverted you, and filled the luster of your mutual fraternal love, which was so universally celebrated. It is disgraceful, my dear brethren, it is to the last disgraceful, and unworthy the Christian character, to hear, That the most united and antient church of the Corinthians, should, on account of one or two persons, be full of faction and party-discord against its Presbyters! And the fame of this hath not only reached us, but is diffused even among the disbelievers of our Religion—so that the Christian profession is calumniated and reviled on account of your folly, and you are hereby voluntarily bringing yourselves into danger!

§ XLVIII. Wherefore let us immediately exterminate these evils, and prostrate ourselves before God, supplicating him with tears to be propitious to us, and restore us to our former
former virtuous and amiable state of fraternal love. *This is the gate of righteousness that opens into life; as it is written: Open to me the gates of righteousness, that I may enter into them, and celebrate the praises of God. This is the gate of the Lord, the righteous shall enter therein. For though many paths have been marked out, yet the true gate of righteousness hath been opened by Christ — into which all who enter, and pursue the journey of life in holiness and goodness, and practise their whole duty in concord and harmony, are happy! Is any person faithful; doth he possess the powers of communicating knowledge; is he endowed with distinguished intelligence and judgment; is he in his daily practice chaste and temperate? — The higher his attainments are, the greater are his obligations to be humble, and not to study his own, but the universal good.

§ XLIX. He that hath the love of Christ, let him keep the commandments of Christ. What words can fully represent the sacred bonds of the divine benevolence and love! Who is there can do adequate justice to its immensity and excellence! The height to which benevolence exalts us is unutterable. Benevolence unites us to God. Benevolence covers a multitude of sins. Benevolence beareth all things, supporteth every evil with serene composure. There is nothing illiberal in benevolence, nothing arrogant. Benevolence doth not cause divisions, benevolence doth not kindle factious dissensions. All the chosen people of God were made perfect in benevolence. Where this is wanting, nothing is acceptable with God. Through benevolence the Deity adopted us to himself for the love he had for us— for by the will of the Supreme Being, Jesus Christ our Lord voluntarily shed his blood for us, and surrendered up his flesh for our flesh, his life for our lives.

§ L. You see, my brethren, how transcendently excellent and illustrious benevolence is; so that no words can fully represent its dignity and perfection. Who is worthy to be found invested with this, except those whom God shall deem worthy this honour. Let us, therefore, implore the Deity, that we may be adorned with this illustrious worthiness,
thinefs, that we may live in love, maintain an unspotted character, and be divested of all human partiality and prepossession. All the preceding generations, that have lived before us, have quitted the stage of life; but those who through the divine favour had their other virtues crowned and perfected by benevolence, possess the mansions of the pious, and shall make their appearance when Christ descends to visit his kingdom. For it is written: Enter into thy apartments for a little space, till my wrath and indignation shall have passed away; and I will remember the good day, and raise you up out of your graves. Blessed are we, my beloved brethren, if we practice the commands of God, united to each other in the bonds of love, in order that through love our sins may be forgiven us! For it is written: Blessed are those whose transgressions are forgiven, whose sins are covered! Blessed is the man to whom the Lord imputeth not sin, and in whose mouth there is no deceit! This blessedness was derived upon us who were chosen of God through Jesus Christ our Lord. To him be glory for ever and ever! Amen.

§ LI. Let us, therefore, implore the divine forgiveness of any crimes, into which these contentions have betrayed us. And they, who were the original authors of this factious discord and dissention ought to make the common hope their great object and aim. For they, who are possessed with the principles of piety and benevolence, would rather suffer in their own persons than have their neighbours involved in sufferings, and feel the acutest reproaches of their own minds rather than violate that harmony and concord which Christianity hath so strictly enjoined upon its professors. For it is better for a man to confess his guilt than harden his heart, as theirs were hardened who excited a factious opposition against Moses the servant of God—whose condemnation instantly appeared, for they descended alive into the grave, and were swallowed up in death. Pharaoh and his host, and all the governours of Egypt, their chariots and horsemen were, for no other cause, overwhelm-ed in the Red Sea and perished, but that their incorrigible minds were steeled against all conviction, and they remained
unconvinced after all the miracles and prodigies which God displayed by his servant Mo"ses.

§ LII. The Supreme, my brethren, is not indigent of any thing. He requires nothing from any rational being but that he should celebrate his praises. For thus faith Da"vid his chosen servant: "I will pour forth my grateful ac-
knowledgments before the Lord, this will please him "better than a young bullock that hath horns and hoofs. "Let the poor see it and be glad." And again he faith:
"Offer unto God the sacrifice of praise, and pay thy vows "unto the Moft High. Call upon me in the day of trou-
ble, and I will deliver thee, and thou shalt glorify me. "The sacrifice of God is a broken spirit."

§ LIII. You know, my beloved, you accurately know, the holy scriptures, and have carefully explored the oracles of God. Wherefore call these to your remembrance. When Mo"ses went up into the mount, and fasted and humbled himself forty days and forty nights, God said to him: "A-
rise Mo"ses, get thee down quickly from hence — for thy "people, whom thou broughtest out of the land of Egypt, "have committed wickednefs: they have soon transgressed "the way that I marked out for them, and have made to "themselves graven images. And the Lord said unto him;
"I have spoken unto thee various times, saying, I have "seen this people, and behold it is a stiff-necked people: "Let me therefore destroy them, and blot out their names "from under heaven. And I will raise up unto thee a "great and wonderful nation, that shall be much larger "than this. But Mo"ses said: Not fo, Lord! Forgive "now this people their fin: or if thou wilt not, blot "me out of the book of the living." O transcendent benevolence and love! O peerless perfection of goodness! The servant addresses the Supreme Lord with freedom and liberty, implores forgiveness for the multitude; he even desires that he himself may be involved in the ge-
eral destruction!

§ LIV.
§ LIV. What generous, what compassionate man is there among you? Let such an one make this publick declaration: Is this dissention, and discord, and separation owing to me? — This moment I will depart; I will remove where-ever you will. I am ready to do whatever the congregation enjoins me to do — only let the flock of Christ, with the Presbyters who preside over it, enjoy undisturbed tranquillity. — He that acteth in this manner will secure to himself great honour from God. Every place will receive such a voluntary worthy exile — for the earth is the Lord's, and the fullness thereof. In this manner those, who regulate their lives according to the sacred institutions of God, have acted, and will ever act.

§ LIV. Examples of this we may produce even from among the heathens. Many kings and princes, when a pestilence hath raged, in obedience to the oracular response have voluntarily surrendered themselves to death, to rescue their subjects and citizens by their blood. Many have for ever abandoned their native cities, to extinguish the flames of sedition. Many among you we know, who to ransom others have generously delivered up themselves to bonds. Many have spontaneously submitted their necks to servitude, and supported others by the miserable pittance they could earn. Many of the tender sex, strengthened by divine assistance, have performed many heroic deeds. The renowned Judith, when the city was besieged, requested the elders for permission to go forth into the camp of their enemies. Exposing herself, therefore, to imminent danger, urged by the love of her country, and of the inhabitants who were in the last distress, she entered the camp, and the Lord delivered Holopners into the hand of a woman! Not less distinguished for her faith is Esther, who willingly risked her own life to rescue the twelve tribes of Israel who were destined to speedy destruction. For in fasting and humiliation she fervently supplicated the eternal God, the omniscient Lord of the universe, who, seeing the genuine humility of her soul, delivered the people.
people, for whose sake she had exposed herself to such danger.

§ LVI. Wherefore let us intercede for those who have incurred any guilt, that they may be endowed with humility and self-abasement, to submit, not to us, but to the will of God. This disposition will not only render them perfectly amiable in the sight of God, but secure them the tender pity and compassion of the saints. Let us employ, my beloved, that reprehension and reproof, which no one ought to resent. The admonition which we give one another, is extremely useful and salutary — for this unites us to the will of God. For thus saith the holy scripture: "The Lord corrected me, " but he did not deliver me over unto death. For whom " the Lord loveth, he chasteneth, and scourgeth every son " whom he receiveth. The righteous, it saith, shall in- " struct me in mercy, but let not the oil of sinners make " fat my head." And again it saith: "Happy is the man " whom God correcteth; therefore despise not thou the " chastening of the Almighty. For he maketh sore, and " bindeth up; he woundeth, and his hands make whole, " He shall deliver thee in six troubles, yea in seven there " shall no evil touch thee. In famine he shall redeem thee " from death, and in war from the power of the sword. " Thou shalt be hid from the scourge of the tongue, neither " shalt thou be afraid of destruction when it cometh. Thou " shalt laugh at the wicked and sinners, neither shalt thou " be afraid of the beasts of the earth. The wild beasts " shall be at peace with thee. Then shalt thou know that " thy house shall be in peace, and the habitation of thy " tabernacle shall not err. Thou shalt know also that thy " seed shall be great, and thy off-spring as the grass of " the earth. Thou shalt come to thy grave as the ripe " corn, that is taken in due time, like as a shock of corn " cometh in, in its season." You see, my beloved, what a " protection and guardianship is exercised over those who are " chastened of the Lord — for a good God corrects us that " we may be made wiser and better by his sacred discipline.

§ XLVII,
§ XLVII. You therefore, who first lighted the flame of this dissention, submit yourselves to the Presbyters, and be advised to repent, humbling yourselves in the profoundest abasement. Learn submission, laying aside all arrogant and disdainful virulence of language. For it is better for you to fill some of the lowest stations in the fold of Christ, than, vainly arrogating to yourselves a proud superiority above others, to be expelled from its sacred enclosure. For thus the divine wisdom speaketh: "Behold, I will pour out the word of my Spirit upon you; I will make known my speech unto you. Because I called and you would not hear, I stretched out my hands and you regarded not: but you have set at nought all my counsel, and would none of my reproof: I also will laugh at your calamity, and mock when your fear cometh: when your fear cometh as desolation, and your destruction as a whirlwind, when distress and anguish cometh upon you. Then shall you call upon me, but I will not hear you; the wicked shall seek me, but they shall not find me: For that they hated knowledge, and did not seek the fear of the Lord. They would not hearken unto my counsel, they despised all my reproof. Therefore shall they eat of the fruit of their own ways, and be filled with their own wickedness." * * * *

§ LVIII. May the omniscient God, the Lord of spirits, and the governour of all flesh, who elected our Lord Jesus Christ, and us through him to be his peculiar people, endow every soul, that calls upon his most glorious and holy name, with faith, reverence, peace, patience, long-suffering, continence, chastity and sobriety, that he may secure his favour and acceptance through our High-Priest and Governour Jesus Christ, thro' whom, to his supreme Majesty, be ascribed glory and greatness, power and honour, both now and thro' all ages of time and eternity! Amen.

§ LIX. Claudius Ephebus, Valerius Bito, with Fortunatus, whom we have dispatched to you, send back to us in peace and joy, with all possible expedition, that we may the sooner
sooner be informed that the concord and harmony, which is
the object of our ardent prayers and wishes, is restored among
you; and that we may the sooner rejoice in the happy re-
union and re-establishment of your society.—May the favour
of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you, and with all every
where, who are called of God through him. To the supreme
God, through Jesus Christ, be glory, honour, power, ma-
jefty, and everlasting dominion, through all the revolving
ages of time and eternity! Amen.

The End of CLEMENT's Epistle to the
CORINTHIANS.
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